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Executing  65,000  lines  of  Basic  code  per  second  the  BasicX-24 
is  the  KING  of  Basic  programmable  microcontrollers. 

400  bytes  RAM . 

32K  User  program  area 

19  I/O  lines  with  8   lOBit  ADC’s. 
Real  multitasking  and  Serial  UARTs. 

Siteplayer  is  a   true  stand-afi 

Super  easy  to  use. 
Standard  RJ-45  network  int 

Control  or  monitor  anything 

High  quality  serial  2x16  LCD  with  backlight 

Easy  to  use. 
2400  &   9600  Baud  support 

Software  controllable  backlight  and  contrast. 



Outstanding  Outlets, 
Fantastic  Fans! 

♦   Outlet  strips  for  your  bench  or  19” racks! 

♦   Trippllte  PS4816-NS  has  16  outlets 

♦   48”  long,  circuit-breaker  protected 
♦   Rated  1 5A.  6   foot  cord  r   regular  AC  plug 

♦   New  In  box,  H   SC  9CMlay  warra  nty 

HSC#20485  $35.00 

♦   Brooks  Power  Systems  APS  48-10-65 

♦   48”  long,  circuit-breaker  protected 
♦   Rated  20A,  5   duplex  outlets,  6   foot  cord 

♦   Special  AC  Plug  has  one  horlz.  blade 

♦   New  In  box,  H   SC  90-day  warranty 

HSC#20486  $35.00 

♦   Gel st  Manufacturing  VRTN2-10210TL 

♦   66”  long,  20  A   circuit-breaker  protected 
♦   Rated  20A,  20  outlets,  6   foot  cord 

♦   Twist-lock  AC  Plug  (for  20  A   circuit) 

♦   Used,  with  bracket,  HSC  90 -day  warr. 

HSC#20524  $29.50 

♦   New  19”  rack -mountable  dual  fan  ass'y 

♦   Two  6”  fans,  1 20  VAC,  with  grille 
♦   See  a   II  the  above  on  our  website! 

HSC#20484  $39.50 

Switching  Adaptors! 
Modem  technology  power  supplies  use 

switch- mode  technology,  and  don't  have 
heavy  transformers.  The  outputs  are  regu- 

lated, and  they  are  usually  universal  Input 

for  voltage  standards  anywhereln  theworld! 

*   Universal  Input!  100  -   240 VAC,  .65A 
*   Regulated  output  12VDCal2.0A 

HSC#20552  $14.95 

15  3* 20552 20551 

*   Input  100  - 120  VAC,  ,8A 
*   Regulated  output  15VDCat2.4A 

HSC#20551  $14.95 

*   Universal  Input!  100 -24-0 VAC.  1   A 
t   Regulated  output  24  VDC  at  1 .67  A 

HSC#20550  $14.95 

20550 20543 

*   Universal  Input!  100  -   240 VAC,  1   A 
*   Requires  normal  lECcord  for  AC  Input 

*   Reg u lated o utpu t   3. 3   V   DC  at  4.5  A 

HSC#20543  $14.95 

DVl  Cable  Deal! 

♦   DVl -I  Digital  &   Analog,  Single-link  cable 

♦   Male-to-Male 

♦   Black,  8   ft.  long 

♦   Super  price! 
♦   New  In  bag 

♦   HSC  90nday  warr. 

HSC#20346 

$9.95 
Wireless  Video  System! 

♦   Tiny  3/4  in.  color  camera  w/transmltter! 

♦   Receiver  Is  tuneable  for  best  signal 

♦   9VDC  batt.  conn,  for  portable  camera 

♦   AC  power  packs  for  both  units! 

♦   RCA  plugs  for  A/V  out 

♦   F1  conn  for  whip 

HSC#80748 

t   camera 

% 

$59.95! 

Parallel  Port 

External  Hard  Drive 

♦   'hMS'^QuIckDrlve” 

♦   For  3.5”  IDE  drive  type 

♦   Special  shock  mount 

♦   Rtr  DOS  &   W95+- 

HSC#19976 
$19.95 

HSC  Exclusive  -   PixieZ! 

♦   Tiny  QRP  Xcvr  rig!  200-300  mW  out 

♦   Kit  Incl.  all  boa rd-mounted  parts 

♦   Use  'wal kman '   pho nes  VjV  „ 

♦   QRP  crystal  pack  special! 

Finally II.. .80,  40,  30,  20, 17, 1   5   &   - 
10  meter  calling  freqs.  In  one  bag! 

HSC#erystalpak  $14.95 
HSC#Pixie2  $9.95 

12VDC  Geared  Motor! 

♦   12V DC  Motor  with  worm  gear  reduction 

+   2   speeds,  40  &   106  RPM  --  High  torq  ue! 

t   Motor  measures  2.25”  dla.  x   4.5”  long 

♦   Overall  leng  th  7”,  lever  arm  Is  1.75”  long 
♦   Looks  like  car  wiper  motor.. .never  used! 

HSC#20554  $19.95 

Ultrasonic  Range  Sensor 

♦   Similar  to  SonaSwItch  'Mlnl-S' 

♦   Mounts  In  1 .575”  hole 

♦   Fixed  range:  5-7  feet 

♦   Rep.  sense  rate:  10Hz 

♦   See  http://www.halted.com  for  tech  Info 

♦   HSC  90^ay  warranty 

HSC#19833  $9.95 1 

Hobbyist  Alert  --  Shrink  &   Tubing  on  the  Web! 
Here  Is  a   sample  of  the  way  our  website  Is  growing.. .have  a   look  at  just  some  of  the  wire 

management  tubing  we  offer!  Tidy  up  your  wire  harnesses. and  Insulate  the  Joints! 

From  time  to  time,  we  will  show  you  some  of  our  vast  Inventory  here,  but  If  you  want  to 
see  more,  go  to  WWW.HALTED.COM  for  the  full  story...we  are  uploading  all  the  time! 

The  following  heat  shrink  tubing  comes  in  4-foot  lengths,  available  in 

i   black, 

red,  clear,  white  or  yellow.  Price  is  per  4-foot  piece. 

HEAT  SHRINK,  3/64"  DIA. 
.86 

HEAT  SHRINK,  1/16"  DIA. 
.80 

HEAT  SHRINK,  3/32"  DIA. 
.88 

HEAT  SHRINK,  1/8"  DIA. 
1.00 

HEAT  SHRINK,  3/16"  DIA. 
1.00 

HEAT  SHRINK,  1/4"  DIA. 
1.28 

HEAT  SHRINK,  3/8"  DIA. 
1.60 

HEAT  SHRINK,  1/2"  DIA. 
2.00 

Handy  heat  shrink  assortments  -   all  pieces  are  6"  long. 

HEAT  SHRINK,  BLACK,  1/16"-  1",  12  PC 
PH  148  9 2.99 

HEAT  SHRINK,  3/64"  18  COLORS 
HEA631 2.39 

HEAT  SHRINK,  1/16"  16  COLORS 
HEA632 2.39 

HEAT  SHRINK,  3/32"  16  COLORS 
HEA633 2.39 

HEAT  SHRINK.  1/8"  16  COLORS HEA034 2.39 

HEAT  SHRINK,  3/16"  16  COLORS 
HEA63S 3.79 

HEAT  SHRINK,  1/4"  16  COLORS 
HEA036 4.19 

HEAT  SHRINK,  3/8"  16  COLORS 
HEA637 4.49 

HEAT  SHRINK,  1/2"  16  COLORS 
HEA638 4.79 

Corrugated  black  plastic  tubing  with  a   slit  along  the  length,  for  easy  wire  bun- 
dling. Can  be  installed  when  both  ends  of  wire  are  fastened  down!  Price  per 

roll,  also  sold  by  the  foot,  inquire  with  sales  dept. 

TUBING,  1/4"  CONVOLUTED  SPLIT  NYLON,  160' 
HEA042 1   3.00 

TUBING,  1/2"  CONVOLUTED  SPLIT  NYLON,  168+ 
HEA043 17.00 

TUBING,  1"  CONVOLUTED  SPLIT  NYLON,  1604 
HEA044 35.00 

Braided  plastic  "tubing",  will  expand  to  several  times  Its  nominal  diameter.  Neatly 
bundle  wire  harnesses  (before  fastening  ends  down}.  Price  per  spool,  also  sold 

by  the  foot,  inquire  with  sales  dept. 

EXPAN  DO -TUB  IN  G   1/8"  FIRE  RETARDANT,  1 66+ 
HEA056 17.66 

EX  PAN  DO  -T  UBING  1/4"  F IR  E   R   ETARD  A   NT,  1 66 ' 
HEA6S7 25.00 

EXPAN  DO-TUBING^  1/2"  FIRE  RETARDANT,  168' 
HEA053 45.00 

EXPAN DO-TUBIN GL,  3/4"  FIRE  RETARDANT,  160' 
HEA059 65.00 

EXPAN  DO-TUBING*  1-3/4"  FIRE  RETARDANT,  166' 
HEA060 140.00 

Spiral-wrap  tubing  In  natural  color  nylon  can  be  installed  on  wiring  harnesses 
after  insulation,  easily  allows  wires  to  exit  wrap  in  the  middle  of  a   run. Price 

per  spool,  also  sold  by  the  foot.  Inquire. 

TUBING,  3/16"  SPIRAL  WRAP.  106'  SPOOL 
HEA039 14.00 

TUBING  3/8"  SPIRAL  WRAP,  100'  SPOOL 
HEA040 23.06 

TUBING  5/8"  SPIRAL  WRAP,  188'  SPOOL 
HEA041 39.66 

□at  Matrix  Display 

#19429  *8.00 

Special  Bargains!! 

Laptop  Floppy  Drive 
HSC#291B0  $14.95 

12V DC  Adapt..  3 .4 A 
H$C#1 93 1 2   $9.95 

Neon  Light  far  PC, 
Bound  Activated! 

#20441  $9,95 

VkJeoWAVE  Editor 

#19055  $9.95t 

53.6k  Socket  Modem 
H   SC  #202 17  $4.95E 

Cordless  LAN  Card 

#19737  $6.00E 

Wearable 
Mini-PhOhe! 

#20244  $9.95 

2   X   24  Char  LCD 
#203  55  $7.50 

Cordless  USB  Ada  p 

#19738  $6.00E 

SOW  Power  Supply 

#18415  $500 

Palm  V.  Vx  bare 
Touc  hseree  n   e   la  me  nt 

#20529  $2.95 

In 

■i 

D-Link  USB  Fast 

Ethernet  Adapter 

#20542  $8 ,95 

Mylex’  RAID  Card 
New  Price! 

#19427  $15.0OE 

LCD  Dot  Mstrix  Display 

2   x   40  char.  Sharp 

#20299  $9,50 

20CW  Power  Supply 

#19267  $10.00 

Electronic 
Supply 

3   Retail/Wholesale  Locations: 

Main  Office  -   Mail  Orders... 

3500  Ryder  St.  Santa  Clara,  CA  95051 

Santa  Clara  1-408-732-1573 

Sacramento  1   -91 6-338-2545 
Rohnert  Park  1-707-585-7344 

You  can  get  more  info  about  any  of  these  items  on  our  website! 

Since  1963!... 

f   Silicon  Valley’s  Electronic  Marketplace 
Look  for  us  on 

seller  ID: 
h   sc  electron  icsu  pply 

Order  Toll-Free:  1-8004-HALTED(442-5833) 
or— ONLINE,  AT:  www.haited.com 

Terms:  Some  quantities  limited;  all  Items  are  subject  to  prior  sale.  Minimum  order: 

$16. 30'  plus  shipping.  Orders  under  $30.00  subject  to  $3.00  handling  fee,  In  addition 
to  shipping.  All  orders  shipped  by  UPS  Surface  unless  otherwise  specified.  $6.00  UPS 
charge  added  for  COD.  Visit  our  website  for  detailed  Information  on  domestic  and 
International  shipping  methods. 
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VERSION 

PCB123  Provides  the 
Complete  Circuit  Board  Solution, 

Design  Through  Order 

Order  up  to  100-pcs  with  Quick  Turn  Around 
New  libraries  contain  over  a   1000  common 
devices  (PIC  MCU,  AVR,  Flash,  OTP,  EPROM 
and  much  more) 

DigiKey,  Jameco  &   Mouser  part  numbers 

Templates  for  PC104,  PC104+,  Rabbit,  PCI  & 
more 

TkoiipIe  De: 

■   I   13624  S   Freeman  Rd.  Mulino,  OR  97C42  USA 

3   i   Phone:  (800)  228-8198  x236  /   Fax:  1503)  829-6657 
DOWN  LOAD  THE  NEW  VERSION 

P   
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 Successfully  selling  online  since  1997. 
Experience  you  can  trust!  Try  us  out  today  at 

www.PCBexpress.com/nv 
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Reader  Feedback 

Dear  Nuts  &   Volts: 

Please  keep  me  informed  as  to 

the  availability  of  a   digital  version  of 

the  magazine,  either  web-  or  CD- 
based.  I   am  most  interested  in  this  as 

an  addition  to  the  print  version,  since 
it  would  make  retrieval  of  items  much 

easier.  I   would  still  like  to  receive  the 

magazine  in  paper  form  as  I   like  to  be 

able  to  read  it  wherever  I   happen  to 

be  and  I   find  a   hard  copy  much  easier 

to  read  on  the  move.  Please  keep  up 

the  good  work  —   this  is  an  incredibly 

good  publication! 
Phil  Eldridge 
via  Internet 

Well,  Phil,  you're  in  luck!  Beginning 
this  very  month,  well  have  digital 
subscriptions  available.  Plus,  we 
will  also  have  a   CD-ROM  archive 
containing  all  of  calendar  year 

2004 's  issues  that  can  be  searched, 
printed,  and  easily  stored.  For  all 
the  details ,   see  Page  102  or  go  to 
www.nutsDoits.com  and  order! 

The  CDs  should  be  ready  to  ship 
about  May  15th ! 

Dear  Nuts  &   Volts: 

You  have  a   great  magazine.  I   love 

your  question  and  answer  columns,  I 

also  like  that  you  have  covered  a   wide 

range  of  subjects  including  statistics, 

project  management,  and  basic 

electronics.  Keep  up  the  variety,  but 

still  mostly  to  the  electronics.  It  would 

be  great  if  you  would  provide  a 

printed  circuit  source  with  your 

construction  articles,  I   see  that  you 

have  companies  advertising  in  the 

magazine  that  do  small  quanties  at  a 

reasonable  price.  I   would  think  that 

they  would  be  glad  to  be  a   source. 
Richard  Lambert 

via  Internet 

Dear  Nuts  &   Volts: 

In  your  March  05  issue,  there  was 

a   project  called  Build  a   Geiger  Counter 

—   Part  I ,   I   thought  I   might  try  to  build 
the  circuit,  but  wanted  to  wait  for  Part 

2,  which  was  supposed  to  be  in  the 

next  issue  (April).  Did  we  forget? 

Tom  Gross 
via  Internet 

CJh  yeah  ...  try  Page  50  in  this  issue. 

Dear  Nuts  &   Volts: 

The  April  Fool  issue  has  a   good 

article  about  building  a   pulse 

generator,  but  with  no  parts  list.  You 

get  to  guess  what  parts  the  author  is 

including  in  his  schematic,  Nice  trick, 
Albert  McGarvey 

via  Internet 

A   copy  of  the  missing  parts  list  is 
available  at  www.nutsvolts.com. 

Click  on  the  April  issue.  (Ain't  the web  great!)  Continued  on  Page  S3 
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Link  Instr 

Logic  Analyzers 
New  LA-5000  Series 

1   40  to  160  channels 

1   up  to  500  MSa/s 
1   Variable  Threshold 

8   External  Clocks 
1   16  Level  Triggering 

1   up  to  51 2K  samples/ch 
USB  2.0  and  Parallel  Interface! 

1   Pattern  Generator  option 

LA524Q  (200MHz,  40CH) 
LA 5280  (200  MHz,  80CH) 
LA 5540  (500MHz,  40CH) 
LA5580  (500MHz,  90CH) 
LA5516G  (500MHz,  160CH) 

$1700  USB  2.0/ParaHIell 

$2350  USB  2.0/Parallel 
$2500  USB  2.0/Parallel 

$3500  USB  2. 0/Para  lie  I 
$7500  USB  2. 0/Pa  rail  el 

Small  and  portable  LA-2124 
1   Small,  Lightweight  and  Portable  •   24  Channel  Logic  Analyzer 

1   Only  4   oz  and  4.75"  x   2.75”  x   1"  •   lOOMSa/S  max  sample  rate 
•   Variable  Threshold  Voltage 

$800 
Parallel  Port  Interface  to  PC 

■Trigger  Out Large  1 28k  Buffer 

Digital  Oscilloscopes 

1 2   Channel  Digital  Oscilloscope 

1 100  MSa/s  max  single  shot  rate 

■   32K  samples  per  channel 
1   Advanced  Triggering 

■   Only  9   oz  and  6.3”  x   3.75”  x   1 .25” 

1   Small,  Lightweight,  and  Portable 
1   USB  or  Parallel  Port  interface 
1   Advanced  Math 

1   FFT  Spectrum  Analyzer  (option) 

DSO-2102S  $525 

DSO-2102M  $650 

DSO-21 02S(USB)  $600 
DSO-2102M(USB)  $725 

Link  Instruments  (973)  808-8990 
17A  Daniel  Road  East  •   Fairfield,  NJ  07004  ■   Fax  (973)  808-8786 

www.Linkins2.com 
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TechKnowledgey  2005 

by  Jeff  Eckert 

TechKnowledgey 
2005 Events,  Advances,  and  News 

From  the  Electronics  World 

If  you  see  anything  revolutionary  and 

interesting  —   or  just  plain  cool  — 
while  surfing  newsgroups,  filtering 

press  releases,  or  simply  doing  your 

job,  drop  me  a   line  about  it.  Have 

questions  or  comments  about  what 

you  read  here  in  “Techknowledgey 
2005?"'  Send  those  my  way,  too.  You 
can  reach  me  at  wwwj keeker t,com 

—   Jeff  Eckert 

Advanced 

Technologies 
Imaging  Technique 
Improves  Bone  Grafts 

This  microcomputed  tomography 

image  provides  a   detailed  look  at  both 
the  vascularization  and  mineralization 

of  a   bone  sample.  Photo  courtesy  of 

Georgia  Institute  of  Technology. 

D esearchers  at  Georgia  Tech 

www.gatech.edu)  have  come 

up  with  an  imaging  technique,  called 

microcomputed  tomography  (micro- 

CT),  It  is  said  to  provide  one  million 

times  more  detail  than  a   traditional 

8 

CT  scan,  and  it  was  used  recently  in 

a   program  to  develop  bone  graft  sub- 
stitutes that  combine  the  best  fea- 

tures of  allografts  (bone  grafts  taken 

from  a   donor)  and  autografts  (grafts 

taken  from  the  patient). 

The  technique  can  simultaneous- 
ly look  at  both  vascularization  (the 

process  in  which  blood  vessels  invade 

body  tissues  during  the  healing 

process)  and  mineralization  (by 

which  mineral  crystals  harden  to 

regenerate  bone)  by  generating  three- 
dimensional  images  of  the  graft,  thus 

allowing  tissue  engineers  to  provide 

the  best  possible  implant  design. 

According  to  project  head  Dr. 

Robert  Guldberg,  “We’re  applying 
three-dimensional  imaging  techniques 

to  quantify  vascularization  and  miner- 
alization in  order  to  evaluate  which  of 

these  tissue  engineering  approaches 

is  going  to  be  able  to  best  and  most 

quickly  restore  bone  function.  We’ve 
always  known  that  vascularization  is 

very  important  to  bone  repair,  but 

we’ve  never  really  had  a   good  method 

to  measure  the  process.” 

Guldberg’s  team  has  used 
micro-CT  imaging  to  study  fracture 

healing  and  repair  of  large  bone 
defects  that  can  result  from  the 

removal  of  bone  tumors  or  from 

crushing  injuries.  Large  bone  defects 

are  typically  repaired  with  allografts, 

because  large  structural  pieces  are 
available  from  human  donors.  But 

allografts  must  be  sterilized  to  avoid 

transmitting  disease  from  donor  to 

patient,  so  they  are  made  up  of  dead 

material  that  may  not  heal  well  and 

can  break  up  within  a   yean 

Live  grafts  work  better,  but  they 

have  to  be  taken  from  elsewhere  in 

the  patient.  A   promising  compromise 

is  to  wrap  allografts  with  a   biomateri- 

al that  contains  live  marrow  cells  or 

to  employ  bioactive  genes  which  can 

result  in  accelerated  repair  and  inte- 

gration of  the  implants.  In  addition  to 

studying  bone  regeneration,  the  abil- 

ity to  look  at  detailed  three-dimen- 
sional images  of  vascular  networks 

can  shed  light  on  research  into  vas- 
cular injuries  and  disc  degeneration 

in  the  back,  and  it  can  facilitate  early 

tumor  detection  by  pinpointing  areas 

of  increased  vascularization  (which 

often  indicate  tumor  growth). 

Fuel  Cell  Uses  Hydrogen 
Fuel 

Nippon  Telegraph  and  Telephone Corporation  (www.ntt.coJp/ 

index  e.html)  has  developed  a   pro- 

totype miniaturized  polymer-elec- 
trolyte fuel  cell  (PEFC)  that  uses 

hydrogen  gas  as  a   fuel  and  is  small 
enough  to  fit  in  a   mobile  phone,  Onder 

tests  using  a   production-model  mobile 

phone,  the  prototype  successfully 

powered  start-up  and  signal  recep- 
tion/transmission (i.e.,  video  phone, 

voice  calls,  and  “i-mode”  Internet  serv- 
ices). In  association  with  this  develop- 

ment, NTT  has  also  developed  a 
device  for  automatically  topping  off 

the  micro  PEFC  with  hydrogen. 

At  present,  the  mainstream  tech- 
nology for  mobile  phone  use  is  the 

direct-methanol  fuel  cell  (DMFC), 

which  uses  methanol  as  the  hydrogen 

fuel  supply.  However,  a   DMFC  suffers 

from  key  disadvantages  in  that  car- 
bon dioxide  is  produced  during  power 

generation  and,  because  of  an  insuffi- 

cient power  density  per  unit  area,  bat- 

tery miniaturization  is  difficult. 

According  to  NTT,  the  new  PEFC 

attains  an  output  power  comparable 

to  that  of  a   lithium-ion  battery  without 
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producing  any  carbon  dioxide  during 

power  generation,  it  is  further  believed 

to  be  adaptable  to  a   wide  variety  of 

mobile  devices,  including  camcorders, 

digital  cameras,  PDAs,  and  notebook 

PCs.  MTT  representatives  did  not  spec- 

ulate as  to  when  the  prototype  will  be 

ready  for  commercial  production. 

Computers  and 
Networking 
Rent  a   Supercomputer 

IBM  fwww.ibm.com)  recently announced  a   program  that  allows 

customers  to  access  the  renowned 

Blue  Gene  supercomputing  system 

(see  Page  XX  for  information  about 

the  Blue  Gene),  located  in  Rochester, 

MN,  on  an  hourly  basis  via  a   secure 

dedicated  virtual  private  network. 

Called  “Deep  Computing  on 

Demand,1'  the  program  is  expected  to 
serve  a   number  of  markets  in  which 

the  potential  for  achieving  break- 

throughs is  great  but  the  capital  for 

purchasing  a   supercomputing  system 

simply  isn't  available.  These  include 
drug  discovery  and  product  design, 

simulation  and  animation,  financial, 

and  weather  modeling,  among  others. 

The  system  allows  customers  to 

obtain  a   peak  performance  of  5.7  ter- 
aflops.  Reportedly,  the  service  is 

priced  at  a   mere  50  cents  per  hour 

per  CPQ,  which  sounds  cheap  until 

you  consider  that  each  Blue  Gene  sys- 
tem is  made  up  of  as  many  as  64 

racks,  each  with  1,024  dual  CPU 

nodes  per  rack.  Additionally,  efficient 

use  of  the  highly  parallel,  intercon- 
nected machine  requires  applications 

that  are  specifically  tailored  for  its 

architecture,  so  you  probably  should 

hang  onto  the  old  PC  for  word  pro- 

cessing and  accounting  functions. 

Cross- Platform  Compilable 
Basic 

If  you  have  an  interest  in  developing software  that  runs  natively  in 

Windows,  Mac  OS,  and  Linux  all  from 

the  same  source  code,  and  if  Basic  is 

your  programming  bag,  you  may 
need  to  take  a   look  at  REALbasic  2005 

from  REAL  Software,  Inc.  According  to 

the  vendor,  REALbasic  2005  is  highly 

compatible  with  Visual  Basic,  and 

Visual  Basic  developers  can  be  instant- 

ly productive  with  it. 
In  addition,  the  product  includes  a 

conversion  utility  to  help  migrate  exist- 

ing Visual  Basic  projects  to  REALbasic 

where  they  can  be  compiled  for 

Windows,  Macintosh,  and  even  Linux. 

It  also  creates  self-contained  executa- 

bles that  do  not  require  dynamic  link 

libraries  (DLLs),  external  frameworks, 

or  virtual  machines. 

This  is  aimed  at  minimizing  instal- 

lation and  deployment  problems  com- 

monly associated  with  some  cross-plat- 
form development  tools.  REALbasic 

professional  edition  lists  for  $499.95 

but  is  temporarily  offered  at  an  intro- 

ductory price  of  $399.95.  The  stan- 
dard edition  starts  at  $99.95.  For 

more  information,  visit  www.real 

software.com/demol5 

One-Inch  Drive  Stores  Six Gigs 

The  Hitachi  3K6  micro  drive  stores  six  giga- 
bytes. Photo  copyright  2005  Hitachi  Global 

Storage  Technologies.  All  Rights  Reserved. 

Late  in  February,  Hitachi  began shipping  the  model  3K6  hard 
drive,  aimed  at  miniature  MP3  players 

and  other  miniature  devices.  It  stores 

six  gigabytes  in  a   one-inch  format, 
which  translates  into  as  many  as 

3,000  songs,  6,000  photos,  or  eight 

hours  of  MPEG-4  video  (depending 

on  the  compression  rate).  The  drive  is 

available  in  both  removable  Compact 

Flash  Type  II  and  embedded  versions, 

and  the  retail  price  is  $299.00. 

Pertinent  specs  include  3,600  rpm 

platter  speed,  78  billion  bits/square 

inch  density,  8.3  microseconds  aver- 

age latency,  and  a   12  microsection 

PCB-Layout  CAD 

-   Industrial  PCB  design  as  easy  as  writing  letters 
-   All  functions  in  one  program,  no  conversions 

-   No  patchwork  bundle  of  modules 
-   No  maintenance  contracts 

-   Technical  questions  answered  within  24  h 
-   t4,0QQ  symbols  and  corresponding  footprints 

■   Easy  drawing  of  custom  components 
-   Flexible  designs,  realtime  design  rule  check 
-   Multilayer  technique  supported  (blind& buried  vias) 

-   Generation  of  all  CAM  data  lor  etching  and  milling 
-   Lots  of  automatic  functions 

-   Full  featured  free  demo  download  at 

www.targ  et-3PQ1  .co  m 

Schematic 

PCB 

Simulation 

Autoplacer 
Autorouter 
EMC-Analysis 

Frontpanel 

four  authorised  dealer  In  the  US: 

Ewww.deyselectronics.com 
phone:  {650)  361  0703 eMail:  salesu 5 ffideyse lectronics.com 
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average  seek  time.  A   follow-up  four- 

gigabyte  version  is  in  the  works  that 

will  sell  for  $199.00.  Finally,  later  this 

year,  Hitachi  plans  to  release  a   higher- 

capacity  version  (presently  referred  to 

as  “Mikey,”  the  baby  microdrive)  with 
eight  to  10  gigabytes  of  storage  space. 

FBI  Virus 

Arecent  alert  from  the  Federal Bureau  of  Investigation  (FBI) 

warns  of  an  ongoing  mass  email 

scheme  in  which  unsolicited  messages 

inform  recipients  that  their  Internet  use 

has  been  monitored  by  the  agency’s 
Internet  Fraud  Complaint  Center  and 

that  they  have  accessed  illegal  web- 
sites. The  message  then  directs  the 

recipient  to  open  an  attachment,  which 

turns  out  to  be  a   virus.  If  you  receive 

such  a   message,  you  are  advised  to  (a) 

refrain  from  opening  the  attachment, 

and  (b)  report  it  to  the  Internet  Crime 

Complaint  Center  at  wwwJc3.gov 

Mozilla  Update  Available 

As  of  this  writing,  there  are  some 27  million  users  of  the  Fi refox 

1.0  browser,  and  all  of  them  are  vul- 

nerable to  several  security  flaws.  The 

most  serious  of  them  could  allow  a 

hacker  to  gain  full  control  over  your 

PC.  Available  at  www.mozilla.org 

you  now  can  download  Firefox  1.01, 

which  fixes  17  of  these  problems  and 

includes  fixes  to  protect  you  from 

Web  address  spoofing  and  other  vul- 
nerabilities. More  information  about 

the  new  release  is  available  in  the 

notes  at  www.mozilla.org/prod 

ucts/firefox/  releases 

Circuits  and  Devices 

Tap  into  Earth  Music 

The  aurora  borealis  emits  strong  radio 
waves  that  can  be  converted  to  audio  signals 

when  channeled  through  aVL.F  receiver. 
Photo  courtesy  of  NASA. 

Haybe  you’re  tired  of  the  usual stuff  that  comes  out  of  your 

radio  —   overproduced  and  under  in- 

spired contemporary  dance  ditties, 

recycled  Top-40  oldies,  pompous  talk 
show  hosts,  et  al.  Well,  how  about  if  you 

could  listen  to  the  largely  Impromptu 

radio  emissions  of  the  Earth  itself? 

In  fact,  thousands  of  very  low  fre- 

quency (VLF)  receivers  are  already 

tuned  In  to  “Earth  music”  thanks  to 

the  Interactive  NASA  Space  Physics 

Ionosphere  Radio  Experiments 

(INSPIRE)  program.  Listening  in  the 

range  of  0   to  20  kHz,  you  can  hear  var- 

ious natural  and  man-made  phenome- 
na, including  sf erics  (lightning  impulse 

signals),  tweeks  (sferics  that  are  ducted 
Into  the  ionosphere),  whistlers  (signals 

that  return  to  Earth  via  a   magnetic  field 

line),  choruses  (many  simultaneous 

whistler-like  emissions),  and.  others. 

(You’ll  also  hear  a   lot  of  60-cycle  hums 

If  you’re  within  500  meters  of  any  kind 
of  AC  power  source,  so  forget  about 

locating  the  receiver  in  your  living 

room.)  The  sounds  change  with  geo- 
graphic location,  time  of  day,  weather, 

seasons,  and  so  on,  so  your  reception 

will  contain  more  variety  than  the  aver- 

age Oprah  show.  If  you  are  curious 
about  the  concept,  visit  http://image. 

gsfc.nasa.  gov/poetry/inspire 
You  can  listen  to  audio  samples, 

view  spectral  representations  of  them 

and,  if  you  want  to  take  the  plunge, 

buy  a   VLF  receiver  kit  for  $80.00, 

plus  shipping.  Not  a   bad  price  for  get- 
ting the  whole  planet  to  sing  to  you. 

Digital  Tutorial  Introduced 

If  you  made  it  through  the  course  In basic  electronics  but  didn’t  quite 
grasp  the  finer  points  of  digital  design, 

Luna  Labs  has  a   deal  for  you.  For 

CA1 640-20  20MHz 

Sweeping  Function  Generator/ 

Frequency  Counter 

$260.00 

Mari  el  I   Technology  Corp. 

73T2  Walnut  Ave,  Suite  V 

Buena  Park,  CA  90620 

AE-R3 

Phone;  (714)614-4806 

(402)310-4101 E   mail:  sales@madel1tech.com 

Tabletop  convection  reflow  oven 
S3950.00 

ATS  SOB  Hot  Air  Rework  Station 

$140.00 

YSJ-250  Manual  Stencil  Printer 

|   5325.00 

AS-5001 

Mini  Automatic  Reflow  Oven 

$700.00 

QK502D  20  MHz  2-Channel  Analog 

Oscilloscope  5250.00 

QK702ESD  3-in-1  Rework 

Station  5449.  OQ 

1   GHz  Spectrum  Analyzer  / 

Function  Generator 

ATS011  $1225.00 

AT  5010  $1025.00 

AT  501 0B  SB  7   5.  DO 

SZM7045TR  Trinocular  Microscope 

with  Double  Bar  Boom  Stand  $500.00 

with  Single  Bar  Boom  Stand  $51 5.00 ZD-9556  Orbital  Shaker  $245.00 
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$179.00,  they  will  send  you  the 

Snap  Logic  Tutorial  and  Digital  Lab  Set, 

which  includes  a   175-page  manual  and 

a   25-piece  hardware  kit.  You  can  exper- 

iment with  logic  circuits  without  any 

need  for  breadboards,  wires,  test  equip- 

ment, and  other  paraphernalia.  Instead, 

you  can  use  the  reusable  SnapLogic 

cards  that  come  with  the  kit. 

Covered  subjects  include  basic 

theory,  boolean  expressions,  logic 

switches,  basic  and  derived  gates, 

buffers,  sequential  logic,  and  more. 

Twenty-plus  hands-on  exercises  are 

included.  And,  by  George,  they  even 
throw  in  two  AAA  batteries.  Details 

are  available  at  wwwTunalabs.com 

Industry  and  the 
Profession 
Macintosh  Creator  Dies  at  6 1 

Jlef  Raskin,  a   mathematician,  orches- Itral  soloist  and  composer,  professor, 

icycle  racer,  model  airplane  designer, 

and  pioneer  in  the  field  of  human- 

computer  interactions,  died  peacefully 

at  home  in  California  on  February  26, 

2005,  surrounded  by  his  family  and 

loved  ones.  He  had  recently  been  diag- 

nosed with  pancreatic  cancer. 

Jef  created  the  Macintosh  com- 

puter as  employee  Number  31  at 

Apple  in  the  early  1980s,  revolutioniz- 
ing computer  interface  design.  He 

invented  “click  and  drag"  and  many 
other  methods  now  taken  for  granted 

by  computer  users*  He  named  the 

Macintosh  project  after  his  favorite 

variety  of  apple,  the  McIntosh,  modi- 

fying the  spelling  for  copyright  pur- 
poses. Raskin  strongly  believed  that 

computers  should  make  tasks  easier 

for  people,  not  the  other  way  around. 

For  25  more  years,  his  work 

focused  on  improving  interfaces,  cul- 

minating in  his  book,  The  Humane 

Interface  (Addison- Wesley,  2000).  Jef 

created  the  Raskin  Center  for  Humane 

Interfaces  (RCH1,  www.raskincen 

ter.org),  which  is  set  to  release  a   pre- 
view  of  Archy,  a   collection  of  his 

design  principles.  Archy  is  said  to 

redesign  the  basic  building  blocks  of 

computing  to  demonstrate  a   new 

paradigm  for  computer  use.  RCH1  will 

continue  under  the  technical  leader- 

ship of  Jef’s  son,  Aza  Raskin.  NV 

DESIGN  your  two  or  four  layer  PC  board 

SEND  us  your  design  with  just  a   click 

RECEIVE  top  quality  boards  in  just  days 

exjDresspcb.com 
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N   ew  Product  News 

“HONEY,  WE’VE  SHRUNK  THE 

DISK  JOCKEY!” 

Diskology,  Inc.,  announces  that they’ve  shrunk  the  Disk  Jockey, 
their  award-winning  hard  disk  dupli- 

cator /   backup  /   diagnostic  tool.  The 

7-in- 1   tech  tool  can  now  easily  fit  into 

the  palm  of  one’s  hand. 
The  Disk  Jockey  has  been 

called  “a  dream  come  true  for  any  PC  hobbyist  or  techni- 

cian” —   Computer  Power  User ,   Oct.  04  and  has  been 

deemed  “a  worthy  addition  to  the  IT  professional  s   toolbox” 
—   Macworld ,   December  04.  The  product  also  recently  won 

the  Editor’s  Choice  award  from  MacAddict  Magazine 

(April  05)  where  it  was  called  "geekily  cool  and  useful.” 

The  Disk  Jockey  is  a   "Swiss  Army  Knife”  of  a 
product.  The  Disk  Jockey  can  be  used  on  either  a 

Microsoft  Windows  or  Apple  Macintosh  computer  or  as  a 

stand-alone  device.  The  Disk  Jockey  mounts  IDE  hard 
drives  via  GSB  2.0  or  Firewire  (IEEE  1394),  as  well  as 

mirrors,  spans,  copies,  compares,  tests,  and  erases  hard 

disk  drives  using  either  a   one-pass  or  three-pass  erase  per 

Mational  Security  Administration  (MSA)  guidelines. 

Testimonials  on  howF  the  Disk  Jockey  is  being  used  by  IT 

and  MIS  departments,  as  well  as  a   variety  of  other 

computer  professionals,  hobbyists,  and  forensic  experts 

can  be  found  on  Diskology ’s  website* 
Diskology  offers  SATA  adapters,  as  well  as  longer  cables 

for  the  Disk  Jockey.  The  Disk  Jockey  retails  for  $329.00. 

More  information  on  the  Disk  Jockey  or  on  Diskology,  Inc., 
can  be  found  at  their  website.  Testimonials  and  reviews  can 

be  found  at  www.  diskology.  comd  jtestimonials.html 

DISKOLOGY,  INC. 
Web:  www.diskologv.com 

Circle  #1  29  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 

NEW  AND  IMPROVED  ezVID 
SERIAL  VIDEO  MODULE 

Multi  labs  has  released  a   new  ver- sion of  its  popular  ezVID  Serial 
Video  Module.  The  ezVID  2.0  has  all 

the  same  features  of  the  original 

ezVID  plus  all  new  features  that  make 

it  more  powerful  and  faster  than  the 

original.  Along  with  the  original  command  set 

which  included  place  built-in  character,  place  user  charac- 

ter, add  user  character,  clear  screen,  change  background 

color,  and  reset,  new  commands  were  added  to  allowr  you 
to  draw  lines,  clear  areas  of  the  screen,  place  characters 

in  opaque  mode,  set  individual  pixels,  place  double-sized 

characters,  and  use  a   floating  character. 

In  addition  to  these  new  commands,  one  of  the  origi- 

nal commands  was  improved  as  well,  by  making  the  clear 

screen  command  38%  faster. 

The  ezVID  2,0  comes  with  the  same  built-in  character 

set  that  takes  care  of  all  the  basic  needs  and  has  a   gener- 

ous amount  of  space  to  define  256  of  your  own  custom 

characters.  The  ezVID  2,0  comes  in  the  same  simple-to- 

use  SIP  module  that  measures  2”  x   2”  and  uses  the  same 
communications  protocol,  asynchronous  9600  baud  TTL 
level  serial. 

It  is  100%  compatible  with  the  original  command  set, 

size,  power,  and  communications  protocol,  so  an  ezVID 

2.0  can  be  inserted  into  devices  already  using  the  original 

ezVID  without  any  alteration. 

The  ezVID  2.0  sells  for  $64.95  and  is  available  through 

the  Multilabs  website.  (It  is  only  available  in  MTSC.) 

MULTILABS 
Lake  Forest,  CA 

Email:  suppoirt@multilabs.net 
Web:  www.multilabs.net 

Circle  #135  obi  the  Reader  Service  Card. 

SITEPLAYER  TELNET™  SERIAL 
TO  ETHERNET  MODULE 

NetMedia,  Inc..,  announces  their  next  generation  of embedded  device  servers.  Site  Player  Telnet™  inter- 

faces serial  devices  to  a   TCP/IP  stack  at  a   very  competi- 

tive single  quantity  price  of  $29,95.  The  Site  Player  Telnet 

module  gives  OEMs  and  product  designers  the  ability  to 

quickly  and  cost-effectively  bring  their  products  to  mar- 

ket. Mow,  you  can  enable  your  legacy  serial  devices  to 

communicate  across  Ethernet  with  a   simple,  socketed 

module  the  size  of  a   postage  stamp. 

MetMedia’s  Telnet  device  transfers  binary  data  using 
TCP/IP  or  GDP  protocol  through  a   fully  configurable 

serial  port  at  speeds  of  up  to  115,200  baud,  Using  a 

web  browser,  you  can  configure,  password  protect,  and 

upload  software  updates  to  Site  Player  Telnet.  TCP/IP  and 

GDP  port  security  is  provided  via  source  IP  and  mask 

protection. 
Configurable  settings  are  stored  in  non-volatile  mem- 

ory, Two  Site  Player  Telnet  systems  can  easily  be  config- 

ured as  client  and  server  to  create  a   "virtual  serial  cable,” 
allowing  you  to  span  serial  ports  across  great  distances. 

Site  player  Telnet  is  also  available  in  a   packaged  system 

for  $79.95. 

NET  MEDIA*  INC. 
10940  N.  Stallard  PI. 

Tucson,  AZ  85737 

520-544-4567  Fax:  520-544-0800 
Email:  support@netmedia.com 

Web:  www.slteplayer.com 

Circle  # 49  on  the?  Roador  Service  Card. 
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New  Product  News 

EASY-USE  SOFTWARE  FOR 
DESIGNING  YOUR  OWN  FRONT 
PANELS 

F^ont Designer  is  a   new  soft- ware package  that  allows 

engineers  to  design  professional- 

looking front  panels  for  home- 

made or  small  production  run 

devices.  FrontDesigner  has  a   host  of  drawing  functions  for 

rectangles,  polygons,  ellipses,  labels,  drillings,  etc.,  and  all 

objects  can  be  grouped  into  complex  symbols. 

Specialized  functions  cope  with  rotation,  stretching, 

mirroring,  drilling,  milling,  etc.  Rounded  and  interpolated 

contours  are  possible,  as  well  as  chamfers.  Now  your  prod- 

uct can  have  precisely -fitted  symbols,  scales  for  pots, 
warning  signs,  etc.  (color  or  b/w).  You  can  even  print  out 

a   mirror-image  on  transparent  film  so  wrhen  it  is  mounted, 

the  symbols  won't  wear  off.  The  HPGL  export  function  cre- 
ates PIT  files,  so  you  can  mill  and  engrave  your  front 

panel,  or  export  the  image  as  a   BMP,  JPG,  or  EMF  file  with 

resolution  up  to  600  dpi. 

Symbol-library:  FrontDesigner  is  equipped  with  a 
symbol-library,  which  includes  many  symbols  of  different 
themes  like  audio,  home,  climate,  vehicle,  and  so  on.  Of 

course,  you  can  add  your  own  symbols  to  extend  the 

library.  Even  bitmaps  or  metafiles  with  symbols  from  the 

Internet  or  company  logos  can  be  added  to  the  library. 

Scale-assistant :   The  integrated  scale-assistant  helps 
you  to  create  perfect  scales  of  every  kind.  Linear  or 

logarithmic,  round  or  flat,  dashed  or  dotted  —   the  scale- 
assistant  will  always  create  a   perfect  scale  from  your 

parameters.  Any  changes  of  the  parameters  will  be 

displayed  immediately,  so  you  always  have  visual  control. 

Just  one  click  and  the  scale  will  be  on  your  front  panel.  You 

can  even  save  and  load  the  scale-assistant's  parameters. 
Pens,  brushes,  and  colors :   With  FrontDesigner,  pens 

and  brushes  are  available  in  all  colors  with  different  styles. 

Define  and  store  your  own  pens  and  brushes  with 

memorable  names  like  pencil,  felt  pen,  ballpoint,  brush, 

etc.  Broken  lines  and  hatches  are  possible,  as  well. 

Measure:  FrontDesigner  creates  measuring  objects  that 

are  great  as  a   construction  aid  and  for  manufacturing 

instructions.  Simply  click  to  two  points  of  the  front  panel  and 

the  distance  is  calculated  automatically.  Another  click 

completes  the  measure  object  with  arrows,  lines,  and  figures. 

Milling ,   engraving,  HPCL-Export  With  FrontDesigner, 
your  front  panels  can  be  milled  or  engraved.  The  HPGL 

export  creates  plot  files,  which  can  be  used  to  produce 

precise  front  panels  with  CNC  machines.  FrontDesigner  can 
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handle  AutoCAD  SHX  11  sing  I   e-stroke"  fonts,  guaranteeing  a 
perfectly  readable  result.  Another  special  feature  of 

Front  Designer  is  the  panel-cut  function.  This  function  creates 
rectangular  or  round  cuts  on  your  front  panel.  By  choosing 

the  milling  width,  the  cuts  will  be  calculated  exactly. 

Printing:  FrontDesigner  offers  print-preview,  mirrored 

printouts,  construction  plans  which  show  drilling,  millings, 

or  measurements  only.  FrontDesigner  can  print  out  over 

several  pages,  automatically  divided.  FrontDesigner  is 

available  for  $79.95  (qty  1)  from  Saelig  Co.,  Inc. 

SAELIG  CODING. 
I   I   60-D2  Pittsford- Victor  Rd. 

Pittsford,  NY  I   4534 

585-385-1750  Fax:  585-385-1768 
Email:  info@saelig»com 

Web:  www«saelig»com 
Circle  #65  on  tlio  Reader  Service  Card. 

ALL  NEW  STEREO 
LOUDSPEAKER  SYSTEM 

TDL©  Technology,  Inc.,  announces  their  Model  TSMD- 1   Stereo  Loudspeaker  System.  The  combination  of 

the  aluminum  cone  woofers  with  a   planar 

(ribbon)  tweeter  give  the  TSMD-1  a   very 

fast  response.  They  are  especially  well  suit- 
ed for  reproducing  musical  instruments 

with  a   fast  attack  time  such  as  the  piano, 

acoustic  guitar,  harp,  and  harpsichord,  but 

extensive  listening  tests  show  they  are 

equally  good  with  vocals,  chamber  music, 

the  pipe  organ,  and  a   full  orchestra. 
Because  of  their  fast  response,  they  are 

somewhat  bright  but  they  have  outstanding 

clarity.  Potential  customers  are  invited  to 

come  and  listen  and  to  bring  their  own  recorded  music 

(although  we  have  an  extensive  library  from  which  to  choose). 

Price  is  $995,00  OSD  per  pair  plus  shipping. 

Availability  is  about  six  weeks  as  each  pair  is  custom  built 

for  the  buyer,  A   three-page  data  sheet  in  PDF  format  can 
be  downloaded  from  TDLs  website, 

TDL®  TECHNOLOGY*  INC* 
5260  Cochise  Trail 

Las  Cruces,  NM  880  I   2 

505-382-3  173  Fax  505-382-8810 

Web  www»tdl-tech.com 
Circle  #5!  on  tlie  Reader  Service  Card. 
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New  Kits  i starting 
at  only 

{$149,951, 

Balancing  Robots  Mads  Easy 

Robots  for  Hobby.  Research,  and  Education 
http://www.Bal  Bots.com 
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'./UliliiCDi’jJi'LJTHJi THE  CONTROLLER  FOR  EVERYONE! 
PC  compatible  complete  with  keyboard  & 

display.  Debug  programs  an  the  desktop 
then  download  to  Volksf  trnipiitrr.  Super 

hriohi  LC  D.  Tactile-click  keypad  accesses 

entire  alphanumeric  char  set.  10  hit  ADC. 

Serial  (3f8-2e8)  and  parallel  (378h)  ports, 
VO:  eval  S95  ocm  S17  VO:  SI5U/S-I2 

STAMP  DRIVE 
Rend  /   Write  PC  compatible  hard 

disk*  PCMCIA,  St  Compact  Hash 
on  stamp,  8051^  pie*  avr,  zSft,  \86 

-up  to  4   gigabyte  capacity 

-low  power,  simple  commands 

-RS232  m   9GD1L  I   15.2k,  6G7k 
-$95eval  S27oem,  JDF  versions  14 

true  frame  s HAmnii  ron  micros 
-Color  &   BYV  up  to  640\480  oem(1J0  ^   Add  vision  at  low  cost' 

-Serial/pa  ra  I   lei:  pic,avr,z80,pc  O   7   ^er^ect  inspection* 

-Full  speed:  to  30  frumes/sec  *   |EN(jPt  security, robotics.  Full -Simultaneous  composite  out  evalkitfl)  frame  buffer  unlike  si, 

-Use  w/digilal  CMOS  camera  A   g   Kiliyf  4   pci,usb  type.  Industry 

-C,  BASIC,  Assembler  source  ip  w   ^   Jor™  taclr<ir 

WWW.STAR.NET/PEOPLE/-MVS 
Alternate:  WWW  GEOCITIES  COM/MEGAM VS 

MVS  Box  &03  [   #   *   I   Syr  Limited  Warranty 
Nashua,  NH  03060  3   It/I  \f  I   Fra  ®   Shipping 

(SOS)  792  9507  "   "   *   W   •   M on-Fr!  10-6  EST 

Circle  #99  7   on  Clio  Reader  Service  Card. MAY  2005 



Miniature  Pinhole  Board  Camera! 

Back  Shot 

Back  stiot 

WTX-5804 

$199.95 

5.8  GHz  Wifeless 

Audio  /   Video  Transmitter 
&   Receiver  Set. 

4   Channel,  12VDC 

MB-1250HRP 
$109.95 

1/4"  Color  Pinhole 
Board  Camera. 

470  TVL  /   .5  LUX 
32mm  x   32mm! 

WP-350C 
$99.95 1/3”  High  Resolution  Color 

Lipstick  Camera 

Weather-Resistant 
420  TVL/  3,6mm 

DX-8263SL 

$249.95 

1/3"  High  Resolution 
Color  Star  Ugh!  Camera 

470  TVL  /   0,003  LUX 

E-400-DVR 

*539.95 

4-Channel  DVR  with  Audio 
TCP/IP  Monitoring 
Embedded  Hard  Drive 

-   Not  Included 

Motion  Detection 

M-JPEG  Compression 

IRCAM-BW 
1/4”  B/W  Infrared  CCD  Camera 

Includes  Mounting 

Stand! 

TFT-56 

$199.95 

5.6”  Color  TFT-LCD  Monitor 
960x234, 12VDC. 

Weighs  Only  1.08  lbs! 

$159.95 
420  TVL  and  6mm  Lens 
Weather-Resistant  (1 2VDC) 

Video  Distribution  Amp 
for  4   Cameras. 

4   Inputs  /   4   Outputs 

VA-02 $49.95 

HVS-D2 
1/3”  CCD  B/W 
Dome  Camera $49.95 

3B0  TVL  /3.6mm 

Toll  Free 

800-308-6456 

Circle  #32  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 

USA  Video 
Local 

678-405-0089 
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PolarisUSA  Video,  Inc.  •   31 58  Process  Drive  *   Norcross,  GA  •   30071 
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Let’s  Get  Technical 
by  James  Antonakos 

Electronic  Theories  and  Applications  From  A   to  Z 

Let's  Get  Technical 
The  Root  of  the  Problem: 

Performing  Integer  Square  Roots 

When  I   first  began  playing  with  microprocessors, the  initial  eight-bit  CPGs  had  limited  eight-  and 

16-bit  addition  and  subtraction  capabilities,  but 

could  not  multiply  or  divide.  I   always  had  to  write  an  eight- 

bit  multiply  subroutine  when  I   needed  one. 

When  16-bit  microprocessors  came  around,  the 

instruction  sets  were  much  more  powerful.  Sixteen-  and 

32-bit  multiplication  and  division  capabilities  were  now 
available,  and  while  this  was  an  improvement,  it  was  still 

impossible  to  do  anything  beyond  the  basic  four  math 

operations  unless  you  wrote  a   ton  of  code  or  added  a   co- 

processor. Even  something  as  simple  as  the  square  root 

operation  was  not  available. 

So,  let’s  make  one.  Let’s  design  a   subroutine  that  will 
calculate  the  integer  square  root  of  another  integer. 

Examine  Table  1   for  some  integer  square  root  examples. 

In  applications  where  the  integer  root  of  a   value  is 

N Square  Root  of  N Integer  Square  Root  of  N 

9 3 3 

10 3.162 3 

25 5 5 

ISO 12.247 12 

Tabfe  f.  Integer  square  root  examples. 

Iteration 
Initial 

Est  =   4 

Initial 

Est  =   100 

Initial 

Est  =   500 

1 14 50 250 

2 10 26 125 

3 10 14 

87 

4 10 10 44 

5 10 10 23 

6 10 10 13 

7 10 
10 

10 

8 10 10 10 

9 10 10 
10 

10 10 10 10 

Table  2*  Finding  the  integer  square  root  of  100. 
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good  enough  (estimating  distance  in  a   video  game,  for 

instance),  we  are  able  to  take  advantage  of  a   simple 

formula  to  perform  the  following  calculation: 

Est  = 
pry  +   Est

 

Est 

In  this  formula,  N   is  the  input  number  and  Est  is  the 

estimated  square  root.  This  formula  is  an  iterative  formu- 
la. We  begin  with  an  initial  guess  for  the  first  value  of  Est. 

One  trip  through  the  formula  adjusts  Est  to  a   new  value 

that  is  closer  to  the  square  root  than  the  initial  guess. 

After  several  trips  through  the  formula,  the  value  of  Est 

will  settle  to  the  integer  square  root  of  the  input  number 

M.  This  process  is  illustrated  in  Table  2. 

Depending  on  the  initial  estimate,  the  number  of  iter- 
ations through  the  formula  will  vary  before  the  estimate 

becomes  stable.  In  Table  2,  all  of  the  estimates  fall  well 

within  the  10-pass  limit  chosen  for  the  table.  In  actual 

operation,  10  passes  may  not  be  enough.  We  will  investi- 

gate this  feature  wfhen  we  have  working  code. 

Note  that  the  formula  works  just  as  well  for 

floating-point  numbers. 

How  do  we  turn  the  equation  into  working  code?  One 

way  is  to  write  pseudo  code,  a   generic  description  of  the 

steps  the  program  needs  to  perform  that  do  not  contain 

any  specific  programming  statements.  The  pseudo  code 

for  the  square-root  formula  looks  like  this: 

Subroutine  SQROOT 

Initialise  Estimate 

Initialise  loop  counter  to  10 

Repeat 
Divide  N   by  Estimate 
Add  Estimate  to  result 
Estimate  =   result  /   2 

Decrement  loop  counter 

Until  counter  equals  0 
Return 

End  SQROOT 

Mow,  the  trick  is  to  convert  each  statement  into  one 

or  more  assembly-language  or  high-level-language  state- 

ments. In  C,  we  could  use  something  like  this: 
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void  sqroot  () 

{ 
estimate  =   55535; 

for  (pass  =   0;  pass  <   10;  pass++) 

} 

temp  =   n   /   estimate; 

temp  =   temp  +   estimate; 
estimate  =   temp  /   2; 

} 

There  are  lots  of  similarities  between 

the  pseudo  code  and  the  C   statements,  but 

the  more  interesting  challenge  is  how  to 

code  the  solution  in  assembly  language* 

For  selfish  reasons,  let  us  use  Intel  80  x   86 

instructions*  Table  3   shows  the  pseudo- 
code and  the  associated  80  x   86  assembly 

language*  Some  things  to  bear  in  mind 

while  looking  at  the  code: 

*   Register  BX  is  used  to  store  the  16-bit 
estimate*  Its  initial  value  is  65,535 

(OFFFFH). 

*   Registers  DX  and  AX  contain  the  32-bit 

input  number  N,  DX  holds  the  upper  16-bits  of  the  number* 

*   The  DIV  instruction  divides  the  32-bit  DX:AX  value  by  a 

supplied  16-bit  value  (BX  in  this  example).  AX  contains 

the  16-bit  quotient,  while  DX  holds  the  16-bit  remainder. 

*   The  stack  is  used  to  save  a   copy  of  the  input  number  N 

(held  in  registers  DX  and  AX),  since  they  are  destroyed 

when  computing  the  new  estimate* 

*   The  CX  register  is  automatically  decremented  and  tested 

by  the  LOOP  instruction. 

Sometimes  a   single  pseudo  code  statement  requires 

more  than  one  assembly  language  instruction  (such  as 

when  the  result  is  divided  by  two)*  Occasionally,  one 

assembly  language  instruction  covers  more  than  one 

pseudo  code  statement  (the  LOOP  instruction  does  this, 

for  example)* 

You  may  have  noticed  that  there  is  no  reference  to  the 

P(JSH  and  POP  instructions  in  the  pseudo  code  (no  state- 

ments like  "‘save  N”  or  “recall  N”  anywhere)*  These  instruc- 
tions are  needed  to  compensate  for  the  operation  of  the 

DIV  instruction.  In  a   different  assembly  language  (for  a   dif- 

ferent CFG),  they  may  not  be  needed  at  all. 

Once  the  code  has  been  developed,  we  need  to  test  it* 

Is  it  enough  to  try  just  one  value  and  conclude  the  code 

works  for  all  input  values?  In  most  cases,  no.  We  must 

pass  many  different  numbers  into  the  subroutine  and 

make  sure  all  the  results  are  correct.  But  how  many  is 

many?  Four?  Ten?  One  thousand  input  numbers?  With  a 

32-bit  integer  range,  we  could  enter  a   number  as  large  as 
4,294,967,295  or  as  small  as  zero,  with  over  four  billion 

AW  2005 

Pseudo-code Intel  80x86  Assembly  Language 

Subroutine  SQROOT 

SQROOT 

PROC NEAR 

Initialize  Estimate MOV 
EX, OFFFEH 

Initialize  loop  counter  to  10 MOV CX,10 

Repeat 
ITER: 

PUSH AX 

PUSH DX 

Divide  N   by  Estimate DIV EX 

Add  Estimate  to  result SUB DX,DX 
ADD AX,  EX 

ADC 

DX,  0 

Estimate  =   result  /   2 MOV 

EX,  2 

DIV EX 

MOV EX, AX 

POP DX 

POP AX 

Decrement  loop  counter 

Until  counter  equals  0 LOOP ITER 

Return RET 

End  SQROOT 

SQROOT 

ENDP 

Table  3.  Converting  from  pseudo- 
code  to  assembly  language. 

others  in  between.  Do  we  have  the  time  to  wait  until  all  four 

billion  inputs  have  been  checked?  Probably  not*  So,  we  try 

DATA  ACQUISITION  INVENTORY  CONTROL 

GOING  WIRELESS 
IS  EASY! 

BLUETOOTH  MODULES  *   RS-232 
Low  Cost 

Easy  To  Use 

Long  Range 

Class  J   tfi  II 

900  MHz  WIRELESS  RF  MODULES 
Transmitter st  Receivers t   Transceivers, 

High  Speed,  Lortg  Range,  UHF  Modems 

Call  Toll  Free  866-345-3667 

LEMOS 
INTERNATIONAL 
Electronic  Manufacturers  Representatives 

RF  &   Microwave  Specialists 

www.lemosint.co 
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Iteration Initial  Est  =   6S,S3S 

1 
32767 

2 16,383 

3 8,191 

4 
4,09S 

5 

2,047 
6 

1,023 
7 Slf 

S 25S 

9 

127 10 63 

1   1 31 

12 IS 

13 7 

14 3 

IS 1 

16 0 

Table  4 .   When  the  input  number  is  N=0P  it  takes  16 
passes  to  get  the  correct  result 

a   few  values  and  see  what  happens.  If  the  routine  gives  the 

correct  result  for  each  input,  that  will  be  a   good  start 

toward  having  faith  in  its  overall  correctness. 
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Hands-on 
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and  PIC&AdWS  PP-D! 
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tome  knowing  nothing. 

Leave  knowing  everything  you 
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brought  to  your  facility.  Check  our 
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Innovative  Ideas  in  Electronics  Design 

PIC  and  PICBAEIC  PRO  are  trademarks  or  registered  trademarks  of  their  respective  holders. 
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Let  us  begin  by  computing  the  integer  square  root  of 

N   =   100,000,000.  In  hexadecimal,  this  is  5F5E100H.  To 

use  the  code  in  Table  3,  we  must  load  this  number  into  reg- 
isters DX  and  AX  in  the  following  way: 

MOV  AX, 0E100H  ; lower  16-bits  of  N 

MOV  DX,  5F5H  ; upper  16-bits  of  N 

Once  AX  and  DX  have  been  loaded,  we  call  the 

SQROOT  procedure.  When  SQROOT  returns,  the  final 

result  (the  final  estimate)  is  saved  in  register  BX* 

A   source  file  containing  the  SQROOT  procedure  is  as 
follows: 

; Program  SQROOT. ASM:  Calculate  integer  square- root. 

.MODEL  SMALL 

.CODE 

. STARTUP 

MOV  AX, OE1QOH  ; lower  16-bits  of  N 

MOV  DX, 5F5H  ;   upper  16-bits  of  N 
GALL  SQROOT 

.EXIT 

SQROOT  PROG  NEAR 
MOV 

BX , 0FFFFH 
MOV CX,1Q 

ITER :   PUSH AX 

PUSH DX 

DIV BX 

SUB DX,DX 
ADD AX,BX 
ADC 

DX,  0 

MOV 

BX,  2 

DIV BX 

MOV BX,AX 
POP DX 

POP AX 

LOOP ITER 

RET 

SQROOT  ENDP 

END 

When  the  EXE  file  created  from  this  source  is  executed, 

nothing  is  displayed  in  the  command  window  and  you  just 

get  the  DOS  prompt  back.  That  is  because  there  is  no  code 

to  display  the  results.  However,  since  we  are  just  testing  the 

code,  we  can  use  the  DEBUG  utility  to  load  the  executable 

and  then  trace  the  instructions  to  see  how  the  code  works. 

Here  is  a   partial  register  trace  of  the  code  using  the 
DEBUG  utility: 

AX=0000  BX=FFCQ 

SI=GQ0G  DI=0G0G 

DS=QB5D  ES=0B49 

NG  NZ  NA  PE  NC 

QB59 : 0017  BSOOE1 

-t 

CX=0Q41  DX=QB5D  SP=EFC0  B.P=00GG 

SS=QB5D  CS=0B59  IP=0017  NV  UP  El 

MOV  AX, E100 

AX=E100  BX=FFC0  CX=0041  DX=0B5D  SP=FFC0  BP=0000 

SI=0000  DI=0000 
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DS=0B5D  ES=0B49 
NG  NZ  NA  PE  NC 

0B59 : 0O1A  BAF505 
-t 

AX=E10Q  BX=FFCO 

SI=GOQQ  DI=0000 

DS=0B5D  ES=0B49 
NG  NZ  NA  PE  NC 

0B59 : Q01D  E80400 

"P 

AX=E10Q  BX=271Q 

SI=GOOQ  DI=0000 

DS=OB5D  EE=QB49 
PL  ZR  NA  PE  NC 

OB59 : 0020  B44C 

Fi  rst  notice  that  AX  changes  from  0000  to  E   l   GO  after 

the  first  MOV.  Then  notice  that  register  DX  changes  from 

0B5D  to  05F5  after  the  second  MOV.  The  CALL  0024 

instruction  is  the  call  to  the  SGROOT  procedure  located  at 

offset  0024  in  the  current  code  segment.  By  using  the  p 

command  instead  of  the  t   command,  DEBUG  treats  all  of 

the  instructions  in  SGROOT  as  if  they  were  part  of  the  CALL 

instruction  and  executes  the  entire  procedure,  returning  with 

the  value  of  BX  that  contains  the  integer  square  root  result. 

This  value,  271  OH,  converts  to  10,000  decimal,  the  correct 

square  root  of  100,000,000.  So,  the  SGROOT  routine  works 

for  this  input  value.  Make  up  your  own  input  number,  convert 

it  to  hex,  change  the  source  code,  reassemble,  and  retest. 

Once  we  are  convinced  the  code  gives  the  correct 

answers,  there  are  two  areas  to  investigate: 

1,  Is  the  choice  of  the  initial  estimate  and/or  the  number 

of  loop  iterations  correct? 

2*  Is  there  a   limit  on  the  input  number  size? 

To  answer  these  questions,  look  at  Table  3   to  see  that 

the  initial  value  placed  into  BX  (the  initial  estimate)  is 

0FFFFH  (65,535  decimal).  Why  this  number?  Why  not  1, 

or  10,  or  1 ,500,  or  25,000?  The  value  1   would  be  a   fine  ini- 

tial value  on  paper,  but  poses  a   problem  in  the  DIV  instruc- 

tion. If  the  32-bit  input  number  N   stored  in  DX  and  AX  is 

divided  by  1,  the  result  is  another  32-bit  number,  not  a   16- 

bit  quotient  and  16-bit  remainder.  The  DIV  instruction  sets 

an  overflow  flag  in  this  case* 

Since  the  code  in  Table  3   ignores  overflows  after 

each  DIV  instruction,  that  could  lead  to  incorrect  results, 

unless  the  size  of  the  input  number  is  limited  to  prevent 

overflows*  The  largest  quotient  we  can  get  is  0FFFFH 

(65,535  decimal),  which  implies  the  largest  input  num- 

ber is  65,535-squared  or  4,294,836,225  (OFFFEOO0 1   H)* 

This  is  not  the  largest  input  number  that  can  be  passed 

into  SGROOT,  but  values  larger  than  this  (plus  the 

maximum  remainder  of  65,534)  will  cause  an  overflow* 

It  is  also  okay  to  begin  with  an  initial  estimate  that  is 

larger  than  the  correct  result,  as  the  estimate  will  move 

closer  to  the  correct  answer  with  each  pass  through 

the  equation. 

Now,  do  we  have  enough  iterations?  Take  a   look  at  the 

example  in  Table  4   for  proof  that  10  passes  through  the 

equation  is  not  enough  for  our  32-bit  input  range* 

Since  the  result  can  only  get  smaller  by  a   factor  of  two 

for  each  pass  through  the  equation,  we  need  16  passes  to 

divide  the  initial  large  estimate  down  to  zero  in  this  worst- 

case  scenario  (N  =   0)* 

So,  we  must  make  a   slight  change  to  the  code  to  fix 

the  iteration  problem,  and  then  we  keep  testing  forever  or 

for  as  long  as  the  code  is  used*  Someday,  someone  may 

input  a   32-bit  number  that  causes  the  code  to  calculate  the 

wrong  results.  Hopefully,  they  will  send  us  a   note  so  we  can 

issue  an  update* 

SS=GB5D  CS=0B59  IP=QQLA  NV  UP  El 

MOV  BX,05F5 

CX=QQ41  DX=Q5F5  SP=FFC0  BP=OQOQ 

SS=0B5D  CS=0B59  IP=QQ1D  NV  UP  El 

CALL  0024 

CX=OQOG  DX=G5F5  SP=FFCQ  BP=GQQG 

SS=GB5D  CS=0B59  IP=QQ2Q  NV  UP  El 

MOV  AH,4C 

Order  online  Of:  Development  Tools  for  PiCmicro •   MCUs  3S?S 

www.metobs.com  miao(SMgin66ring  £labsf  <§foc.  Colorado  Springs,  CO  $0960 

Serial  Programmer 

for  PIC®  MCUs 

$119.95 

Includes: 

Programmer  ___ 

9-pin  Serial  Cable 
AC  Power  Adapter  $39.95 
ZIF  Adapter  for  8   to  40-pin  DIP 

Software  for  Windows  98/'Me/NV2K0<P 

£PIC“  Parallel 
Port  Programmer 
starting  at  $59.95 

LAB-X  Experimenter  Boards 
Pm-Assembled  Board 
Available  ford,  14,13,  23, 

and  40-pin  P/C®  MCUs 
2-line,  20-char  LCD  Module 

9-pin  Serial  Pori 
Sample  Programs 
Full  Schematic  Diagram 

Pricing  from  $69.95  to  $349.95 

PIC  PROTO™  Prototyping  Boards 

I   Double -Sided  with  Plate -Thm  Holes 
Circuitry  for  Power  Supply  and  Clock 

Large  Prototype 
 
Area 

Boards  Available 
 
for  Most  P/C®  MCUs 

Documenta
tion  

and  Schematic
 

Pricing  from  $8.95  to  $19.95 

BASIC  Compilers  for  PiCmicro® 
Pasy-7b-Ltee  BASIC  Commands 
Windows  9x/Me/2K/XP  Interface 

PICBASIC™  Compiler  $99.95 
BASIC  Stamp  1   Compatible 

Supports  most  14 -bit  Core  PICs Built-In  Serial  Comm  Commands 

PICBASIC  PRO™  Compiler  $249.95 
Supports  All  PiCmicro®  MCU  Families Direct  Access  to  Internal  Registers 
Supports  In-Line  Assembly  Language 
Interrupts  in  PICBASIC  and  Assembiy 
Built-In  USB,  I2C,  RS-232  and  More Source  Level  Debugging 

See  our  full  range  of  products,  including 

books t   accessories,  and  components  at: 

wiviv./rte/abs.com 
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Providing  Fun  Electronics  ... . 

For  Over  J   Decades!  I — - — u   ̂   n9  toctel yywWi  mJsJyMiLCQm 

Audio/RF  Signal  Generator 
if  DDS  and  SMT  technology! 
✓   0   Hz  to  5   MHz  at  0.1  Hz  resolution! 

✓   0   to  10V  peak  to  peak  output  level 
✓   Sine,  Square,  or  Triangle  waveform 

Following  our  world  famous  SG550,  we  are  proud  to  introduce  the 
SC 560,  the  next  gene  ration  signal  generator! 

To  begin  with  we  increased  the  frequency  range  all  the  way  up  to  5MHz  and  all  the  way  down  to  0Hz  (yes,  we 
mean  zero...or  DC!)  continuously  in  0.1  Hz  steps  across  the  entire  range!  Then  we  gave  it  a   variable  output  ievel 
all  the  way  up  to  10V  peak  to  peak  in  either  Sine,  Square,  or  Triangle  waveforms!  You  can  also  provide  a   DC 
offset  to  the  output  to  recreate  TTL,  4000  series  logic  levels,  low  voltage  logic  levels,  AC  waveforms  with  a   DC 
component  or  just  plain  AC  signals! 

SMT  and  DDS  technology  is  used  throughout  the  SC  560  for  ultimate  performance  and  reliability.  If  you  he  look- 
ing for  a   lab  quality  sig  gen  at  a   super  hobbyist  price,  the  brand  new  SG560  fits  the  bilL.and  a   whole  lot  more! 

$329.95 

rinBay 

Tickle- Stick 
The  kit  has  a   pulsing  80  volt 

tickle  output  and  a   mischie- 
vous blinking  LED.  And  who 

can  resist  a   blinking  light!  Great 

fun  for  your  desk,.  J,,Heyf  1   told  you  not  to  touch!" Runs  on  3-6  VDC 

SG560WT  Audio/RF  Signal  Generator,  Factory  Assembled 

Hand  Held  Digital  Scope  With  DVH  Readout 
✓   Digital  waveform  and  measurement  display! 
✓   10MHz  and  40MHz  sample  rates! 
if  Backlit  LCD  display 
if  RS232  output  (40MHz  model  only) 
✓   Charger,  case,  probes  included 

We've  seen  a   lot  of  portable  scopes  and  scope/meters,  and  we've  also  seen  the  price  tags! 
They  have  always  been  way  out  of  the  reach  and  budget  of  the  hobbyist  No  more!  Now  for 
close  to  the  price  of  a   good  DMM  you  can  have  a   personal  scope  that  also  has  DVM  readout 
for  dBm,  dBV,  DC,  and  True  RMS!  Frequency  readout  is  also  displayed  on  the  screen  through 
markers,  plus  the  scopes  have  two  memories  for  digital  storage. 

The  40MHz  model  also  includes  an  RS2 32  output  and  serial  interface  to  capture  the  screen 

____  display  on  your  scope  to  your  PC  at  the  mere  push  of  a   button!  These  scopes 
W run  on  5   standard  AA  Alkaline  batteries  (not  included)  which  provide  up  to  20  hours  of  use. 

/I  You  can  also  use  rechargable  A   A   NiMH  batteries  instead  and  they'll  be  charged  with  the  includ- 
-n  ed  power  supply!  Both  units  come  with  a   custom  foam  lined  high  impact  carrying  case,  set  of 

high  quality  scope  probes,  AC  power  adapter  and  a   comprehensive  user's  manual.  If  you're 
working  with  electronic  circuits,  automotive  applications,  audio  and  stereo  applications  or  other 

applications,  the  personal  scope  is  for  you...at  a   price  that  can  t   be  beat! 

HPS10SE  Personal  Handheld  10MHz  Digital  Scope  $229.95 
HPS40  Personal  Handheld  4GMHz  Digital  Scope  W/RS232  $299.95 
PS28  9VDC  Power  Supply/Charger  $9.95 

Dual  Display  DMH  With  RS232  Output 

if  RS232  output  to  your  PC! 

if  Digital  and  analog  baigraph  display  1 ✓   Backlit  LCD  display  with  data  hold 
if  Manual  and  auto  ranging 
if  Includes  probes,  RS232  cable,  &   software 

We  gave  you  an  inexpensive  pocket  DMM  for  under  20  bucks.  Then  we  gave  you  a   super  jHH 

multi-purpose  professional  multimeter  that  measured  virtually  everything  for  4D  bucks.  What's  fHkSRflf 
next,  you  ask?  You  won't  believe  it!  Everything  PLUS  RS2 32  serial  data  output  for  connection  1H9H 

i.  to  your  PC!  That's  right,  now  you  can  measure,  control,  and  store  your  DMM  and  its  readings  jSHB on  a   graphical  display  on  your  PC! 

^Features  both  auto  and  manual  ranging  with  a   large  33A  digit  display 
■with  a   38  segment  analog  bargraph.  Selectable  backlight  and  data  dis- 

" play  hold  features  are  also  incFuded.  Plug  in  the  provided  DB9  serial  cable  to  your  PC, 
load  the  included  software,  and  you're  off  and  running  with  a   remote  control  digital 
multimeter  from  your  PC!  Includes  standard  test  probes,  temperature  test  probes,  pro- 

fessional rubber  holster,  RS232  cable,  installed  9V  battery,  Windows  software  CD,  all  in 
a   neat  travel  case. 

DVM345DI  Dual  Display  DMM  With  RS232  Output 
$84.95 

\Sniff-ltKF  Detector  Probe 
✓   Use  with  any  DMM  or  VOM  to  measure  RF! 
✓   Low  cost  RF  measurement! 

✓   Can  also  be  used  as  a   field  strength  meter 
tf  100kHz  to  1000 IVlHz  J 

The  RFI  Is  a   veiy  sensitive  RF  detector  probe  that  connects  to  any  digital  multi- 
meter and  provides  a   DC  voltage  output  from  weak  RF  signals.  This  allows  very 

easy  tracing  of  low  level  RF  signals  that  a   counter  can  not  pick  up.  Wide  fre- 
quency coverage  of  100  KHz  to  over  1000  MHz  lets  you  track  down  most  any 

problem  in  transmitter  chains,  receiver  stages,  or  even  complex  PLILs. 

Uses  exotic,  low  barrier  microwave  detector  diodes  to 
to  microwatt  levels!  A   great  low  cost  wav  of  checkingTor  RF. 

'and;    want  to  spend  big  bucks,  here  you' go! 

:ive  exceptional  sensitivity  which  can  see  signals  down 

or  RF.  Fully  assembled  and  tested,  and  includes  stan- 

dard banana  plugs  for  use  with  any  standard  VOM,  DMM  or  voltmeter.  If  you  need  to  measure  RF  and  don't 

RFI RF  Sniff-lt  Probe 
$329.95 

Monthly  Giveaways!  Visit  www.ramseukfts.com 

TS4 Tickle  Stick  Kit 

$12.95 
Super  Snoop  Amplifier 
Super  sensitive  amplifier  that  will 

pick  up  a   pin  drop  at  15  feet!  Full 
2   watts  output.  Makes  a   great  "big 
ear"  mi c ro p h o n e.  Runs  on  6- 1 5   VD C 
BN9  Super  Snoop  Amp  Kit 

$9.95 
Dripping  Faucet 
Produces  a   very  pleasant,  but 

obnoxious,  repetitive  "pllnk,  plink" sound!  Learn  how  a   simple  transistor 
oscillator  and  a   555  timer  can  make  such 

a   sound!  Runs  on  4-9  VDC. 
EDF1 

Dripping  Faucet  Kit 

$9.95 

LED  Bllnky 

Our  #1  Mini-Kit  for  31  years! 
Alternately  flashes  two  jumbo  red 
LED's.  Great  for  signs,  name  badges, 

model  railroading,  and  more.  Runs  on  3-15  VDC. 

BLJ   LED  Blinky  Kit   $7.95 

Touch  Tone  Decoder 
Strappable  to  detect  any  single 
DTMF  digit  Provides  a   closure  to 
ground  up  to  20mA.  Connect  to 
any  speaker,  detector  or  even  a   phone 
line.  Runs  on  5   VDC. 

TT7 DTMF  Decoder  Kit 

$24.95 Electronic  Siren 

Produces  the  upward  and  down- 
ward wail  of  a   police  siren. 

Produces  5VV  output,  and  will  drive 

any  speaker!  Runs  on  6-12  VDC. 
SM3  Electronic  Siren  Kit  $7.95 

/ 

•-V 

Universal  Timer 

Build  anything  from  a   time  delay 
to  an  audio  oscillator  using  the 
versatile  555  timer  chip!  Comes 
with  lots  of  application  ideas.  Runs  on 5-15  VDC. 

UTS Universal  Timer  Kit 

$9.95 Voice  Switch 
Voice  activated  (VOX)  provides  a 
switched  output  when  it  hears  a   \1 
sound.  Great  for  a   handsfree  PTT 

switch,  or  to  turn  on  a   recorder  or  light!  Runs  on 
6-12  VDC  and  drives  a   100  m A   load. 

Voice  Switch  Kit 

$9.95 Tone  Encoder/Decoder 

ny  t 

Hz  to  5KHz!  Add  a   small  cap  and  it 

will  go  as  low  as  10  Hz!  Tunable  with 

a   precision  20  turn  pot.  Runs  on  5-12  VDC  and will  drive  any  load  up  to  100  mA. 

TD1  Encoder/ Decoder  Kit   $9.95 

RF  Preamplifier 
Super  broadband  preamp  from 
100  KHz  to  1000  MHz!  Gain  is 

greater  than  2GdB  while  noise  is  less 
than  4dB!  50-75  ohm  input.  Runs  on  12-1 5   VDC. 

SA7  RF  Preamp  Kit  $19.95 

Touch  Switch 
Touch  on,  touch  off,  or  momentary 
touch  hold,  your  choice!  Uses  CMOS 
technology.  Runs  on  6-12  VDC  and  drives  any 
load  up  to  100  mA. 
TS1  Touch  Switch  Kit  $9.95 



Where  The  Fun  Begins! 
The  Newest  Neotest  Stuff! 

Ion  Generator 

✓   Generates  negative  ions! 
✓   Blast  of  fresh  air,  no  noise! 
✓   Generates  DC,  not  pulsed! 
✓   7.5kV  DC  negative,  4G0uA! 

This  nifty  kit  includes  a   pre-made  high  voltage  ion  1 
generator  potted  for  your  protection,  and  probably | 
the  best  one  available  for  the  price.  It  also 
includes  a   neat  experiment  called;  an  "ion  wind 
generator".  This  generator  works  great  for  pollu- tion removal  in  small  areas  (Imagine  after  Grandpa 

gets  done  in  the  bathroom!),  ana  moves  the  air  through  " T the  filter  simply  by  the  force  of  ion  repulsion!  No  fan  blades,  no  noise,  just  swiftly 
moving,  charged  air. 

Learn  how  modern  spacecraft  use  ions  to  accelerate  through  space.  Generate 
negative  ions  for  health  and  healing!  includes  ion  power  supply,  7   ion  wind  tubes, 
and  mounting  hardware  for  the  ion  wind  generator. 

IG7  Ion  Generator  Kit  $64.95 1 
AC125  1 10VAC  Power  Supply  $9.95 1 — 

Electrocardiogram  Heart  Monitor 

✓   Visible  &   audible  display  of  your  heart 
rhythm 

✓   Re-usable  sensors  included! 
✓   Monitor  output  for  your  scope 
✓   Simple  St  safe  9V  battery  operation 

Enjoy  learning  about  the  inner 
workings  of  the  heart  while  at  the 
sarnie  time  covering  the  stage-by- 
stage  electronic  circuit  theory  used 
in  the  kit  to  monitor  it. 

The  three  probe  wire  pick-ups  allow  for  easy  application  and  experimentation 
without  the  cumbersome  harness  normally  associated  with  ECG  monitors.  The 
fully  adjustable  gain  control  on  the  front  panel  allows  the  user  to  custom  tune  the 
differ  ̂    '   *   -:-n  -J  -             ^       1 differential  signal  picked  up  by  the  probes  giving  you  a   perfect  reading  every  time! 

Multiple  "beaf  indicators  include  a   bright  front  panel  LED  that  flashes  with  each 
heart  beat,  an  adjustable  audio  output  to  hear  the  beat,  and  of  course,  the  moni- 

tor output  to  view  on  a   scope,  just  like  in  the  ER!  Operates  on  a   standard  (and 
safe)  9VDC  battery.  Includes  matching  case  for  a   great  finished  look.  The  ECG1 
has  become  one  of  our  most  popular  Kits  with  hundreds  and  hundreds  of  cus- 

tomers wanting  to  get  J'Heart  Smart"! 

ECG  1C  Electrocardiogram  Heart  Monitor  Kit  With  Case 
ECG1 WT  Factory  Assembled  &   Tested  ECG1 
ECGP10  Replacement  Reusable  Probe  Patches,  10  Pack 

Plasma  Generator 

✓   Generates  2"  sparks  to  a   handheld  screwdriver! 
✓   Light  fluorescent  tubes  without  wires! 
✓   Build  your  own  plasma  balls! 
*/  Generate  up  to  25 kV  @   20 KHz  from  a 

solid  state  circuit! 

$44.95 
$09.95 

$7.95 

This  new  kit  was  con- 
ceived by  one  of  our 

engineers  who  likes  to 

play  with  things  that  can  gener- 
ate large,  loud  sparks,  ana  other 

frightening  devices.  The  result.,  the  PG13  Plasma  Generator 
designed  to  provide  a   startling  display  of  high  voltage! 

It  produces  stunning  lighting  displays,  drawing  big  sparks,  to 
perform  lots  of  high  voltage  experiments.  In  the  picture,  we 

took  a   regular  clear  "Decora"  style  light  bulb  and  connected  it 
to  the  PC  13  -   WOW!  A   storm  of  sparks,  light  tracers  and  plas- 

ma filled  the  bulb.  Holding  your  hand  on  the  bulb  doesn't  hurt  | a   bit  and  you  can  control  the  discharge!  tt  can  also  be  used  for 
powering  other  experiments:  let  your  imagination  be  your 

I   guide!  Can  also  be  run  from  5-24VDC  so  the  output  voltage  can  be  directly 
adjusted. 

PG 13 
PS21 

Plasma  Generator  Kit 
1 10VAC  input  16VAC  output  power  supply 

i   ■   The  Catalog! 
^   Get  the  brand  new  2005  Ramsey  Hobby 

~   Catalog!  64  value  packed  pages  of  the 
I   neatest  goodies  around!  Order  your 

X^Jcopy  on-line  or  give  us  a   call! 

Robot  Car IR  Illuminator 

|   ✓   Senses  sound and  turns! 

I   This  little  car  may 
not  look  like  a   robot,  but  it 
sure  acts  like  one!  Designed  to  look 
like  a   futuristic  vehicle,  the  on-board 
"power  train"  drives  it  in  a   straight 

path.  But  a   highly  sensitive  micro- 
phone on  the  hoard  detects  sounds, 

and  changes  the  direction  of  the  car! 
You  can  whistle  to  it,  yell  at  it,  and  it 
will  change  directions!  When  it  runs 
into  a   wall  or  obstacle,  it  moves  away 
from  ft!  Runs  on  2   standard  AA  bat- 

teries (not  included). 

|   KSR1  Robot  Car  Kit  $19.95  I 

✓   See  in  the  dark! 

Allow  your  CCD  camera to  see  in  the  dark  with 
our  IR1  Infrared 
Illuminator!  A   huge 

array  of  24  high  intensi- 
ty infrared  LEDs  illuminate 

a   good  size  area  so  the  camera 
"thinks"  ifs  daylight!  The  illumination 
provided  is  about  the  same  as  you 
would  expect  from  a   very  bright  wide 
beam  fl  I   as  h   light.  The  illuminator  ru  ns 
on  112-1 5VDC  and  is  built  on  a   con- 

venient PCB  ready  to  install  wherever 

you  need  it. 
1 1 R 1 

IR  Illuminator  Kit  $29.95 

Electronic  Watch  Dog Stereo  Super  Ear 

|   ✓   Sound  activated 
barking  dog  on  a   PC 
board! 

Ilfs  nice  to  have  a   barking 

dog  to  react  to  someone  at| 
our  door.  But  not  all  of  us  j 
can  have  a   dog!  No  prob-  | 
lem  there,  build  your  own! 
Two  distinct  barking 

sounds  are  sound  activated  ' 
with  a   built-in  microphone 
that  has  adjustable  sensitivity.  I   wish 

my  dog  had  adjustable  sensitivity! 
This  dog  eats  9-1 2VDC.  Easy  kit assembly. 

K2655  Watch  Dog  Kit  $32.95 

|   i/  Amplifies  sound  50 
times! 

The  "Super  Ear" 
is  an  ultra  high 

gain  amplifier  that(^ 
includes  two  super 
sensitive  mics  at  a   45 
degree  angle  to  give  you 
a   true  stereo  output 

Includes  on/off  switch  and  volume 
control.  Standard  audio  jack  is  provid- 

ed for  audio  output.  Runs  on  3   stan- 
dard AAA  batteries  (not  included). 

Easv  to  assemble  and  fun  to  use! 
Easy  to  assemble  and  fun  to  use! 

MK136  Super  Ear  Kit 

$9.95 
Electronic  Learning  Labs 

% 
Sk 

✓   Learn  and  build! 

✓   130,  300,  &   500  In  One! 
✓   Super  comprehensive  training  manuals! 

PL13EJ PL300X 

PL  500  1 

Whether  you  want  to  learn  the  basics  of  electricity,  the  theory  of  electronics,  or 
advancecf  digital  technology,  our  lab  kits  are  for  you!  Starting  with  our  PL130,  we 
give  you  130  different  electronic  projects,  together  with  a   comprehensive  162 
page  learning  manual.  A   great  start  for  the  Rids...young  and  old! 

Step  up  to  our  PL300,  which  gives  you  300  separate  electronic  projects  along  with  | 
165  page  learning  and  theory  manual.  The  PL300  walks  you  through  the  learning 
phase  of  digital  electronics. 

If  youfre  looking  for  the  ultimate  lab  kit,  check  out  our  PL5G0.  Includes  a   whop- 
ping 500  separate  projects,  a   152  page  starter  course  manual,  a   78  page 

advanced  course  manual,  and  a   140  page  programming  course  manual!  The 
PL500  covers  everything  from  the  basics  to  digital  programming!  Learn  about 
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Micro  Memories by  Edward  Driscoll ,   Jr. 

Micro  Memories 
The  IBM  PC  and  Its  Continuing  Repercussions 

In  the  1999  made-for-cable  movie, “Pirates  of  Silicon  Valley,”  the  film- 

makers chose  to  illustrate  how  sig- 

nificant a   1980  meeting  between  Bill 

Gates  and  IBM  was  by  having  John  Di 

Maggio,  the  actor  playing  Steve 

Ballmer  (Gates'  longtime  lieutenant), 

walk  out  of  the  scene,  up  to  the  cam- 

era, and  tell  the  viewers  that  this  — 

this!  —   was  the  most  important 

moment  in  computer  history. 

It  was  the  moment  when  Bill 

Gates  talked  IBM  into  letting  him  keep 

control  over  his  operating  system  and 

license  it  to  others.  “Besides,  the 

money’s  in  the  hardware,”  one  white- 

shirted  IBM  employee  responds  in 

blissful  cluelessness  to  Gates’  request. 
The  repercussions  would  almost 

immediately  begin  to  echo  from  it. 

Of  course,  Di  Maggio  (or,  more 

precisely,  the  screenwriter)  was  right: 

this  really  was  a   key  moment.  It 
launched  Gates  and  Paul  Allen  on  the 

way  to  becoming  gaz ill ionna ires  and  It 

would  eventually  knock  Apple  off  their 

throne  as  kings  of  the  computer  world. 

The  building  of  the  IBM  PC  had 

profound  implications  far  beyond  IBM, 

of  course.  It  created  a   marketplace  for 

computer  clones,  as  anybody  could 

build  a   PC  with  the  same  chip  and 

operating  system  as  IBM’s  and  run the  exact  same  software  on  it. 

In  contrast,  Apple’s  closed  sys- 
tem, while  certainly  having  numerous 

benefits,  caused  Apple's  price  to 
remain  higher,  its  available  software 

lower,  and  ultimately  cemented 

Apple’s  position  in  the  PC  wars  as 
first  out  of  the  gate  but  eventually  list- 

ed as  an  also-ran, 

IBM’s  Model  5   1 00: 
The  Abortive 
Predecessor 

But  then,  IBM  itself  was  originally 
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Micro  Memories 

an  also-ran  when  it  came  to  the  PC 

itself.  In  the  1970s,  they  pooh- 

poohed  the  idea  of  small,  personal 

computers  and  continued  to  push 

their  vaunted  mainframes.  This  creat- 
ed the  environment  that  allowed 

Xerox  to  develop  their  breakthrough 

microcomputers  with  graphic  inter- 
faces at  their  Palo  Alto,  CA,  Research 

Center  But  they  too  failed  to  see  that 

there  wouldn't  be  much  of  a   market 
for  them. 

In  1975,  IBM  tried  to  produce  a 

small,  portable  computer  of  their 

own,  the  IBM  5100.  It  used  a   tape 

drive  for  programming  storage  and 

shipped  with  16  to  64  K   of  RAM.  Its 

configuration  could  be  adjusted  for 

various  applications. 

That's  the  good  news.  The  bad 
news  was  that  variable  configuration 

had  a   variable  suggested  price  of 

between  $9,000.00  and  $20,000.00. 

Because  of  this,  the  late  1970s 

ended  up  being  dominated  by  Apple, 

Tandy  (with  their  TRS-80,  sold  in 
RadioShack  stores),  and  Commodore, 

with  their  PET  line  of  personal  com- 

puters, all  of  whose  principal  models 

were  available  for  around  $1,500.00 

or  less. 

Getting  off  the 
Sidelines 

Standing  on  the  sidelines  at  the 

start  of  the  1980s  and  watching  the 

sales  of  affordable  PCs  going  through 

the  roof,  execs  at  IBM  wondered  how 

to  get  into  the  game. 

They  wanted  to  do  so  rather 

quickly,  so  they  relied  on  outside 

components  to  a   surprising  degree, 

IBM  chose  Intel's  8088  chip  to  power 

the  unit,  which  helped  establish  Intel's 
reputation  as  the  chip  manufacturer, 

a   reputation  it  enjoys  to  this  day. 

Of  course,  it  was  Microsoft  who 

really  benefited  from  being  associat- 

ed with  the  IBM  PC,  IBM  approached 

Bill  Gates  initially  because  they  want- 

ed a   version  of  the  Basic  operating 

system  embedded  on  a   chip  in  their 

planned  machine.  Gates'  firm  had 
plenty  of  experience  supplying 

the  language  to  existing  computer 
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manufacturers. 

But  while  Basic  is  an  easy-to- 

learn  language,  it’s  not  very  powerful, 
IBM  wanted  a   more  sophisticated 

operating  system.  Gates  tap-danced 
around  the  issue  and  then,  shortly 

after,  bought  all  of  the  rights  to  an 

operating  system  called  GDOS  (short 

for  Quick  and  Dirty  Operating 

System)  from  a   then  struggling 

Northwest  computer  startup  called 

Seattle  Computer  Products,  They,  in 

turn,  had  borrowed  heavily  from  the 

CP/M  operating  system. 

Microsoft  managed  to  secure  a 

licensing  deal  with  IBM  that  ensured 

the  nascent  start-up  with  huge  rev- 
enues in  years  to  come  and  helped 

build  their  now  sprawling  corporate 

campus  in  Redmond,  WA. 
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Micro  Memories 

Stanley  Kubrick  at  one  of  the  early  PCs. 

Photo  courtesy  of  Alan  Bowker. 

Meet  the  S I   50 

IBM  dubbed  the  completed  unit 

the  model  number  5150  and  intro- 

duced it  to  the  world  during  a 

Manhattan,  NY,  press  conference  on 

August  12,  1981*  The  base  model  ini- 
tially retailed  for  $1,565*00  and 

included  a   4,77-MHz  Intel  8088 

processor,  64K  of  RAM,  and  a   single- 

sided 160K,  5,25-inch  floppy  drive. 

In  a   curious  bit  of  synchronicity, 

the  rock  group  Van  Halen  would  make 
the  number  5150  even  more  famous  a 

few  years  later  by  using  it  as  an  album 

title.  Were  they  sponsored  by  IBM? 

Nope,  it  was  purely  coincidental,  as 

the  number  is  also  Los  Angeles,  CA, 

police  shorthand  for  “escaped  lunatic,” 

The  de  Facto 
Business  PC 

Most  felt  that  IBM’s  PC  was  inferi- 

or to  Apple’s  products,  but  because  of 

IBM’s  prior  button-down  reputation  in 
the  corporate  mainframe  market  and 

their  enormous  advertising  budget, 

the  unit  quickly  became  the  de  facto 

business  computer.  Apple  —   thanks  to 

its  superior  graphics  capabilities  — 

ended  up  pursuing  more  “artsy”  mar- kets: designers,  printers,  CADCAM, 

etc.  While  the  graphics  capabilities  of 

IBM-style  machines  have  improved 

exponentially,  to  a   certain  extent,  the 

delineation  continues  to  this  day  (just 

as  Intel  and  Microsoft’s  reputations 
are  largely  built  on  a   machine 
designed  25  years  ago). 

IBM’s  early  use  of  an  open-system 
architecture  had  other  repercussions 

as  well:  It  made  the  unit’s  hardware 

easy  to  copy,  and  by  the  end  of  the 
1980s,  numerous  manufacturers  were 

building  “clones”  that  could  run  any 

software  that  IBM’s  PCs  could  run. 

More  importantly,  they  sold  for  consid- 
erably less.  Compaq  and  Dell  entered 

the  picture  in  the  mid-1980s,  and  even 

pre-PC  manufacturer  Commodore  held 

on  to  life  for  a   few  more  years  by  pro- 

ducing IBM  clones,  (Mine  wasn’t  too 
bad  a   machine,  f   bought  it  in  1989  and 

used  it  for  simple  small  business  appli- 
cations for  the  next  five  years  or  so.  ) 

IBM  still  sells  PCs  under  their 

label,  of  course,  but  they  no  longer 

dominate  the  marketplace.  The  reper- 
cussions of  their  entering  it  still  echo 

to  this  day,  as  many  people  refer  to 

their  machines  as  either  an  IBM-com- 

patible or  an  Apple, 

Microsoft  and  Intel  owe  much 

thanks  to  that  fateful  decision  of  IBM 

to  outsource  components  to  speed 

up  release  of  their  Apple  killer.  It  was- 

n’t entirely,  but  the  IBM  PC  was  the 

proverbial  “killer  app”  that  eventually 

put  a   PC  on  everyone’s  desks,  NV 
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Car  That  Runs  On 

Compressed  Air 

A   Korean  company  has  created  a car  engine  that  runs  on  air.  The 

engine,  which  powers  a   pneumatic- 
hybrid  electric  vehicle  (PHEV),  works 

alongside  an  electric  motor  to  create 

the  power  source.  The  system  elimi- 
nates the  need  for  fuel,  making  the 

PHEV  pollution-free, 

Cheol-Seung  Cho,  of  Energine 
Corporation,  told  CNN  the  system  is 

controlled  by  a   computer  inside  the 

car,  which  instructs  the  compressed-air 
engine  and  electric  motor  what  to  do. 

The  compressed  air  drives  the  pis- 

tons, which  turn  the  vehicle's  wheels. 
The  air  is  compressed  using  a 

small  motor,  powered  by  a   48-volt 

battery,  which  powers  both  the  air 

compressor  and  the  electric  motor. 

Once  compressed,  the  air  is 

stored  in  a   tank,  Cho  said. 

The  compressed  air  is  used 

when  the  car  needs  a   lot  of  energy, 

such  as  for  starting  up  the  car  and 
acceleration.  The  electric  motor 

comes  to  life  once  the  car  has  gained 

normal  cruising  speed.11 He  said  the  system  was  relatively 

simple  to  manufacture  and  could  be 

easily  adapted  to  any  conventional 

engine  system, 

"You  could  say  our  car  has  two 

hearts  pumping.  That  is,  we  have  sep- 
arate motors  running  at  different 

times,  both  at  the  time  when  they  can 

perform  most  efficiently," 
Cho  also  said  the  system  could 

reduce  the  cost  of  vehicle  production 

by  about  20  percent,  because  there 
was  no  need  to  build  a   cooling  system, 

fuel  tank,  spark  plugs,  or  silencers. 

Cho  hoped  to  see  PHEVs  on 
streets  in  the  near  future. 

Peter  Kemp,  editor  of  Petroleum 

Intelligence  Weekly,  told  CNN  that 

one  of  the  biggest  challenges  for  the 

invention  was  persuading  the  general 

public  to  embrace  it, 
"For  this  invention  to  take  off, 

you'd  need  to  get  the  backing  of  a 

major  manufacturer.  The  major  man- 
ufacturers that  are  looking  at  hybrid 

motors  at  the  moment  are  looking  at 

fuel  cells  -   battery  with  a   gasoline 

diesel  combination,1  he  said, 
Kemp  said  Toyota,  which  has 

released  a   hybrid  car,  had  sold  about 

150,000  of  the  environmentally- 

friendly  model  worldwide. 

"But  that  is  over  several  years. 
There  is  a   lot  of  demand  for  that  car 

but  that  is  the  only  one  that  is  really 

available  and  nobody  knows  whether 

Toyota  is  making  any  money  out  of  it." 

Lawmakers  Target 
Modem  Hijacking 

State  lawmakers  in  Albany,  NY,  have unveiled  a   bill  that  is  believed  to  be 

the  first  in  the  nation  to  target  modem 

hijacking,  a   practice  in  which  thieves 

tap  into  people's  computer  modems 
to  make  international  phone  calls. 

If  passed,  the  law  would  allow 

telephone  companies  and  the  state 

attorney  general  to  bring  lawsuits 

against  modem  hijackers  and  their 

accomplices.  The  bill  is  expected  to 

face  a   vote  by  the  end  of  June,  Other 

states  are  considering  similar,  broad- 
er bills,  according  to  Pam  Greenberg 

of  the  National  Conference  of  State 

Legislatures, 

The  hijackers  tap  into  people's 
modems  by  luring  computer  users  to 

specific  websites  —   sometimes 

through  emails  —   wrhere  pop-up  win- 

dows emerge  inviting  the  user  to  click 
on  them.  The  windows  authorize  the 

downloading  of  modern  software  that 

is  then  remotely  accessed  to  make 

international  calls  that  are  charged 

back  to  the  user. 

'This  is  a   new  kind  of  thievery 

and  it  takes  new  kinds  of  lawr  to  deal 

with  them,"  said  Democratic 
Assemblyman  Richard  Brodsky,  one 
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of  the  bill's  sponsors, 
Verizon  has  begun  investigating  complaints  from  cus- 

tomers thought  to  be  victims  of  modem  hijacking, 

spokesman  Cliff  Lee  said.  He  said  the  company  also  advis- 

es customers  how  to  avoid  the  practice  through  consumer 

alerts  and  bill  messages. 

Consumers  can  fight  hijacking  by  using  a   dedicated 

phone  line  for  the  computer  dial-up  connection,  then 

blocking  international  calls  to  that  line.  Lawmakers  said 

people  should  also  install  a   firewall  to  block  hackers  and 

avoid  unfamiliar  websites,  although  some  hijackers  mas- 

querade behind  legitimate-sounding  names. 

Flaw  Found  in  Firefox 

A   flaw  has  been  discovered  in  the  popular  open-source browser  Firefox  that  could  expose  sensitive  informa- 

tion stored  in  memory,  Secunia  has  warned, 

Firefox  versions  1.0.1  and  1.0.2  contain  the  vulnerabili- 

ty, the  security  information  company  said  in  a   recent  advi- 

sory. The  flaw  stems  from  an  error  in  the  JavaScript  engine 

that  can  expose  arbitrary  amounts  of  heap  memory  after 

the  end  of  a   JavaScript  string.  As  a   result  an  exploit  may 

disclose  sensitive  information  in  the  memory,  Secunia  said. 

"Unlike  other  browser  flaws,  this  one  is  not  subject  to 
phishing  or  access  to  the  system.  But  it  can  expose  sensi- 

tive information  from  other  websites  you  visited  and  the 

information  you  entered  there,"  said  Thomas  Kristensen, 
Secunia  chief  technology  officer. 

While  the  flaw  is  only  rated  as  "moderately  critical"  by 
Secunia,  the  rapid  adoption  of  the  open-source  browser 

means  that  many  users  may  be  at  risk.  Prior  to  the  release 

of  version  1 .0,  downloads  of  earlier  versions  of  the  brows- 
er had  reached  8   million  within  the  first  18  months. 

The  Mozilla  Foundation,  which  makes  the  Firefox 

browser,  is  working  on  a   patch,  and  no  cases  have  been 

reported,  a   representative  for  the  group  said, 

Secunia  has  developed  a   test  that  allows  people  to  see 

whether  their  system  is  affected  by  the  vulnerability. 

HP  Earmarks  $3  Million  Bonus 
For  Interim  Chief 

Hewlett-Packard  plans  to  give  a   $3  million  bonus  to CFO  Robert  Wayman,  who  served  as  interim  chief 

executive  after  Carly  Fiorina  was  ousted  in  February. 

In  a   recent  filing  writh  the  Securities  and  Exchange 

Commission,  HP  said  that  the  board  of  directors'  compen- 
sation committee  approved  the  bonus,  which  is  to  be  paid 

"as  soon  as  administratively  practicable  after  May  IT 

Wayman,  the  company's  longtime  finance  chief, 
served  as  CEO  from  February  9,  when  Fiorina  resigned, 

until  April  1,  when  Mark  Hurd  officially  started  on  the  job 

at  HP,  Fiorina  got  more  than  $21  million  in  severance. 
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Proto  n+  PICBASIC  Development  Suite 

.C  ite m 
Next  Generation  IDE 

Proton  IDE  is  a   professional  I 

and  powerful  visual  Integrated 
Development  Environment  (IDE) 

which  has  been  designed  specifically 

for  the  Proton  Plus  compiler.  Proton 
IDE  accelerates  product  development 
in  a   comfortable  user  environment 

without  compromising  performance, 

flexibility  or  control, 

*   Integrated  Bootloader 
*   Serial  Communicator  /Arr__ 

*   Code  Explorer  * ™   Wrom 
*   Compiler  Results  SaveSio 
*   Online  Updating  LIMITED  time 

*   Plugin  Architecture 

*   Pro  gram  mer  I   nt  eg  ratio  n 
*   Real  Time  Simulation  Support 

Visit  www*r4systemsxom  to  see 

our  latest  Proton-*  projects 

SAVE  TIME  WITH 
END  TO  END 
INTEGRATIONS 
NEW  IDE  -   New  IDE  makes 

development  using  Proton+ 
even  faster  and  more  intuitive! 

T   COMPILER -The  popular 

^   Proton+  compiler  has 
enhanced  support  for  Fc, 

SPI,  Dallas  1-wire  bus,  RS232, 
L   XI 0,  Compact  Flash 

Memory  Cards  and  USB+ 

VIRTUAL  SIMULATION  - 
Simulate  your  project  in 

RealTime  using  the  integrate 
Proteus  Virtual  PIC  Boards. 

PROTEUS 

easy  to  use 

iSE®!  CAD  TOOLS  AT FANTASTIC  PRICES! 
Schematic  and  PCB  Layout 

*   Powerful  and  flexible  schematic  capture. 

*   Auto-component  placement.  *   Rip-up  and  Retry  PCB  routing. 

*   Polygonal  gridless  ground  planes, 
*   Library  of  over  8000  schematic  and  TOGO  PCB  foot  prints. 
*   Bill  of  materials,  DRC  reports  and  more. 

I   Mixed  Mode  SPICE  Circuit  Simulation 

*   Berkeley  SPICE3F5  simulator  with  custom  extensions  for  true 
mixed  mode  and  interactive  simulation. 

*   Six  virtual  instruments  and  14  graph  based  analysis  types, 

*   6,000  models  including  TIL,  CMOS  and  PLD  digital  parts. 

*   Fully  compatible  with  manufacturers'  SPICE  models. 

|   Proteus  1/5M  -   Co-simulation  &   debugging  for  popular  Micro-Controllers  I 

*   Supports  PIC16&  PIC12,AVR,  8051,  HCT 1   and  ARM  micro-controllers. 

*   Latest  version  includes  40  new  PlClB's. 
h   Co-simulate  target  firmware  with  your  hardware  design. 

*   Includes  interactive  peripheral  models  for  LED  and  LCD  displays^ 
switches,  keypads,  virtual  terminal  and  much,  much  more. 

>   Provides  source  level  debugging  for  popular  compilers  and 
assemblers  from  HiTech  P1CC,  Crown  hill,  IAR,  Keil  and  others. 

|   PCS  AutoRouting 
*   Proteus  PCB  design  includes  an  interface  to  the  Electra  Gridless 
autorouter. 

"This  is  dearly  superior  in  every  respect" 

_   Tel:  905*896 *0685 #I4r  SYSTEMS  INC.  winM.r4systeeis.oom  mfo@r4systems.cora 
Circle  #75  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 
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Atair  Aerospace  First  to 
Demonstrate  Flocking  and 

Swarming  Capabilities  on  UAVs 

44  ̂ or  the  first  time  in  history, 
r   autonomous  unmanned 

aerial  vehicles  (GAVs)  have  flown 

using  flocking  and  swarming  algo- 

rithms," reports  Daniel  Preston, 
chief  executive  and  lead  engineer  for 

Atair  Aerospace,  Inc.  (Atair  AS). 

"Flocking  and  Swarming”  are  two 
words  used  interchangeably  to  refer  to 

modeled  flight  that  is  biologically 

inspired  by  the  flight  of  flocking  birds 

and  swarming  insects.  The  capability 

of  biological  systems  to  autonomous- 
ly maneuver,  track,  and  pursue  evasive  targets  in  a   cluttered 

environment  is  vastly  superior  to  any  engineered  system,. 

Atair  AS  is  pioneering  the  development  and  imple- 

mentation of  flocking  and  active  collision  avoidance  algo- 

rithms on  GAVs.  Atair  AS1  technology  was  first  tested 

December  16-18  in  Eloy,  AZ  where  a   fleet  of  five  Onyx™ 
systems  were  airdropped  and  successfully  flocked  in  tight 

formation  to  target.  Onyx  systems  are  autonomously  guid- 

ed parafoil  systems  (GAV  gliders)  designed  to  allow  mili- 

tary cargo  to  be  parachuted  from  high  altitude  and  hori- 
zontal stand  off  and  land  accurately  on  target.  Atair  AS 

developed  the  Onyx  systems  under  contract  with  the  GS 

Army  Matick  Soldier  Systems  Center  Onyx  systems  can 

be  dropped  at  up  to  35,000  feet  altitude,  autonomously 

glide  for  30+  miles,  and  land  on  a   preprogrammed  target 
—   accurate  to  about  150  feet. 

The  importance  of  flocking  and  active  collision  avoid- 

ance towards  the  application  of  precision  resupply  is  criti- 

cal. With  this  technology,  multiple  systems  (50+)  can  be 

deployed  in  the  same  airspace,  guiding  to  one  or  multiple 

targets  without  possibility  of  mid-air  collisions. 

Atair  AS’  inventive  technology  has  advanced  the  state 

of  the  art  in  guidance  and  control  systems.  This  technolo- 

gy will  open  the  door  for  advanced  autonomous  flight 

capabilities  on  a   variety  of  GAV  platforms  from  fixed  wing 

to  rotorcraft,  with  applications  from  sensor  and  munitions 

delivery  to  surveillance. 

Atair  Aerospace,  Inc*  is  a   Brooklyn-based  defense 

company  dedicated  to  modernizing  military  and  industrial 

airdrop  techniques  through  its  range  of  innovative 

autonomously  guided  parachute  systems  and  GAVs. 

Check  out  their  website  at  www.atairaerospacexom 

Learn  Wireless  Communication  Technology  and 
FCC  License  Preparation  at  HOME! 

Free  Information  Packet 

Prepare  today  for  a   new  challenging  and 
exciting  career.  Our  Distance  Learning 

Program  is  designed  to  train  you  at  home 

in  your  spare  time.  Call  today  to  get  started. 

Our  new  program  in  Wireless  Communication 
Technology  can  open  up  a   new  world  of 
income  opportunities  for  YOU  and  NO 
classroom  attendance  is  required. 

Send  to  Aii,  Inc.,  Dept.  N&V  1203  -   2725  College  St.,  Jacksonville,  FL  32205 

Name   Age   

Address                   Ph:  (   )   

City, 'State  ZIP   

28 

www.Aiiiearn.com  Email:  info@aiilearn.com 
Call  TODAY  For  free  Information  Packet 

Toll  FREE  1-800-658-1180 
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*70  Pay  Only  For 
qt'jTsooo  What  You  Need 

Configurable  Features 
*   Microprocessor  Speed 
*   On-Board  Power  Supply 
*   SRAM  /Flash 

*   Serial  Data  Flash 

*   Ethernet  Option 

*   A/D  Converter  System 

*   Battery-Backed  SRAM 

Standard  Features 

*   39  General  Purpose  I/O 
*   5   Serial  Ports 

*   Real-Time  Clock 

*   Watchdog  /   Supervisor 

$49 

Value Free  Reference  Book  W
ith  Kit. 

"Embedded  Systems
  Design  using  the  R

abbit  3000 

Microprocessor "   free  with  PowerCor
e  kit  purchase, 

www.rabbitFLDOcoffl 

RABBIT 
2932  Spafford  Street,  Davis,CA  95616 
Tel  530.757.8400 

Circle  #37  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 

The  Core  of  your  Em  bedded  System 
The  PowerCore  FLEX  is  a   complete  Rabbit  microprocessor  system 

with  optional  features  such  as  a   power  supply,  Ethernet,  and  a   low- 

cost  rugged  A/D  system.  It  plugs  into  a   motherboard  you  design. 

You  pay  only  for  the  options  you  need,  and  we  quickly  manufacture 

it.  Development  Kits  include  a   powerful  software  development 

platform  and  extensive  libraries. 

Network  and  Internet  Support 
Your  embedded  device  can  network  and  serve 

web  pages.  Hardware  and  software  supports 

Ethernet,  Wi-Fi,  and  cellular  telephone  data 

net  works, TCP/IP  and  most  associated  protocols  are  included 

in  the  Development  Kit,  SSL  secure  server  software  and  other 

premium  software  modules  are  available  at  a   nominal  cost.  With  the 

implementation  of  optional  software  modules  such  as  RabbitWeb, 

SSL,PPP,and  AES,  you  can  securely  and  conveniently  communicate 

with  your  embedded  device  from  anywhere  in  the  world. 

"Based  on  experience,  I   can  tell  you 
that  Rabbit  stuff  works  before  you 

can  get  it  all  out  of  the  box." 
-Fred  Eady,  Circuit  Cellar 

Development  Kit  Includes 
*   A   loaded  PowerCore  FLEX  with 

all  options  or  non-Ethernet 
low-end  version 

*   Prototyping  board  with 
development  area. 

*   Documentation  on  CD. 

*   Dynamic  C   integrated  development  environment. 

*   Serial  cable,  power  supply, and  more. 

*   Pervasive  Internet: Embedded 

devices  providing  internet 

connectivity  for  commercial 

and  industrial  applications .   Learn 

more  at  www.rahbttflexxom 
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Q&A 
with  TJ  Byers 

Electronics  Q&A 
In  this  column,  I   answer 

questions  about  all  aspects 

of  electronics,  including 

computer  hardware, 

software,  circuits,  electronic 

theory,  troubleshooting,  and 

anything  else  of  interest  to 

the  hobbyist. 

Feel  free  to  participate 

with  your  questions, 

comments  and  suggestions. 

You  can  reach  me  at: 

TlBYERS@aol.com 

What's  Up: 
It’s  circuit  month! 

A   simple  circuit  for 

accurately  measuring 

relay/switch  contact 

resistance,  an  AC 

lamp  flasher,  and 

complex  A/V  control 

center.  Plus,  the  usual 

555  suspects  and  a 

PIC  programmer. 

30 

Contact  Resistance 
Revealed 

QHow  do  1   test  the  condition  of the  contacts  of  a   24-volt,  30-amp, 
sealed  relay? 

Dixie  D 

via  Internet 

A   There  are  several  methods  used to  test  the  integrity  and  per- 

formance of  relay  contacts.  When  a 

relay  is  energized,  a   set  of  bifurcat- 
ed contacts  are  shoved  against 

each  other.  This  completes  the  elec- 
trical circuit. 

Unfortunately,  it’s  not  that  simple. 
When  the  contacts  first  meet  each 

other,  they  bounce  apart,  connect 

again,  bounce  again,  connect, 

bounce  ...  and  finally  come  to  rest 

against  each  other.  The  amount  of 
time  it  takes  for  the  contacts  to  settle 

down  is  called,  aptly  enough,  the  set- 

tling time.  This  is  generally  measured 

on  an  oscilloscope.  Settling  times  typ- 

ically range  between  two  and  15  mil- 
liseconds (mS), 

This  is  all  well  and  good,  but  I 

have  a   feeling  you're  probably  more 
interested  in  the  contact  resistance 

once  the  bouncing  has  stopped,  as 

each  bounce  wears  away  some  of  the 
contact  material. 

Contact  resistance  for  a   new 

relay  ranges  from  less  than  50 

milohms  to  100  milohms.  At  30 

amps  that  can  be  anywhere  from 
1.5  to  three  volts  lost  across  the 

contacts,  which  is  substantial  at 
12  volts. 

As  the  relay  ages,  the  contacts 

become  pitted  and  the  resistance 

increases.  The  best  way  to  measure 

contact  resistance  is  with  a   regulated 

power  supply  and  a   DMM,  as  shown 

in  Figure  1. 

The  LM317  regulator  is  wired  to 

output  a   constant  current  of  one 

amp.  The  DMM  measures  the  voltage 
across  the  contacts  and  translates  it 

into  milohms,  where  one  millivolt 

equals  one  milohm.  Typically,  the 

meter  should  read  100  millivolts  (mV) 

or  less. 

lTd  build  the  circuit  in  Figure  1   in 

a   plastic  utility  case  with  an  alu- 

minum cover,  to  which  I’d  mount  the 
LM317  and  use  it  as  a   heatsink. 

Mount  the  binding  posts  on  the  oppo- 

site side  of  the  case;  mount  the  wall 

wart  socket  on  one  of  the  ends  for 

quick  disconnect.  The  shielded  wire 

“test  probes5*  are  made  from  shielded 
audio  thin-cable,  Note  that  the  shield 

is  part  of  the  sensor  return  to  the 
DMM. 

The  metal-film,  two-watt  resistor 

is  probably  available  only  in  a   five  per- 

cent tolerance  (Digi-Key:  800-344- 
4539;  www.digikey.com),  which  is 

close  enough  for  all  but  the  most 

demanding  meas- 
urements. Be 

aware  that  the  wall 

wart  is  specified  for 
a   24-volt  coil.  To 

test  a   12-volt  relay, 

replace  the  wall 
wart  with  a   suitable 

12-volt  DC  unit. 

Nothing  changes 

with  the  electronics 

or  calibration. 
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Q&A I   Follow  the  Sun 

a!  have  a   large  water-filled  solar anel  that  tracks  the  sun,  which  I 

use  to  heat  my  house.  I   built  a   new 

controller  using  a   555  timer  and 

MOC3010  coupler  to  control  a   120- 

volt  AC,  two-amp  motor.  The  timer 
should  run  the  motor  for  five  minutes 

then  stop  for  15  minutes,  and  contin- 

ue cycling  until  evening  when  power 

is  turned  off.  Problem  is,  I   cannot 

make  this  controller  work  properly. 

Any  ideas? 
Gordon  Winram 

via  Internet 

AYep!  When  power  is  applied  to 

/^this  ring  counter,  it  starts  in  an 

indeterminate  state  —   i.e.,  both  timers 

can  begin  low  and  lock  up,  which  is 

why  it  fails  to  cycle.  There  are  ways  to 

force  a   555  power-on  state,  but  I   have 

a   better  solution:  Use  the  555  to  pulse 
a   4017  decade  counter  as  shown  in 

Figure  2,  The  circuit  afways  cycles 

and  never  stalls,  even  if  there's  a   tem- 
porary power  glitch. 

The  555  stable  oscillator  gener- 

ates a   positive-going  pulse  once  every 
150  seconds.  This,  in  turn,  advances 

the  output  of  the  4017  by  one.  The 

first  two  outputs  (Q0  and  Ql)  are 

ORed  by  a   pair  of  steering  diodes  to 
turn  on  the  2N2222  transistor  and 

activate  the  optoisolator.  On  pulse 

number  three,  the  G2  output  goes 

high,  the  motor  turns  off  and  stays  off 

as  the  count  progresses*  When  Q8 

goes  high,  it  resets  the  4017  and 

starts  the  cycle  anew. 

available,  plus  they 

were  only  rated  at 

60  watts,  I   would 

like  to  make  some- 

thing that  I   could 

plug  in  and  cause  a 
two-  to  three-amp 
fluctuation  at  a   rate 

of  about  once  every 

three  or  four  sec- 

onds, It  would  prob- 

ably help  to  include 

a   pilot  light  that 
flashed  with  the 

load. 

Richard  i.  Woods 

via  Internet 

A   The  flasher  buttons  that  you talk  about  are  still  available  — 

for  about  five  bucks  each.  They 

were  originally  designed  to  flash 

Christmas  lights,  which  explains 

their  60-watt  limit,  A   high-power 
AC  line  flasher  can  be  found  in 

Figure  3* 
This  circuit  is  designed  around  a 

flasher  LED,  like  the  RadioShack 

276-036.  The  LED  typically  flashes 

at  a   rate  of  once  per  second  at  five 

volts.  When  operated  with  a   nine- volt 

battery,  the  rate  decreases  to  once 

every  other  second.  (The  rate  may 

vary  with  individual  LEDs.)  The 

flasher  LED  is  wired  in  series  with  the 

LED  inside  an  MOC3020  optoisola- 
tor, which  flashes  in  unison.  This,  in 

turn,  causes  the  150-watt  lamp  to 
flash. 

Meter  Metrology 

horizontal  position.  Can  this  be 

remedied,  or  is  this  the  job  for  a 

meter  professional? 
Richard  H.Abeles 

via  Internet 

A   I   assume  you' re  talking  about 
analog  meters  with  a   needle. 

Generally,  the  needle  rests  on  a   pivot 

that  has  to  be  balanced  so  that  its 

weight  remains  the  same  around  the 

pivot  point  (see  Figure  4)*  Motice  that 
the  needle  is  actually  in  the  form  of  a 

cross,  with  the  pointer  longer  than  the 

legs.  Weight  is  added  to  the  shorter 

legs  via  coiled  springs  that  slide  back 

and  forth  to  change  the  center  of 

gravity. 

Figure  4 

—   Pointer 

AC  Line  Lamp 
Flasher 

QTo  identify  a   live  AC would  plug  in  a   100- 

watt  light  bulb  with  a   but- 
ton flasher.  I   would  then 

measure  the  wires  in  the 

breaker  box  using  a 

clamp-on  amp  meter,  and 
look  for  a   wire  with  the 

jumping  load  of  about  one 

amp.  It  seems  that  the  but- 

ton flashers  are  no  longer 

circuit, 

QSome  of  my  panel  meters (m  ill  ia  meter  and  voltmeter) 

change  the  zero  position  depending 

upon  being  held  in  a   vertical  or 
Pivot 

PTT —
 

Lilij
 
  Spring 

Weight   

K 
Spring 

Weight 

Analog  Meter 
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GE  Thermistor 
Model  Number 

Rated  Watts 
Steady  Amps 

RMS 
Cold  Ohms Hot  Ohms 

Cl- lOI 1840 16 0.5 .02 

CL- II 1380 12 0.7 .02 

CL-30 920 8 2.5 .06 

CL-40 690 6 5 ,1  1 

CL-60 575 5 10 .IS 

CL-70 460 4 16 

.27 
CL-80 345 3 

47 
.49 

CL-90 230 2 I20 US 

Table  L   Inrush  Thermistor  Selection  Guide 

However,  this  is  a   lot  easier  said 

than  done.  That’s  because  every- 
thing about  the  movement  is  deli- 
cate and  very  fragile.  One  false 

move  and  you  can  dislodge  the 

jewel,  damage  the  return  spring  (or 

taut  ribbon),  or  the  needle  itself  This 

adjustment  requires  a   steady  hand, 

a   loop  magnifier,  and  jeweler  tools. 
That  said  ... +SV 

Start  by  rotating  the  meter  in  a 

gim baled  circle  to  find  which  axis 

has  the  off-balanced  weight.  This  is 
the  hardest  part  because  if  you 

guess  wrong  and  move  the  wrong 

counterweight,  you  could  be  in  for  a 
long  day. 

Sometimes  (not  often)  it’s  nec- 
essary to  bend  the  weighted  tabs  up 

or  dowrn,  but  this  has  to  be  done 

ever  so  carefully.  It’s  usually  better 
to  keep  the  cross  on  the  same  plane 

so  that  all  the  legs  are  flat.  Also  be 

warned  that  some  cheap  panel 

meters,  especially  iron  vane  meters, 

need  to  be  mounted  in  one  orienta- 

tion only  and  have  to  be  re-zeroed 
as  their  position  changes.  Good 

luck! 

Plug  It  In,  Plug  It  In 

Qf’ve  heard  that  consistently  turn- ing on  and  off  electronic  compo- 

nents, such  as  a   television  or  com- 

puter, will  create  a   small  amount  of 

damage  to  the  circuitry.  Because  of 

this,  it  is  actually  better  to  leave  these 

devices  on  all  the  time.  Is  there  any 

truth  to  this? 

Gene  Bozek 

via  Internet 

A   What  you  describe  is  called  in- 
rush current,  and  it  applies  to  all 

forms  of  electronics.  In  incandescent 

lamps  and  CRT  filaments,  its  caused 

by  the  difference  in  resistance  of  the 

heating  element,  which  has  less 
resistance  when  cold  than  hot. 

Hence,  there  is  a   big  surge  of  current 

followed  by  reduced  current  as  the  fil- 
ament heats.  Destructive  in  rush  cur- 

rent also  applies  to  power  supplies, 

where  the  surge  current  is  caused  by 

the  initial  charging  current  of  the 

capacitors. 
A   fully  discharged  cap  behaves 

like  a   short  circuit  when  voltage  is 

applied  —   current  that  has  to  be 
absorbed  by  the  rectifier  diodes 

and  pass  transistors.  And  like  a   hot 

wire,  the  in-rush  current  decreases 
with  time. 

As  to  leaving  the  electronics  on 

or  turning  them  off,  that's  a   topic 
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Q&A for  debate*  While  the  electronic 

device  is  running,  it  generates  heat* 

Heat  is  an  enemy  of  electronic  com- 

ponents and  shortens  their  life  pro- 

portional to  ambient  temperature. 

Frequent  on/off  power  cycling  of  the 

device,  on  the  other  hand,  will  take 

its  toll  in  in  rush  current  So  which  to 

choose? 

The  ideal  solution  is  to  limit  the 

in  rush  current  to  a   safe  level,  then 

operate  the  device  for  only  as  long  as 

you  need  it.  This  can  be  done  using 

an  in  rush  current  limiter  (IGL  —   a 

negative  temperature  coefficient 

thermistor)*  From  he  Table  1,  select 

the  correct  1CL  from  the  Steady 

Amps  or  Rated  Watts  columns  that 

most  closely  matches  your  equip- 

ment requirements*  ICLs  can  be  pur- 

chased from  several  sources,  includ- 

ing Dig  i -Key* 

Audio/Visual  Control 
Central 

Ql  need  some  sort  of  video  switch with  connectors  for  DVD,  VCR, 

and  TiVO,  as  well  as  the  TV  itself.  1 

think  an  electronic  switch  would  be 

best,  either  for  Channels  3/4  RF  or 

separate  video  and  audio  channels*  It 

needs  to  be  highly  expandable  and 

serve  many  inputs  and  a   bunch  of 

outputs*  I   see  at  least  four  inputs* 

Any  ideas  to  solve  this  problem,  even 

with  a   microprocessor  to  do  the 

switching? 

Tom  Bohacek 

via  Internet 

A   What  you  describe  can  be  done using  a   single  multiplexer  chip, 

like  the  MAX4314  (see  Figure  5)*  It 

can  handle  four  inputs  that  are  indi- 

vidually selected  by  binary  code  on 

the  A0/A1  address  lines*  The  num- 

ber of  inputs  can  be  increased  to 

eight  by  replacing  the  chip  with  a 
MAX4315* 

The  chip  can  drive  several  loads, 

but  1   suggest  using  a   transconduc- 

tance voltage-follower  (like  the 

MAX436)  if  you  need  more  than  four 

outputs*  The  audio  channels  are 

selected  in  the  same  way  using 

MAX4618  analog  switches*  It,  too, 

can  be  expanded  by  adding  more 

switches  to  the  mix* 

PIC  Programmer  ... 

Again 

Qlf  the  555  and  the  741  are  the most  common  and  popular  uni- 
versal ICs  in  the  world,  what  is  the 

most  common  PIC  chip  in  the  world? 

In  a   D1L  package,  please*  Also,  I 

was  wondering  where  can  I   get  the 

software  and  the  schematic  for  a 

programmer? 
Raymond via  Internet 

A The  16C84  and  16F84  are  by  far he  most  popular  PICs*  Other 

Circle  #55  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 
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Cool  Websites! 

Hacking  /our  mouse. 

http://nl.internet.com/ct.ht  ml?rtr=on&s= 

1 ,1  g8l,  1   ,mbeq,a3ot,3qmh,GUl  s 

The  Web,  60  Years  Ago 

Vannevar  Bush  laid  out  a   passionate 

vision  of  an  “information  appliance"  of 
the  future.  Looking  back,  we  find  a 

remarkably  prescient  description  of  what 

we  today  call  the  World  Wide  Web. 

http://nl.internet.com/ct.htnil?rtr=on&s= 

1 ,1  f72,1 , 2242, 3jkk,3qmh, cul  s 

Surfing  the  Internet  to  find 

replacement  computer  or  laptop  parts? 

SpareParts Warehouse  has 

re-launched  its  website  to  make  it 

easier  to  find  obscure  and  readily 

available  PC  parts. 

www.sparepartswarehouse.com 

popular  choices  are 
the  12C508,  12C509 

and  —   my  personal 

favorite  —   the  16F628* 

My  choice  for  a   DIY 

PIC  programmer  is  the 
NOPPP  created  by 

Michael  A.  Covington 

(see  Figure  6).  You 
can  find  a   zip  file  of  the 

NOPPP  project,  includ- 
ing software,  on  our 

website  (www.nuts 

volts.com)  under  the 
name  NOPPP. ZIP. 

MAILBAG 
Dear  TJ, 

In  the  September 

2004  issue  (“Project  Needs  PIC 

Burner”),  you  mention  the  source  file 
as  being  computer  ese.  I   believe  it 

would  be  more  appropriately  called  a 

limited  set  of  unambiguous  English 

statements  or  perhaps  human-ese. 
These  English  statements  must  be 
translated  into  ones  and  zeros  before 

the  processor  can  execute  them.  In 

the  interest  of  saving  beginning  pro- 

grammers a   lot  of  anxiety,  it  would  be 

nice  if  you  clarify  your  comments  in 
the  article. 

Nels  Overgaard 

via  Internet 

Turn  your  PC  or  laptop  into  a   powerful  Oscilloscope, 
Spectrum  Analyzer  and  high  speed  data  logger. 

200MHz  Bandwidth 

200MS/S  Sampling  Rate  (single  shot) 
lOGS/s  Sampling  Rate  (repetitive) 
Fast  USB  2.0  (1.1  capatable) 
Huge  1MB  Buffer  Memory 
8   Bit  Resolution 

We  ofler  a   wide-  range  of  pc  based  d ala  acquisition  unlls  including:  USB  TC-GS  [6  channel 
ttiefimocouple  logger],  USB  adc-1  1(1 1   channel  data  lagged  DrDAQ  data  logger.  TH-OS 
precision  resistive  lemperatyre,  RH-Q2  temperature + humidity,  ADC  42  single  channel,  more. 

We  provide  in  house  technical  support  and  pre-sales  advice  -   satisfaction  guaranteed! 

PC  Based 

PieaLag  (data  logging)  software. 

PiaoScape  te  flexible,  easy  to  FieoScope  Spectrum  Analyze^
 use  and  has  many  advantages 

over  conventional  instruments,  || 

including  multiple  views  of  in e   n   .,.■■■  ■   i   ■   M 
same  signal.  2000  X   zoom 
one  ir:- ■   or  clr.nk.1,  mo i '■  J.H 
ii  r.  i   •   ji  3   :   Mr  u   SRHH 

Intensify  and  Min/Max-Currenl 

PicoScope  Display  Modes Picoiog  Data  Legging 

1   L'  .'  ̂ 
Featured  Product The  Pico  3206  comes  compfele 

'   E7- ■ 

i   t 

l   X'T!| 
PicoScope  3206  PC  Oscilloscope 

with  PicoScope  (oscilloscope 

and  spectrum  analyzer)  and 

- n p 
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"Communications  Glue"  ABC<=>XYZ 

RS232/RS485/RS422/TTL 

XpCO
Ml ,75  ea @Qty- 

*   Multi-Repeaters/Hubs 

*   Extenders/ Multidrop 

•   10/100  Base-T  Ethernet 

•   Microprocessor  Serial  I/O 

Code  Activated  Switches 

Extensive  Interface  Product  Line 
Custom  Units  &   Smart  Units 

Digital/Relay  I/O  &   "Extension  Cords'' 
Vending/Security  status  over  TCP/IP 

Large  Multidrop  &   "Home  Run"  RS485 
Card  Reader  Electronics  &   Control 

VF/LCD  Display  Remote  Control 

” Industrial  units"  &   -40C  to  85C 
3.0KV  /so/at/on  &   wide  Power  range 

Ca" the  fS48S/Ethernet/  Interface/C® 

Download  our  free  Color  Coded 

RS232/485  &   Ethernet  Terminal 

Emulators  from  www.rs4S5.com 

4311  RE  Smith  Drive 

Hamilton ,   Ohio  45011 

513  874  4796 
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Selected  Titles  for  the  Electronics  Hobbyist  and  Technician— 

The  Nuts  &   Volts  Hobbyist  Bookstore 
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PROGRAMMING 
Am  CUSTOMIZING 

PI  CmicrcT 

MICROCONTROLLERS 

Mic  roc  on  t   rollers 

Programming  &   Customizing 
PICMicro  Microcontrollers 

by  Myke  Predko 
This  book  is  a   fully 

updated  and  revised 
compendium  of  PIC 

programming  informa- 
tion. Comprehensive 

coverage  of  the 

PIC  Micro  s'  hardware 
architecture  and  soft- 

ware schemes  will 

complement  the  host 
of  experiments  and 

projects  making  this  a   true  "learn  as  you 
go"  tutorial.  New  sections  on  basic  elec- 

tronics and  basic  programming  have  been 
added  for  less  sophisticated  users,  along 

with  I   0   new  projects  and  20  new  experi- 
ments.The  CD-ROM  contains  all  source 

code  presented  in  the  book,  software  tools 

designed  by  Microchip  and  third  party  ven- 
dors for  applications,  and  the  complete 

data  sheets  for  the  PflC  family  in  PDF  for- 
mat. $49,95 

OOP  Demystified 

by  Janies  Keogh  /   Mario  Giannini 
Learn  object-oriented 
programming  in  no  time 
with  help  from  this 

e   a   sy-to- understand 
guide,  ideal  for  novice 

and  expert  program- 
mers alike.  Learn  about 

attributes  and  methods, 

inheritance,  polymor- 
phism, real-world  and 

case  modeling,  object-oriented  program^ 
ming  languages,  and  much  more.  Each 
chapter  ends  with  a   quiz,  culminating  in  a 
final  exam  at  the  end  of  the  book  so  you 
can  test  your  knowledge.  $19,95 

Programming  &   Customizing  the 
8051  Microcontrollers 

by  Myke  Predko 
For  work  or  fun  — 
projects,  exercises,  and 

insights  on  the  world’s 
most  popular  microcon- 

troller. Over  30  experi- 
ments and  13  complete 

projects  demonstrate 

the  SOS  I   s   capabilities. 

The  CD-ROM  gives  you 
all  the  software  you 

need  to  begin  develop- 
ing SOS  I   applications. This  tutorial/disk 

package  is  unique  in  providing  you  with  a 
complete  understanding  of  the  SOS  I   chip 
compatibles, along  with  all  the  information 

needed  to  design  and  debug  tailor-made 
applications.  Programming  &   Customizing  the 
8051  Microcontroller  details  the  features  of 

the  SOS  I   and  demonstrates  how  to  use 

these  embedded  chips  to  access  and  con- 
trol many  different  devices.  $44,95 
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Robotics 

CNC  Robotics 

by  Geoff  Williams Written  by  an 

accomplished  workshop 

bot  designer/builder, 
CNC  Robotics  gives  you 

step-by-step,  illustrated 
directions  for  designing, 

constructing,  and  testing 

a   fully  functional  CNC 
robot  that  saves  you 

80%  of  the  price  of  an 
off-the-shelf  bot  —   and  can  be  customized 
to  suit  your  purposes  exactly  because  you 
designed  it.  $34,95 

Robotics  Demystified 

by  Edwin  Wise 

McGraw-Hill's Demystified  titles  are  the 
most  efficient,  interest- 

ingly written  brush-ups 
you  can  find.  Organized 
as  self-teaching  guides, 

they  come  complete 

with  key  points,  back- 
ground information, 

questions  at  the  end  of 
each  chapter,  and  even 

final  exams. This  complete  self- teaching 
guide  takes  an  introductory  approach  to 

robotics,  guiding  readers  through  the 
essential  electronics,  mechanics,  and  pro- 

gramming skills  necessary  to  build  their 
own  robot.  $19,95 

Open-Source  Robotics  and 
Process  Control  Cookbook 

by  Lewin  Edwards In  this  guide,  Lewin 
Edwards  demonstrates 

efficient  and  low-cost  open 
source  design  techniques, 

covering  end-to-end 
robotic/process  control 

systems  using  Linux  as  the 
development  platform,  with 
extensive  information  on 

free  compilers  and  other  tools.  Specifically, 

the  book  targets  development  of  real-time 
physical  system  controls  using  Atm  el  AYR 
m E c   no  co ntro 1 1   e r s   com  m   unic ati  ng  wi th 

Linux-based  PCs  for  overmonitoring.  Code 
examples  are  given  to  provide  illustrations 
of  tasks  described  in  the  text. The  CD- 
ROM  contains  all  the  code  used  in  the 

design  examples,  as  well  as  useful  open- 
source  tools  for  robotics  and  process 

control  system  design.  $49,95 

WE  ACCEPT  VISA,  MC,  AMEX, 
and  DISCOVER 

Prices  do  mot  include  shipping  and 

may  be  subject  to  change. 
Ask  about  our  10%  subscriber 
discount  on  selected  titles. 

Electronics 

Build  Your  Own  Electronics Workshop 

by  Thomas  Petruzzellis The  Electronics 
Workbench  was 

created  to  assist  the 
newcomer  in  the 

field  of  practical 
electronics  through 

the  creation  of  a 

personal  electronics workbench.  It  is  a 

place  specially 

designed  so  that readers  can  go 

there  to  work  on  an 

electronic  project,  such  as  testing 
components,  troubleshooting  a   device,  or 

building  a   new  project. The  book  includes 
invaluable  information,  such  as  whether  to 

buy  or  build  test  equipment,  how  to  solder, 
how  to  make  circuit  boards,  how  to  begin 
to  troubleshoot,  how  to  test  components 

and  systems,  and  how  to  build  your  own 
test  equipment,  complete  with  appendix  & 
resources,  etc. This  is  THE  book  for  anyone 

entering  the  field  or  hobby  of  electronics. 

$29,95 

Engineer's  Mini  Notebook Collection 

by  Forrest  M.  Mims  III 

Vbfume  J   features 
more  than  two 
dozen  555  timer 
circuits  that  you 

can  build. 

$12,95 

Volume  2   —   Study 
rain,  lightning, 

clouds,  sunlight, 

water,  temperature, 
and  much  more! 

£12,95 

Vb/ume  3   —   Learn 
about  important 
sensors  and  use 

them  to  build  cir- 
cuits and  projects. 

$12,95 

Vb/ume  4   includes 

frequently  used 
electronic  formulas, 

tables,  circuit 

symbols,  and  more! 

$12,95 MAY  2005 



Call  1-800-783-4624  today!  Or 
order  online  at  www.nutsvolts.com 

Practical  Electronics  for  Inventors 

by  Paul  Scherz The  first  edition  of 

Practical  Electronics  for 

Inventors  was  phenome 

nally  successful  and 

popular  among  elec- 
tronics hobbyists  and 

“tinkerers."  This  is  a 

fairly  “tight11  group,  and 
when  they  noticed 
some  errors  in  the 

book,  they  were  fairly 
vocal  in  wanting  to  see  errata. The  result? 
A   new  and  improved  book  that  has  been 

completely  updated,  with  several  readers1 suggestions  for  improvement  incorporated 
inside. These  new  additions  will  make  this 

title  even  MORE  appealing  to  the  loyal 
market.  $39.95 

Electricity  Demystified 

by  Stan  Gibilisco 

In  Efectn'dty  Demystified, 
best  selling  science  and 
math  writer  Stan 

Gibilisco  provides  an 
effective  and  painless 

way  to  improve  your 
understanding  of  the 

electricity  that  powers 
so  much  of  modern 

life. With  Bearitity 

Demystifi e d,  you  ma s te r 

the  subject  one  simple  step  at  a   time  —   at 
your  own  speed. This  unique  self- teaching 
guide  offers  quizzes  and  tests  at  the  end 
of  each  chapter,  and  section  to  pinpoint 

weaknesses,  and  a   70 -question  final  exam 
to  reinforce  the  entire  book.  If  you  want 
to  build  or  refresh  your  understanding 

of  electricity,  here's  a   fast,  entertaining, 

self-teaching  course  that's  really 
electrifying!  $19.95 

Electronics  Demystified 

by  Stan  Gibilisco 
Now  anyone  with  an 
interest  in  electronics 

can  master  it  by  read- 
ing this  book.  In 

Electronics  Demystified, 

best  selling  science  and 
math  writer  Stan 

Gibilisco  provides  an 
effective  and  painless 

way  to  understand  the 
electronics  that  power 
so  much  of  modern 

life. With  Efectrono  Demystified,  you  master 

the  subject  one  simple  step  at  a   time  — 
at  your  own  speed. This  unique  self- 
teaching  guide  offers  problems  at  the  end 
of  each  chapter,  and  a   section  to  pinpoint 

weaknesses,  and  a   70 -question  final  exam 
to  reinforce  the  entire  book.  If  you  want 
to  build  or  refresh  your  understanding 

of  electronics,  here’s  a   fast  and  entertaining 

self-teaching  course  that’s  completely current.  $   I   9.95 

MAY  2005 

Digital  Electronics  Demystified 

by  Myke  Pnedko Now,  anyone  can 

gain  a   deeper  under- 
standing of  digital 

electronics  — 
without  formal  train- 

ing, unlimited  time,  or 
a   genius  IQ.  In  Dfgftd 
Electronics  Demystified, 

electronics  expert 
and  author  Myke 

Predko  provides  a 
totally  painless  way  to 
learn  enough  digital  logic  and  electronics  to 
build  your  own  projects!  With  Dlg/tal 
Electro  files  Demystified,  you  master  the 

subject  one  simple  step  ac  a   time  —   at 
your  own  speed. This  unique  guide  offers 
problems  at  the  end  of  each  chapter  and 

section  to  pin-point  weaknesses  and  a   100- 
question  final  exam  to  reinforce  che  entire 

book.  So,  if  you're  looking  for  an  enjoyable 
route  into  digital  logic  and  electronics,  let 

Digital  Electronics  Demystified  be  your  short- 
cut! $19.95 

Electronic  Circuits  for  the 
Evil  Genius 

by  Dave  Cutcher In  Electronic  Circuits  for 

the  Evil  Genius,  the  read- 

er gains  valuable  experi- 
ence in  circuit  construc- 

tion and  design  and  in 
learning  to  test,  modify, 
and  observe  results. 
Bonus  website  www.bo 

oks*mcgraw-h»ILcom/ 
authors/cutcher  pro- 

vides animations, 

answers  to  worksheet  problems,  links  to 
other  resources, WAV  files  to  be  used  as 

frequency  generators,  and  freeware  to 

apply  your  PC  as  an  oscilloscope.  $24.95 

digital electronics 

The  PC  Doctor’s  Fix  It Yourself  Guide 

by  Adrian  Kingsley-Hughes 

b   The  PC  Doctor's  Fix It  Yourself  Guide, 

you  get  advice  and solutions  for  solving 

a   myriad  of  PC  prob- 
lems, including  expert 

tips  on  researching 
solutions  on  your 

own.  Learn  how  to 

maintain  your  com- puter, keeping  it 

in  good  working 
condition,  and  how  to  upgrade  and  install 
new  software  safely. Troubleshoot  Linux, 
Windows,  and  personal  devices,  use  the 
internet  effectively  as  a   problem-solving 
tool,  get  up  to  speed  on  computer  security, 
and  set  up  small  home  and  wireless 
networks. The  companion  website 
provides  additional  support.  $29.99 

© 

PC  DOCTOR’S 
fix  it  -yourself 

GUIDE 

SmemId 

1 

Embedded  Ethernet  and  Internet 

Complete 

by  Jan  Axelson 
Learn  how  to  design 

and  program  devices that  host  Web  pages, 

send  and  receive  e- 
mail,  and  exchange  files 
using  FTP  Put  your 
devices  on  the  Internet 

and  monitor  and  con- 

trol your  devices  from across  town  or  around 
the  world.  Or  create 

private,  local  networks  that  enable  your 

devices  to  share  information,  send  com- 
mands, and  receive  alarms  and  status 

reports.  Plus:  learn  about  Ethernet  con- 
trollers, hardware  options  for  networks, 

networking  protocols,  and  how  to  keep 

your  device  firmware  and  data  secure. 

$49.95 

Home  Computing 

USB  Complete,  Second  Edition 

by  Jan  Axe  Ison 
Every  recent  PC  has 
Universal  Serial  Bus 

(USB)  ports.  In  USB 
Complete,  Ja  n   Axel  son 
shows  how  to  design 

and  program  devices 
that  use  USB  to  com- 

municate with  PCs. 
Learn  how  to  select  a 
USB  controller  chip 
that  fits  your  [project 

and  budget,  how  to  write  program  code  to 
manage  USB  communications  in  your 
device,  and  how  to  write  Visual  Basic  and 

Visual  C++  applications  that  exchange  data 

with  your  devices.  Explore  how  the  inter- 
face works  from  the  ground  up  and  learn 

how  to  create  devices  that  communicate 

reliably  with  all  PCs.  $49.95 

High  Voltage 

Homemade  Lightning:  Creative 
Experiments  in  Electricity 

by  R.  A.  Ford 
Enter  the  wide-open 

frontier  of  high-voltage 
electrostatics  with  this 

fascinating,  experiment- 

filled  guide. You’ll  discover how  to  make  your  own 

equipment,  how  electricity 
is  used  in  healing,  and 

how  experiments  in  high 

potential  physics  work! 

$24.95 

If  you  don't  see  what  you  need  here* check  out  our  online  store  at 

www»nutsvolts*com  for  a   complete 

listing  of  the  titles  available. 
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Project 
„   A; A   X by  Andy  Sullivan 

This  /Aonth’s 
“Projects 
Blink  of  an  Eye  , , , 

•   ■   38 

Binary  Clock 

•   ii 

Geiger  Counter  ,   , 
..50. 

The  puzzb&fl 

TZ&tiny  System 

To  find  out  the  level 

of  difficulty  for 
each  of  these 

projects,  turn  to 
PTt^^balf  for 

the  answers. 

The  scale  is  from 

TA-,  With  four 

FU^b^/fe  being 

the  more  difficult 

or  advanced 

projects.  Just  look 
for  the  f^uz-Z-bells  in 

the  opening  header. 

You ’   //  also  find 
information  included 

in  each  article  on 

any  special  tools 

or  skills  you’  II 
need  to  complete 

the  project. 

L^et  the 

soldering  begin! 

s 
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In  the  Blink  of  an  Eye 
Stop-Action  Photography 

With  a   Strobe  Light 

In  an  otherwise  dark  room,  a   short  flash  of light  is  used  to  capture  the  stop-action  pho- 

tos you  see  on  the  pages  of  this  article.  The 

short  duration  of  the  flash  is  what  provides  the 

stop-action,  and  a   strobe  tube  can  produce  a 
flash  duration  of  about  1/1,000  of  a   second. 

This  is  fast  enough  to  capture  still  images  of 

exploding  objects  and  events  of  similar  velocity. 

A   simple  strobe  circuit  and  an  ordinary 

camera  can  be  used  to  produce  stop- action  pho- 

tos that  are  otherwise  too  quick  for  the  naked 

eye  to  see.  Examples  include  a   light  bulb  shatter- 

ing with  shards  suspended  in  midair  or  a   balloon 

bursting  with  fragments  caught  in  still  motion. 

The  technique  used  to  take  the  photo- 

graphs is  simple.  A   camera  is  set  up  on  a   tri- 
pod focused  on  the  event  to  be  photographed. 

The  camera’s  timer  is  set  to  provide  a   several- 
second  delay  between  when  the  button  is 

pressed  and  the  shutter  opens.  This  feature  is 

normally  used  to  allow  you  (or  your  assistant) 

to  get  into  the  picture,  if  necessary.  When  the 

button  is  pushed,  you  move  into  position  to 

trigger  the  event  to  be  photographed.  This 

might  be  to  position  yourself  near  a   BB  gun 

trigger  or  other  such  device  to  be  activated. 

Once  positioned,  you  can  turn  off  the  lights, 

and  after  the  camera’s  shutter  opens,  trigger 
the  event.  The  strobe  is  triggered  automatical- 

ly, and  the  image  is  exposed.  When  the  cam- 
era shutter  closes,  turn  the  lights  back  on  and 

you  are  ready  to  take  another  shot. 

An  ordinary  camera  is  all  that  is  required 

to  capture  the  images  shown  in  this  article,  I 

have  used  both  35mm  and  digital  cameras, 

but  whatever  camera  you  use,  it  will  need  to 

have  an  adjustable  shutter  speed,  A   long  shut- 

ter speed  gives  time  to  trigger  the  event  when 

the  shutter  is  open.  Shutter  speed  for  a   typical 

everyday-type  photograph  might  be  1/125  of 
a   second,  too  fast  to  respond  to.  A   setting  of 

one  to  four  seconds  gives  plenty  of  time  to 

hear  the  shutter  open  and  pull  a   BB  gun  trig- 

ger before  the  shutter  closes. 

An  external  strobe  light  is  used  to  expose 

the  image  because  we  can  use  an  external 

mechanism  to  trigger  the  flash.  Two  pieces  of 
aluminum  foil  that  make  contact  when  a   BB 

passes  through  makes  a   good  trigger.  Most 

cameras  come  with  integrated  flash  units  that 

cannot  be  externally  triggered. 

[Caution:  As  Mr.  Sullivan  will  later 

explain ,   if  you  are  using  a   BB  gun  for  this 

project,  make  sure  to  wear  eye  protection  at 
all  times  and  to  create  a   backboard  that 

will  absorb  the  BB  after  it  has  penetrated 

its  target  A   block  of  Styrofoam  will  help 
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keep  the  BB  from 
around  the  room.] 

ricocheting 

Full-Wave  Bridge  / 
Voltage  Doubler 

The  circuit  schematic  is  shown  in 

Figure  1 .   The  voltage  needed  to  drive 

the  strobe  tube  is  developed  by  a 

bridge-doubler  circuit  powered  by  wall 

current.  The  bridge-doubler  utilizes  a 

full-wave  bridge  and  two  capacitors  to 

rectify  the  input  AC  voltage  to  DC 
and  to  double  it. 

The  wall  voltage  needed  to  sup- 

ply the  circuit  is  1 20  volts  AC,  and  the 

1 20  volts  is  an  average  value  over  the 

alternating  current  cycle.  Peak  volt- 
age in  the  cycle  is  170  volts,  and  the 

voltage-doubler  circuit  will  double  the 

170-volt  value  and  produce  a   DC  volt- 

age of  340  volts.  For  more  informa- 
tion on  peak  versus  average  voltages 

in  AC  circuits,  look  up  root  mean 

square  (RMS)  voltage  on  the  Internet. 

The  full-wave  bridge  should  be 

rated  for  twice  the  input  voltage,  340 

volts  or  greater.  I   chose  a   bridge  rated  for  400  volts  and 

three  amps  which  has  plenty  of  capacity  for  this  circuit. 

The  two  capacitors  adjacent  to  the  bridge  in  the  circuit 

should  also  be  rated  for  twice  the  input  voltage.  The  capac- 

itors have  to  be  large  enough  to  smooth  the  output  voltage 

from  the  bridge,  and  0,1  pF  works  well  in  this  case.  If  it  is 

too  small,  the  bridge  output  voltage  will  have  a   significant 

oscillation  which  will  lower  the  effectiveness  in  charging 

the  main  capacitor.  Capacitors  too  large,  however,  are 

unnecessary  and  will  store  excess  hazardous  energy. 

Main  Strobe  and  Capacitor 
Circuit 

For  improved  conductivity  on  ail  your  connectors  and  contacts... and 

Circle  #53  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 

which,  in  this  case,  is  four  for  the  strobe  selected,  while  V 

is  340  volts  for  this  circuit.  Solving  for  capacitance,  C, 

yields  0.000069  farads  or  about  70  pF, 

1 

u=jcvz 
A   resistor  is  placed  in  series  with  the  capacitor  in  the  cir- 

cuit for  two  reasons:  First,  it  will  limit  the  current  to  the  capac- 

itor when  charging,  which  could  be  excessive.  Second,  it  will 

provide  a   slow-charging  circuit  so  the  strobe  light  will  quickly 

discharge  the  capacitor  and  go  out.  If  there  was  no  resistor, 

the  bridge  circuit  could  keep  the  strobe  illuminated  once  trig- 

gered, damaging  the  tube  and  failing  to  produce  a   short  flash. 

To  produce  a   stop-action  pho- 

tograph, the  flash  tube  must  pro- 

duce enough  light  to  expose  the 

shot  in  a   very  short  duration.  This 

high-intensity  light  is  produced 
with  a   flash  tube,  and  the  energy 

needed  to  power  the  tube  is 

charged  in  a   large  capacitor. 

The  strobe  tube  selected  for 

this  project  has  a   rated  flash  ener- 

gy of  four  joules  (watt-seconds). 
The  following  equation  for  energy 

stored  in  a   capacitor  is  used  to 

determine  the  size  of  capacitor 

needed,  (J  is  energy  in  joules, 
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The  resistor  is  sized  to  yield  a   suitable  charge  time  so 

it  does  not  overload  the  resistor.  During  initial  charging  in 

an  RC  circuit,  maximum  current  will  flow  through  the  resis- 

tor with  full  voltage  across  it.  Cl  sing  the  power  law  shown 

below,  resistance  can  be  determined  which  will  yield  a   0.5- 

watt  power  consistent  with  a   typical  resistor,  so  solving  for 

resistance,  R,  where  V   is  340  volts  and  P   is  0.5  watts, 

yields  231,200  ohms.  This  value  is  close  to  a   common 
resistor  value  of  270  kilohms  which  is  used  in  this  circuit. 

Charging  time  for  the  circuit  is  determined  using  the 

RC/time  constant.  The  RC  constant  for  this  circuit  is 

(270,000  ohms)  x   (0,000070  farads)  =   18.9  seconds.  An 
RC  circuit  charges  to  40  percent  of  full  charge  in  one  time 

constant,  75  percent  in  two  time  constants,  90  percent  in 

three  time  constants,  and  96  percent  in  four  time  con- 
stants. So,  this  circuit  will  essentially  be  fully  charged  in 

four  time  constants,  or  one  minute  and  15  seconds. 

This  circuit  takes  advantage  of  a   capacitor’s  ability  to 
quickly  deliver  its  stored  energy,  and  the  total  energy  per 

strobe  flash  is  four  joules.  A   strobe  can  deliver  this  ener- 

gy in  about  1/  1 000  second.  Power  is  energy  per  unit  time, 

or  four  joules  per  I   T   000  second.  This  energy  rate  is 

4,000  joules  per  second,  or  4,000  watts.  That  is  equiva- 

lent to  40  100-watt  light  bulbs  all  going  off  at  once. 
So,  for  that  brief  fraction  of  a   second,  this  circuit  will 

provide  more  power  than  your  home  uses  with  all  the 

lights,  appliances,  and  everything  else  turned  on  all  at 

once,  including  the  dryer,  oven,  and  air  conditioner. 

All  the  capacitors  in  the  circuit  must  be  discharged 

and  double  checked  before  any  work  on  the  circuit  is 

done.  The  voltages  and  energies  involved  in  this  circuit 

are  potentially  lethal,  just  like  any  other  wall-outlet- 
powered  device.  The  capacitors  present  the  additional 

hazard  of  stored  energy,  so  to  help  mitigate  this  hazard,  a 

one-megohm  resistor  is  connected  between  the  hot  and 

ground  side  of  the  circuit.  This  resistor  is  in  series  with  the 

270-kilohm  resistor  on  the  main  capacitor. 

Once  the  circuit  is  unplugged,  it  will  take  six  minutes 

to  discharge  the  main  capacitor  96  percent  of  the  way,  so 

the  case  must  not  be  opened  for  at  least  six  minutes  after 

being  unplugged.  Because  any  safety  device  has  the 

potential  to  fail,  you  must  confirm  the  capacitors  are  dis- 

charged as  you  carefully  open  the  case. 

Trigger  Circuit 

When  the  main  capacitor  is  fully  charged,  there  are  340 
volts  across  the  leads  of  the  strobe  tube.  Current  will  not  flow 

through  the  tube  because  the  xenon  gas  is  not  conductive  at 

normal  conditions.  To  trigger  the  flash,  the  xenon  gas  will  be 

ionized  into  a   conductive  plasma  by  subjecting  the  gas  to  a 

6,000-volt  electric  field.  The  6,000  volts  will  be  delivered  as  a 

brief  pulse  to  a   conductive  strip  or  wire  on  the  outside  of  the 

strobe  tube.  The  electric  field  developed  by  the  pulse  of  high 

voltage  is  sufficient  to  rip  electrons  from  the  xenon  atoms 

inside  the  tube  making  a   plasma.  The  plasma  is  conductive, 

and  the  energy  stored  in  the  main  capacitor  will  discharge 

through  the  strobe  tube  and  generate  the  flash. 

The  high-voltage  trigger  pulse  is  developed  with  a   20- 

to-1  trigger  coil.  The  primary  coil  is  energized  with  a   small 

capacitor  charged  to  340  volts.  Since  only  a   small  capac- 

itor is  needed  to  drive  the  trigger  coil,  a   one-jiF  capacitor 

w?as  selected.  A   resistor  is  used  here  again  to  control  high 

surge  currents  when  charging  the  capacitor  and  to  pre- 
vent excessive  currents  through  the  trigger  primary.  A 

470-kilohm  resistor  was  selected  which  will  limit  currents 

to  about  one  mA,  The  RC  time  constant  for 

the  trigger  capacitor  is  0.5  seconds,  so  it  w   ill 

fully  charge  in  a   couple  seconds, 
A   switch  is  needed  to  route  energy  from 

the  trigger  capacitor  to  the  trigger  coil  pri- 

mary, so  a   mechanical  relay  was  selected 

which  will  use  a   low- voltage  signal  to  close  the 

high-voltage  trigger  circuit.  Isolating  the  high 

voltages  from  the  signal  circuit  is  an  important 

safety  consideration  to  prevent  accidental  con- 
tact with  the  340  volts  in  the  trigger  circuit. 

There  is  an  eight-millisecond  time  delay  to 

close  the  mechanical  relay  based  on  its 

datasheet.  This  time  delay  is  fast  enough  for 

the  photographs  discussed  here,  but  a   faster 
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Stop-Action  Strobe  Light 

circuit  may  be  required  for  some  situations.  Solid-state  alter- 
natives to  the  relay  were  tested,  including  optically  isolated 

si  li  con-control  led-rectifier  (SCR)  and  TRIAC  (three-terminal 
semiconductor)  circuits,  but  elegant  solutions  for  handling 

the  higher  voltages  were  not  found.  Some  readers  may  have 

good  ideas  on  how  to  design  a   superior  trigger  circuit. 

The  low-voltage  control  side  of  the  trigger  relay  is  sim- 

ply a   nine-volt  battery.  It  features  two  wires  that  leave  the  cir- 
cuit and  hook  to  an  external  switch  and  a   resistor  to  control 

relay  coil  currents.  The  relay  used  is  a   five-volt  relay  with  a 
70-ohm  coil.  Coil  current  is  therefore  about  71  mA.  A   56- 

ohm  resistor  is  required  to  drop  the  nine  volts  to  the  nomi- 

nal five-volt  relay  voltage.  A   47-ohm  resistor  was  selected 

based  on  availability.  Relay  voltage  increases  to  5.3  volts 

with  the  smaller  resistor,  but  it  is  well  within  the  coil  specs. 

Strobe  Assembly 

The  circuit  was  assembled  in  a   7   x   5   x   3-inch  project 

box  on  a   4-1/2  x   6-1 /8-inch  pre-drilled  PC  board. 

Connections  were  point-to-point  wired  and  soldered.  To  pro- 

tect a   user  from  the  high  voltages  across  the  strobe  tube, 

the  entire  circuit  was  placed  inside  the  box  and  a   plexiglass 

cover  was  cut  to  fit.  The  only  wires  leaving  the  box  are  the 

120-volt  cord  to  the  wall  socket  and  the  low-voltage  leads 

from  the  control  side  of  the  trigger  relay.  A   photograph  of 

the  complete  strobe  assembly  is  shown  in  Figure  2. 

Setup 

Setup  to  fake  the  stop-action  photos  must  be  in  an  area 
that  can  be  made  completely  dark.  If  the  objects  in  your 

photo  are  to  be  shattered  with  projectiles,  the  location  must 

be  chosen  where  the  shards  will  do  no  harm,  and  there  must 

be  a   means  to  control  the  projectile.  A   shooting  range  would 

be  ideal  at  night  time,  and  a   low-power  BB  gun  is  recom- 
mended. Eye  protection  must  always  be  used  to  protect  from 

a   ricocheting  BB  or  shard.  Low-energy  experiments  with  a   BB 
gun  can  be  conducted  inside  as  long  as  an  effective  BB  stop 

is  used  and  all  attendants  wear  proper  safety  equipment. 

An  easy  way  to  use  a   BB  gun  is  to  mount  the  gun  on 

one  end  of  a   2   x   4   piece  of  lumber  using  notched  pieces  of 

wood.  The  2x4  provides  a   stable  base  for  objects  to  be  shot. 

The  trigger  switch  to  fire  the  strobe  light  will  close  when 

the  BB  passes  by.  A   simple  method  to  construct  the  switch 

is  with  two  pieces  of  aluminum  foil  taped  to  a   2   x   3-inch 
piece  of  cardboard  as  shown  in  Figure  3.  Cut  the  foil  in  3   x 

3-inch  pieces  and  tape  them  so  they  extend  about  two  inch- 
es above  the  cardboard.  Tack  the  cardboard  to  another 

piece  of  wood  and  place  it  so  the  BB  will  pass  through  the 
foil  but  not  the  cardboard.  Attach  the  two  wires  from  the  low 

voltage  side  of  the  trigger  relay  to  the  foil  sheets.  Make  sure 

the  foil  sheets  do  not  touch.  When  the  BB  passes  through 

the  foil,  it  will  push  the  sheets  together  and  trigger  the  flash. 

You  can  experiment  with  the  best  location  for  the  foil 

switch.  Closer  to  the  BB  gun  yields  a   photograph  of  the  object 
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sooner  after  being  hit.  Because  the  strobe  circuit  has  a   delay, 

you  may  want  the  trigger  between  the  BB  gun  and  the  object. 

Camera  Options 

The  photographs  presented  in  this  article  were  taken  with 
a   Canon  PowerShot  A75,  a   good  little  camera  available  on 

Amazon  for  $170.00.  Any  camera  that  can  be  set  up  as  dis- 

cussed in  this  article  should  work.  l5ve  used  a   35mm  camera 

in  the  past,  but  waiting  to  get  the  shots  developed  makes  dig- 

ital more  convenient.  Set  the  self-timer  function  on  your  cam- 
era to  10  seconds,  as  this  will  allow  you  to  push  the  camera 

button  while  giving  you  enough  time  to  move  to  the  gun  for 

firing.  Manually  set  the  shutter  speed  to  approximately  four 

seconds.  This  allows  you  time  to  hear  the  shutter  open,  pull 

the  BB  gun’s  trigger,  have  the  strobe  expose  the  image,  and 
close  the  shutter.  Because  the  shot  will  be  taken  in  complete 

darkness,  only  the  strobe  flash  will  expose  the  image.  Having 

the  shutter  open  a   long  period  of  time  does  not  impact  the 

image,  it  only  gives  you  more  time  to  trigger  the  event. 
You  may  need  to  adjust  the  amount  of  light  to  expose 

the  image  properly.  You  can  do  this  by  moving  the  strobe 

closer  or  further  from  the  object  photographed.  You  can 

also  adjust  the  aperture  on  the  camera.  An  aperture  of 

F4.0  is  a   good  starting  point,  and  the  larger  the  number, 

Circle  #1115  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 
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the  less  light  will  enter  the  camera's  lens  to  expose  the 

image.  The  camera's  flash  should  be  turned  off  because 
the  image  will  be  exposed  using  the  strobe  you  built. 

Place  the  camera  on  a   tripod  and  adjust  it  to  photo- 

graph the  object  to  be  struck.  The  last  item  to  add  to  the 

setup  is  a   lamp  or  flashlight  to  be  placed  near  the  BB  gun. 

A   photograph  of  the  completed  setup  is  shown  in  Figure  4. 

Taking  the  Photo 

(Jse  the  following  procedure  to  take  a   photograph 

once  setup  is  complete. 

1,  Plug  in  the  strobe  and  let  it  charge  (75  sec.  is  needed). 

2,  Anyone  present  must  put  on  safety  goggles  (this  is  the 

most  important  step)* 
3,  Clear  the  area  and  the  line  of  fire. 

4,  Load  the  BB  gun, 

5,  Activate  the  camera  ( 10  seconds  to  photograph)* 

6*  Position  yourself  at  the  BB  gun* 

1,  Turn  off  all  lights. 

8
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When  the  camera  shutter  opens,  pull  the  trigger. 

9,  When  the  shutter  closes,  turn 

the  lights  back  on. 

10,  Unplug  the  strobe. 

Results 

Figure  5   shows  a   balloon  as  it 

is  exploding.  Mote  that  the  BB  can 

be  seen  as  a   short  golden  streak  at 
about  the  center  of  the  balloon. 

Fine-tuning  the  position  of 

the  trigger  was  the  key  to  captur- 

ing a   good  bursting-balloon  shot. I   used  a   Crosman  BB  gun 

pumped  three  times  for  all  the 

shots.  The  trigger  positioned  about  18  inches  before  the 

balloon  seemed  to  work  best,  but  balloon  shots  are  chal- 

lenging because  the  explosion  is  so  fast  that  if  you  are  a 

little  off  on  the  position,  you'll  miss  it. 
Figure  6   shows  a   light  bulb  being  hit  by  a   BB.  Almost 

a   dozen  sparks  can  be  seen  leaving  the  bulb.  Light  bulb 

shots  are  challenging  with  a   BB  gun  because  the  bulb  tends 

to  have  a   hole  blown  through  it  rather  than  explode.  Small 

round  clear  bulbs  seem  to  work  best,  and  placing  the  trig- 

ger about  seven  inches  after  the  bulb  seemed  to  work  well. 

Figures  7   and  8   are  some  of  the  most  interesting. 

They  are  hollow  glass  balls  from  holiday  ornaments  filled 

with  water.  Like  the  light  bulbs,  a   BB  gun  seems  to  just 

poke  a   hole  in  the  empty  glass  bulb.  Filling  it  with  water 

helps  to  explode  the  bulb  and  adds  a   splashing  effect.  You 

can  see  the  cap  to  the  ornament  in  Figure  8.  Both  figures 

shows  shards  of  the  red  ornament  in  the  splash,  as  the 

triggers  are  about  18  inches  behind  the  ornaments. 

Closing 

Strobe  photography  provides  a   method  to  see  events 
from  a   completely  new 

perspective.  Balloons 

popping  and  glass  break- 
ing are  common  occur- rences in  our  everyday 

lives,  but  the  images 

seen  in  a   stop-action 

photograph  are  unex- 
pected. The  time  needed 

to  take  these  photo- 

graphs is  not  long,  as  the 
circuit  can  be  made  in  a 

day  by  an  amateur. 
Setting  up  the  flash, 

camera,  and  BB  gun  will 

take  another  day.  All  the 

pictures  presented  here 
were  taken  on  the  third 

day.  NV 
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Parts  List 

Quantity Description Vendor Mfr*  Part  # Price 

2 0. 1   -   ll R   400 -vo It  electrolytic  capacitors 
Digi-Key B32652A4I04J 

$0.51 

1 1   -p  R   400 -vo  1 1   el  ect  r   o lyti c   c a p ac i tors 
Digi-Key 

UVR2G0I0MPD 

$0.31 

1 70- jiR  400-volt  electrolytic  capacitors 
Digi-Key 

EET-ED2W680BA 

$3.23 

1 1 -megohm,  1 /2-watt  resistor RadioShack 271-306 

$6.29 

1 470=  Id  I©  hm,  1/2 -watt  resistor RadioShack 271-306 

$6.29 

1 270-kilohm,  1 /2-watt  resistor RadioShack 271-306 

$6.29 

1 
1 

47-ohm,  1 /2-watt  resistor 

Xenon:  flash  tube, four  watt-second  (joule) 

RadioShack 271-1  105 

$0.99 1 
200-  to  400 -volt,  four-kv/min  trigger 

High-voltage  trigger  transformer.  300  volts 

Mo  user 36 1 -4425 

$5.85 in,  6000  volts  out Mo  u   s   er 422-3306 

$2.79 

1 
1 

Full -wave  bridge,  four  amps,  400  volts 
Five  amps  at  1 20VAC  miniature  power 

RadioShack 276- 1 1 73 

$2.49 PC  boardrelay,  five  VDC  coil  voltage Mo  u   ser 
T7CS5D-05 

$1.27 

1 Nine-volt  battery  lead RadioShack 270-325 

$1.99 

1 7x5x3- inch  project  enclosure RadioShack 270-1807 

$5.99 

1 
1   

Grid-style  PC  board — 2,200  holes RadioShack 276- 1 47 

$4.29 42 



Decorative,  Whimsical  And  U   sell  I   Motion 

Sculpture  Lamp  Willi  Solar  Panel -Tandem  Bike, 
A   unique  decorative  lamp  uC|U(f 

that  provides  soft  i   ndirect  If  ■ 
lighting.  plus  a   whimsical, 
animated  wire  sculpture  of 
a   Tandem  Bike.  The  bike: 

is  powered  by  directing  a 

swiveling  solar  panel 
towards  a   sunny  window 

or  the  lamps  bulb. 

Simply  plug  tne  lamp  in 

for  continuous  light  and 
movement  in  dork  or  low 

light  areas.  Rotate  the 

solar  panel  towards  the 

sun  for  solar  power.  The 

Motion  Sculpture  Lamp  makes  a   unique  conversation  piece  and  will 

call  attention  to  itself  whenever  it's  placed.  Its  very  peaceful  to  watch 
the  cyclists  pedal  along  at  their  steady,  slow,  and  constant  pace. 

A   wonderful  gift  ideal  PC30330-37  £39.95 

Reg  dialed  Test  Bench  Power  Supply. 
Provides  4   separate,  fully 

regulated  supplies.  Three 

are  fixed  and  yield  -12V 
DC  at  1   amps,  +5V  DC  at 

3.0  amps,  or  +12T1/  DC  at 1   amp.  The  fourth  supply 

is  variable,  producing 
2.5V  to  20V  of  DC  with  a 

maximum  current  of  2   amps.  Line  and  output  voltages  are  regulated 
within  0.05  volts  and  supply  is  linear.  All  4   supplies  are  short  proof 

a   current  fddback  circuit  in  each  supply  collapses  the  field  in  the  event 
of  a   short,  a   current  surge  from  tne  line,  or  an  excessive  current 

demand.  Measures  9lA"x9lA"x3'/Y';  indudes  3- wire  grounded  power 
cord  for  115V  AC  operation,  panel  meters  for  current  and  voltage,  and 

std .   jacks  for  accessing  4   regulated  supplies.  PC30383-60  599.95 

UberOrbs...  Spin  Them, 
Balance  Them,  And  Pinch  Them! 

UberOrbs  (formerly  Magnetoids)  are  two 

magnetic  objects  that  you  dasp  between  your 

thumb  and  two  fingers.  Squeezing  gently  will 
spin  the  DberOrb s briefly  in  the  air,  producing 

a   musical  whistle.  Try  spinning  them  from 
one  hand  into  the  other!  To  balance  the 

UberOrbs.  hold  one  above  the  other  in  the 

palm  of  your  hand.  Move  the  bop  DberOrb 

downwards  slowly  until  the  bottom  one  can 

stand  on  its  own  and  swing  like  a 

metronome.  Tr^1  hanging  one  DberOrb  from 
the  other  to  create  a   pendulum.  These  are  just 

a   few  starting  points.  You  will  find  endless 

possibilities  with  your  DbetOrbs.  You  can 

twist  spin,  grab,  hold,  squeeze  ...the  sleek 
magnetic  UberOrbs. 

PairofDberOrbs  PC31013-02  521.95 

Reinventing  Edison...  Build  Your  Own  Light  Bulb  Kit 
And  Perform  Exciting  Experiments! 

Retrace  the  steps  of  Edison  and  other  inventors 

as  you  build  a   working  light  bulb  using  the  fila- 
ment materials  of  your  choice.  Leairn  about 

electricity,  light  properties  ot  matter,  energy, 
and  i he  scientific  method.  Test  the  effects  of 

vacuum  on  the  life  of  vour  bulb. 

FC3Q325-63  $57.50 

RelurbishmeM  for  Lighl  Bulb  Kit 

for  Reinventing  Edison  Science  ftil. 

Kit  includes  2   syringes,  carbon 
rods  in  holder  and  wire  for 

filament  experiments. 

PC3  081 4-61  514.95 

Doted  And  Measure  Electromagnetic  Fields  Willi 

Cell  Sensor™  -   The  EMF  Detective! 

fell  Sensor™  is  an  accurate,  easy-to-use  and 

affordable  Gaussmeter  developed  to"  allow  you  to perform  your  own  EMF  home  or  school  survey.  It 

detects  and  measures  both  ElYlFs  (electromagnet- 
ic fields)  and  RFs  (radio  frequency)  produced  by 

electrical  currents  found  in  and  around  the  home, 

or  in  the  work  piece.  Features:  Easy  to  read 

analog  meter  (registering  mW/cnv  for  RF 

and  mill iGuass  for  EMF).  flashing  LED  and 

audio  alarm  make  it  quick  and  simple  to 

identify  emissions  from  cell  phores.  com- 

puter'monitors.  TVs,  power  lines,  electric blankets,  etc.  Includes  shock  resistant 

sensor  unit,  remote  probe  and  instructions. '   '   "   PC30816-04  539.95 

EMFs  Rarlialion 

Dele  dor 

Requires  9/  battery  (not  included). 

Tiny  Pocket  Lighl  Meier. 

This  light  meter  is  less  than  W" thick,  weighs  only  4   oz.  and  is 

easily  carried  in  a   shirt  pocket. 
The  controls,  display  and  sensor 

are  all  neatly  contained  and  pro- 
tected within  the  folding  case. 

Directions  are  printed  right  inside 

the  cover.  When  open,  the  sen- 
sors may  be  extended  for  remote 

use  or  snapped  into  a   fixed  posi- 
tion atop  tne  case.  The  unit  features  a   bar 

graph  display,  auto  power  oft  hold  functions  at 
well  as  low  bade /y  and  over  range  indicators. 

The  light  meter  is  powered  by  2   button  cell  batter- 

ies, (included).  Range  O.lx-399.99  klx.  Resolution 

400.0  lx,  4000  lx,  40.00  klx,  accuracy  ±   4%  fe,  cord  length  36", 
Probe  Dimensions  3'//  x   Operating  Temp  degree  C.  Operating 

R   H   80%  non  condensing .   maxim  urn .   PC30  531  -31  £247 . 00 

Create  15  Different  Models  With  Erector  Desip  4. 
Erector  Design  4   comes  with  447 

parts  that  allow  you  to  create  15 

different  models  including  a   styl- 
ish sports  car.  a   robot  with 

wheels  and  a   high-tech  helicop- 
ter Kit  uses  Memofex  flexible 

spring- metal  pieces  that  can  be 
bent  to  form  more  realistic  mod- 

els. Instead  of  traditional  squarish, 

grid-work  design,  models  can  pos- 
sess sleek  curves  and  dean  lines. 

Once  disassembled,  pieces  -will  spring  back  to  their  original  shape. One  model  can  te  tuilt  at  a   time.  Kit  includes  3V  motor,  detailed 

assembly  instructions  for  10  models  and  suggestions  for  5   more. 

Requires  2   "AA"  batteries  (not  included).  PC30B1 7-33  £69.95 

Earth's  Most  Powerful  Hand  Gy  rose  one 
*   Speeds  Over  15.000  RPM 
*   Generate  40  Pounds  of  Force 
250  Hz  Gyroscope  Powerball  represents 

the  latest  in  advanced  sports  technolo- 
gy, bringing  benefits  to  players  of  golf, 

tennis,  hockeyand  other  sports.  It's  per- fect for  building  muscle  strength  in  the 

shoulders,  arms,  wrists  and  fingers,  te 

unigue  onboard  computer  constantly 

monitors  your  fitness  level  allowing  you  fe  track  your  strength  gain 

on  a   daify  basis.  It  can  be  used  in  the  gentle  rehabilitation  repetitive 
stress  injuries,  carpal  tunnel  symptoms  and  arthritic  conditions. 

Gyro  scop  e   Power  b   a   1 1   PC3081 5-43  £26 . 95 
Digital  Speed  Meier  lor  Powerball  PC3081 5-44  £19.95 

Hand -Held  Gamma-Scoul  Geiger  Counter 
Measures  Alpha,  Beta  &   Gamma  Rays. 
Gamma-Scout  is  the  latest  in  hand-held  radiation 
monitors.  Feotures  an  accurate  and  reliable 

Geiger-  f.l  Lille  r   tube  detector  a   nd  extra  large  easy- 
to-read  LCD  display  mounted  in  a   ergonomte. 

rugged,  impact-resistant  Novodur  housing. 
Gamma-Scout,  measures  alpha,  beta  and  gamma 

rays  to  4   MeV,  0.2  MeV  and  0.02  MeV  respective- 
ly. The  on- board  memory  and  integrated  serial 

data  transfer  port  makes  it  ideal  for  field  measure- 
ment and  data  logging  applications.  Ultra  long  life 

1 0   year  battery  incl  ud'ed.  PC308  23-  06  £45  6 .5  0 
Build  A   Car  That  Runs  On  Wafer,..  With  The  Fuel 

Cell  Car  &   Experiment  Kit. 
In  addition  to  building  a   state  of  the 
art  fuel  cell  car.  this  fot  contains  30 

experiments  that  affow  you  fir 

e xpiore-  the  many  rest- world 
applications  of  this  emerging  new 
technology.  Includes  fuel  cell,  gear 

motor,  car  chassis,  gas  collector 

solar  panel  with  support  digital 

multimeter  goggles,  96  page  lab 
manual  and  more. 

PCS 081 2 -87  $139.95 

ES  Heavy  Duly  Mattel  Can  Lift  Over  200  Pounds! 
Edmund  designed  and  engineered.  Go  fishing 

with  our  Mighty  Magnet.  Fun  to  use  around  docks 

and  bridges.  A   must' for  a   boat,  it  helps  retrieve 

metal  objects  that  fall  overboard.  You'll  be amazed  at  what  you  pull  up.  Made  with  a   bright 

orange  Vi"  thick  P/C  coating  to  resist  corrosion 
and  chipping.  Many  industrial  and  maintenance 
uses.  Weighs  2   lbs.,  Extra  sterna  handle,  no  sharp 

edges,  large  gripping  surface  3   Vi"  square. PC30711-35  $37.95 

Parallax  QuattCrawler  Robot  Kit 

Features  A   Powerful  And  Efficient  Leg 

The  Largest  and  Lightest  ot 
Aft  Aluminum  Quadruped  Kits . 

Quad  Crawler  robot  is  built  on  a   high-quality  alu- 
minum chassis  that  provides  a   sleek  pfatfoim  for 

the  6   servo  motors  and  BS2''B0E  based  control 
system.  Kit  allows  you  to  get  started  with  this  list  of 

materials,  including  the  BASIC  Stamp  2   microcon- 
troller. Boa  id  of  Education  carrier  board,  8   Hitec 

servos,  and  1   Parallax  Servo  Controller.  Mounting 

holes  and  slots  may  be  used  to  add  custom  robot- 
ics equipment.  OuadCrawler  circuits  are  built  on 

fee  Board  ot  Education  carrier  board.  Control  and 

programming  options  are  limitless  with  the 

Requires  hand  tools,  6-cell  battery  pack  and  9V 

battery  (not  included).  PC30&02-86  £495.00 
2-Wheeled,  Real-Time.  (jfW! 

Active  Balancing  Technology! 

BalBot  is  the  first  commercial  robot  kit  to 

offer  2-wheeled  real-time  active  balancing 
technology!  BalBot  Basic  is  an  advamed. 

aufenomous.  active-balancing  robot 

Star's  fully  cusfemizaHe  and  useful  for 
hobby,  research  and  education.  You  can 
have  your  own  balancing  robot  platform 

up  and  running  quickly.  Kit  includes  all 

the  parts  you  need  to  build  self-balanc- ing  robot  Basic  assembly  skills  are 

required;  soldering  is  NOT.  Basic  Kit 

inducts  'Almost-ready-to-baiance' (just  requi  ies  assembly) ,   Balance 

Processor  Chip  that  provides  bal- 
ancing functionality  and  an  I2C 

interface  for  communicating  with 

other  electronics,  and  an  Onboard 

switching  power  converter  for  high-effi- 
ciency  powering  of  add-on  electronics.  Requites 
1 2   'AS  batteries  ( not  incl. )   PC30961  -   04  5369 .95 

AffQBQT™-  Mobile  Re  hot  Fea tores 
AU-Melal  Construction.,,  ideal 

For  Experimenters  And  Educators. 

Learn  and  use 

as  computer  programming, 
motion  control,  sensors,  path 

planning  and  object  avoidance. 
Easily  assembled  in  a   few  hours  using  common 

hand  tools  (no  soldering  required).  Connect 

AROBOT™  to  a   MS/Windows- based  personal 

com  puter  and  begin  prog  ramming  Basic  Stamp  II 
controller  in  the  simple  but  powerful  P Basic 

Language.  Great  for  maze  solving,  robot  con- 

tests. science  projects,  museum  exnibits.  securi- 
ty and  artificial  life  experiments.  Illustrated 

assembly  and  programming  guide  includes  easy- 
to-follow  instructions,  example  programs  and 
technical  information.  Add  a   digital  compass, 

light  sensors,  sonar  range  finder  and  speech 

using  the  Internet  A   ROBOT™  project  database. 
Comes  with  robot  kit,  Stamp  II  controller  and 

programming  book.  Assembled  Size:  1 0"x1 0"x5". Weight:  2'.^  lbs.  Requires  6   "AA"  batteries  (not 
included).  Skill  Level  II  PC3082 2-9 5 $329.95 

588-In-One  Electronic  Science  Lab...  It's  The 
Most  Complete  Electronic  Teaching  Kit  Available! 
Ferform  and  learn  the  fundamentals  of 

electronic  circuitry  as  you  complete  over 

500  experiments  covering  a   wide  range 

of  topics,  such  as  analog  and  digital  cir- 
cuitry and  software  design.  Complete 

with B LE Ds. LCD . a speake randan  ear- 

phone. plus  light  sensitive 
(phototransistors  a   CDS).  By 

programs  on  the  keyboard,  vou  will 
master  programming  skills  from 

the  most  basic  level.  Step-by- 
step  instruction  manual  incl. 
Hard-shell  carrying  case  doubles 

as  electronic  board.  Requires  6   "A A"  batteries 
(not  i   rcl  tided).  Ages  1 2   and  up.  PC3081 0-15  5169.95 

About  The  Properties  01  Optics  With 

Our  Economy  Optical  Bench  Kit. 

Optical  bench  kit  includes  light  source.  1-40mm  double  concave  lens, 

1-30mm  double  convex  lens,  1-50mm  plano-convex  lens.  1-30mm 
plano-concave  lens,  screen  with  gap,  white  screen,  ground  glass 
screen  with  frame,  candle  holder.  5   insert  poles,  alnico  track.  support 

leg .   slide  block  and  measuring  scale .   PC3111 2-00  $54 .95 

Snail  Logic  Digital  Design  Lab  Makes  Learning 
Digital  Logic.. .   A   Snap! 

SnapLogic  cards  are  designed for  students  to  immediately  begin 

learning  the  basics  of  digital  logic 

without  becoming  entangled  in  cir- 
cuit construction.  SnapLogic  cards 

provide  users  with  a   simplistic ‘'hands-on”  tool  for  learning  more 

about  the  functionality  of  conventional 

digital  logic.  These  cards  serve  as  a 
platform  for  working  with  very  tiny 

logic  IC's.  Best  of  all.  wires,  soldering 

irons,  logic  probes  and  powier  supplies 
are  not  recessary  to  begin  learning 

about  digital  logic.  Students  can  gain  insight  into  a   new  breed  of  logic 

1C  that  operates  at  nanosecond  switching  speeds.  "Digital  Basics" 
book  and  two  AAA  batteries  included.  PC3081 5-1 8   £1 77 . 95 

Powers  ot  2   Clock  Tells  fiBWf 

Ti mo  In  High-Tech  Style, 
Six  rows  of  red  LEDs  are  used  to  display 

hour,  minute  and  second  in  binary  code  -   the 
language  of  computers.  Display  can  be  in  12 
or  24  hour  modes.  Once  you  understand  the 

basics  and  after  only  a   few  moments  of  prac- 

tice, you  will  have  no  trouble  “decoding" the time  by  adding  the  values  of  LEDs  in  each 
column.  When  tired  of  watching  the  clock,  you  can  just  watch  the 

constantly  changing  light  display  that  creates  thousands  of  unique 

mesmerizing  patterns.  Measures  3'/?"  x   3'#'  x   2".  weighs  1 0   oz.  120V 
adapte  r   and  instructions  included.  PC3081 2-42  519.95 

R/C  Aircraft  Sleallh  Bomber...  Offers 

Outstanding  Flying  Performance, 

Sleek  and  stylish,  ready-to-fly  R/C  aircraft  will  captivate  beginners  and 

experienced  R/C  pilots.  Safe,  dean,  quiet  and  affordable,  this  Stealth 

Bomber  makes  a   perfect  entry-level  aircraft  and  is  a   fun  introduction 
to  The  wonders  of  electric,  radio  controlled  flight  A   portable  field 

charger  provides  enough  power  for  8   minutes  of  flight  on  a   15 

mkiufe  charge.  Constructed  of  EPP  foam,  with  dual  electric  pusher- 
props.  Indudes  transmitter.  MiMh  battery  pack,  portable  charter, 

instruction  manual.  Requires  6   "D'  and  6   "AA"  batteries  (not  incl.). PC30816-11  564.95 

IT'S  EASY  TO  ORDER  WITH  OUR  FRIENDLY  SERVICE 

Phone:  1   -800-728-6999 
Mon.-Fri.  8AM-6PM:  Sat.  8:30AM-4PM  (EST) 

Fax:  1   -800-828-3299 

E-mail:  cons_order@edsci.com 
Web:  www.ScientificsOnline.com 

WE  ACCEPT  CREDIT  CARDS 

Visa,  MasterCard,  Discover  and  American  Express 

Be  sure  to  indicate  credit  card,  card  number  and  expiration 

date  (MasterCard  please  include  bank  name  Si  ID  number). 

Add  Appropriate  Sales  Tax:  AR,  CA,  NC,  NY.  SC,  SD,  WA 

Shipping  and  Handling  Charges  are  Additional. 

{   Edmund  Scientific 

a*  1 1 
i> 

Dept.  C051-C800 60  Pearce  Avenue 

Tonawantla,  NY  14150-6711 

Explore  a   world  of  science  with  over  1000  scientific, 

educational,  optical  and  robotic  products  for  science  fair  proj- 

ects in  our  new  SCIENTIFICS3  BEST  SELLERS'  52  page 
catalog.  Write,  call.  fax.  e-mail  or  visit  us  on  the  web  at: 

www.SclenftficsOitliiie.com 

Money  Sock  Guarantee  -   You  Musi  Be  Phased! 
If  you  are  not  completely  satisfied  with  your  purchase, 
return  the  merchandise  in  its  original  package  and  we  will 

cheerfully  refund  your  monev  in  full.  We  Back  Our  Products! 
Our  30  day  unconditional  guarantee  means  you  take  no 
risk  on  any  product  you  buy  from  us. 

Circle  #16  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 
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Project 
by  David  Williams 

The  Computer  Geek’s 
Ultimate  Timepiece 

Build  a   Binary  Clock  With  a   Battery  Backup 

If  you  want  a   clock  that  really  attracts  attention,  this unusual  project  will  be  a   big  hit  It’s  easy  for  any 
self-respecting  computer  geek  to  figure  out  how  to 

read  this  clock  in  a   few?  minutes,  but  others  will  simply 

be  baffled  by  w'hat  seems  to  be  a   random  pattern 

of  lights. 

This  clever  clock  displays  time  in  a   binary  coded 

decimal  (BCD)  format  —   the  ones  and  zeros  of  comput- 

er language.  You  just  calculate  the  values  of  the  lit 
LEDs  in  each  column  to  derive  the  time.  The  clock  runs 

in  12-  or  24-hour  mode  and  will  operate  on  either  50  or 

60  Hz,  It  also  features  a   battery  backup  circuit 

that  keeps  time  even  when  AC  power  is  off,  which 

eliminates  the  annoying  hassle  of  re-setting  the  time 

after  a   power  outage. 

With  a   simple  plexiglass  front  panel  and  base,  the 

finished  project  is  an  eye-catching  timepiece  that  is 

truly  unique.  Place  it  on  your  desk  or  table  and  watch  the 
attention  it  gets. 

About  the  Circuit 

At  the  heart  of  the  binary  BCD  clock  is  an  Atmel 

AT89C2051  microcontroller  programmed  to  handle  a 

variety  of  functions,  including  display  multiplexing, 

timekeeping,  dot- pattern  encoding,  and  time  setting. 
The  AT89C2051  has  two  kilobytes  of  Flash  program 

memory,  128  bytes  of  RAM,  15  I/O  lines,  two  16-bit 

timers,  a   serial  GART,  an  analog  comparator,  and  a   five- 
vector  interrupt  structure.  It  is  fully  compatible  with  the 

Figure  J.  The  schematic  diagram  for  the  binary  clock  and  battery  backup. 
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The  Computer  Geek's  Ultimate  Timepiece 

fntel  MCS-5 1   architecture  and  instruct 
tion  set. 

Even  though  the  microcontroller  is 

doing  most  of  the  work  in  the  binary 

clock,  some  additional  circuitry  is 

required.  Refer  to  the  schematic  dia- 

gram shown  in  Figure  1.  The  entire  cir- 

cuit receives  power  from  a   10-VAC  wall- 

mount  transformer.  The  10-VAC  supply 

is  rectified  by  the  full-wave  bridge  DB1, 

filtered  by  capacitor  C9,  and  regulated 

to  five  volts  DC  by  G5. 

For  accuracy,  the  signal  used  by 

the  microcontroller  for  its  internal  time- 

keeping functions  is  derived  from  the 

50-  or  60-Hz  AC  power  line.  The  1 0-volt 
AC  waveform  from  DB1  is  current  lim- 

ited by  R5,  while  the  negative  cycles 

are  clamped  by  Dl.  The  resulting  positive  half  wave 

drives  the  internal  LED  of  optoisolator  G6.  The  NPN  tran- 
sistor of  G6  isolates  and  squares  up  the  signal  before  it 

goes  to  the  INTO  external  interrupt  pin  of  GL  No  pull-up 
is  needed  on  the  transistor  output  because  the  INTO 

input  of  the  AT89C2051  already  has  an  internal  resistor 

to  +five  volts. 

The  DS1307  1C  (G7),  along  with 

the  crystal  CY2  and  the  three-volt 

battery,  form  the  backup  timekeep- 

ing function.  The  DS1307  is  a   real- 
time clock  chip  that  transfers  data 

serially  to  the  microcontroller 

through  an  FC  bi-directional  bus.  The 

DS 1 307  has  a   built-in  power-sense 
circuit  that  detects  power  failures 

and  automatically  switches  to  the 

battery  supply.  The  DS1307  could 

be  used  for  the  main  timekeeping 

function  of  this  clock,  but  it  is  not  as 

accurate  as  using  the  60-Hz  AC 

power  frequency.  However,  its  time- 

keeping accuracy  is  acceptable  dur- 

ing power  outages. 

Every  12  hours,  the  microcon- 
troller updates  the  time  registers 

inside  G7  to  correct  for  any  small 

errors  in  the  DS1307  time.  If  the 

AC  power  fails,  G7  will  continue  to 

keep  time  by  using  the  three-volt 
battery.  When  AC  power  is  restored, 

with  SW2  in  the  RGN  position, 
the  microcontroller  will  read  the 

current  time  from  G7  and  then 

resume  using  the  60-Hz  line  frequen- 

cy for  timekeeping. 

The  binary  clock  uses  20  ultra- 

bright  blue  LEDs  to  show  the  time  in 
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the  BCD  format.  The  LEDs  are  connected  on  the  PC  board 

to  form  an  array  of  four  rows  by  six  columns.  The  LED 

anodes  of  each  row  are  connected  together  and  the  LED 

cathodes  of  each  column  are  connected  together  creating 

a   matrix.  This  configuration  allows  any  of  the  20  LEDs 

to  be  addressed  through  just  10  connections  by  using  a 

technique  called  multiplexinq. 

Be  an  FCC 

GET  YOUR  FCC  COMMERCIAL  LICENSE / 
IMo  costly  sc  hook  No  commuting  to 

class.  The  Original  Home*$tudy  course 

prepares  you  to  be  an  "FCC  Commercial 
Licensed  Technician"  at  home  in  your 
spare  time!  You  don't  need  a   college 
degree  to  qualify,  but  you  do  need  an 
FCC  License.  No  need  to  quit  your  job 
or  go  to  school,  this  proven  course  is 
easy  fast  and  low  cost! 
NO  PREVIOUS  EXPERIENCE  NEEDED! 

This  valuable  license  is  your  "ticket" to  thousands  of  exciting  jobs  in: 
•   Communications 
•   Radio-TV •   Broadcasting 
•   Avionics 
•   Radar 

•   Maritime 

•   and  more... 

even  start  your  own  business! 

GUARANTEED  TO  PASS 

You  get  your  FCC  License  or  your  money  refunded. 

Get  your  FREE  facts  now.  Call  Today! 
800-932-4268  Ext.  102 

or  go  online  at www.LicenseTrqining.com 
COMMAND  PRODUCTIONS  «   FCC  License  Training 

P.O.  Box  3000  •   Sausalito,  CA  94966-3000 
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1/2  IN 
SPACER 

3/B  IN 

#4  SCREW ► 

PLASTIC 
FRONT  ► 
PANEL 

* 

,   1/4  IN 

<   |   #4  SCREW 

PC  BOARD 

SW2  SWITCH ►   I 

<   SWI  SWITCH 

PLASTIC 
BASE 

Figure  2.  Assembly  details. 

Multiplexing 

Multiplexing  is  a   way  of  strobing  the  LEDs  in  the 

matrix  to  make  it  possible  for  all  20  LEDs  to  appear  lit.  In 

Solid  Blue  means  LED  is  ON  Value 

o o o 
4—  8 o o o o o 
4—  4 

o   o o o o o 
4—  2 o   o o o o o 
4—  1 

HOURS MINUTES SECONDS 

TIME 
=   10:28:36 

Figure  3,  Reading  BCD  time. 

this  project,  the  display  is  strobed  horizontally.  Refer  to 

the  schematic  in  Figure  1   again.  The  four  rows  are  con- 

trolled by  four  data  lines  from  the  ATMEL  microcontroller 

(01).  During  multiplexing,  it  is  necessary  to  drive  the 

LEDs  with  more  current  than  the  pins  of  the  AT89C2051 

can  provide,  so  the  TD62783  driver  1C  (02)  is  used  to 

provide  the  additional  LED  source  current  capacity. 

A   CD4017  CMOS  decade  counter  (03)  provides  a   way 

to  turn  on  each  of  the  six  columns  in  sequence. 

The  CD4017  cannot  drive  the  columns  directly,  so  a 

OLM2003  NPM  darlington  array  (04)  is  used  for  LED 
current  sinking. 

Two  additional  output  lines  go  from  the  microcon- 
troller to  02.  One  is  used  to  reset  the  counter  so  the  data 

presented  to  the  display  rows  can  be  synchronized  w?ith 

the  proper  column.  The  other  is  connected  to  the  clock 

input  of  the  CD4017  and  is  used  to  increment  the  count- 
er. Each  time  the  counter  is  incremented,  the  next 

column  is  enabled* 

The  multiplexing  works  as  follows:  First,  the  micro- 
controller resets  the  decade  counter  to  enable  Column 

1 ,   Then  data  is  output  to  the  four  row?s  to  turn  on  the 

appropriate  LEDs  in  the  first  column*  The  LEDs  in 

Column  1   are  left  on  for  only  two  milliseconds.  Next,  a 

clock  pulse  is  generated  to  increment  Q2.  As  the  count- 
er increments,  Column  1   is  turned  OFF  and  Column  2 

is  enabled.  At  the  same  time,  the  row  data  is  changed 

to  turn  on  the  LEDs  in  the  second  column.  The 

How  to  Read  BCD  Time 

The  display  has  six  columns  of  ultra-bright  blue  LED  lights 
that  correspond  to  the  six  digits  required  to  display  hours, 
minutes,  and  seconds.  To  calculate  the  current  time  from  the 

six  columns,  refer  to  the  example  in  Figure  3, 
The  first  column  on  the  left  is  the  I   Os  value  for  hours. 

It  has  only  the  bottom  light  lit  (value  I),  so  the  value  of  this 
column  is  I, 

The  second  column  from  the  left  is  the  ones  value  for 

hours.  No  lights  are  lit,  so  the  value  of  this  column  is  zero. 
The  third  column  from  the  left  is  the  I   Os  value  for  minutes. 

Only  the  second  light  from  the  bottom  is  lit  (value  2),  so  the 
value  of  this  column  is  two. 

The  fourth  column  from  the  left  is  the  ones  value  for 

minutes.  Only  the  fourth  light  from  the  bottom  is  lit  (value  8), 

so  the  value  of  this  column  is  eight. 
The  fifth  column  from  the  left  is  the  I   Os  value  for  seconds. 

The  bottom  light  is  lit  (value  I ),  as  is  the  light  above  it  (value  2), 

so  the  value  of  this  column  is  I   +2  =   3, 

Finally,  the  rightmost  column  is  the  ones  value  for  seconds. 

The  bottom  light  is  off,  but  the  light  above  it  (value  2)  is  on,  as 

is  the  light  above  that  one  (value  4),  so  the  value  of  this  column 

is  2   +   4   =   6, 
So  the  time  displayed  is:  10  hours,  28  minutes,  and 

36  seconds* 
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The  Computer  Geek's  Ultimate  Timepiece 

sequence  continues  for  each  of  the 
six  columns  before  the  entire 

process  is  repeated.  This  gives  the 

display  a   1   /6th  duty  cycle  and  a 

refresh  rate  of  over  80  times  per  sec- 
ond. At  that  speed,  the  human  eye 

cannot  perceive  the  strobing,  so  the 

display  appears  continuous  to  the 

observer* 

Construction 

solder  the  two  wires  from  the  wall 

transformer  to  the  PCB.  It  is  impor- 

tant that  the  transformer  output 

is  nine  to  10  volts  AC,  not  DC,  so 

the  circuit  has  60  Hz  available  for 

timekeeping* 

Now  that  the  soldering  is  com- 

plete, clean  the  foil  side  of  the  PCB 

with  alcohol  or  flux  remover,  and  con- 

tinue by  inserting  all  the  ICs  (except 

the  microprocessor)  in  their  sockets* 

Proper  orientation  of  all  ICs  is  impor- 
tant, so  refer  once  again  to  the  parts 

placement  diagram  for  orientation 
details. 

Before  installing  the  micro- 

processor, the  control  software  must 

be  programmed  into  its  EEPROM.  If 

you  have  an  Atmel  89C2G51  pro- 

grammer, you  can  download  the 

The  single-sided  circuit  board  lay- 
out can  be  downloaded  from  the 

Nuts  &   Volts  website  (www.nuts 

volts. com).  Start  by  using  solid  wire 

for  jumpers  J 1   through  13.  Next 

install  and  solder  diode  D1  in  place, 

noting  its  polarity.  Then  move  on  to 

the  resistors  and  crystals  CY1  and 

CY2.  When  mounting  the  diode 

bridge,  DB1 ,   make  sure  the  "+”  mark- 
ing on  the  package  is  oriented  as 

shown  in  the  placement  guide,  which 
can  also  be  downloaded  from  the 

Nuts  &   Volts  website.  Also  observe 

the  proper  orientation  on  the  voltage 

regulator  G5. 
Now  install  all  the  1C  sockets  on 

the  board.  Be  sure  to  match  the 

notch  on  each  socket  with  the  com- 

ponent-placement diagram,  but  do 
not  insert  the  ICs  into  their  sockets 

yet.  Next,  install  the  monolythic  and 

ceramic  capacitors  C 1   to  C6.  If  you 

use  the  switches  specified  in  the 

Parts  List  for  SW1  and  SW2,  it  can 

be  soldered  directly  on  the  printed 

circuit  board  (PBC).  Otherwise,  you 

can  run  wires  to  the  switches  of  your 

choice. 

Install  the  three  electrolytic 

capacitors,  observing  the  polarities 

as  shown  in  the  layout  diagram.  Note 

that  C9  is  a   radial-style  capacitor,  but 

should  be  mounted  flush  against  the 

PC  board  to  clear  the  plastic  front 

panel. 

Final  Assembly 

Next  install  and  solder  the  bat- 

tery holder  to  the  PCB,  then  turn 

your  attention  to  the  20  LEDs.  Be 

sure  to  use  the  flat  spot  on  each  LED 

to  get  the  proper  orientation.  Lastly, 

MAY  2005 

(f-15-bil  EEPROM  |   Serial  EEPROM  |   FLASH  EPROM  |   GAL  /   PACE  |   Wosl  MCU's  |   Lo*  Voltages  to  1.3V.  |   DU  dev  w-'o  Adapter 

Comtec's  last  generation  Galep-4 

employs  AS] C   universal  pin  tech- 

nology for  each  pin  of  40  pin  ZLF- 

socket  6100+ device  library /life- 

time free  updates.  Programs  #16 

bit  EPROM'S,  EEPROM'^  O-Pwr 

RAM,  FLASH,  Serial  EE  PROM's, 
GAL,  PAIGE, 

6100 
DEVICES 

CONITEC 

microcontrollers  such  as  B7/89xxx, 

PIC,  AVR,  ST62,  etc.  Low  voltage 

devices  down  to  1.3V.  No  adapter 

required  for  DIL  devices,  S   Hrs, 

operation  on  battery  (AC  charger 

included).  Runs  WIN  98, NT, ME, 

20OO,XP  with  Hex/Fuse  Editor, 

Remote  control  from  other  apps,  (e,g. 

Visual  Bask).  Substitutes  high  priced 

universal  programmers  e.g,  ALL-11 
(HILO)  Or  LAB -T00L-4S  (ADVANTECH) 

Providing  virtually  matching  perfor- 

mance at  only  1/3 -1/5  the  price. 

Info,  orders,  softwr :   619-702-4420 

One  Small  Programmer  handles  5,500  devices. 

Introducing  the  diminutive  GALEP-4 

SMALL  PACKAGE.  BIG  FEATURES. 
Device  Program  mess  Since  1985 

SALES,  SUPPORT.  INFO  I   (EMAIL)  CflNTACT@COhilTEC.NET  -   (URL)  WWW.CQHrTEC.NtT.  TEi:  Gl FA*-  Gl9-rQ3-4Jl9 

Circle  #60  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 

NanoCore  12rtA  for  best  performance  and  price! 
9S12C  microcontroller  modules  starting  at  $45! 

N^noCorel^*1  Features: 
*   on  aboard  RS232C  Interface 

*   up  to  33  I/O  fines,  with  mufti- 

property  programmability 

(e.g.  direction,  pull-u  p/p  uN-down, 
reduced  drive,  invert  polarity,  etc.) 

*   up  to  0   ikey  wake-up  interrupt 

inputs,  with  digital  filtering 
»   SCI  *   SPI  *   CAN 

*   8-channel  1 O-btt  ADCs 

*   muftlple  PWM  channels 
*   4-channel  timers,  supporting 

Input  capture/output  compare, 

event  counting,  gated  time 

accumulation,  and  simple  PWM 

*   32 K   multi-sector  Flash  *   2K  RAM 

*   operates  up  to  48  MHz  via  PLL 

*   3.3  V   or  S   V   operation 

*   advanced  CISC  architecture 

*   on-chip  Serial  Monitor 

*   supports  RDM  debugging 

www.technologicalarts.com 
Toll-free:  1-877-963-8996 

(USA  &   Canada) 
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source  code  file  B1NCLOCKASM  from  the  Pints  & 

Volts  website  or  purchase  a   pre-programmed  chip  from 

the  supplier  listed  in  the  source  box.  The  final  part  to 

install  is  the  CR1220  coin-cell  battery  in  the  battery 
holder* 

If  you  purchased  the  kit  listed  from  the  supplier,  it 

includes  a   plastic  front  panel  and  base  to  give  an 

attractive  finish  to  the  binary  clock.  Figure  2   shows  the 

assembly  details  for  mounting  the  plastic  panel.  If  you 

are  building  the  project  from  scratch,  you  can  be  cre- 

Parts List 

Resistors (The  following  resistors  are  1/4  watt  at  five  percent) 

R 1-4 620-ohm  resistor  (blue,  red,  brown,  gold)  (qty:  4) 
R5 1.0-kilohm  resistor  (brown,  black,  red,  gold)  (qty:  I) 
R6 10-kilohm  resistor  (brown,  black,  orange,  gold)  (qty:  1) 

R7 680-kilohm  resistor  (blue,  grey,  yellow,  gold)  (qty:  1) 
RPI 10-kilohm  x   9,  SIP  resistor  pack  (qty:  1) 

Capacitors 
Cl, 2 22-pf,  50-volt,  mono  or  ceramic  capacitor  (qty:  2) 

C3-6 0.1  -mfd,  50=volt,  monolythic  capacitor  (qty:  4) 

C7 10-mfd,  16-volt,  electrolytic  capacitor  (qty:  1) 
C8 470-mfd,  25-volt,  electrolytic  capacitor  (qty:  1) 

Semiconductors 

Dl 1 N9 1 4   (or  1 N4 1 48)  signal  diode 
DBI Diode  bridge  rectifier 
Ul AT89C205I, microcontroller  1C  (20-DIP) 
U2 Toshiba  TD62783,  eight-CH  source  driver  1C  (18-DIP) 
U3 

CD40I7,  CMOS  decade  counter  1C  (16-DIP)  ' U4 ULN2003,darlington  driver  array  1C  (16-DIP) 
U5 78L05,  fiveVDC  regulator  1C  (TO-92) 
U6 4N27  (or  4N28)  optoisolator  IC  (6-DIP) 

U7 Maxim  D5I307,  real-time  clock  (8- DIP) 

LED  1   -20 T 1   -3/4  light  emitting  diode  (qty:  20) 

Miscellaneous  Items 

PCB Etched  printed  circuit  board  (BIN CLOCK) 
CYI 

Crystal,  1 1.0592  MHz  (ECS- 1 10.5-S-4) 
CY2 Crystal,  32.768  kHz  (ECS3 1   -8) 
SWI Momentary  push  button  switch 
SW2 SP3T  slide  switch  (on-off-on) 
BAT CRI220  battery  holder  (Keystone  500) 
TXFMR I0VAC,  500mA  wall  transformer 

CRI220,  three-volt  lithium  battery 

20-pin  IC  socket  (qty:  1) 

18-pin  IC  socket  (qty:  1) 

16-pin  IC  socket  (qty:  2) 

8-pin  IC  socket  (qty:  1 ) 

6-pin  IC  socket  (qty:  1 ) 

#4-40  threaded  spacer,  1/2 -inch  long  (qty:  4) 

#4-40  screw,  I /4-inch  long  (qty:  4) 

#4-40  screw,  3/8-inch  long  (qty:  4) 
Plastic  front  panel 

Plastic  base 

ative  and  choose  your  own  method  for  displaying  your 

new  clock. 

Optional  Jumpers:  J I   and  J2 

Before  operating  your  clock,  you  may  need  to  attach 

jumpers  J   1   and  J2*  J 1   selects  whether  the  clock  runs  on 

a   50-Hz  or  60-Hz  AC  power  frequency.  In  the  United 

States,  Canada,  and  Mexico,  the  power  frequency  is  60 

Hz,  so  you  should  leave  out  Jl.  If  you  are  in  Europe, 

Australia,  or  anywhere  else  the  power  frequency 

is  50  Hz,  solder  a   jumper  wire  on  the  PC  board 
at  the  location  marked  Jl, 

J2  selects  whether  the  clock  will  keep  time 

in  a   12-hour  format  or  a   24-hour  format.  The 

24-hour  format  is  sometimes  referred  to  as  mil- 

itary time,  so  leaving  out  J2  will  select  the 

more  common  12-hour  format.  If  you  want  the 

time  displayed  in  a   24-hour  format,  solder  a 

jumper  wire  on  the  PC  board  at  the  location 
marked  for  J2* 

Operation 
To  set  the  hours,  move  switch  SW2  to  the 

“HOURS”  position  shown  in  Figure  3,  and  the 

current  hour’s  digits  will  flash  in  the  display. 
Then  press  and  hold  switch  SW1  to  advance 

the  hours*  To  set  the  minutes,  move  switch 

SW2  to  the  “MINUTES”  position,  and  the  cur- 

rent minute's  digits  will  flash  in  the  display* 
Now  pressing  SW1  will  advance  the  minutes* 

When  complete,  put  SW2  back  to  the  “RUN” 
position.  The  time  will  now  advance  in  the 

display*  NV 

Source 

LNS  Technologies 
PO  Box  SOI 

Vacaville ,   CA  95696-0501 
1-707-448-3750 

www.techkits.com 

BINCLOCK-KIT:  Complete  kit  of  parts  for  the  bina- 

ry clock  including  etched  and  drilled  printed  circuit 

board,  programmed  microcontroller,  blue  LEDs, 

transformer,  ICs,  and  all  other  components  listed  in 

the  parts  list                 $49,00 

Extra  parts: 

AT89C205 1   -BCK: 

Programmed  microcontroller  (U I   )   $1 2.00  ea. 

BINCLOCK-PCB: 

PC  board  for  binary  BCD  clock           $10.00  ea. 
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SURVEILLANCE  OPTICS  ELECTRONICS 

ORDERS.  800.810.4070 

Tech  608.668.2498 

fax  603.644.7825 

WWW.RESUNLTD4U.COM 

hey  are 

DANCER  WILL  ROBINSON,  EXTREMELY  HIGH  VOLTAGE ! 
AN  EXTREMES  COOL,  200,000  VOLT  MULTIPLIER  STACK. 

NO  T   FOR  THE  KIDDIES  or  the  SQUEAMISH! 
These  were  removed  from  linear  accelerators  used  for  ion  implantation.  Tm 

extremely  dangerous  and  extremely  impressive  at  Ihe  same  time.  Input 

about  15KVAC,  High  Frequency,  notfrom  a   neon  sign  transformer 

and  obtain  2Q0KV  at  about  5ma  output.  The  assembly  made  by 

Advanced  Highvolt  is  of  the  utmost  quality.  The  output  is  via  a 

deep  drawn  aluminum  electrode  size:  22'Vtx  17"D  x6.5"H.  The 
overall  height  of  the  stack  is  21V  The  construction  is  completely  modular 

with  eac  h   of  the  eight  mu  Itipli  er  stages  h   oldi  ng  five  1 0   nf  @15  KV  ca  ps  and  related 

components  assembled  on  its  own  PCB.  Each  stage  is  connected  to  Ihe  next  via  silicone  high 

voltage  cables.  PLEASE  NOTE:  We  have  no  technical  documentation  for  this  item  and  can 

offer  no  info  on  drivers  or  hookup.  These  are  sold  as-is  final  sale.  They  are  heavy  at  about 

85  pounds  shipping  weight.  We  will  ship  via  truck.  Call  for  freight  cost  based  on  your  location.  Would  make 

you  just  want  to  impress  your  friends.  You  must  be  over  18  to  purchase.  Very  limited  quantity.  HV  STACK' 

a   nice  coffee  table  if 

AK....$425e«. 

HEAVY  DUTY,  HIGH  TORQUE, 
METAL  CONTRUCTJON. 

These  are  brand  new,  very  rugged. 

right  angle  drive,  gearmotors 

originally  intended  for  an  automotive  1 
application.  They  are  very  substantial, 

weighing  over  2   pounds  each!  They  offer  a   0.9" ' 
diameter  x   Q.3"H.  9   tooth  steel  gear  drive,  located 

centered  between  three  0.32"  diameter  cast 

aluminum  "spider"  mounting  points  on  a   diameter  of 

S’.  Overall  size:  1.9"Wx  7.TL  x4-H  (including  the  gear) 
with  std.  automotive  style  2   pin  connector.  Motor  will 

operate  with  strong  torque  with  as  little  as  3VDC,  Hand 

twisting  torque  at  12VDC.  Current  is  3.2A  no  load  and  about  6A 

loaded.  EPM  of  84/minute.  Reversible.  Heavy  duty  platic  coupler 

included  WINMTR248   $20ea.  4   for  $69 

SONY  EX-VIEW  CCD  for  the  best  "ASTRONOMICAL” 
PERFORMANCE  available  in  an  affordable  camera! 

With  600  Lines  Res  elation.  NEW!  0. 00005  Lax, 

The  most  sensitive,  ancooled,  1/2”  CCD  camera  available. 
Bla  ck  a   nd  white,  state  of  the  Art 

Video,  Our  GMV-EX-6K,  Takes  the 

^ Prize.  For  covert,  military  &   scientific 

applications,  this  is  it.  Unbelievable 

3.00005 Lux  ©   fQ.  8   performance  is 

f   enhanced  through  law  speed 
electronic  shuttering,  digital  frame 

integration  and  advanced  DSP.  Auto  sensitivity  mode  starts  as  it  becomes  dark 

24  hour  surveillance  is  possible  with  the  optional 
f   1.2  auto  iris  lens  shown  below.  Seven  Gain/ 

Shutter  modes  are  user  selectable.  Normal.  X4„ 

X8.  X16,  X24,  X32„  X64X12S.  Frame  rates  of  60, 

15. 8. 4, 3,  2„1  and  0.5  per  second.  Auto/off  BLC. 
S/N  >5  2d  8,  Mi  rror  o   n/off ,   Gai  n   on/ off.  a   uto 

electronic  shutter  1/60  to  T/12 0,000  sec..  Alum, 

housing,  du  al  1   /4x20  mtg .   Specs :   1   /2"  CCD,  /|: 
768(H|  X   494IVJ,  with  38QK  pixels,  12VDC 

±TV@200mA,  S-VIDEO  on  4pin  DIN  connector.  Std. 

■video  out  on  BNC.  Size:  51mm  x   51mm  xl  15mm  long.  Regulated  power 

supply  ind.  All  functions  externally  controlled.  C-mount  lens  not  included.  We 

have  Ihe  best  price  available  for  the  12 VI E-EX  CAMERA.  VERY  LIMITED 

QUANTITY  AVAILABLE.  DO  NT  BE  FOOLED  by  1/3".  NON  -   EXVIEW,  LOOKALIKES! 
GMV-EX6K...$449  Super,  6mmrfl.2  Manual  Iris  Lens. ..$69 

NEW!  COLOR,  CAMERA,  UNDERWATER,  DOWN  HOLE, 

INSPECTION  CAMERA,  HARSH  ENVIRONMENTS 

WEATHERPROOF,  has  12  SUPER  BRIGHT,  WHITE  LED's. 
Sleek  black  anodized.  BRASS  housing.  O-ring 
sealed  and  WATERPROOF  (down  to  60  feet). 

Adjustable  mount  included.  Specifications:  l/4‘ 
CCD,  350  lines  resolution,  0.5  Lux  sensitivity,  AGCr  : 
Auto  shutter.  Power:  12VDC  ©   120mA,  4mm  78 

deg  FOV  lens.  A   real  glass  lens.  NTSC  video  out. 

Superior  construction.  Ultra  small.  Size:  1. 25 ’d  x2‘ 
60  foot.  Kevlar  reinforced  cable.  Perfect  for  fishing 

or  as  a   remote  area  inspection  camera.  Great  forj 
weatherproof  outdoor  use  as  well.  Now  with 

twelve,  super  bright,  white  light  LED's. 
SPECIAL,  GM  4QQK-LED  was  $189  NOW  ONLY.   $169e«. 

NEW  &   IMPRO  VED,  UNDERWATER  B&W  CAMERA, 

SON  Y   EX -   VIEW, SUPER  0.0 03 Lax  Sensitivity. 

Sleek,  black  anodized.  BRASS,  housing.  Q-Ring  sealed  &   WATERPROOF  down  to 
60  feet.  Adjustable  mount  included.  SONY  EX 

(VIEW,  1/3'  CCD, 400 Lines  res., super  0.003  Lux 

sensitivity.  AGC,  Auto  Shutter.  12VDC  @2Q0mA 

Super.  4mm.  fl.S,  78“  FOV  lens.  Real  glass  lens. 
NTSC  video  out.  Superior  construction.  ULTRA 

SENSITIVE  to  IR.  Compact  size  only:  1.25'diam.  X 

2"  long.  With  6   Off.  cable.  Perfect  as  a   remote  area,  pipe  or  ductwork  inspection 
camera.  Excellent  for  general  outdoor  use.  Regulaled.  12VDC  power  adapter 

included.  Regular  price  £169.  GM-3QQK-EX1Q,  SPECIAL. ..$1 59ea. 

VIDEO  TIME  and  DATE  GENERATOR,  NEW! 

This  simple  device  so  Ives  the  problem  of  time  stamping  & 

identify  ng  any  video .   Ca  m   era  I D   up  to  20  c   haracters,  ID  &   ™   m 

Time  on  /off.  ID  at  top  c   enter  of  screen  &   time  on  the  *   *   * 
bottom.  Format:  YR/MG/DAY  and  HR/MIN/SEC/  24hourStd. 

RCA  video  in  &   out.  9VDC,  AC  adpter  incl.  Three  button  operation.  Rugged  case. 

Size:  3 . 5‘  L   x   2 . 6" W   x   1 . 25 '   H.  SPECIAL   $5  Sea. 

NEW,  ULTRA  MINI,  LIPSTICK  CAMERA, 
SONY  SUPER  HAD  CCD,  SUPER  0.01  Lax  SENS, 

and  IT  FITS  ON  A   DIME!  WO  W! 

Sleek  black  anodized,  aluminum  housing,  no  larger  than  a 

dime!  0-Ring  sealed  and 

weatherproof,  (not  for 
underwater  usel  Adj. 

tilt  /   swivel  mounting 

bracket.  Specificatio  ns:  '   1   /3"  SONY  SUPER  HAD  CCD, 
400  Lines.  Resolution,  SUPER  0.01  Lux  sensitivity,  AGC,  Auto 

Shutter.  11/60  to  1/100,000)  Power  from  regulated  12VDC 

@100mA,  Super  3.6mm,  90°  FOV  real  glass  lens,  NTSC  video. 

Extra  IR  SENSITIVE.  Size:  0 . 73 5"D  X   2.151  50mm,  36'  cable  with 
BNC  video  &   DC  barrel  jack.  Weight:  65g  Superior  quality  at 

an  affordable  price.  Limited  qfy.  GM-L25Q   $59ea. 

Regulated  DC  adapter.   $6.95ea. 

NEW!,  GM-  100H,  SINGLE  CHANNEL, 
Pre-alarm  image  recording 

Programmed  with  various  time-lapse  speeds 
Variable  recording  speeds  up  to  60  IPS 
Audio  recording  capability 

Common  VCR  functions 

On-screen  setup  menu  and  system  timer 

MINI  CCD  CAM  is  SUPER  RUGGED. 

Top  quality,  black  and  white,  mini  CCD  camera  at  a   super 
price.  Packaged  in  a   super  rugged  cast 
aluminum  housing  that  fits  like  a   glove! 

( Not  flimsy  sheet  metal  |   Removeable 

mounting  bracket  included  as  well  as 

an  8",  plug  in  cable  with  BNC  video  & 
DC  power  jack  for,  no  sweat  hook  up. 

Why  fool  around  with  an  open  PC 

board?  Now  'you  can  have  the  GM210 
for  the  same  price  as  a   simple  board 

camera  *   1/3"  “   420  Lines  *   0.3  Lux  ■   AGC  ■   Auto  Shutter  * 

Power,  12V  @100mA  *   270k  pixels  ■   Standard  4   mm,  78°  FOV 

lens  ■   Focus  from  10mm  to  infinity  *   NTSC  video  ■   2   ounces  * 

Size:  l.B'  Square x   1.3"  deep,  including  lens.  Limited  quantily. 

GM-21  Q..$45ea.  Regulated  DC  adopter  $6.95 

COMPACT,  DIGITAL  VIDEO  RECORDER. 

Time-lapse  and  real  time  recording 

Real-time  live  display  for  all  cameras 
Alarm -activated  recording 

Easy-to-use  jog/shuttle  control  panel 
Instant  retrieval  of  stored  video 

Built-in  M-JPEG  with  configurable  quality 

NTSC  or  PAL,  1   Camera  Input  with  Loop  Through,  Resolution:  720  x   4B4  INTSC)  ■   720  x 

576  [FALL  Built-In  Com  pad  Flash  Card  Slot.  Alarm  Input  &   Output  Audio:  2   In;  2   Out 

Video  Loss  Detection.  RS-232.  Event  Log,  80GB,  3.5'  IDE  Hot  Swappable  Drive.  Timer 
or  Event  Recording.  Record  &   Playback  rates:  0.2-60  FPS  INTSC):  0.1-50  FPS  |RAL|. 

Playback  Search:  By  Date/Time.  Event,  or  Segment.  On-Screen  Setupy,  Menu  Driven 
User  Interface,  Front  Panel  Keypad,  Real  Time  Clock,  Watch  Dog  Timer.  Power  AC 

1 00-240 V   + 10%,  MaxAC  1.5  Amp.  39  W   max.  Operating  Temp.OT  -   +4QDC 

Dimensions:  12.6'Lx  8.5"Wx  3.9"H.  Weight:  11  pounds.  GM-lOQH   $399ea. 

WEVaANTTOB 

ESOTERIC  AND 

UNUSUAL  MATERIAL 

* 

NEW,  1/3”  HIGH  RESOLUTION  B&  W   CAMERA, 
PROVIDES  570  LINES  and  is  ULTRA  RUGGED. 

One  of  the  nicest  B&W  commercial 

quality  cameras  we  have  ever  offered. 

These  new  Delta  vision,  type  BWCD-  . 
570HR  cameras  are  packaged  in  an 

epoxy  coated,  cast  a   lu  m   in  urn  h   ousin  g . 

These  units  weigh  in  atone  pound!  Built  to 

I   ast.  Specs :   1/3 "   CCD,  5   70  li  nes  res. ,   Q .   3   LUX  @   F 1. 4   sens .   Auto 
Backlight  Compensation,  Auto  Electronic  Exposure.  Accepts  Video  and 

DC  Auto-Iris  lenses.  "C5‘  mount,  !C"  mount  with  5mm  spacer  not 
supplied.  Adj.  Line  Lock.  3B0K  pixels;  771H  x   492V,  Line  Lock,  S/N  > 
48dB.  Electronic  Shutter:  1/60  to  1/100,000  sec..  Iris  Control  Video  out/ 

Driver  Circuit  buift  in.  AGC  and  AES.  Camera  Mtg.  l/4'-20  bottom  or 
top  mount.  Case  color:  ivory  textured  epoxy.  Video  Output  BNC. 
Power  connector  via  2   screw  terminals.  Power  source  24  VAC  @4W 

max.  Size:  3.4' L   x   2"W  x   1.8 'H.  Weight  l.llb  Lens  shown  not  included. 
2 4 VAC  power  adapter  included.  Regular  price  over  £20Qea.  Ltd.  qty. 

DSC-570HR   $69 

POWERFUL,  "KIDs  CAR"  DRIVE  MOTOR. 
MASSIVE  GEAR  REDUCTION  for  BIG  TORQUE. 

New,  right  angle  drive  system  intended  for  use  in  a   childs  motorized 

vehicle.  A   powerful  12VDC  motor  drives  the  attached  gearbox  to 

through  a   1.75'  diam.  splined diam.male  mating  hub. 

i.black  piece  in  photo).  This 

in  a   3.9"  diam.  flange  eith 
bolts.  There  is  also  a 

through  hole  in  the  center  of 
Nice  for  a   large  platform. 

provide  final  drive 

drive  shaft.  The  2.7“ included, 

terminates 

notches  for 

0.43"Diam 
the  hub. 

BOSCH,  REVERSIBLE,  HIGH 
TORQUE,  DC  GEARMOTOR, 
With  24  "LONG  STEEL  SHAFT. 
Brand  new,  very  rugged,  right 

*f>Jc  
■   ' 

.?>  angle  drive,  gearmotors 
j   ntended  for  a   n   automoive 

application.  Very  substantial,  weighing 

over  2   lbs.  They  offer  a   0.44"  diam.  x 2.41  steel  shaft  located  centered 

belween  three  0.45"  diameter  cast 

aluminum  "spider"  threaded  mounting 

points.  Each  offset  120°  and  on  a 

diameter  of  2.75".  Overall  size:  5"H  x   7.5  "Lx  2.7"W 
V   [in j   I   (nl)  RPM  Motor  wil  I   operates  with  wrist 
3   2.7A  16  twisting  torque.  As  little  as  3VDC 

6   3.1  A   39  lights  it  up.  nominal  is  12 VDC. 
9   3.3A  63  Draws  4.5  Amps  under  load.  All 
12  3. 5 A   88  metal.  It  is  reversible. 

RA  DRIVE  with  SHAFT.   $24ea. 
SPECIAL   2   for  $39 

REVERSIBLE,  HIGH  TORQUE, 

AC  GEARMOTOR,  ORIENTAL  MOTOR, 

MODEL,  2RK6GN/2GN1  SKA 
A   super  nice,  matched,  1450  RPM, 
1/125HP  motor  &   15:1  gearbox  provide 

lOOrpm  at  the  0.3"  diam.  xl.T'L  out-put shaft.  Shaft  rota-tion  is  the  same  as  Ihe 

motor  shaft.  I   nsta  ntly  reversible  capac  ito  r 

start  motor.  (Cap.  supplied)  operates  from 

115VAC  @0.1 9A. Torque  is  4.4Lb  in. 

Regular  $135  each.  Limited  quantily.  Overall  size  is: 
2.4"  X   2.4"  x   4.25"Long.  Weight  l.Slbs. 

OM-2GN15K   $20  or  3   for  $49 

LIKE  THIS  STUFF?  SEE  MORE 

ON-LINE  at  OUR  WEB  STORE 1 

2005  our  14th  Year! 

V   [in] 
1   [nl] 

RPM  Amps 

3 900mA  26  Loaded 

6 1.0A 57  5A 

9 1.1  A 89 

12 1.2  A 117 ■M 
CB«  mCJ 

Bm  J£: 

SM  mU
 

em_m  mn 

CAR  DRIVE  FP....S20eo.  2   for  $35  ENCODERS  MAXI  FUSE  BLOCK 

MAY  2005 Circle  #14  I   on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 
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by  John  lovine 

Build  a   Geiger  Counter: 
Part  2 

Addins  Enhancements 

In  the  March  2005  issue,  we  completed  a   fully  func- tional basic  Geiger  counter  This  month,  we  have  a   few 
cool  enhancements  to  add  on. 

Revised  Schematic 

Note  the  revised  schematic  shown  in  Figure  L   The 

basic  Geiger  counter  circuit  is  identical  to  the  previous  cir- 
cuit, except  for  the  necessary  components  to  complete 

the  enhancements.  The  three  optional  add-ons  include: 
an  external  power  input,  a   headphone  jack,  and  a   digital 

output.  The  enhancements  are  highlighted  in  red  boxes. 

Available  Add-ons 

External  Power  —   The  external  power  is  designed  to 

allow  a   wide  range  of  wall  transformers  to  power  the 

Geiger  counter.  Wall  transformers  that  can  supply  a   min- 

imum of  75  mA  with  voltages  that  range  from  7-12  VAC 

or  7-12  VDC  will  work.  The  bridge  rectifier  is  rated  at  25 

V,  one  amp.  Pretty  much  any  bridge  rectifier  with  specifi- 
cations close  to  these  (or  better)  will  work  when  placed 

Ffgure  if.  Revised!  schematic  showing  the  enhancements  in  red  boxes. 
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Build  a   Geiger  Counter  —   Part  2 

inside  the  circuit.  The  positive  output  lead  of  the  bridge 

rectifier  is  placed  after  the  D9  diode.  The  D9  diode  protects 

the  battery  when  using  external  power. 

Headphone  Jack  —   Aside  from  its  obvious  use  for  a 
headphone,  this  jack  may  also  be  used  as  a   temporary 

output  for  an  analog  meter.  The  headphone  jack  is  a   3,5 

mm  two-conductor  jack  with  an  SPST  switch.  The  switch 

automatically  disconnects  the  speaker  when  the  head- 

phone or  analog  meter  is  plugged  in. 

Digital  Output  —   The  digital  output  jack  provides  a 
+5V  TTL  logic  pulse  every  time  a   radioactive  particle  is 

detected.  The  digital  output  uses  an  unused  gate  off  the 

4049,  as  shown  in  the  schematic.  We  will  build  a   small 

interface  between  this  output  and  a   Windows  PC  This  will 

allow  you  to  use  one  of  the  free  Geiger  counter  graphing 

programs. 

For  those  who  purchased  the  PC  board  for  this  project, 

the  enhancements  may  be  added  by  wiring  in  the  three 

jacks,  as  shown  in  Figure  2, 

Analog  Meter 

The  analog  meter  in  Figure  3   will  provide  approximate 

radiation  levels  to  10  mR/hr.  The  analog  meter  may  be  set 

up  in  one  of  two  ways.  It  may  be  permanently  wired  into 

the  circuit  or  used  temporarily  by  plugging  it  into  the  head- 

phone jack. 

To  connect  the  meter  permanently  to  the  Geiger  count- 

er circuit,  wire  the  6.8  K   1   /4-watt  resistor,  330  uF  capacitor, 
and  meter  across  the  LED,  as  shown  in  the  schematic. 

A   stand-alone  analog  meter  that  plugs  into  the  head- 

phone jack  is  shown  in  Figures  4   and  5,  Figure  4   also 

shows  that  by  adding  a   single  6.8  K   resistor  and  switch, 

you  can  double  the  range  of  the  analog  meter  to  20  mR/hr. 

When  SW1  is  closed,  it  short-circuits  resistor  R2,  This  pro- 

vides a   reading  range  of  0-10  mR/hr.  When  SW1  is  open, 
resistor  R2  is  in  series  with  Rl  and  the  range  doubles  to 

approximately  0-20  mR/hr, 

Windows  Geiger  Counter 
Radiation  Monitor  Program 

Figure  6   is  a   screen  image  of  the  Windows  Geiger 

counter  radiation  program.  This  program  is  free  and  is 

available  for  download  at:  w ww .image sco, com/ geiger/ 

index,  html 

You  may  download  the  WIN98  or  WINXP  version  of 

the  program,  depending  upon  your  computer's  operating 
system. 

The  program  gathers  information  it  receives  on  one  of 

its  COM  ports  and  displays  the  information  on  the  PC 

screen.  The  information  graphed  is  the  Counts  Per  Second 

(CPS)  from  the  Geiger  counter.  The  CPS  scale  is  shown  on 

MAY  2005 

the  left  side  and  the  equivalent  radiation  level  in  mR/hr  is 

shown  on  the  right  side.  The  program  automatically 

scales,  depending  upon  the  CPS  read.  The  graph  continu- 
ously scrolls  to  the  right  with  updated  information.  The 

graphs  created  with  this  program  may  be  saved  on  disk 
and  loaded  for  review  later. 

The  amount  of  data  that  may  be  saved  is  limited  by 

the  memory  in  your  system  or  space  available  on  your 

hard  drive,  but  it's  safe  to  say  you  most  likely  could  contin- 
ue to  graph  for  weeks. 
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Figure  5.  Photo  of  Figure  A   ready  for  mounting 
inside  an  enclosure. 

PC  Interface 

The  PC  interface  performs  two  functions.  First,  it 

counts  the  TTL  digital  pulses  from  the  Geiger  counter  in 

one-second  intervals  and  then  sends  that  information  out 

in  a   standard  9600  baud  RS-232  format  The  schematic 

for  the  interface  is  shown  in  Figure  7.  A   nine- volt  transis- 

tor battery  powers  the  PC  interface*  The  voltage  is  regu- 
lated down  to  five  volts  for  the  PIC  microcontroller. 

Notice,  howeverf  that  the  full  nine  volts  from  the  bat- 

tery is  provided  to  the  top  of  R2.  This  section  makes  up 

the  RS-232  connection  to  the  PC.  The  +9V  from  the  circuit 

is  close  enough  to  the  expected  +12V  of  the  RS-232  con- 
nection on  the  PC  to  make  a   reliable  serial  connection. 

The  female  DB-9  connector  on  the  interface  incorporates 
a   NOLL  modem  to  facilitate  communication  with  the  PC. 

A   circuit  prototype  is  shown  in  Figure  8, 

PIC  Program 

The  following  PIC  program  was  written  using  the 

PIC  Basic  Pro  Compiler  For  any  readers  w   ho  prefer  a   pre- 

programmed 16F84-20  MHz  chip,  one  is  available  from 
the  source  in  the  Parts  List, 

'REM  John  I ovine  11/04 

'Read  Digital  Output  &   send  RS-232  info  to  PC 
'Use  16F84-2QMHZ  microcontroller  &   16  MHz  Xtal 

DEFINE  OSC  16  'Use  16  MHZ  Xtal 
'Declare  word  variables 
wl  VAR  WORD 

Start :   'Main  Program 
Count  PORTB.G,  1000,  wl  'Count  pulses  every 

' second 

SerOut  1,6,  [wl.byteO,  wl.bytel]  'Send  Information  to  PC 
GoTo  Start  'Do  it  again  &   again  & 

Windows  Program  Operation 

Unzip  the  program  file  you  have  downloaded  from  the 

website  into  its  own  directory.  Run  the  Setup.exe  program 

to  install  the  software  onto  your  computer.  Once  installed, 

run  the  Geiger  counter  program.  Connect  the  PC  interface 

to  one  of  the  PC  s   serial  (COM)  ports.  Select  the  COM  port 

the  interface  is  connected  to  in  the  Windows  program.  The 

program  will  only  list  the  COM  ports  it  finds  on  your  com- 

puter, Typically,  PCs  have  more  than  one  COM  port. 

Connect  the  digital  out  of  the  PC  to  the  interface  and 
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turn  the  Geiger  counter  on.  If  you  have  any  radioactive 

material  bring  it  close  to  the  GM  tube. 

Hit  the  “ Start”  button  on  the  program  to  begin  plotting. 

Radiation  Shielding  —   Detecting 
Different  Radiation 

I   have  been  asked  on  a   few  occasions  about  proportion- 

al Geiger  counters;  geiger  counters  that  can  differentiate 

between  gamma,  beta,  and  alpha  radiation.  While  these  GM 

tubes  are  available,  they  are  more  expensive  and  require  a 

variable  HV  power  supply.  The  tube’s  voltage  is  varied  to  dif- 
ferent preset  voltages  to  detect  different  types  of  radiation. 

A   simpler  method  is  to  provide  radiation  shielding  to  your 

GM  tube.  To  block  alpha  radiation,  cover  the  front  mica  win- 

dow of  the  GM  tube  with  a   few  sheets  of  paper.  This  will  effec- 
tively block  the  alpha  radiation  and  allow  just  beta  and 

gamma  radiation  through  the  tube  to  be  detected. 

To  block  alpha  and  beta  radiation;  cover  the  tube  with 

1/8"  thick  aluminum.  This  will  effectively  block  the  alpha 
and  beta  radiation  and  allow  just  the  gamma  radiation 

through  the  tube  to  be  detected. 

To  block  gamma  radiation,  depending  upon  the  energy 

of  the  radiation,  you  may  need  several  inches  of  lead. 

Granted,  this  simple  shielding  doesn’t  provide  the  ver- 
satility and  usefulness  of  a   proportional  counter  but,  in 

some  cases,  you  will  find  it  helpful. 

Going  Further  —   Data  Logger 

The  PC  interface  circuit  can  be  a   springboard  to  more 

Geiger  counter  projects,  for  instance,  the  addition  of  an  LCD 

display  to  make  a   digital  Geiger  counter  or  perhaps  a   graph- 

ing LCD  module.  Perhaps  one  could  add  an  EEPROM  mem- 

ory and  create  a   portable  data  logger.  If  you  would  like  to  see 

more  enhancements  for  this  Geiger  counter,  contact  me  via 

Nuts  &   Volts  at  editorfs@nutsvolts.com  and  let  me  know. 

Housing 

Figure  9   shows  the  finished  PC  board.  All  that's  left  to 
MAY  2005 

complete  this  project  is  a   housing.  You  may  use  any  enclo- 
sure large  enough  to  contain  the  components.  However,  I 

recommend  using  a   plastic,  non-conductive  housing.  This 

will  help  keep  you  safe  from  the  +500  VDC  GM  tube 

supply  and  prevent  grounding  out  the  supply  to  the  case 

and  causing  a   short  circuit.  NV 

Parts  List 

Gefeer  Counter  Enhancements 

(3)  3.S  mm  jacks  with  SPST  switch 
$   0.50  each 470  ohm  1/4  watt  resistor 

$   0.03 

Bridge  rectifier  IOOPIV  1.5  amps 

$   0.25 

Analog  meter 

$1  1.95 

330  uf  1 6V  capacitor 

$   0.35 

6.8K  ohm  1/4  watt  resistor 

$   0.03 

PC  Interface 

I6F84-20  MHz  micro  controller  (pre-programmed) 

$   9.95 

16  MHz  Xtal 

$   1.50 

(2)  22  pf  capacitors 

$   0. 1 0 

(2)  220  uf  1   6 -volt  capacitors 

$   0.25 

2N39G4  NPN  transistor 

$   0.20 

220  ohm  1/4  watt  resistor 

$   0.03 

1   OK  ohm  1/4  watt  resistor 

$   0.03 

3.3K  ohm  1/4  watt  resistor 

$   0.03 

4.7K  ohm  1/4  watt  resistor 

$0.03 

7805  voltage  regulator 

$0.42 

DB-9  female  connector  (solder  cups) 

$0.75 

Plastic  hood  for  DB-9  connector 

Parts  Available  from: 

Images  SI,  Inc, 
1 09  Woods  of  Arden  Road 

Staten  Island  NY  10312 

718,966,3694 

wwwJmagesco,com 

$0.75 
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SUPERCOMPUTING 
INTHE  NEW  MILLENNIUM 

This  is  Not  Your  Father's  Supercomputer 

Do  you  think  your  computer  is  fast?  it's  a   top-of-the-line  system  with  all  of  the  option- al bells  and  whistles,  bought  ot  the  best  store  in  town,  no  expense  spared,  so  it  should 

be  fast,  indeed.  However,  it  can't  be  classified  as  a   supercomputer  the  same  way  Superman 

can*t  be  classified  as  a   mere  morta/  man.  In  the  vast  realm  of  the  consumer  computer 

world,  the  power  and  speed  of  your  multi-GHz-powered  processor  is  a   drop  in  the  bucket 

m   to  the  /uggernaut-/ike  power  it  takes  to  be  labeled  a   supercomputer,  especially  with  the 

Q   geometric  ac/vancements  of  techno/ogy  in  the  21st  Century.  Imagine  how  laughable  the 

f*  power  of  these  computers  will  be  to  us  in  a   few  decades,  especially  considering  how £Q$ 

tw»  far  computers  have  come  since  1 98 1   when  Bill  Gates  —   believe  it  or  not  —   was  quoted  as 
|H 

S   saying,  “640K  ought  to  be  enough  for  anybody." 
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BlueGene/L  Beta 

The  term  “supercomputer”  sounds  like  old  technolog- 
ical jargon  to  us  now,  but  by  definition,  they  are  always 

new.  A   supercomputer  is  any  computer  among  the  fastest 

on  the  planet  at  any  given  time,  and  the  world's  fastest 
supercomputer  today  —   the  fastest  computer  period  —   is 
the  BlueGene/L  Beta  (www.research.ibm, com/blue 

gene),  part  of  a   project  from  the  Department  of  Energy 

and  IBM.  Housed  in  Rochester,  NY,  the  BlueGene/L  clocks 

a   whopping  72  tera flops  (floating-point  operations  per  sec- 
ond, also  known  as  TFIops).  A   single  TFlop  is  a   billion 

floating-point  operations  per  second,  and  a   scientific 

example  of  a   floating-point  operation  is  the  multiplication 

of  two  numbers  that  both  contain  decimal  points. 

A   good  comparison  of  the  computational  power  of 

Ames  Research  Center  at  Moffett  Field,  CA,  I   20  days  from 

project  inception.  Named  in  honor  of  the  lost  Space  Shuttle 

and  crew,  the  Columbia  aids  NASA’s  space  initiatives. 
As  Columbia  continues  to  accelerate  in  breakthroughs 

in  engineering  and  science,  its  computational  capacity  w   ill 

soon  be  available  to  the  national  science  and  engineering 
community. 

Earth  Simulator 

Coming  in  at  third  place  is  the  Earth  Simulator 

{www.es.janistec.go.jp),  which  clocks  a   whopping  35 

T Flops  at  a   maximum  sustained  speed. 

“The  Earth  Simulator  is  a   huge  non-commodity  system  in 

a   building  of  several  floors,”  says  Professor  Russ  Miller, 
Director  of  the  Center  for  Computational  Research,  University 

AM0MC,  TM£  FA£fiEtSJ>  OM  TH£  PdAME*  4J 

IBM’s  supercomputing  behemoth  goes  something  like  this: 
Assuming  that  all  the  PCs  are  high-end  models  with  3.0- 
GHz,  Pentium  4   processors  operating  in  a   typical  mode,  it 

would  take  23,573  of  them  to  see  the  same  sustained  per- 
formance as  the  BlueGene/L, 

“The  BlueGene/L  demonstrates  the  leadership  of  DOE 

and  IBM  in  terms  of  high-end  computing,”  says  Russ  Miller, 
director  of  the  Center  for  Computational  Research  at  SU NY- 
Buff  a   lo,  one  of  the  leading  academic  supercomputing  sites  in 

the  country. “The  current  system  consists  of  over  32,000 
relatively  slow  PowerPC  processors  and  is  packaged  in  only 

16  racks,  while  consuming  relatively  little  power.  One  of 

the  most  impressive  features  of  the  system  is  its  ability  to 

handle  data  movement  into,  out  of,  and  within  the  system,” 

IBM’s  primary  BiueGene/L  partner,  the  Department 

of  Energy’s  National  Nuclear  Security  Agency,  will  have 
a   360-teraflop  Blue  Gene/L  supercomputer  up  and  run- 

ning later  this  year.  This  will  constitute  an  increase  of 

more  than  500  percent  over  the  current  BlueGene/L, 

Columbia  SGI  Altix 

Crossing  the  finish  line  as  the  second  fastest  com- 

puter in  the  world  is  the  Columbia  SGI  Altix  1,5-GHz 
Voltaire  Infiniband  from  NASA  and  SGI  (Silicon 

Graphics,  Inc.).  Comprised  of  10,160  Intel  Itanium  2 

processors,  the  system  has  a   peak  speed  of  60  T Flops 

and  a   maximum  sustainable  speed  of  51  T Flops. 

The  Linux-based  system  was  assembled  at  NASA’s 
MAY  2005 

of  Buffalo.  It  wras  the  fastest  supercomputer  from  June  2002 

to  June  2004,  only  to  be  supplanted  by  IBM’s  BlueGene/L 
Beta  in  November.  (My,  how  time  and  TFlops  fly!) 

Mainstreaming  the  Egghead 
Computer 

“Over  the  past  decade,”  says  Miller,  “supercomputing 
has  been  taking  advantage  of  the  commodity  market,  includ- 

THE  SCIENCE  APPLIANCE,  BUILT  BY  LINUX  NETWORK, 
HARNESSES  THE  POWER  OF  2,Q5Q  INTEL  PROCESSORS. 
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in g   processors,  memory,  storage, 

and  connectivity  between  proces- 
sors. However,  significant  gains  in 

the  highest-] eve]  supercomputers 
continue  to  come  from  new 

research  and  development  efforts 

from  very  smart  scientists  and 

engineers.” Because  so  many  fast  and 

cheap  computers  have  been  hit- 

ting the  market,  high-perform- 
ance computers  are  now  readily 

available  to  more  institutions  in 

order  to  support  computational 

science  and  engineering  in  the 

data-driven  society  that  we  live  in. 

Such  systems  take  advantage  of 

Moore’s  Law  —   the  discovery  of 
Intel  co-founder  Gordon  Moore  — 

which  says  that  processors  get 

twice  as  fast  every  1 8   months  for 

the  same  price. 

But  What  Do 

They  Do  for  You 
and  Me! 

Supercomputers  bring  us 

the  latest  Hollywood  films,  ani- 

mations, and  advertisements.  “A 
lot  of  the  morphing  you  see  — 

the  interesting  features  of  motion 

pictures  —   are  done  with  super- 

computers," says  Miller.  The  oil  industry  uses  supercomput- 
ers in  modeling.  It  models  what  is  underground  in  order  to 

find  new  oil  deposits.  This  keeps  prices  down  on  oil  opera- 

tions and  limits  unnecessary  diggings.  “Supercomputers 
have  become  critical  to  life  sciences,  physical  sciences, 

engineering,  media,  and  virtual  reality,"  Miller  says. 
Supercomputers  determine  the  positioning  of  atoms  in 

molecules.  They  model  how  new  drugs  interact  with  people 

based  on  research.  “Researchers  are  shaving  years  off  the 

development  cycle,”  adds  Miller.  The  process  “weeds  out  the 

scrubs”  much  faster  among  drugs  being  tested.  This  helps 
find  drugs  that  will  pass  muster  and  actually  get  to  market 

more  quickly.  Many  prescriptions  are  coming  to  market  seven 

to  10  years  ahead  of  schedule  because  of  supercomputers. 

Weather  forecasts,  space  experimentation,  and  many 

other  services  and  industries  are  affected  by  supercomput- 

ing. Supercomputing  brought  us  overlays  and  graphics  in 

TV  sportsca sting.  “If  you  look  at  the  10-yard  marker  that 
magically  shows  up  across  the  screen,  that  used  to  take 

supercomputing  capabilities  —   and  now,  with  slightly 

smarter  algorithms  and  pretty  good  machines,  that's  actu- 

ally being  done  on  high-end  workstations,"  says  Miller, 
The  particular  benefit  to  commercial  industry  in  using 

cluster  supercomputers  is  going  to  be  quicker  develop- 

ment of  products  and  services,  as  new  products  and  serv- 

ices will  come  to  market  faster*  "That  was  the  whole  moti- 
vation for  the  industry  adopting  supercomputing  some  22 

years  ago,  Now  with  the  clusters,  the  real  price  perform- 

ance advantages  improve  at  least  at  a   factor  of  10,  if  not 

more,  over  traditional  mainframes,”  says  Eric  Pitcher,  VP  of 
Product  Marketing,  Linux  Networx* 

According  to  Pitcher,  the  Linux  Networx  system  at 

Livermore  is  8.6  times  more  powerful  than  Deep  Blue,  the 

IBM  computer  that  beat  world  chess  champion  Garry 

Kasparov  in  1997.  The  Linux  Netw?orx  system  can  hold  in 
its  memory  the  entire  Library  of  Congress  nearly  five  times 

over,  and  it  can  assemble  the  human  genome  in  18  days, 

compared  to  the  1 50  days  it  took  the  Compaq  Alpha 

Cluster  Celera  that  was  actually  used.  The  Linux  Networx 

system  is  5.6  times  more  powerful  than  the  Sun  Enterprise 

render  farm  used  by  Pixar  to  create  the  movie  Monsters , 

Inc *   By  comparison,  today,  IBM's  BlueGene/L  Beta  can 
store  the  Library  of  Congress  nearly  50  times  over  and 

assemble  the  human  genome  in  about  two  days. 

Supercomputirtg,  Grid  Computing, 
and  Where  the  Two  Meet 

Clusters  using  like  nodes  can  be  interconnected  together 

PLAYSTATION  2 

CLUSTER. 

PHOTO  COURTESY  OF 
THE  NA1 IONAL 
CENTER  FOR 

SUPERCOMPUTING 
APPLICATIONS. 

THE  500  FASTEST  SUPERCOMPUTERS  IN  THE  WORLD 

u 

£2 

io* 

£ 

There  is  no  official  cutoff  point  for  speeds  at  which 

computers  don't  qualify  as  supercomputers*There  is,  however, 
a   list  of  the  fastest  computers  in  the  world,  updated  every  six 

months*  “The  bible  of  supercomputing  speed  is  the  Top  500  list 
(www*top50G*org)T  says  Russ  Miller,  director  of  the  Center 

for  Computational  Research  at  SUNY-Buffalo* 

“The  cutoff  in  power  is  continually  increasing  with  the 

publication  of  the  list  every  six  months,”  says  Eric  Pitcher, VP 
of  Product  Marketing,  Linux  Networx*  As  supercomputers 

rapidly  increase  in  power,  the  minimum  speed  required  to 

56 

make  the  list  increases* 

“The  new  Top  500  list  at  www*top50G*org  which  came 
out  November  2004,  has  a   total  of  296  clusters  within  the  top 

500”  adds  Pitcher  This  is  an  increase  of  350  percent  over 
those  that  made  the  grade  for  the  previous  list* 

Because  cluster  supercomputers  are  proving  to  be 

reliable,  cheaper,  and  faster  than  traditional  supercomputers, 

IT  managers'  adoption  of  these  machines  has  accelerated* 
This  will  certainly  fuel  the  desire  to  get  on  the  list  of  the 

very  best* 
MAY  2005 
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at  any  location  to  form  powerful  supercomputers.  Grid  com- 

puting takes  computers  —   which  may  or  may  not  be  in  the 

same  location  and  are  not  necessarily  alike  —   and  links  them 
together  so  that  they  can  solve  large  problems  as  a   team. 

“The  National  Science  Foundation  (NSF)  has  a   pro- 

gram out  called  the  TeraGrid  that’s  connecting  nine  sites 
around  the  country:  The  Pittsburgh  Supercomputing 

Center,  The  National  Center  for  Supercomputing 

Applications  (NCSA),  Argonne  National  Labs,  San  Diego 

Supercomputing  Center,  Cal  Tech,  Oak  Ridge  National 

Labs,  University  of  Texas  at  Austin,  Purdue,  and  Indiana 

University,”  says  Miller.  The  nine  sites  are  joined  through  a 
40-gigabit  (Gbit)  backbone,  with  a   minimum  30  Gbits  to 

each  site.  The  NSF,  says  Miller,  “is  connecting  these  sites 
because  scientists  and  engineers  want  to  be  able  to  look  at 

a   comprehensive  grid  of  machines  and  instruments.” 
TeraGrid  entered  its  full-production  phase  in  October 

2004,  and  researchers  interested  in  TeraGrid  access  should 

check  out  the  Getting  Started  guide  at  www.teragrid.org 

How  to  Start  Your  Own  Cluster 

Supercomputer 

According  to  Miller,  with  today’s  state-of-the-art,  off-the- 
shelf  clusters,  you  can  build  your  own  single  TFlop  supercom- 

puter for  well  under  $200,000.00.  That’s  assuming  you  have 
the  air-conditioning  and  the  electricity  to  keep  it  cool  and  to 

run  it.  You’ll  need  clusters,  which  means  racks  and  racks  of 

servers,  and  you’ll  need  a   commodity  interconnection  net- 
work from  companies  like  Myricom  (www.myricom.com )   or 

Quadrics  :   www.quadrics.com)  and  some  management 
software. 

Short  on  cash?  We’re  about  to  introduce  you  to  a   com- 
modity supercomputer  that  comes  in  under  $50,000,00. 

The  NCSA’s  PlayStation  2 
Cluster  Supercomputer 

About  two  years  ago,  the  NCSA  strung  together  70 

PlayStation  2   devices  to  form  a   small  supercomputer. 

“That’s  taking  commodity'  processing  to  the  next  step. 

They  looked  at  these  very  low-cost  games  that  all  of  our 

kids  have  up  in  their  rooms  and  said,  Took,  there’s  some 

really  fast  processors  here.’  In  fact,  the  graphics  engines  in 

those  machines  are  really  fast,”  says  Miller. 

With  Sony’s  Linux  Kit  (Linux  version  2.2,1,  no  longer 
available  in  North  America),  the  NCSA  clustered  the 
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games  together  with  some  interconnection  networking, 

and  they  ended  up  with  a   comparatively  inexpensive,  yet 

very  powerful,  computer  system.  According  to  Craig  R 

Steffen,  NCSA  Senior  Research  Scientist,  the  PlayStation  2 

supercomputer  is  a   cluster  computer  that  employs  the 

same  techniques  used  to  make  NCSA’s  large  production 
clusters  such  as  the  Titan,  the  Platinum,  and  the  Mercury. 

To  learn  more  about  the  PlayStation  2   supercomputer, 

check  out  the  project  site  at:  http i / / arrakis *nc sa *uiuc , 

edu/ps2  See:  http://arrakis.ncsa.uiuc.edu/ps2/other 

projects, php  for  updates  on  other  PlayStation  2   supercom- 
puter and  grid  computing  efforts. 

“Supercomputers  are  not  just  the  great  big  machines  that 
are  delivered  to  the  national  labs  anymore,  but  they  are 

quite  pervasive  throughout  our  economy,”  he  adds, 
Linux  Networx  also  has  a   solutions  center  where  cus- 

tomers can  come  in  and  “kick  the  tires/’  so  to  speak.  They 
can  bring  in  their  own  software,  install  it,  and  configure  it 

to  solve  problems.  It's  a   great  place  to  get  your  hands  on 

some  supercomputing  power.  “The  solutions  center  is 

located  at  Linux  Networx’s  headquarters  in  a   suburb  of 

Salt  Lake  City,  GT,  called  Bluffdale/'  says  Pitcher, 
Checking  out  the  center  is  just  a   matter  of  contacting  your 

local  Linux  Networx  representative. 

Supercomputing  Rocks! 

According  to  Russ  Miller,  the  NSFh  through  the 

Partnership  for  Advanced  Computational  Infrastructure 

(PAG),  has  put  out  a   software  package  called  ROCKS,  For 

about  $50.00  to  $70,00,  a   home  user  can  buy  a   small 

Ethernet  switch  and  hook  up  four  home  computers  via 

Ethernet,  They  can  install  the  ROCKS  software  and  har- 

ness the  power  of  those  four  machines  to  solve  an  individ- 

ual problem.  Check  out  www.paci.org  for  the  NSF’s 
supercomputing  activities,  educational  tools,  and  software. 

Other  Options  to  Tinker  With 

“We  also  deliver  small  systems,  whether  it  be  eight 

nodes  or  16  nodes,  each  node  having  two  processors/5 
says  Pitcher,  These  can  be  delivered  to  smaller  plants  like 

engineering  shops  and  the  newer  life  science  companies. 

WILL  THE  REAL 
SUPERCOMPUTER 
PLEASE  STAND  UP? 

Though  not  on  the  Top  500  list,  Google's  server  farm  is 

estimated  to  constitute  the  world's  fastest  supercomputer 

Google's  worldwide  Linux  server  farms  respond  to  search 
requests  at  the  fastest  available  compute  rates.  Based  on 

Google's  IPO  5-1  form  (April  2004),  an  executive  in  the  Internet 
division  of  a   large  financial  firm  estimated  the  worldwide  server 

farm's  constructs  and  capacity:  The  Google  “supercomputer"  is 
comprised  of  over  700  server  racks,  63,000  computers,  126,000 

^   processors,  253,000  GHz  of  processing  power,  126,000  gigabytes 
h   of  RAM,  and  more  than  5,000  terabytes  of  hard  drive  space. 

0   According  to  this  estimate,  the  Google  server  farm 

constitutes  the  most  powerful  supercomputer  in  the  world, 

|o8  performing  at  least  three  times  as  many  calculations  per  second 

as  the  Earth  Simulator,  and  about  50  percent  more  calculations 

ft  per  second  than  IBM's  BlueGene/L  Beta,  which  is  at  the  top  of 
S   the  Top  500  list! 

The  Future  of  Supercomputing 

“Many  industry  observers  say  Moore's  Law  will  contin- 
ue for  at  least  the  next  eight  years  without  any  earth  shat- 

tering breakthroughs  in  new  technology/1  says  Pitcher. 
Processor  performance  and  interconnect  performance  w   ill 

continue  to  expand,  while  the  amount  of  power  we  can 

pack  into  the  same  sized  processor  will  continue  to  grow. 

Conclusion 

Because  we  will  always  need  to  solve  the  next  larger 

set  of  problems  —   greater  than  the  ones  before  —   we  will 
ahvays  need  to  build  more  powerful  supercomputers  than 

we  have.  In  the  foreseeable  future,  there  w   ill  be  jobs  only  a 

supercomputer  is  big  enough,  strong  enough,  and  fast 

enough  to  take  on, 

"It's  like  comparing  ball  players  or  boxers  from  differ- 
ent generations,  right?  At  any  point  in  time,  there  is 

always  the  next  set  of  larger  and  more  complex  prob- 

lems than  you  could  typically  solve  using  a   set  of  work- 

stations in  a   laboratory/'  says  Professor  Miller,  NV 

Russ  Miller 
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PIC  VIDEO 
PART  2:  Video  Text  Overlay 
With  a   PIC  Microprocessor 

BY  ROBERT  LANG 

Last  month,  1   described  the  hardware  necessary  to build  a   unit  that  will  allow  one  to  do  video  text  over- 

lay with  a   PIC  microprocessor.  We  will  conclude  this 

month  with  the  software  programming  of  the  microproces- 

sor, testing  the  system,  and  experimenting  with  the  tech- 
niques of  subliminal  messaging. 

Main  Program 

You  may  wish  to  download  a   copy  of  the  software, 

PI CV I   DEO,  ASM,  from  Reference  1   and  follow  along  w   ith  it 

as  I   explain.  A   complete  datasheet  on  the  16FS77  micro- 
processor can  be  found  in  Reference  2.  The  main  program 

performs  several  functions  by  calling  up  subroutines.  It  ini- 

tializes the  serial  port  by  calling  INITIALIZE  SERIAL_ 

PORT  and  then  initializes  the  memory  that  contains  the 

text  to  be  displayed  (0x35  to  0x4 1 )   to  "PICVIDEO  V6.0’?  by 
calling  INITVIDEOTEXT,  Next,  the  main  program  calls 

(JPDATEJVIDEOMEMORY  to  build  an  image  in  video 

memory  (OxAO  to  OxFA)  of  the  scan  lines  to  be  displayed. 

Finally,  the  main  program  enables  interrupts  on  RBO  (for 

scan-line  interrupts),  on  RC7  (for  serial  character  received 

interrupts),  and  on  TIMER!  (for  display  delay  interrupts). 

Following  the  above  initialization,  the  program  goes  into 

an  infinite  loop,  wrbere  it  checks  to  see  if  video  text  memory 
has  changed  by  checking  the  D1SPLAY_QPDATE_REGQ1RE0 

bit.  If  the  bit  is  set,  then  G   PD  AT  EV1 D   EOMEMOR  Y   is  execut- 

ed in  order  to  update  the  video  memory  containing  the  scan 

line  information  to  be  consistent  with  the  video  text  memory. 

The  process  for  loading  the  video  memory  is  shown  in 

Figure  1 ,   Because  tables  on  the  16F877  are  limited  to  256 

bytes,  the  dot  patterns  have  to  be  stored  in  two  tables 

called  ALPHA_DATA  and  NUMERIC, DATA,  as  shown  in 

Table  1   of  Part  1   (April  2005  Nuts  &   Volts).  Each  charac- 

ter’s bit  pattern  occupies  eight  consecutive  bytes.  Custom 
characters  can  be  easily  created  by  changing  the  bit  pat- 

terns in  ALPHA  DATA  or  NOMERIC  DATA  contained  in 

the  file  VDATA.INC.  I   created  a   custom  l'degree  EM  charac- 
ter to  replace  the  standard  in  ASCII, 

Once  a   character  is  identified,  its  dot  pattern  is  looked 

up  in  the  ALPHA_DATA  or  NUMERIC_DATA  tables.  The 

video  memory  is  loaded  with  the  first  line  of  dot  data  for 

the  13  characters  in  display,  then  with  the  second  line  of 

dot  data  for  the  1 3   characters  in  display,  then  with  the  third 

line  of  dot  data  for  the  13  characters  in  display,  and  so 

forth,  until  all  seven  lines  of  non-zero  dot  data  are  loaded 

sequentially  into  the  video  memory.  Thirteen  characters 

take  seven  lines  x   13  characters,  or  91  bytes,  of  video 

memory  to  store  the  dot  patterns.  The  dot  patterns  need  to 

be  stored  rather  than  generated  as  needed  to  save  micro- 

processor time  during  the  horizontal  scan. 

Interrupt 

There  are  three  events  that  cause  interrupts.  The  first 

event  is  when  the  interrupt  routine  is  triggered  on  every  scan 

line  —   or  1 5,734  times  per  second  —   by  connecting  the  com- 

posite sync  output  of  the  LM 188 1   chip  to  the  RBO  line  on  the 

16F877  microprocessor.  RBO  (Pin  33)  is  configured  in  the 

software  to  cause  an  interrupt  on  a   negatively  going  edge. 

Here  one  must  consider  timing.  The  horizontal  scan  rate  is 

15,734  Hz  which  means  that  an  interrupt  will  occur  every 

63.5  microseconds.  With  an  instruction  cycle  time  of  0.200 

microseconds,  the  maximum  number  of  instructions  in  the 

interrupt  subroutine  is  limited  to  320  instruction  cycles.  For 

most  interrupts,  timing  is  not  a   problem,  but  when  scan-line 
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data  is  being  dumped  onto  the  screen  or  an  input  character 

is  being  processed,  the  timing  is  going  to  be  tight. 

When  the  interrupt  is  entered,  the  routine  first  checks 

to  see  if  the  cause  of  the  interrupt  was  a   horizontal  sync 

pulse.  This  is  done  by  checking  the 

INTF  bit  in  the  INTCON  register.  The 

logic  for  a   horizontal  sync  pulse  inter- 
rupt is  shown  in  Figure  2.  The  routine 

next  checks  to  see  if  the  vertical  retrace 

is  active  on  RBI  (Pin  34).  If  the  vertical 

retrace  is  active  —   as  indicated  by  a 

zero  level  on  the  vertical  sync  pulse  — 
then  the  horizontal  line  count, 

HSYNCjCOGNTl ,   is  set  to  zero. 

If  the  vertical  retrace  is  not  active, 

then  the  horizontal  line  count  is  incre- 

mented and  compared  to  the  line  count 

where  the  text  should  start, 

START_mE_C  If  START_LINE_C  is 

equal  to  the  horizontal  line  count,  then 

the  DISPLAY_ACTIVE_BIT  is  set  to 

TRGE,  the  character  bit  row,  L1MEIM- 

DEX1,  is  zeroed,  and  the  interrupt  rou- 
tine is  exited. 

The  first  attempt  to  write  character 

data  to  the  screen  took  about  29  instruc- 

tions per  character.  This  limited  the  num- 
ber of  characters  in  one  line  to  about 

seven.  After  some  careful  rewriting,  the 
number  of  instructions  was  reduced  to 

12,  as  shown  in  Figure  3.  This  set  an 

upper  limit  of  about  15  characters  across 

the  screen.  Because  of  video  memory 

limitations  in  bankl ,   the  number  of  char- 

acters wras  further  limited  to  13. 

The  second  cause  of  interrupts  is  a 

character  being  received  on  the  serial 

input  line,  RC7  (Pin  26).  The  interrupt 

routine  checks  to  see  if  there  is  input 

on  the  serial  line  by  checking  bit  RCIF 

in  the  PIR1  register.  If  it  is  set,  then  the 

routine  does  the  following: 

1,  Clears  RCIF,  clears  backspace  flag, 
and  clears  serial  error  LED  on  RCO 

(Pin  15), 

2 ,   Checks  for  serial  overflow  and  fram- 

ing error  and  turns  on  the  serial  error 

LED,  if  necessary. 

3,  Reads  the  serial-input  character, 

4,  Outputs  the  serial-input  character. 

5,  Checks  to  see  if  the  character 
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received  was  a   backspace,  0x08, 

6
,
 
 

If  it  is  a   backspace,  then  change  character  to  space, 

decrement  
character  pointer,  and  store.  Set  backspace  

flag. 

Figure  L   A   Program  Showing  How  Scan  Data  is  Stored  in  Video  Memory. 

ORG  0x200  ;Scan  data is  obtained  from  special  lookup  tables  called 

ALPHAJDATA  ADDWF  PCL,  P 

RETLW  B' 11100000 ' %   ***  %   ;   @   is  replaced  with  a   degree  F 

RETLW  BT 10100000 ' 
%   *   *   % 

RETLW  B' 11111110' 
%   ******  % 

RETLW  Bf 00001000' %   *   % 

RETLW  B' 00001110 ' %   ***  % 

RETLW  Bf 00001000' 
%   *   % 

RETLW  Bf 00001000' %   *   % 

RETLW  B' 00000000 ' 
%   & 

RETLW  Bf 00011000' 
%   **  %   ;   This  is  A 

RETLW  Bf 00111100' 
%   ****  % 

RETLW  Bf 01100110' 
%   **  **  % 

RETLW  B' 01111110' 

******  ^ 

RETLW  Bf 01100110' 
%   **  **  % 

RETLW  Br 01100110' 
%   *   *   **  % 

RETLW  Bf 01100110' 
%   **  **  % 

RETLW  Br 00000000' 
%   % 

RETLW  Br 01111100' 

%   *****  %   ■   This  is  B 

RETLW  Br 01100110' 
%   **  **  % 

RETLW  B' 01100110' 
%   **  **  % 

RETLW  Br 01111100' 

*****  ^ 

RETLW  B' 01100110' 
%   **  **  % 

RETLW  Br 01100110' 
%   **  **  % 

RETLW  Br 01111100' 
^   *****  ^ 

RETLW  Br 00000000' 
%   % 

Video  text  memory  starting  at  0x32  contains  the  characters  to  be  displayed 
ABABABABABABA 

Bach  scan  line  of  each  character  is  loaded  sequentially  into  video  memory 

starting  at  xOAQ . 

00011000  End  scan  line  for  first  character 

01111100 

00011000 

01111100 

00011000 

01111100 

00011000 

01111100 

00011000 

01111100 

00011000 

01111100 

00011000  End  of  first  scan  line  of  last  character 

00111100 

01100110 

00111100 

01100110 

00111100 

01100110 

00111100 

01100110 

00111100 

01100110 

00111100 

01100110 

00111100  End  of  second  scan  line  of  data 

Up  to  7   scan  lines  of  data 
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7.  Verify  that  the  new  character  address  is  still  in  the  valid 

video  text  memory  range.  If  not,  force  the  address  to  be 

in  the  valid  range. 

25  seconds  if  the  NORMAL  switch  is  closed.  If  the 

NORMAL  switch  is  open,  then  the  message  is  displayed 

continuously  on  every  frame. 

8,  If  it  isn’t  a   backspace,  then  store  and  increment  the 

character  pointer. 

Programming  the 
Microprocessor 

9
.
 
 

Set  DISPLAYS  PDATE_REQG  I   RED  flag. 

Finally,  an  interrupt  is  triggered  by  the  rollover  of  the 

16-bit  TIMER  1   register.  When  the  timer  completes  its  count 

up  to  65,535  and  rolls  over  to  zero,  an  interrupt  occurs. 

Since  the  timer  is  programmed  to  increment  its  count  every 

1.6  microseconds,  it  takes  about  0. 1   seconds  to  overflow. 

This  interrupt  is  used  with  the  logic  for  the  subliminal 

messaging.  The  program  logic  will  display  the  subliminal 

message  from  MESSAGE_ON_C  (the  default  is  four 

The  microprocessor  can  be  programmed  using  the 

PIC-PG1  programmer  from  References,  Shown  in  Figure 

4,  the  P1C-PG1  is  a   low-cost,  serial-port  programmer  built 

into  a   DR-9  connector  and  does  not  need  an  external 

power  supply  since  it  takes  all  necessary  signals  and 

power  from  a   personal  computer’s  RS232  port.  The  free 
MPLAR  assembler  and  software  development  environ- 

ment is  free  from  Microchip  at  www.inicrochip.com 

and  is  used  to  compile  the  program  into  a   “.HEX'1  file. 
It  is  downloaded  to  the  microprocessor  using  the 

scans,  or  two  frames),  which  scans  approximately  every programmer.  The  Flash  program  memory  on  the  16F87x 
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microprocessor  is  electrically  programmable 

and  erasable,  and  the  program  memory  is 

retained  when  the  microprocessor  is  powered 

down. 

Final  Testing 

The  first  step  in  testing  the  PICVIDEO  is  to 

make  sure  the  video  camera  is  working  and 

the  TV  is  receiving  a   good  picture.  If  your  tel- 

evision has  a   video  input,  you  can  hook  the 

video  output  of  the  PICVIDEO  directly  to  the 

video  input  of  the  TV.  If  you  do  not  have  a 

video  input  to  your  TV,  you  will  have  to  use  an 

RE  modulator,  hook  up  to  the  antennae  input, 
and  tune  to  Channel  3   or  4,  The  circuit  can  be 

tested  with  only  the  video  camera  and  the  RF 

modulator  (if  used)  powered  up.  The  picture 

on  the  screen  should  be  normal. 

Next,  the  PICVIDEO  is  powered  up.  The 

picture  should  now  display  the  message 

“PICVIDEO  V6.01’  near  the  bottom  of  the 

screen.  The  next  step  is  to  type  in  something. 

You  can  hook  up  the  device  to  the  RS232  seri- 

al port  on  your  personal  computer  and  use  a 

program  like  HYPERTERM  for  communica- 
tion, as  shown  in  Figure  5.  The  serial  port 

should  be  set  for  19, 200, 8, E,  1,  Note  that  only 

the  characters  in  Table  1   of  Part  1   will  be  dis- 

played. In  addition,  a   0x08  byte  has  been 

implemented  as  a   backspace  in  PICVIDEO,  If 

you  hit  the  backspace  key  or  a   CTRL-H,  the 

display  should  back  up  one  space  and  erase 

the  existing  character.  If  everything  is  working 

okay,  then,  as  you  type,  text  should  appear 

superimposed  over  the  picture.  By  adjusting 

R4,  you  can  make  the  characters  more  or  less 

transparent  to  the  picture,  and  you  should  get 
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PART  2:  Video  Text  Overlay  With  a   PIC  Microprocessor 

a   picture  that  looks  like  Figure  7. 
Remember  that  the  PICVIDEO  uses 

the  sync  information  from  the  video  pic- 
ture to  time  the  output  of  the  text  to  the 

screen,  Mo  picture  means  no  text. 

Subliminal  Messaging 

Now  that  we  have  a   system  that  can 

superimpose  text  on  a   video  picture,  let  us 

explore  the  wrorld  of  subliminal  messaging, 

A   subliminal  message  is  one  that  is  dis- 

played for  a   short  time,  normally  one 

frame,  or  a   30th  of  a   second,  so  that  it 

does  not  register  writh  the  conscience 

mind.  I   am  a   skeptic  in  this  area,  but  the 
Federal  Communication  Commission 

(FCC),  in  a   1973  investigation,  did 
determine  that  an  advertiser  for  the 

boardgame  Husker  Du  had  broadcast  a 

subliminal  message  “Get  It"  in  a   television 
commercial. 

The  Television  Code  of  the  National 

Association  of  Broadcasters,  which 

inspired  the  codes  used  by  many  stations, 

prohibits  the  use  of  “any  technique 
whereby  an  attempt  is  made  to  convey 

information  to  the  viewer  by  transmitting 

messages  below  the  threshold  of  normal 

awareness  ..."  So,  someone  believes  it 
works. 

In  2000,  a   commissioner  of  the  FCC 

said,  “The  FCC  has  no  formal  rules  on  the 

use  of  'subliminal  perception’  techniques. 

CLRC  ;   CLEAR  CARRY  BIT 

RRF  LINEINDEX1,W  ;   DIVIDE  BY  2   SINCE  EACH  CHARACTER  DOT  IS  TWO  SCAN 

LINES  TALL 

CALL  GET_OEFSET  ;   EOT  ROW  IN  CHARACTER  PASSED  IN  W,  MEMORY  ADDRESS 
OF  SCAN  LINE  DATA  RETURNED  IN  W 

MOVWF  FSR  ;FSR  CONTAINS  ADDRESS  OF  SCAN  DATA  IN  MEMORY 

MOVLW  DIS PLAY_LEN_C  ;   LOAD  TOTAL  NUMBER  OF  CHARACTERS  INTO 
COUNTDOWN  INDEX 

MOVWF  CHAR_INDEX1 

NEXT_CHAR 

;   OUTPUT  BITS  OF  ONE  ROW  OF  ONE  CHARACTER 

MOVF  INBF/W  ;   GET  8   BITS  OF  DATA  FROM  VIDEO  MEMORY 

MOVWF  PORTD  ;   OUTPUT  BIT  7   THROUGH  BIT  7 

RLE  PORTD,  F   ;   OUTPUT  BIT  6   THROUGH  BIT  7 

RLF  PORTD,  F   ;   OUTPUT  BIT  5   THROUGH  BIT  7 

RLF  PORTD,  F   ;   OUTPUT  BIT  4   THROUGH  BIT  7 

RLF  PORTD,  F   ;   OUTPUT  BIT  3   THROUGH  BIT  7 

RLF  PORTD,  F   ;   OUTPUT  BIT  2   THROUGH  BIT  7 

RLF  PORTD,  F   ;   OUTPUT  BIT  1   THROUGH  BIT  7 

RLF  PORTD,  F   ;   OUTPUT  BIT  0   THROUGH  BIT  7 

;END  BITS  OF  ONE  ROW  OF  ONE  CHARACTER 

INCF  FSR,  F   ;   INCREMENT  CHAR  POINTER 

DECFSS  CHAR_INDEX1 ,   F   ;   HAVE  ALL  CHARACTER  BEEN  DISPLAYED 

GOTO  NEXT_CHAR 

;   ONE  SCANLINE  COMPLETE  HERE 

;   12 
INSTRUCTION  CYCLES  PER  CHAR 

;   INCREMENT  CHARACTER  SCANLINE  COUNT 
INCF  L INEINDEX1 ,   F 

MOVF  L INEINDEX1 ,   W 

SUBLW  CHAR_HE  IGHT2_C 

BNZ  POP  ;   MORE  SCAN  LINES  OF  DATA  TO  DO  SO  JUST  EXIT 
INTERRUPT 

;   LAST  LINE  OF  DISPLAY  DONE  SO  CLEAR  D IS PLAY_ACT I VE_B I T 

BCF  FLAGS  1 ,   DISPLAY_ACTIVE_BIT 

;   LAST  LINE  OF  DISPLAY  DONE  FOR  THIS  FRAME,  SO  SET  OVERLAY_DONE_BIT 

BSF  FLAGS  1 ,   OVERLAY_DONE_B  I T 

Figure  3,  Coding  to  Output  One  Scan  Line  of  Data. 

ICICLE 

1 CYCLE 

1 CYCLE 

ICICLE 

1 CYCLE 

1 CYCLE 

ICICLE 

1 CYCLE 

1 CYCLE 

1 CYCLE 

1 CYCLE 

In  fact,  the  Commission  appears  to  have  addressed  the 

issue  only  twice.  In  1974,  the  agency  issued  a   policy 

statement  that  the  use  of  "subliminal  perception'  is 

'contrary  to  the  public  interest/  But  policy  statements  are 
not  enforceable  rules.  Nor  would  it  be  appropriate  for  the 

Commission  to  fine  a   person  for  failure  to  comply  with  a 

policy  statement.'1 The  Federal  Trade  Commission  seems  to  want  to  have 

it  both  ways,  saying  that  “it  would  be  deceptive  for  mar- 
keters to  embed  ads  with  so-called  subliminal  messages 

that  could  affect  consumer  behavior. 

However,  most  consumer  behavior  experts 

have  concluded  that  such  methods  aren't 

effective."  Essentially,  they’re  saying  it  would 
be  bad  if  advertisers  did  subliminal  messag- 

ing, but  we  don’t  believe  it  works. 
The  problem  with  measuring  the  effec- 

tiveness of  something  that  is  “below  the 
threshold  of  normal  awareness”  is  that  one 
is  dealing  with  the  sub  conscious  mind  and 
effective  standards  for  measurement  have 

not  been  developed.  There  is  National 

Institute  of  Mental  Health  (NIMH)-sponsored  research  in 

visual  "subliminal”  stimuli  at  the  University  of  Washington 
to  test  for  possible  cumulative  effects  of  several  types  of 

repeated  subliminal  visual  presentations.  They  are  trying 
to  develop  a   diagnostic    

procedure  that  can  pro- 
vide comparative 

appraisal  of  different 
attitude  conditioning 

procedures. 

F/gure  5,  Using  HYPERTERM  to  Change  a 
Message  in  PICVIDEO. 

g   COM1_192  -   HyperTerminal 
File  fid*  View  £all  Transfer  Help 

D   a*  0l  sOc 9   & on*] 
SAVE  MV  MONEV. 

ll   I 
Connected  CtOI  :33 TTY 

“3 

1S200  8-N-1  |   ̂ 

Figure  4 *   Programming  the 

Microchip  I6F877. 
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3   Valuta)* 

$46.00 
Hcfall  PrteP 

$15000 
Pmc  Bfir  &   Bt:£c!  5el  Bmcdct 

SfiUE  MV  MONEV 

displayed  for  MESSAGE_ON_C 

scans.  The  default  is  four  scans, 

and  the  STARTGP_LED  is  on 

while  the  message  is  being 

displayed. 
Subliminal  messaging 

appears  to  be  one  of  those  areas 

where  there  is  no  definitive  sci- 

entific proof.  If  you  want  to  try 

an  experiment,  here  are  some 

tips  for  making  your  subliminal 

message  more  effective* 

Figure  7.  A   Working  PICV1DEO  Screen  Shot. 

The  subliminal  messaging  logic  in  the  PICV1DEO  is 

controlled  by  the  NORMAL  switch.  With  this  switch  open, 

text  is  displayed  continuously  on  the  TV,  superimposed  on 

the  picture.  With  the  NORMAL  switch  closed,  the  TIMER  1 

and  a   countdown  register  are  used  to  display  a   message 

approximately  once  every  25  seconds.  The  message  is 

1

,

 

 

The  message  should  be  in  the 

first  
person  

(using  

I   or  me)* 

2.  The  message  should  be  in  the  present  tense* 

3,  The  message  should  be  positive  but  not  just  the  reverse 

of  a   negative. 
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Tfte  technology  builders  source  for  Ms,  components,  supplies,  fools,  floods  and  education. 

Robot  Kits  For  All  Skill  Levels ICs,  Transistors,  Project  Kits 

Motors,  Frame  Components 
and  Scratch  Builder  Supplies 

Books  and 

Educational  Kits 

BEAM  Kits  and  Components 

Most  orders  ship  the  day  received!  Worldwide  shipping.  Convenient  payment  options. 

Here  are  some  good  examples  to 

try;  I   am  happy,  I   am  succeeding,  I 

am  a   nice  person,  I   am  positive,  I   am 

in  control  of  my  life,  I   am  achieving 

my  goals,  I   am  motivated  and  people 

like  me.  Try  it  for  what  it’s  worth;  it can’t  hurt* 

Conclusion 

We  have  reduced  the  68  integrat- 
ed circuits  in  the  TV  typewriter  to 

three.  While  the  TV  typewriter  is  func- 
tional, more  useful  applications 

include  superimposing  information  — 

such  as  the  time  or  temperature  —   on 
video  information.  In  that  application, 

you  would  use  the  microprocessor  to 

read  a   temperature  sensing  device  or 

real-time  clock  and  build  the  string  of 
ASCII  characters  in  the  video  text 

memory  (0x35  to  0x41  )*  The  unit  can 

also  be  used  to  try  some  interesting 

experiments  in  subliminal  messaging. 

Significant  others  beware!  NV 
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Stamp 
by  Jon  Williams 

Putting  the  Spotlight  on  BASIC  Stamp  Projects,  Hints,  and  Tips 

Stamp  Applications 
The  Parallax  PDB  —   Freedom  to  Create 

When  I   first  started  working  for  Parallax 

my  boss,  Ken,  handed  me  a   big  development 

board  and  said,  “See  what  you  can  do  with 

this."  The  board  was,  of  course,  the  original 
NX- 1 000,  and  Ken  and  I   went  on  to  create 

StampWorks  around  it.  Even  after 

StampWorks,  the  NX- 1 000  never  left  my 

desk;  it  was  the  perfect  " playground "   for  my 
experiments,  and  many  of  my  projects  for 

this  column  originated  on  the  NX- 1 000 

development  board. 

The  NX- 1000  went  through  a   series  of  improve- ments and  ultimately  ended  up  as  two  versions:  a 

standard  model  and  one  that  supported  40-pin 

BASIC  Stamp  modules.  Not  too  long  ago,  my  colleague, 

John  Barrowman,  was  working  with  an  NX-1000  and  felt 
like  there  was  an  opportunity  to  integrate  all  the  features 

we  liked  in  the  existing  models  plus  a   few  newr  tricks.  John 
was  right,  and  after  a   lot  of  hard  work  and  feedback  from 

me  and  the  other  “ power  users"  in  the  office,  the 
Professional  Development  Board  (PDB)  wras  born.  Figure 

1   shows  the  PDB  in  all  its  glory. 

Figure  f .   The  Parallax  Professional  Development  Board 
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In  a   simple  word,  the  PDB  is  stellar;  it  has  become  my 

favorite  development  platform,  and  you’ll  see  why  as  I 

work  through  its  features.  And  don't  get  caught  up  on  the 

term  “Professional”  in  its  moniker;  that’s  referring  to  its 
professional  features  not  the  price  tag.  As  a   matter  of  fact, 

the  price  of  the  PDB  is  actually  lower  than  the  NX- 1000, 
and  we  can  thank  the  engineering  and  manufacturing 

folks  at  Parallax  for  delivering  such  a   great  platform  at 

such  a   reasonable  price  (about  $150.00). 

And  just  a   note  to  my  friends  who  are  using  “ the 
other  guy's”  24-pin  microcontrollers  (products  like  the 
OOPic  and  BX-24):  /   think  the  PDB  wilt  work  fine  for 

you  too.  Please,  try  before  you  buy  because  Parallax 

hasn't  tested  the  programming  connections  with  any- 
thing but  their  own  products. 

Modules,  Modules,  Modules 

What  really  excites  me  about  the  PDB  is  that  I   can 

develop  projects  for  any  of  the  microcontroller  modules 

that  I   would  normally  work  with:  the  BS1  (SIP  version), 

the  BS2  family  (24-  and  40-pin  versions),  the  Javelin 
Stamp,  and  even  the  SX28.  Even  better,  when  using  the 

BS1  ora  24-pin  Stamp  module,  the  SX28  can  be  used  at 
the  same  time.  Remember  the  LED  controller  I   did  back 

in  January  using  the  SX28?  I   built  and  tested  that  proj- 

ect with  a   BASIC  Stamp  master  on  a   very  early  proto- 

type of  the  PDB,  The  only  caution  one  must  take  regard- 
ing the  SX28  is  when  you  want  to  work  with  the  BS2p40* 

The  AGX  lines  of  the  BS2p40  share  the  same  terminals 

as  the  RB  and  RC  ports  of  the  SX28.  So,  if  you  want  to 

use  the  BS2p40,  be  sure  you  remove  the  SX28  first  so 

that  there  is  no  conflict  with  the  I/O  pins.  Figure  2   shows 

how  you  can  mix  and  match  the  various  microcontroller 
modules* 

The  next  logical  question  is  about  programming 

ports;  the  PDB  has  four  —   yes,  four:  a   USB  serial  port,  a 

DB-9  serial  port,  a   three-pin  header  for  the  BS1  Serial 

Adapter,  and  a   four-pin  header  for  the  SX-Key.  Figure  3 
shows  the  programming  connections  and  how  they  work 

with  the  various  modules.  Suffice  it  to  say,  the  PDB  has  all 

the  programming  connections  well  need  to  get  the  task 

done;  just  note  that  the  (JSB  and  DB-9  programming  con- 
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BS1-IC BS2-24 BS2-40 Javelin SX28 

BS1-IC X X X / 

BS2-24 X X X S 

BS2-40 X X X X 

Javelin X X X 

v'
 

SX28 / X V 

Figure  2.  Module  Compatibility. 

nections  cannot  be  used 

at  the  same  time* 

Parts  Galore 

Like  its  cousin  the 

NX-1000,  the  PDB  has  a 

whole  host  of  support 

components  that  make 

project  development  a 

breeze*  When  we  need  something  that  is  not  actually  part 

of  the  PDB,  there’s  a   full-sized  solderless  breadboard  that 
gives  us  ample  space  for  extra  components* 

Here's  the  complete  list  of  the  on-board  connections 
and  support  components,  as  they  appear  on  the  PDB, 

moving  clockwise  from  the  upper  left-hand  corner: 

USB  port  (programming) 

DB-9F  (programming) 

24/40-pin  socket 

14-pin  SIP  socket  (BS1-IC) 

Three-pin  BS1  port  (programming) 
Reset  button 

(16)  discrete  LEDs 

(5)  seven-segment  LEDs 
Parallel  LCD  connection 

(2)  three-pin  servo  headers 

(2)  10K  pots 

LM386  audio  amp 

L293D  push-pull  driver 

(8)  active-low  pushbuttons 

(8)  active-low  DIP  switches 

Pulse  generator 

RJ-1  1   connector 

DB-9F  serial  connector 

DS1307  RTC 

SX28AC/DP  socket 

Three-pin  socket  for  SX  resonator 

Four-pin  SX-Key  header 
Power  switch 

2.1-mm  power  input 

USB 

DB-9 

BS1-SA 

SX-Key 

BS1-IC BS2  Family 

Javelin  Stamp 
/ 

SX28AC/DP 

v"
 

Figure  3*  PDB  Programming  Connections. 

displays,  you  will  enable  a   digit  by  pulling  its  common- 
cathode  line  low. 

LCD  Port:  This  is  a   standard  2x7  box  header  that  we  can 

use  with  common  LCDs.  One  thing  of  note  is  that  the  sock- 

et for  the  signal  lines  splits  the  LCD  bus:  The  DB0-DB3  pins 

(not  used  in  four-bit  mode)  are  on  the  left,  and  the  DB4  to 
DB7  lines  are  on  the  right.  If  you  look  very  closely  at  Figure 

1,  you  can  see  the  markings  adjacent  to  the  connector* 

Keep  this  in  mind  when  you’re  making  LCD  connections* 
You  can  use  either  four-bit  or  eight-bit  mode,  you  just  have 

to  use  the  appropriate  connections  in  the  socket. 

Se/uo  Ports:  There  are  two  three-pin  headers  that  can 
be  used  with  servos  or  devices  that  follow  the  same 

connection  layout  (Signal-Vdd-Vss).  For  example,  the 
Parallax  Serial  LCD  module  or  PING)))  sonar  sensor  could 

be  connected  to  these  ports  using  a   standard  servo 

extender  cable* 

Pots :   There  are  two  10K  pots  with  all  the  connections 

made  available.  And  if  you  look  very  closely,  you’ll  also  see 

a   small  resistor  (220  ohm)  inline  with  the  wiper  connec- 

Yep,  that’s  a   whole  lotta  good 
stuff,  and  remember  that  this  sur- 

rounds a   large  breadboard.  Since 

most  of  those  components  are  com- 

monplace and  we  use  them  day-in 

and  day-out,  I   don’t  need  to  get  into 

any  real  detail,  but  let’s  do  cover  the 
essentials: 

LEDs :   The  16  discrete  LEDs  and  five 

seven-segment  LED  modules  are 

blue.  There’s  nothing  magic,  they  just 
look  doggone  cool.  All  LEDs  are 

active  high,  so  for  the  seven-segment 
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Stamp 

tion.  This  is  one  of  the  nice  features  John  built  into  the 

PDB.  This  resistor  prevents  the  accidental  connection  of  an 

I/O  pin  directly  to  Vss  or  Vdd;  a   connection  that  when  cou- 
pled with  a   programming  error  could  damage  the  Stamp 

or  SX*  This  feature  makes  the  PDB  “expert  proof*”  Come 

on,  admit  it,  we’ve  all  made  wiring  errors  and  damaged 

components;  that’s  less  likely  with  the  PDB, 

Audio  Amp:  This  is  a   fairly  standard  LM386  audio  amp 

circuit  with  a   built-in  filter  that  makes  it  suitable  for  the 

SOUND  (BS1),  FREQOUT,  and  DTMFOUT  instruc- 
tions* A   small  speaker  is  built  right  into  the  PDB,  but  if  you 

want  more  volume,  you  can  move  the  speaker  jumper 

to  EXT  and  connect  a   small  eight-ohm  speaker*  I   use  a 

nice  little  bookshelf  speaker  from  RadioShack®,  and  it 
sounds  great* 

L293D:  The  NX-1000  used  the  GLN28G3  for  high-current 
outputs,  while  the  PDB  has  changed  to  the  L293D.  The 

nice  thing  about  the  L293D  is  that  it’s  a   push-pull  driver 
(sources  and  sinks  current  on  outputs);  the  (JLN2803  only 

sinks  current.  The  ability  of  the  L293D  to  source  and  sink 

current  gives  us  more  flexibility,  and  the  channels  can  be 

combined  to  form  an  H-bridge  circuit  Since  the  L293D  is 

new  (to  me),  we’ll  do  a   simple  project  with  it  after  we  get 

through  the  parts  description. 

Pushbuttons:  The  PDB  has  eight,  active-low  pushbuttons 
(each  I/O  pin  gets  pulled  to  Vdd  through  1   OK)*  As  with  the 

1QK  pots,  the  pushbutton  circuits  have  inline  220-ohm 
resistors  to  protect  1/0  pins* 

DIP  Switches:  The  eight,  active-low  DIP  switches  are 
electrically  identical  to  the  pushbuttons* 

Pulse  Generator :   The  PDB  pulse  generator  is  identical  to 

that  on  the  NX- 1000,  in  that  it  provides  a   50  percent  duty 

cycle  pulse  at  1   Hz,  10  Hz,  100  Hz,  or  1   kHz.  A   pushbutton 

is  used  to  set  the  output  frequency* 

FU-11:  This  connection  has  configuration  jumpers  so  that 

it  can  be  used  with  the  iButton®  “Blue  Dot  Receptor”  mod- 

ules (for  OWIN  and  OWOUT),  as  well  as  X-10  transmitter 
modules  (for  XOUT)* 

DB-9F  Serial  Port:  As  with  the  early  version  of  the  NX- 

1000,  this  lets  us  connect  to  off-board  serial  devices*  The 

level-shifter  gives  us  TX,  RX,  RTS,  and  CTS  lines,  which 

means  we  can  implement  full-flow  control  (important  for 

many  projects)* 

PicoScope  3000  Series 

The  PicoScope  3000  series  oscilloscopes  are  the  latest 

offerings  from  the  market  leader  in  PC  oscilloscopes 

combining  high  band  widths  with  large  buffer  memories. 

Using  the  latest  advances  in  electronics,  the 

oscilloscopes  connect  to  the  USB  port  of  any  modern  PC, 

making  full  use  of  the  PCs'  processing  capabilities, 
large  screens  and  familiar  graphical  user  interfaces* 

High  performance*  lOGS/s  sampling  rate 

&   200MHz  bandwidth 

1MB  buffer  memory 

High  speed  USB  2.0  interface 

Advanced  display  &   trigger  modes 

Compact  &   portable 

Supplied  with  PicoScope  &   PicoLog  software 
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DS1307  RTC:  This  is  the  same  l2C™RTC  that  is  used  on  the 

NX-1 000-24/40.  A   lithium  backup  cell  is  included. 

All  in  all,  this  is  a   very  nice  complement  of  compo- 

nents and  flexibility  and  does  indeed  give  us  the  freedom 

to  create  to  our  hearts1  desire.  As  much  as  [   like  my 
NX-1000  boards,  the  PDB  has  replaced  them  as  my 
favorite  development  tool.  1   think  when  you  give  it  a   try  it 

will  be  yours,  too.  Okay,  enough  chit-chat,  right?  Let's  do 
something. 

Steppin’  Out  With  the  L293D 

Stepper  motors  are  fairly  easy  to  control  with  the 

BASIC  Stamp,  and  with  the  L293D  we  can  now  control 

either  unipolar  (five-  or  six-wire)  or  bipolar  (four-wire)  step- 

per motors.  This  is  very  cool.  I   frequently  find  low-cost 

bipolar  steppers  at  Tanners,  and  now  1   can  put  them  to 

use.  And  here's  even  better  news:  The  same  program  will 
control  either  motor  type! 

That  last  part  really  made  me  smile,  I   had  never  used 

a   bipolar  stepper  before,  so  1   did  a   little  Googling  to  see 

what  1   was  getting  into.  Imagine  my  surprise,  when  1   found 

the  step  table  for  bipolar  steppers  exactly  matched  what  I 

was  already  doing  with  unipolar  motors.  Now,  I’m  a   “show 

me”  kind  of  guy,  so  I   tried  ...  it  worked!  ...  way  cool! 

For  fun.  I’m  going  to  present  the  program  for  the  BS 1, 
though  it  is  super  easy  to  modify  for  the  BS2,  Why  the 

BS1?  Well,  I've  been  spending  a   lot  of  time  with  the  BS1 
lately.  In  February,  John  and  1   went  to  a   Halloween-orient- 
ed  convention  called  Death  Fest  (www.deatfest.net).  It 

turns  out  that  there  are  lots  of  interesting  folks  that  build 

Halloween  (and  other  holiday)  displays,  and  many  use  the 

BS1  to  control  things.  In  fact,  there  were  so  many  and  their 

needs  were  so  specific  that  John  and  I   created  a   repack- 

aged version  of  the  BS1  called  the  Prop-1  Controller, 

It's  a   BS1  core  with  an  onboard  ULN2803  and  a   few  other 
features  that  help  prop  and  FX  builders. 

So,  contrary  to  the  belief  by  some,  the  BS1  is  not 

dead.  In  fact,  the  2.1  version  of  the  BASIC  Stamp  editor 

handles  the  BS1  very  nicely,  adding  the  Memory  Map  fea- 
ture that  used  to  be  restricted  to  the  BS2.  The  Memory 

Map  is  really  important  for  the  BS1  as  its  EEPROM  space 

is  so  small.  The  other  thing  that  I   like  is  that  it  will  remind 

me  that  1   can't  use  W6  for  variable  space  wrhen  1   declare 
subroutines  (because  W6  gets  used  as  the  GOSUB- 
RETORN  stack). 

Okay,  onto  the  stepper  code.  Since  the  program  is 

very  short  and  we  haven’t  used  the  BS1  is  a   long  time,  I'm 
going  to  go  through  every  part  of  the  program  in  some 

detail.  This  will  get  you  back  into  the  saddle  with  the 

BSI  or,  perhaps,  get  you  interested  if  you  haven’t  used  it  in 
the  past. 

Let’s  look  at  the  declarations  first.  In  the  BSI,  every- 
thing is  declared  as  a   SYMBOL;  I/O  pins,  constants,  and 

variables. 
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Stamp 

SYMBOL  Stepper  =   PINS 

SYMBOL  ChngDir  =   PIN7 

SYMBOL StpsPerRev 
= 49 

SYMBOL Not Pressed = 1 

SYMBOL Pressed = 0 

SYMBOL CW = 0 

SYMBOL COW = 1 

SYMBOL rotation BITO 

SYMBOL idx = B2 

SYMBOL 
phase 

= B3 

SYMBOL stpldx = B4 

SYMBOL stpDelay = B5 

The  RSI  does  not  have  separate  names  for  the  out- 

put and  input  registers  (OUTS  and  IMS  in  the  RS2);  there 

is  a   register  called  PINS  that  is  contextually  sensitive. 

When  we  write  a   value  to  PI  MS,  that  value  goes  to  the  out- 

put register,  and  when  we  read  a   value  from  PINS,  we're 
getting  that  value  from  the  input  register. 

Notice  that  the  declaration  for  Stepper  uses  the  entire 

PINS  register.  We  need  to  do  this  as  there  is  no  way  to 

split  PINS  into  nibble-sized  groups.  Since  our  program 

actually  needs  just  four  pins  for  the  stepper  outputs,  we’ll 
use  a   mask  to  protect  the  pins  not  connected  to  the 
motor.  More  on  that  later. 

The  PINS  register  can,  however,  be  declared  as  individ- 

ual bits.  For  this  program,  we're  going  to  use  a   pushbutton 

to  set  the  rotational  direction  of  the  stepper;  we'll  connect 
this  button  to  P7,  hence  the  PIN7  declaration  for  ChngDir. 

Note  that  some  commands  in  PBASIC  1.0  require  the  pin 

number  as  a   constant  value,  so  keep  that  in  mind  when 

declaring  symbols  for  I/O  pins  and  be  sure  to  doublecheck 

the  help  file  as  to  whether  a   command  wants  an  I/O  regis- 

ter variable  (e.g.,  PINS)  or  the  pin  port  number  (e.g.,  5). 

As  you  can  see,  constants  are  very  easy  to  define:  we 

simply  put  the  symbol's  value  after  the  equal  sign.  The 
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RSI  does  allow  16-bit  values  (like  the 

BS2),  so  a   constant  can  have  a   value 
from  zero  to  65535. 

Finally,  we  should  declare  vari- 
ables with  meaningful  names,  and  this 

can  be  the  trickiest  thing  to  do  with  the 

BS1.  In  the  BS1,  we  have  to  manually 

assign  our  variable  names  to  a   specific 

location  in  RAM.  For  most  programs, 

we  will  be  using  byte  variables,  so  I   rec- 
ommend that  you  start  your  definitions 

at  B2,  Why?  Well,  the  RSI  only  lets  you 

deal  w   ith  1 6-bit-sized  variables,  and 

those  are  attached  to  WO  (BO  and  Bl). 

If  we  start  our  byte  definitions  at  B2, 

then  the  bit  variables  will  be  available 

if/ when  we  need  them.  For  example, 

the  original  version  of  the  stepper  pro- 

gram didn't  have  the  reverse  button. 

Adding  the  button  and  the  rotation  vari- 
able to  keep  track  of  direction  was  no  trouble  because 

neither  BO  nor  Bl  had  been  previously  assigned, 

I   know  what  you're  thinking:  "If  I   have  to  map  variables 

manually,  why  don’t  I   just  use  the  built-in  RAM  names?'1  It’s 

tempting,  I   know,  but  I   can't  even  begin  to  remember  howr 

many  customer  programs  I've  fixed  that  had  crossed-up 
variables  because  the  internal  names  were  used.  Don't  do 

it  ...  don’t  go  to  the  dark  side  ...  it  just  takes  a   fewr  minutes 
to  define  useful  names,  so  trust  me  and  just  do  it. 

For  review,  we  can  have  BITO  to  BIT  1 5,  BO  to  B12, 

and  WO  to  W6.  Not  a   lot  of  variable  space,  I   know,  but 

then  we  don’t  have  a   lot  of  code  space  either  so  it’s  usu- 
ally not  a   problem.  Just  remember  that  BITO  to  BIT7 

occupy  the  same  space  as  BO,  which  is  actually  the  low 

byte  of  WO,  Now  you  can  see  why  the  Memory  Map  is  so 

important  for  the  BSI ,   Figure  4   shows  the  Memory  Map 

for  the  stepper  program.  Note  how  W6  is  colored  yellow 

to  indicate  its  use  for  GOSGB-RETGRN,  If  we  attempt  to 

assign  a   variable  to  W6  (or  Bl  I   or  Bl  2),  the  Memory  Map 

w   ill  show  yellow  with  a   red  slash  to  indicate  a   conflict.  This 

issue  only  comes  up  when  using  GOSGB-RETGRN  —   if 

that  doesn't  exist  in  a   program  then  wre  are  free  to  use  the 
W6  RAM  space. 

I   tend  to  separate  my  setup  from  the  main  loop  code 

to  keep  things  organized.  In  this  program,  there  are  just 

twro  things  to  do:  initialize  the  motor  pins  to  be  outputs 
and  set  the  motor  speed. 

Reset: 

DIRS  =   %00001111 

stpDelav  =   3 

There’s  no  magic  here:  The  BSI  has  a   DIRS  register 

just  like  the  BS2.  The  difference  being  that  the  BSI  regis- 
ter is  only  eight  bits  wide*  The  variable  called  stpDelay 

(delay  between  steps),  affects  how  fast  the  motor  turns; 
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the  smaller  the  value,  the  faster  it  turns. 

And  now  we  get  to  the  heart  of  the  program.  The  logic 

is  straightforward:  check  the  change-of-direction  input:  if  it’s 
pressed,  we  II  invert  the  rotation  flag,  wait  for  the  button  to 

be  released,  and  finally  jump  to  the  code  that  rotates  the 

motor  in  the  current  direction.  If  the  change-of-direction  but- 

ton isn’t  pressed,  we  jump  right  to  rotating  the  motor. 

Main: 

IF  ChngDir  =   Not  Pressed  THEN  Move_Motor 

rotation  =   rotation  A   1 

For ce_Re lease : 

IF  ChngDir  =   Pressed  THEN  For ce_Rel ease 

Move_Motor : 

IF  rotation  =   CCW  THEN  Tum_CCW 

Turn_CW : 

GOSUE  Step_Fwd 
GOTO  Main 

Turn_CCW : 

GOSUE  Step_Rev 
GOTO  Main 

If  youTe  not  accustomed  to  BS1  code,  the  first  thing  that 

stands  out  is  the  number  of  program  labels.  The  BSI  doesn’t 
have  the  IF-THEN-ELSE  construct,  so  we  have  to  apply  a   bit 

of  inverted  logic  to  get  IF-THEN  to  flow  smoothly.  It’s  not  dif- 
ficult, it  just  takes  a   little  planning  [very  little!).  I   think  that 

one  read-through  of  the  code  will  make  perfect  sense  and,  if 
you  take  away  nothing  else,  please  note  that  the  use  of 

appropriately  named  constants  and  variables  makes  the  pro- 
gram very  easy  to  follow.  This  is  why  I   get  so 

adamant  about  defining  meaningful  symbols  — 
It  makes  the  rest  of  our  work  easier. 

The  final  section  holds  the  subroutines  to 

actually  move  the  motor.  This  code  is  pulled 

out  as  subroutines  (instead  of  being  buried  in 

the  main  program  loop)  so  that  it  can  be  used 

in  other  programs. 

Step_Fwd: 

stpldx  =   stpldx  +   1   //  4 

GOTO  Do_Step 

Step_Rev: 

stpldx  =   stpldx  +   3   //  4 

GOTO  Do_Step 

Do_Step : 

READ  stpldx,  phase 

Stepper  =   Stepper  &   %1 111 0000  |   phase 

PAUSE  stpDelav 
RETURN 

There  are  two  separate  subroutines  for 

movement,  but  their  purpose  is  the  same:  cal- 
culate the  next  step  in  the  sequence  so  that 

we  can  pull  the  coil  data  from  a   table.  The  key 

to  both  of  these  routines  is  the  modulus  operator  {//).  I 

love  modulus:  my  boss,  on  the  other  hand,  hates  it.  Okay, 

hate  is  a   strong  word.  Let’s  just  say  the  modulus  operator 

is  not  his  favorite.  Don’t  worry,  I’m  still  working  on  him. 
Modulus  is  really  quite  simple:  It  returns  the  remainder 

of  a   division.  In  practice,  this  means  that  the  modulus 

operator  will  return  a   value  between  zero  and  the  divisor 

minus  one.  In  our  program,  for  example,  we’re  going  to 

control  the  stepper  with  four  whole  steps,  so  we’ll  want  to 
keep  the  table  index  between  zero  and  three.  The  modulus 

operator  is  perfect  for  this.  To  point  to  the  next  position  in 

the  table,  well  add  one  to  the  index  and  then  take  the 
modulus  of  four.  The  fact  that  the  modulus  will  cause  a 

wrap-around  to  zero  when  we  get  to  the  end  of  the  table  is 

particularly  useful.  Without  modulus,  we’d  have  to  do  this: 

stpldx  =   stpldx  +   1 
IF  stpldx  <   4   THEN  Do_Step 

stpldx  =   0 GOTO  Do_Step 

Do  you  see  how  much  easier  using  modulus  is?  Going 

backward  is  the  same  but  requires  just  a   little  bit  of  think- 

ing, Instead  of  adding  one,  we’re  going  to  add  the  value  of 
the  divisor  minus  one  (three  in  our  program  as  the  divisor 

is  four).  Let’s  look  at  real  values  to  be  clear: 

0+3=3... 3//  4=3 

3+3=6... 6//  4=2 

2+3=5  ...  5//  4=1 

1+3=4  ...4//  4=0 

With  the  new  index  in  place,  we  will  read  the  coil  data 
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Stamp 

+V 

Ph  1 Ph  2 Ph  3 Ph  4 

Unipolar Red Black 
Orange Brown Yellow 

Bipolar 
N/C Red Orange Yellow Brawn 

Ft  gum  6.  Stepper  Connections. 

be  preserved*  With  the  lower  four  bits  of  the  mask  being 

zero,  the  coil  outputs  will  be  cleared*  The  last  part  of  that 

line  adds  the  new  coil  data  to  the  outputs* 

Finally,  the  speed  control  variable,  stpDelay,  is  used 

with  PAUSE,  and  then  the  process  starts  all  over  again. 

Getting  Connected  to  the  PDB 

from  a   table*  Here’s  how  that’s  defined: 

Full_Steps : 

EEPROH  0,  (£0011,  %0110,  %1100,  £1001) 

Note  that  we  can  place  a   table  at  the  specific  location 

(first  value  after  EEPROM),  but  we  can’t  use  program 
labels  to  define  table  locations*  We  have  to  keep  track  of 

them  manually*  That’s  not  a   problem  here,  as  we  only  have 
one  table* 

Have  a   look  at  the  subroutine  called  Do_Step;  this 

does  the  actual  work.  The  first  line  uses  READ  to  retrieve 

coil  data  from  our  EEPROM  table*  The  next  line  writes  this 

data  to  the  stepper  while  preserving  the  condition  of  P4  to 

P7.  This  is  done  with  a   mask  value  (%1 1   1   10000).  Since 

the  upper  four  bits  of  the  mask  are  ones,  and  we’re  using 
the  AND  operator  (&),  the  current  values  of  those  pins  will 
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Now  that  we’ve  worked  through  the  code,  I   should 
probably  give  you  a   couple  hints  about  connecting  your 

stepper  to  the  PDB.  The  connections  between  the  Stamp 

and  the  L293D  inputs  are  obvious;  P0  to  P3  connects  to 

INPUTS  0   to  3   on  the  PDB  (INI  to  IN4  on  the  L293D)* 

There  are  two  enable  pins,  and  we  need  to  pull  both  high 

to  enable  the  outputs  (each  enable  pin  controls  two  out- 

puts; when  low,  the  respective  outputs  go  to  a   Hi-Z  state)* 

Power  for  the  motor  is  routed  from  the  Vin  pin  (by  the  sec- 

ondary RS-232  port)  to  the  +V  terminal  near  the  L293D. 

Using  an  external  +V  connection  lets  us  supply  a   voltage 

appropriate  for  the  motor  we’ll  connect* 
The  last  step  is  to  connect  the  stepper.  With  a   unipo- 

lar motor,  we  will  connect  the  phase  connections  to  the 

L293D  outputs  and  the  common  wire  to  +V*  With  a   bipolar 

motor,  we  simply  connect  the  coils* 

My  unipolar  motor  is  made  by  Mitsumi  and  is  marked 

M42SP-5*  You  can  get  this  motor  from  Parallax.  The  bipo- 

lar motor  is  made  by  Minebea  and  is  marked  17BB-H132- 
11.1  bought  mine  at  Tanners  in  Dallas,  TX,  but  Pve  seen 

them  online  with  surplus  dealers*  The  schematic  for  the  cir- 
cuit is  shown  in  Figure  5,  and  the  color  codes  for  the 

motors  I   tested  are  shown  in  Figure  6* 

Before  1   wrap  it  up,  let  me  share  a   hint  about  bipolar 

steppers  that  I   found  during  my  research.  You  can  follow 

these  steps  when  you  don’t  know  which  wire  corresponds 
to  which  coil  (phase): 

*   Connect  the  wires  in  any  order* 

*   Run  the  program,  if  it  works,  you’re  done* 
*   If  not,  reverse  the  outer  two  leads  (Phi  and  Ph4). 

*   Run  the  program.  If  it  works,  you’re  done* 
*   If  not,  reverse  the  inner  two  leads  (Ph2  and  Ph3)* 

*   The  program  will  now  work. 

I   actually  used  these  steps  with  my  motor  and  did,  in 

fact,  have  to  go  to  the  very  end.  It  did  work,  though,  and 

saved  me  a   lot  of  trouble  experimenting* 

That’s  it  for  this  month.  Have  fun  with  the  PDB  and  the 
microcontroller  of  your  choice  and,  until  next  time,  Happy 

Stamping*  NV 

Jon  Williams 
jwilliams@parallax.com 

Parallax,  Inc. 

www.parallax.com 
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Tigers  -   tiny  multitasking  BASIC 

modules  for  quick  projects. 

>1 00,  GOG  instr's/s!  i   COM2  00 

ready-made  controller  with  LCD 

and  keypad.  Touch240  controller 

-   with  touchpad  and  LCD  display. 

USB-COMi  (non- isolated)  or 

U SB-COMBI  (isolated)  offer  self- 

p   Dive  red  USB  to  RS485  conver- 

sion with  baud  rates  1 64bps  - 

3Mbps.  PC  thinks  it's  talking  to  a 
COMport!  only  $48/$B5S 

CAN- USB 

Crystals  /   Oscillators  SM  PCB  Adapters 

Euroquartz  -   Europe's  largest 

mfr  of  quartz  crystals,  osc's, filters  and  frequency  products. 

Custom  filters,  high  r el.  rad  tol. 

osc's.  Hovel  EQ-HM  spread- 

spectnnn  oscs  redjce  EMI  pobems 
FT2232C 

"Itf  we  can't  answer  your  ques- 
tions immediately,  we  research 

it  a   n   d   get  a   reply  wit  hi  n   24 

hours. .   .Guaranteed!"' 
-   Alan  Lowne,  President 

OrDA-Q  -   is  a   PC  adapter  with  I 

sensors  for  light,  PH,  volts  and  I 

temp.  Great  for  science  fails!  I 

Supplied  with  ready-to-run  soft- 

ware and  lots  of  physicstohem  I 

ex  pen  men  ts .   from  $   101 ,48 !   I 

USB  Tamp  Logger 

EL-USB-1  -   Standalone  USB 

temperature  data  logger  (25  to 

+8D°C).  Stores  16K  Lh backed 

readings.  Log  data  for  >1  year! 
EL-USB-1  from  $101.48! 

1.5  to  30V  d.c.  output 

0   to  1 A   output  current 

100  to  240  V   a.c.  input 

Over- vo It/current  & 

short  circuit  protection 

PS  U   -130  $79.95! 

Data  Modem 

FT2232C  -   latest  version  of 

FTDIseasy-use  U SB-serial  ic- 
combines  two  serial  or  parallel 

devices  combined  in  one  ic. 

=   (FT232BM  +   FT245BM) 

only  $4.29  (10k) 

USB  Bus  Analyzers 

'-w 

Data  Modem  -   USB- powered 

radio  transceiver  boards,  add 

wireless  RS232  to  your  device! 

Get  remote  control  for  your 

product  from  PC  USB  port!1 

only  $125! 

CAH-USB  -   intelligent  CAH  oon-| 

nection  from  PC's  USB  port. 

Provides  plug'n'play  opto-isolat- 
ed  SJA100G  CAH  controller  with 

128KB  of  on-board  Flash  and 

SRAM  memory,  from  $253.65! 

Tinytag  Instrument 

Tracker  110/Exptorer200  high- 

performance,  economical  USB 

1 1/2.0  protocol  analyzers. 
Perfect  for  troubleshooting  USB, 

optimizing  data  flow  and  USB 

train ingt  only  $999/$ 29 99! 

USB  to  I2C 

OM-Adapt  SM  miniboards  I 

have  two  footprints  on  either  I 

side.  How  use  yDur  ultra  fine  pitch  I 

SMD  components  with  morel 

useful  0.1*  inline  spaced  holes.  | 

One-to-one  pinouts.  $6.99 

U   SB-Serial  Adapter 

Serial  port  for  laptops  without 
one!  US232B  instantly  update 

older  RS232  products  to  USB! 

PC  thinks  it's  using  COMport 

but  uses  the  USB  connection, 

only  $39  (1)  or  $29  (100) 

NEW 
STINGRAY 

DS1M12-  1   MS/s  sampling 

1 2-brt  2-ch  USB  scope 

adapter  for  PC.  Looks  like  a 
“Digital  Scope"  on  your  PC 
screen!  Great  for  laptops,  and servicing. 

Only  $220 

Tinytag  Instrument  -   A   range  of 
high  resolution  data  loggers 

designed  for  the  monitoring  of 

temperature  across  a   wide  range. 

High  accuracy  (12  bit). 

TG 1-3080  only  $175! 

SAELfG  MARKETING;  Attention  Midnight  Engineers!  We  specialize 
in  creating  a   market  for  unique  products.  Have  you  designed  a 

great  products  but  don't  want  to  be  bothered  with  product 
fulfillment  (advertising,  answering  calls,  packing  shipping,  etc  .)  ? 
Let  us  sell  your  products  for  you  I   Contact  np@saeiig.cain 

Saelig  Co.  Inc. 
p:  585-385-1750  t:  585-385-1768 

www.saelig.com/ad/nvSa5.htfn  •   info® 

USB  12C/10  -   provides  a   simple 

“drop-in*  solution  for  connecting 

your  PC  to  90kHz  I2C  +   20  I/O 
lines.  Free  software.  Use  multiple 

boards  tor  more  I2C/IO. 

USB  12C/10  only  $79! 

FREE  COFFEE 

Call  1-888-7SAELIG 
Mention  Offer#  SBWNV 

to  get  a   free STARBUCKS  Card 

with  your  order! 
(Hot  available  with  any  other  offers) 

info@saeliii.oom 

Saaiiq  Co.  brings  to  USA  unique,  easy-to-use  control  and  | 

jjTsttum&rTOtibrT  produces  from  overseas.  Cus  ( omen's  include : 
in  tel.  Philips,  NEC,  Kodak,  Nokia,  US  Military ,   Microsoft, 

Dell,  Xerox,  Universities ,   fJ,.  Harris ,   Sony,  j&j, 

r/TcmsoiT,  Sandisk,  General  Dynamics,  H-P/ Compaq,  etc. 
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Electro-Net Go  to  www.nutsvofts.com  —   click  Efectro-Net 
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!   + Products www.flex-tek.com 

IQP  Add  USB  to  your  next  project—  /Tl.  n 
UvD  it’s  easier  than  you  might  think!  V   Dc 

•   USB-FtFO  *   USB-UART  •   USB/Microcontroller  boards 
Absolutely  NO  driver  software  development  required! 

www-dfpdesignxom  Design  services  available 

Link  Instruments  PC-Based  Test  Equipment 
Digital  Oscilloscopes 
Logic  Analyzers 
www.  Lj  n   ki  n   s2  .co  m 

973-808-8990 
AM/FM  Broad-casters  *   Hobb^y  Kits 

Learning  Kits  ■>  Test  Equipnuirt 
..  AND  LOTS  OF  NEAT  STUFFi 

■fc*  elect electronic  surplus  inc. 

5363  Broadway  Ave 

Cleveland,  OH  44127 

Voice:  216441-8500 

Fax:  21 6-441 -S503 

HICreQNICSimUS.com 

www.gatewayelectronics.com 
(Electronically  Speaking,  Gateways  Got  It!) 

MAIL  ORDERS  CALL  TOLL-FREE- 1-800-669-58 10 

PICmicro  MCI!  Development  Tools 

BASIC  Compilers 
Device  Programmers 
Prototyping  Boards 
Experimenter  Boards 

Books 

JK  Microsystems  yRashPlus  94-0040  Kit 
Embedded  [ntci  1B6EX  Board  -   Onty  $79  each! 

www.  northwesttechn  ical.com 
WlJ 

CCS  C   Compiler 

for  the  PICmicro  MCU 

262-522-6500  ! 

www.ccsinlo.com/env 

IMAGES  SI  INC. 

One-Wire  Serial  LCD  Module  $   38.95 

wvvw.Emagesco.CQmkMalogypidicd.htmt 

Save  up  to  QQ%on 
electronic  component! 
and  microcontrollers 

Best  Value  for  Prototype  RGBs 

Get  5   RGBs 
‘or  $   1 3   each 

n   5   days 

www  .pcbtabexpress.com 
408-857-0039 

mom  nem 
id,  Spectrum  Atil 

in  Generator 

Reno rk^ljfi o n,  Reflow  Oven 
DC  Power  Supply   

TEChJ^SpGY 

Light  seeking  and  clockwork 
solar  tracker  controls 

www.theanalogguy.com 

JgSsreMS ■   ■   The  LCD  Specialists 
Electronic  Kit  ̂ Assembled  Module 

Online  Basic  Electronic  Forum 

www.41 1   techsYstems.com www.TechnologyKft.us 

Go  to  www.nutsvolts.com  —   click  Electro-Net 



by  L   Paul  Verhage Near  Space 

Approaching  the  Final  Frontier 

Near  Space 
The  Thermal  Test  Chamber 

Got  a   new  item  for  near  space that  you  want  to  test?  Simple 

tests  on  the  ground  can 

ensure  that  your  design  functions  well 

in  near  space.  This  way,  failures  iden- 

tified during  a   test  can  be  corrected 

before  a   near-space  flight  (where  a 
failure  can  lead  to  the  loss  of  a   near 

spacecraft). 

One  of  the  simplest  tests  is  the 

thermal  test.  It’s  cold  in  near  space, 
and  as  the  chart  in  Figure  2   indicates, 

it  can  drop  to  minus-60  degrees  F 

during  a   mission,  I   have  seen  at  least 
one  camera  and  several  batteries  fail 

because  of  the  cold  temperatures  in 

near  space. 
The  thermal  test  chamber 

(TTC)  I   will  describe  here  (see 

Figure  1)  has  tested  several  of  my 

BalloonSat  designs.  However,  this 

TTC  is  not  just  for  near  space  test- 

ing, It’s  also  for  testing  weather  sta- 

tions or  other  sensors  that  you'll 
leave  to  the  elements. 

Materials 

Many  people  have  made  a   TTC 

by  tossing  a   chunk  of  dry  ice  into  a 

Styrofoam  ice  cooler.  I’m  not  happy 
w?ith  that  design  because  the  sides  of 

the  TTC  aren’t  straight,  the  walls 

aren't  thick,  and  it  limits  the  selection 
of  volumes*  Instead,  I   designed  a 

thick-walled  Styrofoam  box  to  my 

owrn  dimensions  and  added  fans*  I   fig- 
ured this  would  let  me  use  the  interior 

volume  more  effectively  and  create 

colder  temperatures.  Besides,  it's  eas- 
ier to  make  a   square  box  look  high 

tech  than  it  is  to  make  a   beer  cooler 

look  high  tech, 

I   used  the  following  materials  to 

make  my  TTC: 

*   Two-inch-thick  Styrofoam  sheet 

*   Half-inch-thick  Styrofoam  sheet 

*   X-acto  Knife  (with  two-inch-long blade) 

*   Metal  yardstick *   Pencil 

*   Hot  glue 

*   Space  blanket 
*   Aluminum  tape 

*   1   /8-inch  modeling  plywood 
*   Miniature  CPC  fans  (2) 

*   #22  AWG  stranded  wire 

*   I   /8-inch  heatshrink  tubing 
*   Packing  tape 

*   #4-40  hardware  (four  sets) 

*   Five-volt  wall- wart  power  supply 
*   Power  plug 

*   Desk  top  letter  boxes  (three) 

Procedure 

My  TTC  is  a   cube  measuring 
about  18  inches  on  each  side.  This  is 

large  enough  to  hold  the  dry  ice  in  a 

cage  and  test  two  BalloonSats,  Feel 

free  to  assemble  a   TTC  w?ith  different 

dimensions.  However,  be  aware  that  if 

you  make  your  TTC  larger,  you'll 
need  to  use  larger  fans  and  charge  it 
with  more  dry  ice. 

Begin  by  laying  out  the  sides  of 
the  TTC  on  the  two-inch-thick 

Styrofoam,  (Jse  a   pencil  and  metal 

yardstick  to  drawr  the  lines*  Then  use 

the  yardstick  to  guide  the  X-acto  knife 
as  you  make  each  cut.  Styrofoam 

cuts  cleanly  with  a   sharp  X-acto  knife 
blade. 

Make  several  cuts  through  the 

Styrofoam  with  the  blade  held  at  as 

shallow  of  an  angle  as  you  can.  The 

cut  edge  of  the  Styrofoam  should  be 
smooth.  If  the  knife  breaks  out 

chunks  of  Styrofoam,  then  the  blade 

Figure 
2-  Outside  air 

temperature s   compared  against  altitude. 
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Near  Space 

Fan  Test 

\ s   £ 

1 — 1 1 — 1 

1 — 

SO  100  ISO  100 

Time  (minutes) 

  Internal  Temperature 

—   External  Teifiperatune 

— 'Fan 

150 300 

Figure  4.  This  test  shows  that  overall  temperature  is  affected  by  air  circulation. 

is  dull.  You  may  notice  that 

Styrofoam  cuts  better  in  one  direc- 

tion than  another*  1   get  the  impres- 

sion that  extruding  Styrofoam  cre- 

ates a   grain  in  the  sheet. 

I   cut  the  two-inch-thick 

Styrofoam  into  four  16  by  16-inch- 
squares  and  two  squares  measuring 

18  by  18  inches.  I   also  cut  a   half- 

inch-thick Styrofoam  sheet  into  a   16 

by  16-inch  square.  Select  one  of  the 

18-inch  squares  to  be  the  base  and 
set  the  other  one  aside  for  later 

(it  will  be  the  lid).  The  four  16  by 

16-inch  squares  are  the  sides  of 
the  TTC 

Fire  up  the  hot-glue  gun,  as  you 

have  some  gluing  to  do.  By  the  way, 

I   find  my  students  are  not  humored 

when  1   hold  up  a   hot-glue  gun  and 

say,  “Bond,  James  Bond." 
Styrofoam  is  a   good  insulator, 

and  I   find  that  hot  glue  doesn’t  quick- 
ly cool  down  on  it  Moreover,  hot  glue 

can  get  hot  enough  to  melt 

Styrofoam,  so  keep  the  glue  gun 

from  getting  too  hot  by  unplugging  it 

every  once  in  a   while. 

Apply  glue  to  the  bottom  edge  of 

the  first  side  and  align  it  with  one  cor- 
ner of  the  TTC  base  (as  in  Figure  3)* 

The  side  may  not  want  to  stay  verti- 

cal, so  work  fast  and  glue  two  edges 

of  the  next  side  and  put  it  into  place* 

Repeat  this  with  the  remaining  two 

TTC  sides* 

For  additional  strength,  wrap  a 

length  of  packaging  tape  around  the 

top  edges  of  the  TTC  box*  The  tape 

puts  the  top  edges  under  compres- 
sion and  keeps  them  from  splitting 

apart. 
The  lid  has  an  inner  lip  made 

from  the  half-inch-thick  Styrofoam. 

First,  test  fit  the  lid’s  inner  lip  by  try- 

ing to  set  it  inside  the  TTC*  Be  care- 

ful you  don’t  damage  the  inner  lip 

trying  to  get  it  in  or  out  of  the  TTC* 

1   found  it  was  better  if  I   just  tried  fit- 

ting one  edge  of  the  inner  lip  at  a 

time*  This  way,  part  of  the  inner  lip 

The  2004  Winner  of  the  OnSet  Prime 

Last  year  marked  a   turning  point  in  the  amateur  radio 

high  altitude  ballooning  (ARHAB)  community  when  OnSet 

Computing  sponsored  a   competition  for  the  highest  altitude 

flight  in  2004, The  competition,  called  the  OnSet  Prize,  was 

open  to  all  ARHAB  groups.  To  qualify,  flight  attempts  had 
to  be  announced  in  advance  and  tracked  with  GRS  over 

amateur  radio. 

The  winner’  of  the  2004  OnSet  Prize  is  the  Treasure 

Valley  Near  Space  Program  (TVNSP),  The  TVNSP  launched 

their  winning  flight  on  the  morning  of  December  27. 

The  I .   I   -pound  payload  was  carried  on  a   Kaysam  1 ,200-gram 
balloon  and  in  two  hours  and  26  minutes,  reached  a 

peak  altitude  of  I   18,946  feet* Their  flight  beat  Bill  Browns 

previous  days  record  altitude  by  only  299  feet! 

TVNSP  won  a   four-channel,  eight-bit  Hobo  da  La  logger 
that  measures  temperature,  relative  humidity,  light  intensity, 

and  one  external  voltage.  Along  with  the  Hobo,  they  received 

the  professional  version  of  the  Boxcar  software  (Boxcar 

Pro  4)  and  an  external  temperature  sensor  on  six-foot  cable. 

I’d  like  to  thank  OnSet  Computer  Corporation  for 

sponsoring  this  competition. You'll  find  their  products  used 
in  the  NASA  Space  Grant  Consortiums  BalloonSat 

Program,  Be  sure  to  check  out  the  OnSet  website  and 

see  all  the  great  products  they  offer.  You’ll  find  a   lot  of 

justifications  for  launching  near  space  missions  with  OnSet’s 
computing  data  loggers* 

OnSet  Computing 

www.onsetcomp.com 

Treasure  Valley  Near  Space  Project 
www.tvnsp.org 
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remains  outside  of  the  TTC  while  f 

did  the  test  fit*  Trim  the  inner  lip  if 

necessary  to  get  it  to  fit.  Apply  hot 

glue  to  one  face  of  the  half-inch- 

thick  Styrofoam  and  center  it  over 
the  lid* 

After  the  glue  sets  up,  test-fit  the 

lid.  You  may  want  to  do  some  addi- 

tional trimming  after  this  fitting* 

Now  you  have  an  ugly  Styrofoam 
box  with  a   lid. 

[   added  insulation  to  the  TTC  by 

wrapping  its  interior  and  exterior  with 

aluminized  space  blanket  material. 

Cut  pieces  of  the  space  blankets  for 

the  interior  of  the  TTC  into  squares 

slightly  smaller  than  the  interior 
dimensions  of  each  side*  Use  short 

strips  of  double-sided  tape  to  hold 
each  sheet  of  space  blanket  in  place* 

Then  finish  the  interior  by  hot  gluing 

thin  strips  of  half-inch  Styrofoam 

onto  the  inside  edges  of  the  TTC  box. 

This  way  the  Styrofoam  strips  are 

Announcing  The  2005  Amateur  Radio  High  Altitude  Ballooning 

(ARHAB)  Competitions 

Last  year,  OnSet  Computing  (http:// 

onsetcomp.com)  sponsored  the  maxi- 

mum altitude  competition  between  ama- 
teur near  space  groups.  The  competition 

was  so  popular  that  this  year,  there  are 

six  different  ARHAB  Competitions.  The 

2005  ARHAB  Competitions  are  in  these 

categories: 

I*  Highest  Altitude  Reached  by  a   Near 

Spacecraft 

2*  Greatest  Distance  Traveled  by  a   Near 

Spacecraft  (release  to  touchdown) 

5*  Longest  Mission  Duration  (release  to 
touchdown) 

4

.

 

 

Greatest  Distance  that  Telemetry  from 

a   Balloon  

is  
Received  

(for  
frequencies 

greater  

than  
50  

MHz) 

5*  Greatest  Distance  that  Telemetry  from 

a   Balloon  is  Received  (for  frequencies 

less  than  50  MHz) 

6*  Greatest  Distance  for  Two-Way  Radio 
Contact  Through  a   Near  Spacecraft 

The  ARHAB  community  is  fortunate 

to  have  four  sponsors  for  this  year's  slate 
of  competitions. The  following  companies 

are  sponsoring  the  2005  ARHAB 

Competitions: 

*   For  Maximum  Altitude  —   OnSet 

Computing  and  Amateur  Television 

Quarterly 

*   For  Greatest  Distance  Traveled  — 

Amateur  Television  Quarterly 

*   For  Longest  Mission  Duration  — 
Kaymont  and  Amateur  Television  Quarterly 

*   For  Greatest  Telemetry  Range  (greater 

than  50  MHz)  —   Kaymont  and  Amateur 
Television  Quarter// 

*   For  Greatest  Telemetry  Range  (less  than 

50  MHz)  —   Kaymont  and  Amateur 
Tefe  vision  Quarterly 

*   For  Greatest  Radio  Contact  —   CQ  VHF 
and  Amateur  Television  Quarterly 

Please  take  time  to  visit  the  spon- 
sor’s websites: 

OnSet  Computing 

www.onsetcomp.com 

ATV  Quarterly 

www.hampuhs.cam 

Kaymont 
www.  kaymont  .com 

GQ  VHF 
www.  cq- v   hf.com 

The  ARHAB  community  is  interest- 
ed in  looking  for  more  sponsors.  If 

you  are  interested  in  spurring  innovation 
in  amateur  near  space,  please 

consider  sponsoring  one  of  this  year’s 
competitions. 

The  rules  for  the  2005  ARHAB 

Competitions  are  pretty  simple. 

1 .   The  maximum  altitude  of  the 

near  spacecraft  is  determined  by  data 

generated  from  its  onboard  GPS  receiver 

(transmitted  and/or  captured  onboard). 

2.  All  distances  are  measured  in  great 

circle  distances  and  will  be  determined  by 

a   GPS  receiver  or  mapping  software. 

3.  Data  generated  by  the  onboard 

GPS  receiver  is  required  to  determine 
telemetry  ranges. 

4.  Due  to  GPS  errors,  any  differences  in 
distance  less  than  one  mile,  altitudes  less 

than  one  foot,  and  times  less  than  one 

minute  are  considered  ties. 

5.  The  2005  competitions  are  open  to 
entrants  worldwide. 

6 .   So  that  ARHAB  groups  will  know  to 
monitor  a   competition  attempt,  flights 
must  be  announced  at  least  24  hours 

before  launch  to  be  considered  for  a 

record  (notify  ARHAB  on  their  website). 

7.  All  attempts  must  comply  with  applica- 

ble regulations,  like  FAR  101  (a  statement 

of  compliance  is  sufficient). 

8.  Results  from  the  attempt,  including 

all  pertinent  data,  must  be  posted  on  a 
website  ASAP 

9 .   In  order  to  advance  the  state  of  the 

art,  all  hardware  and  software  used  in  an 

attempt  must  be  open  source. 

I   O.To  accommodate  those  flying  without 

a   GPS  receiver,  there  is  no  minimum 

altitude  a   flight  must  reach  to  be  eligible 

for  any  record  attempt  (except  for  those 

vying  for  altitude  and  telemetry  records, 

which  requires  an  onboard  GPS  to be  valid), 

1 1 .   Because  near  spacecraft  are  occa- 

sionally lost,  near  spacecraft  have  until 
the  end  of  2005  to  be  recovered. The  one 

exception  is  when  the  near  spacecraft  is 

proven  to  be  lost  in  a   completely  inacces- 
sible area  (like  the  Atlantic  Ocean). 

1 2.  The  rules,  decisions,  and  awards  are  at 

the  sole  discretion  of  contest  officials. 

You  can  track  this  year’s  competitions 
at  Ralph  Wallies  ARHAB  website: 
http://users.crosspaths.net/wallio/ 
RECORDS.htm 

To  announce  an  attempt,  email 

Balloon_Sked@yahoogroups.com 
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Near  Space 

glued  to  the  interior  of  the  TTC  and 

sandwich  the  edges  of  the  space 

blanket 

Next,  wrap  the  exterior  of  the 

TTC  in  space  blanket  material.  After 

wrapping,  tape  the  outside  edges  and 
corners  of  the  TTC  with  aluminum 

tape  to  add  durability  to  the  space- 

blanket  exterior* 

Now,  let's  do  the  electrical  work. 
I   used  two  small  CPG  fans  to  cir- 

culate cold  air  inside  my  TTC*  The 

chart  in  Figure  4   shows  the  benefits 

of  using  fans*  1   cycled  the  fans  on  and 

off  in  30-minute  intervals,  and  during 

the  test,  1   measured  the  temperatures 

inside  and  outside  of  a 

Balloon  Sat*  You  can 

see  that  the  fans 

(remember,  these  are 
small  fans)  lowered 
the  temperature  by  10 

degrees* 
First,  connect 

each  fan  to  a   battery 

so  you  can  be  sure  the 
fans  work  before  you 

modify  them.  The 
leads  on  the  CPG  fans 
are  too  short,  so  you 

need  to  extend  their 

length.  The  fans  are 
mounted  to  opposite 

sides  inside  the  TTC,  so  keep  that  in 

mind  when  you  extend  the  leads. 

Cover  the  solder  wires  with  heat- 
shrink  tubing  before  proceeding. 

Cut  the  1/8-inch  modeling  ply- 

wood into  two  squares  that  are  one 

inch  larger  than  the  outside  dimen- 
sions of  the  fans*  Drill  holes  in  the 

EARN YOUR 

B.S.E.E. 

THROUGH  HOME  STUDY 

Our  Highly  Effective  Advanced 'Placement  Program  for  experienced 
Electronic  Technicians  grants  credit  for  previous  Schooling  and 

Professional  Experience,  and  can  greatly  reduce  the  time  required 

to  complete  the  program  and  reach  graduation.  No  residence 

schooling  required  for  qualified  Electronic  Technicians,  Through  our 

Special  Program  you  can  pull  all  of  the  loose  ends  of  your 

electronics  background  together  and  earn  your  B.S.E.E.  Degree. 

Upgrade  your  status  and  pay  to  the  engineering  level.  Advance 

rapidly!  Many  finish  in  12  months  or  less!  Students  and  graduates  in 

alt  60  states  and  throughout  the  world!  Established  Over  50  Years! 

Write  or  call  for  free  Descriptive  Literature.  (601)  3714351 

COOK'S  INSTITUTE OF  ELECTRONICS  ENGINEERING 
mnzm  4251  CYPRESS  DRIVE,  JACKSON,  MISSISSIPPI  39212 

W&M  *   FAX:  (601 )   371-2619 

Visit  us  1Q0AY on  the  World  Wide  Web  at  http://www.cooks.edu 

Earth  CD.com 
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plywood  so  you  can  bolt  the  fans  to 

the  plywood.  Then  use  the  #4  hard- 

ware to  bolt  the  fans  to  the  plywood, 

f   only  bolted  two  diagonal  corners  of 

each  fan  to  the  plywood.  Next,  cut 

two  supports  for  each  fan  out  of 

half-inch  Styrofoam.  I   made  mine 
triangular  in  shape  and  clipped  the 

corners.  Hot  glue  the  supports  to 

two  opposite  edges  of  the  wooden 
fan  base. 

Locate  two  opposite  sides  inside 
the  TTC  to  mount  the  fans.  Mount  the 

fans  high,  but  not  so  high  that  the  lid 

can't  shut  properly,  as  there  must  be 
some  clearance  above  the  fans  to  cir- 

culate air. 

To  mount  my  fans,  I   first 

trimmed  two  narrow  strips  from  the 

space  blanket.  Then  I   hot  glued  the 

fan  supports  to  the  bare  Styrofoam 

in  the  TTC  sides  and  sandwiched 

the  raw  edges  of  the  cut  space 

blanket. 

Drill  a   small  hole  in  the  wall  of  the 

TTC  near  the  top,  as  the  wires  from 

the  fans  will  exit  this  hole.  To  prevent 

the  space  blanket  from  ripping  at  the 

hole,  cover  the  hole  with  a   small 

square  of  aluminum  tape.  Pass  the 

wires  of  each  fan  through  the  exit 

hole  you  drilled  in  the  walls  of  the 

TTC.  Use  tape  to  immobilize  the 

wires  of  each  fan  against  the  interior 

walls  of  the  TTC. 

Now  seal  the  exit  hole  with  hot 

glue  on  the  inside  and  outside  of 
the  TTC. 

Slide  the  jacket  of  the  power  plug 
over  the  fan  wires.  Then  solder  the 

ends  of  the  wires  together  and  to  the 

tabs  of  the  power  plug.  1   like  to  put  a 

drop  of  hot  glue  over  the  soldered 

tabs  of  the  power  plug  to  make  sure 

the  interior  of  the  power  plug  is  well 

insulated.  Slide  the  jacket  of  the 

power  plug  back  over  the  soldered 

tabs  and  screw  it  closed.  Change  the 

power  plug  on  your  wall-wart  power 

supply  to  match  the  fans1  power 

plug.  When  you're  done,  plug  in 
the  wall-wart  and  apply  power  to 
the  fans. 

They  should  spin  up  and  begin 

moving  air.  I   can’t  verify  this,  but  I 
suspect  that  the  larger  the  fans,  the 

Builders  ■   Installers  -   Creators  -   We  have  something  for  you. 
A   little  bit  of  everything  and  more 

Surplus  and  Unique  Items  »   Serial  ASCII  Displays 

2x40  Fluorescent  Display  Module  *   fTron  CU40026SCFB -T2GA  95"  x   L75thx  1”   $15.1 

MDLS40466-LV-LED04.  *   $25"  x   225" x   .5th40x4  LCD  with  LED  backlight   $15.00 

;   c   Bering  slide  rails.  Fulls  from  medical  equip.  Rail  bacdwace  only. 

You  provide  low  profile  mounting  hardware.  Smooth  glide  without  any  play. 

Three  extension  lengths  to  choose  from.  Priced  in  sets  of  two.  IS1      $7.95  *   227    $ii.95  *   23 1     $9.95 

,   m   S   LIS  PA  GAS  SHOCK  CYLINDER  064)9736  -   30  Ih  -   Extended  19.7"  /   500mm 
Com  pros  sed  1 1.8“  /   300mm  *   Tonnaeu  covers ,   homebuilt  aircraft  canopies,  hatch- 

hack  doors,  camper  shell  doors.  Lots  of  uses.      $5.95  ea.  Buy  5   -   Get  «ne  Free! 

HI  0.4”  TFT  LCD  screen  module.  NEC  NL6448BC33-3 1   *   640  x   480  *   262,144  colors   $I29.<HI 10.4th  TFT  LCD  screen  module.  Sharp  LQ10D367  *   640  x   480  *   262,144  colors   $129.(10 

10.4th  TFT  LCD  screen  module.  NFC  NL6448BC33-46*  640  x   480  *   262,144  colors.        $129.00 

The  Dalton  Gear  Company  OSDC  (Overload  Safety  Device  Coupling)  255  D   provides 

overload  protection  through  the  use  of  an  OSD  unit  combined  with  a   roller  chain  cou- 

Bi  pling  half  counlerbored  to  lit  the  OSD  flange.  Standard  double-width  roller  chain  is 

wjp  used  lo  couple  the  basic  OSD  unit  and  the  coupling  half.  OSDC  255D    $49,00 
.tt  Omron  Relrofleclive  Photoelectric  Sensor  Switch,  I0-30VDC,  Plastic  Housing 

jW  E3F2-R2C4  -   Senses  when  objects  pass.  Lightweight   S9.95 

Security  /   Surveillance  Equipment 

Panasonic  1/3”  CCD  Color  Camera.  120  V   60Hz.  wv-CP240 
with  4.5mm  1:12  lens  +   480  lines  of  horizontal  resolution. 

1.0  Vfp-p|  NTSC  composite  75  Q/  BNC  connector  .$59.00 

Panasonic  CCD  Camera  with  4.5mm  Lens 

240  Hour  VCR 

Panasonic  AG  RTS 50  time-lapse  VCR.  The  Jqg/Shuttle 

dull  makes  scene  searches  quick  and  accurate.  The  built- 
in  RSV-232C  interface  allows  direct  con  hoi  of  the  AG- 

RT850  from  your  PC  with  user-provided  software. 

Records  up  to  240  hours   $179.00 

Power  Supplies 

View  Sonic  OEM  power  adapter  for  LCD  monitor.  #HASU05F  *   100-240 VAC  input,  auto 

switching.  12V  DC  @   4. 58 A   output.  Raid  type  DC  connector,  P5O079   $19.00 

View  Sonic  OEM  power  adapter  for  LCD  monitor.  #   HASU05K 

1 00-240 V   AC  input,  auto  switching.  19V  DC  @   3. 16A  output. 
Barrel  type  DC  connector.  PS0080   $19.00 

'   View  Sonic  OEM  adapter  tor  LCD  monitor.  100  VAC  input,  12  V   DC  @   5, 8 A   output. 

Barrel  type  DC  connector.  Mf  g..  by  Samsung,  #   PSCV700101 A   *   PSOG83   $19.00 

Motors  with  gear  boxes 

Escap  22C  DC 
Gearhead  Motor  with  190: Reduction  (R22)   $14.95 

1 10 V   Mobn  AC  Motor  With  Electro-Magnetic  Brake  -   high  torque  heavy  duly  motor  with  4.75ht 

Dia..  disc  attached.  3/ 16th  Dia..  O-Ring  Tireh .   Great  for  automation  projects.  The  disc  is  snaring 

installed  and  can  be  removed  easily.  Molon  HGM4050-29  or  similar  models   $13.00 

JT  ̂    4.75'"  Dia..  disc  attached  w   ith  3/16"  Dia.  Rubber  O-Ring.  Motor  is  I   1/8"  Dia.  Motor  and  gear  hou*- 
"S  2   1/2"  lull,  gear  housing  is  2.75"  x3’  x   5/8".  Motor  is  labeled  RSV-38GSH  -   RN545Y 16* 
These  are  strong  enough  lor  use  in  drills  and  screwdrivers.  Operating  range  is  between  3   and  9   VDC 

with  7.2 VDC  being  optimal  for  an  unloaded  RPM  of  16,200  and  loaded  of  14,000   $14.95 

r//* 

C COMPUTER 

CIRCULATION  ■ 
B   CENTER  40 

Sales:  760-724-2404 
Fax:  760-724-8808 

Circle  #82  on  the  Readier  Service  Card. 
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Near  Space 

cooler  the  interior  of  the  TTC  (unless 

the  fans  are  so  large  they  generate 

lots  of  heat)* 

To  assemble  the  dry  ice  cham- 
ber, I   used  two  desktop  metal  mesh 

letter  baskets  and  one  wire  mesh  “in” 

basket.  The  larger  "in”  basket  holds 

two  chunks  of  dry  ice,  and  the  two 

smaller  letter  baskets  cover  them. 

The  open-mesh  design  allows  air  to 

circulate  freely  around  the  dry  ice 

while  keeping  the  device  undergoing 

testing  and  the  space  blanket  inside 

the  TTC  from  making  direct  contact 

with  the  dry  ice* 

Using  the 
TTC 

First,  you  need  to 

get  a   victim  to  test. 
Purchase  about  a 

pound  of  dry  ice  and 
break  it  into  two  or 

more  pieces*  Gse  gloves 
when  handling  dry  ice, 

as  getting  frostbite  is 
not  a   good  source  of 
entertainment*  Put  the 
“in”  basket  into  the 

TTC  and  place  the  two 

chunks  of  dry  ice  onto 

it.  Place  the  letter  baskets  over  the 

dry  ice  and  then  place  the  item  to 

test  on  top  of  the  upside  down  letter 
baskets.  Close  the  lid  and  let  the  TTC 

sit.  Temperatures  inside  the  TTC 

will  drop  to  below  zero  within  30 
minutes*  NV 

Best  value-for-money  in  USB  PC  Scopes! 
Keep  one  with  your  laptop  for  field  servicing. 

:j  ̂ ordrrjb™ 1-ch  10-bit  40 MS/s  scope,  data  logger,  FFT 
spectrum  analyzer,  voltmeter  and  frequency  meter.  Unique 

lightweight  USB  hand- he  Id- probe  turns  your  laptop  into  a 
5MHz  scope. 

Unique  USB-powered  scope  adapters. 

O/jJ j   527; 

K   (,Uy 2-ch  12-bit  IMS/s  scope,  data  logger,  FFT 

spectrum  analyzer,  voltmeter,  frequency  meter  and  sig- 
gen/trigger.  Unique  lightweight  USB  dual-channel  adapter 
turns  your  laptop  into  a   500kHz  scope. 

Free  EasySoope/Easy Logger  software.  DLL's  for  easy  3rd  party 
applications.  Lab  View  examples  provided.  WinCE  and  Linux  drivers 

on  request 

Microprocessor 
Hands-On  Training 

The  PRIMER  Trainer  is  now  New  &   Improved and  even  easier  to  use.  The  PRIMER  is 

a   flexible  instructional  tool  featured 

in  Prentice  Hall  textbooks  and  used 

by  colleges  and  universities 
around  the  world.  Ruggedly 

designed  to  resist  wear,  the 

PRIMER  supports  several 
different  programming 

languages.  A   comprehensive 
Self  Instruction  Manual  and  an 

App  I   i   c   ati  on  s   M   an  u   al  pro vi  des 
lessons,  theory,  and  sample  code 

for  a   number  of  Hands-On  lab  projects. 

Primer 
Training 

Kit  starting 

at  $120.00  USD 

Application Projects 
Include: 

•   Scan  Keypad  Input  &   Write  to  a   Display 

•   Detect  Light  Levels  with  a   Photocell 
•   Control  Motor  Speed  using  Back  EMF 

•   Design  a   Waveform  Generator 
•   Measure  Temperature 

•   Program  EPROMs 
•   Bus  Interface  an  8255  PPI 

•   Construct  a   Capacitance  Meter 
•   Interface  and  Control  Stepper  Motors 

•   Design  a   DTMF  Auto  dialer  /   Controller 

•   Programming  a   Reaction  Time  Tester 

Since  1985 

OVER 20 
YEARS  OF 

SINGLE  BOARD 
SOLUTIONS 

clilAC,  inc. 
Phone  61 8-529-4525  Fax  613-457-0110 
2390  EM  AC  Way,  Garbondale*  IL  62901 
World  Wide  Web:  www.emadnc.cQm 
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Windsor 
See  more  surplus  electronic  goodies  at: 

www.  shops  twindsor.  com 

25  Watt  UHF  RF  Power  Amp 
New.  heavy  duty  UHF 
power  amp  assembly.  10 
mW  in  for  25  W   out! 

Commercial  quality  with 
built  in  PIN  antenna 

sw itch  an d   low  pass  f   1 1 
ter.  Tuned  for  5 50 MHz. 

add  5   parts  (included)  for 
440  MHz  Ham  band  On 

big  1"  thick  3   lb  aluminum  heat  spreader!! 01 3308 6 R     $49.95 

Electroluminescent  Light  Panel 
Electroluminescent  light  panel 
as  used  in  LCD  backlights, 

reen  glow, 

ght 

runs 

:   green  gl ideal  for  nite  lights  or  fancy  fi(_ 
i ng  projects,  runs  great  on  regu 

I ar  AC  line  voltage.  Size  2.75"  x 
1.25"  and  just  a   tew  hairs  thick! 
Super  neat  ore  at  project  item!! 
013351 2R  Bag  of  25  pcs!   ..$5.95 

CCFL  Florescent  Light  Inverter 

^   V 

New  power  inverter 
drives  2   lamps  up  to 
5W  each!  Simple  to 
use,  12  VDC  in,  con 
nect  florescent  lamps 
to  output.  Module  gen 

,   lamp e rates  correct  starling  and  oi 
current  and  is  even  gi  mm  able! 
0 128 520 R   £9.95 

LED  BLOWOUT!!! 

Here's  a   oeal  that  just  will  not  last  long  Wind 
sor's  LED  Blowout!  Super  high  quality,  factory 
prime  bright  LEDs.  Ideal  for  all  those  projects 

that  you've  wanted  to  build,  but  just  didn't  have the  Quantity  of  LEDs  needed.  You  will  not  find 

pricing  like  this  ever  again  we  bought  out  two 

factory  inventories!  Here's  the  scoop:  Big  bag  o leds  have  500  pcs  and  are  all  RED  jumbo  5   mm 
size  with  crystal  clear  bulbs.  You  pick  the  lumi 
nous  intensity,  bear  in  mind  that  the  2500  mod 
high  bright  units  are  flashlight  intense!  Big  buy 
ers  will  love  the  2,000  LED  boxes!  These  LEDs 
are  the  smaller  T   1   size  with  full  leads,  available 

in  Rec  or  Green.  Imagine  23000  Leds  for  less 
than  a   penny  each! 
0131 288R  High  Bright  500pc  bag  $19.95 
01 31 292R  Stanoard  Bright  500  pc  bag  $14.95 
0130956R  Box  o   lees  Reo  2.000pcs  $19.95 
Q130955R  Box  o   lees  Green  2 ,000 pcs  $19.95 

Windsor’s  Blue  LED  Special 
Holy  Smokes!1  Can  you  believe  the 
price  on  this  BLUE  LEDs?  First 
quality  from  our  factory  buyout.  Big 
and  bright!  These  normally  sell  for 

$1 .50  each  and  that's  in  big  quanti 
ties!  We're  crazy  to  sell  'em  so  cheap!! 
0131297R  50pcs  $19.95 
0131297   5Q0pcs   $99.95 

Laser  Scanner 

Bar  Code  Module  I   Laser  Fiber  Optic  Transmitte
r 

Wow!  What  a   a   cool  item! 

Brand  new  laser  scanner- 
module  (size  1x1x1 .5"))  includes  red  laser,  beam 
splitting  mirror,  opamps,  photo  sensor;  tr  ansistors, 
processor,  ICs,  etc.  From  handheld  laser  barcode 
reader.  We  sold  out  of  the  last  style  we  had!  No 
specs,  but  buyers  figured  out  the  hook  up  for  the 

last  group,  we'll  post  on  the  web  any  new  info  on this  one,  should  be  easy,  has  just  1 2   pins  on  the 
connector.  Styles  may  vary. 
0131346R   $14.95 

Piezoelectric  Alarm 
WOW,  is  this  thing  LOUD!  Runs 
on  2   1 2   VDC  and  draws  mere 

mi  Hi  amps,  103db  output!  Rotat 
ing  bezel  allow  easy  volume  con 

trol  too!  1.25"  dia  and  1.5"  Iona 
Google  for  specs:  Bell  Audiolarm  XC  V09  212  S 
0132165R   $4.95 

Watch  Camera  Button  Battery 
Popular  watch/photo  battery  at 
a   dynamite  price!  Brand  new 
Eveready  EPX76/SR44  same 
size  as  LR44/AG13  as  used  in 

I ase r   pa i n te rs,  toys  etc  bu t 
Silver  Oxide  with  better  life  ana 

specs  at  the  store,  these  go  for  over  $2  each!! 
01 33087 R   Big  tray  of  TOO  pcs!!.   $9.95 

Windsor 
WINDSOR  DISTRIBUTORS  COMPANY 

19  Freeman  Street 

Newark,  New  Jersey  07105  3708 
Ph:  973  344  5700  Fax ;   973  344  3282 

DllOtVER 

ORDERING  INFO:  Shipping  and  insurance  charges  made 
after  order  is  packed.  You  Will  be  notified  by  Email.  Orders 
under  $25  add  $5.00  small  order  fee.  Credit  cards  will  only 
be  authorized  on  US  and  Canadian  banks.  Please  contact 
Windsor  regarding  payment  instructions  for  other  countries. 

A 

B 

Brand  new  HP  Agilent  model 
LST2829  Laser  transmitter  mod 

ule.  Capable  of  622  MB/s  data 
rates,  1   mW  output  power,  1300 
nm  wavelength,  includes  on  chip 

power  monitor  diode.  These  are 
high  end  quality  lasers  and  not 
often  found  on  the  surplus  mar 

u   m   1   ket!  Two  style  available.  A:  32" 

long  thin  pigtail  fiber  and  B:  16” long  encased  fiber.  Each  has  the 
same  electrical  specs.  Price:  $9.95  each 
Item  A:  0128526R  Item  B:  Q128536R 

Laser  Fiber  Optic  Transceiver 
New.  by  Infineon.  Has 
laser  transmitter  and 
receiver  in  one  package! 
1 .25  Gb/s  data  rate  up  to 
700  M   on  low  cost  multi 
mooe  fiber!  Super  small 
size,  complete  specs  on 
the  web.  Make  your  own  fiber  optic  link! 
0125461  R   (Set  of  two)   $19.95 

Tiny  Beeper  Speaker 
Star  PMX  04B  beeper  speaker 
as  used  in  cell  phones  and 

pagers.  Only  1/2"  dia,  easily orive  from  micro  or  single  tran 
sister  driver  circuit  included! 

D133088R  Group  of  5   pcs   $2-00 

C   size  Nicad  Battery 

This  is  the  real  deal,  a   true  2   A   Hr 
Nicad,  Button  top  works  in  any 
device  too!  Brand  new  by  Sanyo. 
01 30380 R   $2.00 

Nicad  Battery  Stick 
New  4.8  V   500  maH  Nicad 

battery.  01 3351 1 R   $4.00 

www.shopatwindsor.com 

Ion  Generator 

Its  super  easy  to  build 

your  own  Ion  Breeze  air- purifier!  New  module, 
120  VAC  in,  7.5KV  out!  Surplus  from  air 
cleaner  maker  who  sold  them  for  $200! 
0128873R    $7.95 

Rechargeable  Battery  Blowout! 

Popular  Nicad  batteries,  1 .25V  All  brand  new. 
A,  B,  D   are  NiCad,  C   is  NiMH.  A   has  no  sleeve. 
AAA  400m  ah  0125339R  2   for  $1.00 
AAA  250  mah  0133089R  5   for  $3.00 
3.6  Volts  750 mah  0125348R  2   for  $3.00 
AA  700m  ah  0132163R  5   for  $3.00 

Nicad  Battery  Pack 
Brand  new  high  power  oensi 
t/  rechargable  battery  pack.  6 
volts,  650  maHr.  Space  sav 
ing  rectangular  shape  approx 
2x1x0.75"  with  6"  wire  leads. 
0132161  R   $4.95 

□ 
Nice,  new  5   AA  cell  nicad 

pack.  6   Volt  700 main  with  6" 
wire  leads.  Great  for  projects 
or  cordless  phone  replace 
ments. 
0125345R   $2.50 

Big  box  of  50  brand  new 
AA  button  top  NiCads.  Fit 
anywhere  an  AA  battery 
does.  1.25V  800 mah. 

Best  price  in  the  USA! 0128870R   $19.95 

Lithium  Ion  Rechargeables  !! 
Rechargeable 
Lit  hi  urn  catteries 

pack  the  highest Density  of  power for-  size  and 

weight!  Ideal  rec 
tangular  size  is 
easy  to  fit  in  your 

project.  All  3.6 md  approx  rateo  Amp  Hour  capacity. 

1   '   "   01 25337 R   $1.50 

0125349R   $1.25 
01 2   5350 R   $1.25 

B 

Volt 

A:  1   Ah  1.95x1 .34X.4" B:  .8Ah  1.95X.1.34X.25 

C:  .8Ah  1 .95x1 .24X.23" 

Truck  Stereo 
New  in  dash  cassette 
stereo  AM/ FM  radio,  LCD 

display,  drives  4   speakers 
(80  watts!)  Even  has Weather  band!  Quality 

fully  enclosed  case,  easy  hookup,  great  for  in 
wafl  home  installations!  Runs  on  12  VDC. 
012S872R   $29.95 

Handy  Tool  Set 
Well  made  quality  3   piece 

plier  set.  Includes  deluxe 

padded  zipper  case.  Pliers 
are  big  8"  in  size,  you  -get: 
needle  nose,  diagonal  and 
lineman  style  with  handy 

crimper  and  stripper  dies  on 
each  tool!  Get  a   lew  for  the 
car,  gifts  and  toolbox,  they 
I   are  that  nice! 

0128871 R     .   .......$12  95 
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LITEXPO ™   Digital  Video  Player  Board 
$69/ea  BUILD  YOUR  OWN 

*   .   -   Plays  MPEG1,  21  JPEG 

q   f   l,  uIUv7  -   Uses-  CF  Card  (optional) 

goiw  Units 
piston  Systems 

RSJotor  Drivers 

Microprocessors 

^rtffidaf  intelligence 

Web  Controis 

THE  «V ID  SERIAL  VIDEO  MODULE 

TRUE  BITMAP  SCREEN  WITH  A   RESOLUTION  OF  E   88  BY  254 

-   63  BUILT-IN  AND  236  USER-DEFINABLE  CHARACTERS 

■   14  COLORS  TO  CHOOSE  FROM 
’   AND  MUCH  MORE... 

VlSrrWWW.MUrnLABS.NET  TO  learn  more 

MULTILAB3 

LAKE  FOREST,  CALIFORNIA   

Introducing  the  world's smallest  hard  disk  tool 

Mirror  Clone  .   , 

Copy 

SMT  PROTOTYPING  ADAPTERS DISK£U^ 

JOCKEY Compare Mount 

Test 

Mere  displays 

available  on-line 

LCDs  for  Hobbyist  and  OEMs 
Prices  start  as  low  as 

$2.39  for  16x2  STN  LCD 

SnapApart'“  PCBHs  with  .1W  pin.  ttript, 
Qazcns  of  assorted  adapters  on  each  PCS. 

Avjriflfy  of  PCB's  with  pattnrrtR.  front  Jt  hark 

flBCDEFQH  3   JKLMNOP 
QR5TUUWX VZGR5TUU DiskotogYiCQ™ 

SOIC  PtCC  SSOP  QFP  OPAK  SOT23  MSOP  OSOP  SC9»  Q2PAK 
TSSQP  SOTB9  D3PAK  SOT143  TSOP  SC7Q  SQTSB  and  many  more. 

',,.a  dream  come  true  for  any  PC  hobbyist 
or  techician  who  lives  over  a   test  bench/ 

-   CPU  Mag 

{714)  630-8024  www.beldynsys.com 
www.41 1techsystems.com 

Sflectftontcs  Showcase 
Active  Wire-1  USB 

Simple  USB  Interface! 

Wortts  with  MacOS  8/9,  Win9a/2K/ME/XP 
FreeBSD  ami  Linux! 

24Mhz  CPU  cote  wllh  USB 
Firmware  downloadable  via  USB 

16  bit  parallel  Input/Qutput 
aee  weft- site  for  add-on  boards, 

All  driver*,  mar-mete,  demos  are  on  our 
web-sile  tor  immediate  download! 

ActiveWire,  Inc. 
www. activewireinc.com 

Tqpls 
Hlltl  SKII 

M   i   Lvd  u   ko-u- 
Panasonic 
BAD  DeWalt 
Makila  AH 

2-3S  Volts 

plus  shipping 

ph  +1.650  465.4000  fax  +1.209.391.5060 

Andre  La.Moth;e'b 

JK  Microsystems  // Flash  Plus  84-0040  Kit 
Embedded  Intel  336EX  Board  —   Only  $79  each! Learn  Ster-ByStep  Hew  to  Fuild 

AhJO  DFS/ON  VOUR  OWN  VJDETCr  GAME  CONSOLE! 

■   Power  Requirements  *-9-1  SvDC  (from  adaptor  or 
through  the  serial 

■   Screw  terminals  for  easy  comection  of  tip  to  four 
Mas  DSiQSIO  temperature  sensors 

(One  sensor  included)  J"v  L/ 

Q   Measures  in  both  degrees  mat  ~   . 
C   and  F 

■   Ad;,  sample  rote  from  /   ^   '■ to  99  see.  or  i   to  99  mins  * 

■   Advanced  CRC  error  cheeky 

GREAT  PRICES,  GREAT  SHIPPING  RATES 

49  McMidioel  SL,  Kingston,  ON,  K7M  IM8 

INCLUDES; 

■Litatfcr  H 3&t>1  jft  .fldJj  SlinJenti ! 
-The  Fun  Vv*  w   L&»n  &rfe«fcl«l  S^uwnsJ 
-FUh  Aasc'iibltd  I'.GIMlj-l  Edllijn  Li.d 

■   terTptrtfl  Oswtpmwt  **W 

D^rwe  4Sr  UflltJutf  hnwsed  ̂ t-eLbccrr 
■tfcjkmDe^netheXGSCDnsdd  5X535  80  MIPS 

■   WM5  and  p^t  suwlr  lodium  Rattfi^  sx-m  Qnre 

The-sfl  ate  new  oeh  hoard*  ruiiy  rasiorad  to  factory  dofajit  condition. 

Our  price  &   11 QO  off  JK  Micro's  list  pries  efil  79  ter  the  board  oily  I 
we  include  power  supply  i   4Mb  F(a»h  chip  o:  no  extra  cost!  ($36  value) 

■Pne-instalied  DOS,  TCP/IP  and  Web  Server  Satware 

PC  Compatible  Serial  and  Ethernet  Ports  plus  much  mpre1 
Download  manual,  datasheet,  drawings  at:  http://www.ikmi-srD.cpm 

Northwest  Technical,  Inc. 

www .   northwesttech  n   i   cal ,   com 

Tel;  541  -469-6644  *   Fax:  541-469-6655 

EiJenjtlmq  you  need 

tv  build  your  ou/n 

W   Zagrm  Robotics M«ki|  www^i agroirobotki.com 
PO  Box  460342,  St  Louis,  MO  63146 

[3 1 4j  768- r 328  info^aqros robotics, com 

www.XGameStation.cidm 
(92  51  736-209  a   SUPPORTtCpNURVE.NET 

PRINTED  CIRCUIT  BOARDS 

QUALITY  PRODUCT 
FAST  DELIVERY 
COMPETITIVE  PRICING 

10  pcs  (3  days) 

1   or  2   layers  $249 

1 0   pcs  (5  days) 

4   layers  $69  S 

(ip  to  30  sq_  m.  ea.) Litohides  tooling,  artwoik, 

LPI  mask  &   Legend 

*   UL  approved 

*   Single  &   Double  sided 
*   Multilayers  to  S   layer 

*   SMOBC  LP1  mask 
*   Reverse  Engineering 

*   Through  hole  or  SMT 
*   Nickel  &   Gold  Plating 
*   Routing  or  scoring 
*   Electrical  Testing 

*   Artwork  or  CAD  data 
*   Fast  quotes 

PULSAR,  me 

■WU 1   W,  Pttcifk:  Ave. 

I-  tli clLJ. lcl  Park  IL  60l.il 

Phone  frl  7.233.0012 

M   e   will  beat  any  com- 

petitor s   prices III 

yogii®  flash.net  * 

Fax  «J7, 233, 0013 

Modem  847.233,00  1   4 

f   1   a   sh.  net  - y   o   c   i   i 



Building  Blocks 

•   unique  smart  servos 
•   controllers  &   software 
*   sensors 

www.garage-technologies.com 

laos£  Vate  four  Prcfofrype  PCIss 

(Safe  5   [FCfSS 

forS>jLi  ©SClii 

fn  5   (cjSiWS 

Mold  manufacturing, 

Produccion  of  Injaatlan 

molded  pa"te .   Mo  order 
too  email  or  too  big.  Very 

oo«jnpefcitiv*  on  h»gh  tabor 
parts .   For  vary  small  orders  WS  can  inject,  your 

parts  on  manual  low  pressur#  maohinaa. 

CVv We  manufacture 

|   our  own  tooling Site:  wwv.vandvmachy.mnn 
ema 

USA  Office:  V   &   V   Mac  h.  a   nd  E   q   U I   p.  I   n   C.  14019  Whispering  Pel  ms  Dr. 

Houston jTX  77066,  PH .   2S1  397  8 1 0 1 ,   Fax.  281  397  6220. 

Mexico  Plan  t   Ma  feting  Tec  h.  De  Mex,  S A   de  CV.  Alamo  93 

Cuarto  Piso.  Santa  Monica.Tlal.  Edo.De  Mexico,  S4040 

Tels. 01 1   52H5S55  31 4 5325  S   OU  52(555 )   360  3648 

Fax.  011  52(555)361  5996. 

Reader  Feedback 

Continued  from  Page  A 

Dear  Nuts  &   Volts: 
I   used  to  be  a   subscriber  of 

Poptronics *   When  it  ceased  publica- 
tion, my  subscription  was  transferred 

to  Nuts  &   Volts.  I   enjoy  many  of  the 

articles  in  Nuts  &   Volts ,   although  I 

am  not  interested  in  robotics  per  se. 

One  thing  that  I   find  unfortunate  is 

that  there  appears  to  be  a   degree  of 

sloppiness  or  thoughtlessness  or  just 

a   plain  lack  of  knowledge  about  the 

use  of  the  English  language  on  the 

part  of  either  some  of  your  writers  or 
editors. 

For  example,  the  use  of  adjec- 
tives instead  of  adverbs  to  denote 

action*  On  occasion,  one  has  to 

guess  at  what  the  writer  intends. 
Sometimes  this  is  obvious  but  at 

other  times  —   especially  for  a   person 

whose  first  language  is  not  English  — 
the  result  can  be  assumptions  on  the 

part  of  the  reader  which  are  at  least 

incorrect.  When  we  present  a   thought 

or  concept  to  another  person,  in  per- 

son, we  can  sense  if  that  person 

understands  and  we  can  clarify  things 

on  the  spot  if  there  is  any  doubt. 

When  we  write  an  article,  we  do  not 

have  the  luxury  of  this  kind  of  feed- 

back so  we  must  be  careful  to  use  lan- 

guage correctly  to  present  clearly  and 

accurately  the  message  we  intend* 

Misuse  of  terminology  is  another 

concern.  The  world  of  electronics  is 

based  on  generally  well-defined  terms 
to  describe  parameters.  When  these 

terms  are  used  improperly,  it  can  lead 

to  confusion  and  even  unintended 

misinformation* 

One  example  is  the  term  "baud." This  is  often  used  instead  of  the  term 

"bits  per  second."  Yet,  the  two  are 
very  different  concepts  and  only 

equal  numerically  in  special  circum- 

stances. Again  the  term  11  baud  rate11  is 
often  used  when,  in  reality,  any  puls- 

ing system  with  a   "baud  rate"  of  other 
than  zero  is  an  unstable  system! 

Another  such  misuse  of  terminol- 

ogy is  the  confusion  between  "speed" 
and  "rate*11  Speed  is  a   special  case  of 

rate,  implying  velocity,  e,g,,  how  rap- 

idly something  moves  from  one  place 

to  another  in  terms  of  miles  per  hour, 

feet  per  second,  etc*  (not  pulses  per 

second!).  I   would  suggest  that  a   little 
more  attention  to  these  details  would 

remove  some  of  the  confusion. 

Ernest  J*  Moore,  P»  Eng*  (Ret) 
via  Internet 

Dear  Nuts  &   Volts: 

I   just  read  the  Scrounging  For 

Parts"  article  in  the  April  05  issue  of 
Nuts  &   Volts  and  a   comment  came 

to  mind  which  I’m  sure  others  have 
pointed  out  by  now.  If  you  drop  a   CRT 

you  will  not  "release  a   pressure  of 

2,000  plus  psi."  CRT’s  aren't  pressur- 

ized to  2,000  PSI,  in  fact  they’re  not 

pressurized  at  a   I II  They're  a   vacuum, 
so  by  definition,  the  outside  is  under  a 

pressure  of  approximately  14.7  PSI, 

enough  to  cause  a   violent  implosion 

and  subsequent  explosion  as  the 

glass  fragments  continue  their  path 

but  nowhere  remotely  near  2,000  PSI. 

I   would  also  suggest  —   contrary  to 

another  warning  in  the  article  —   that 

people  do  power  up  items  (after  a 

visual  inspection  inside)  to  find  out 

what’s  wrong  with  it.  Many  times,  it's  a 
simple  problem  which  can  be  repaired 

by  scavenging  parts  elsewhere. 

James  Sweet via  Internet 

Dear  Nuts  &   Volts: 

The  March  05  article  "Start  Your 

Own  Casino"  was  a   good  "Intro  to 
PICs"  article  for  beginners* 

Unfortunately,  it  was  based  on  a   PIC 

that’s  way  past  its  prime. 

Pointing  beginners  to  EPROM  or 
OTP  ROM  adds  complexity  and  cost. 

There  are  plenty  of  Flash  memory 

16F  or  18F  parts  that  could  have 
been  used. 

Nuts  &   Volts  has  vacuum  tube 

articles  but  not  because  they  are  eas- 
ier to  work  with  than  transistors. 

Please  don’t  reject  articles  based  on 
antiquated  components,  but  see  if 

you  can  steer  the  authors  tocurrent 

components. 
Chuck  C 

via  Internet 
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ALU 
QUALITY  Parts 
FAST  Shipping 

DISCOUNT  Pricing 

CALL,  WRITE,  FAX  or  E-MAIL 
for  a   FREE  96  page  catalog. 

Outside  the  U.S.A.  send  S3.00  postage. 

MYSTERY  INFRARED  DEVICE 

Our  best  guess  is 
this  is  an  infrared 

receiver/  transmitter 

for  use  with  televisions  or  other 

remote-controlled  equipment. 

Made  for  OnCommand™,  it 
consists  of  a   small  black  box, 

2flx  1.95"  xo.6"  with  a   dark-red 
plastic  ir  window  on  one  side.  Inside  is  a   small 

pc  board  with  four  clear  LEDs  and  a   module 
that  looks  like  an  IR  receiver.  There  is  a 

3.5mm  phone  jack  and  a   6'  6-conductor  phone 
cord  with  a   modular  phone  plug.  QQ 
CAT#  IR-13 

3-6  VDC  MINIATURE  SPRING- 
RETURN  SOLENOID 

Deltrol  Controls  #56597-60  INT 

Spring -return,  push-pull 
solenoid.  2   Ohm  coil. 

Operates  on  3-6  Vdc.  Intermittent  duty 

cycle.  Metal -shielded  body  is  0.9 111  x   0.421’ 

x   0 .4 5'  high.  0 . T1  d iam ete r   p lu nge r   exte nd s 
0.41’  on  each  side  of  solenoid.  One  end  of 

plunger  has  a   0.1  T1  diameter  nylon  cap. 

Four  pc  pins  on  0.75”  x   0.2”  centers. 
CAT#  SOL-89 

each 10  for  $1.10  each 

$1 

INVERTER  FOR  EL  PANELS 
AND  STRIPS 

Light -Tape™  inverter 
designed  for  lighting 
electroluminescent 

strips  and  panels  up 

to  1   square  foot. 

Operates  on  12  Vdc 

or  less,  depending  on 

surface  of  panel. 

2.35”  x   1.08”  x   0.68”  black  plastic  enclosure. 

IS11  leads  with  inline  fuse  on  input.  Output 

requires  a   2-pin,  0.1”  connector  like  our 
CAT#  CON -230 P   (not  included).  &   rt  9   5 

each CAT#  INV-9 

5VDC  1A  SWITCHING 

POWER  SUPPLY 
Delta  Electronics, 

lnc#ADP-5JB. 
Compact  5   Vdc, 

1   Amp  switching 

power  supply. 

Input:  100-240  Vac. 
2. 57 11  x   1.97Mx .1.02"  box. 

Removable  Panasonic- style, 

power  cord.  4'  output  cord  with  molded 
ferrite  bead  for  RE  I /EM  I   noise  suppression, 

terminates  to  a   2.5mm  coax  power  plug, 
center  positive.  UL,  CE.  ̂    _   c 

CAT#  PS-502  5 
^^#each 

BREADBOARD, 
840  CONTACTS 
One  terminal  strip  and  two  power 

buss  strips.  Accomodates  dip  and 

d   i   screte  co m   po  ne  nts.  I   nte  reo  n   nect 

with  solid  hook-up  wire  (#22  AWG 

recommended).  2   5/8”  x   6   7/8"  x 
3/3"  high.  CtCOO 

each CAT#  PB-840 

30  RPM  GEAR  MOTOR ,   115  VAC 

Merkle-Konff 

#3728UP-525. 
Powerful  shaded 

pole  30  RPM 

gearmotor. Intermittent  duty 

cycle.  Thermally 

protected.  Runs 
for  approximately 
2   minutes  before  shutdown. 

115  Vac,  60  Hz.  Idle  Amps,  3.8.  CCW  rota- 

tion, facing  shaft.  3/8H  diameter  x   l.T1  long 

shaft.  End  Q.5h  portion  of  shaft  has  5/1 6" 
diameter  thread.  Gearbox  is4M  x   2.87M  x 

0.58M  thick  with  three  mounting  holes.  Motor 

extends  3 11  behind  gearbox.  0.25 11  qc/  solder terminals.  UL.  ^   j   ̂ qq 

each CAT#  ACM-121 

$12! 

ELECTRET  MIKE  W/  RUBBER 

SHOCK  MOUNT 
0.4011  diameter  x 

0.1 8 11  electret  micro- 

phone mounted  in  a 
G.7411  x   0.7811  x   G.36M  rubber,  shock-absorbing 
assembly.  Microphone  is  easily  removed  from 

assembly.  1.25M  wire  leads  w/connector. 

CAT#  MIKE- 109 

2for$1 

oo 
10  for  40e  each 
100  for  30e  each 

COOLERS  W/ THERMAL  CUT-OFF 
New  thermoelectric  devices, 

prepped  with  a   temperature  cutoff 
switch.  Originally 
intended  for  12 Vdc  use  j 

in  picnic  and  automotive 
coolers/  heaters. 

127  thermocouples  per  — - — — 
device.  dettaTmax=79degC,  Thot=50degC, 
Vmax=16.1  V. 

30MM  x   30MM  x   3.3MM 

Qmax=38.7  Watts,  lmax=3.9A. 

CAT#  PJT-5 

$9 

zs 
each 

10  for  $9.00  each 

40MM  x   4GMM  x   3.8MM 

Qmax=56Watts,  lmax=5.6A 

CAT#  PJT-6 

$12 

75 
each 

10  for  $11.75  each 

40MM  x   44MM  x   3.3MM 

Qmax=80.6W,  lmax=8.1A 

CAT#  PJT-7 

$14E 

10  for  $13.75  each 

12  VDC  80  MM  COOLING  FAN 

W/  FAN  GUARD 
Minebea  Co.,  NMB  model 

3110KLTMW-B19.  12  Vdc, 

0.13  Amp.  3.1 511  x   3.1 5M  x 0.99. 11  Prepped  with  metal 

fan  guard.  Plastic  frame 
and  7   blade  impeller.  Three 

8 11  leads  with  3-contact  socket  connector  (0.1 11 spacing).  UL,  CSA,  CE,  VDE.  £   gy  Jg 
^ijljach 

CAT#  CF-217 

shop  on-line  www.allelectronics.com 
ORDER  TOLL  FREE  1-800-826-5432 

lL  ORDERS  TO: 
.ECTRONICS  CORP. 

VAN  NUYS,  CA  91408-0567 

FAX  (818)  781-26! E-MAIL  alia 

VISA 

NO  MINIMUM  ORDER  *   All  Orders  Can  Be  Charged  to  Visa,  Mastercard,  American  Express  or  Discover  ■   Checks  and  Money  Orders  Accepted  by  Mail  ■ 

Orders  Delivered  in  the  State  of  California  must  include  California  State  Sales  Tax  -   NO  C.O.D  *   Shipping  and  Handling  $6.00  for  the  48  Continental  United 

States  -   ALL  OTHERS  including  Alaska,  Hawaii,  P.R.  and  Canada  Must  Pay  Full  Shipping  *   Quantities  Limited  *   Prices  Subject  to  change  without  notice. 

MANUFACTURERS  -   We  Purchase  EXCESS  INVENTORIES...  Call ,   Write,  E-MAIL  or  Fax  YOUR  LIST. 
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by  Gerord  Fonte In  The  Trenches 

The  Business  of  Electronics  Through  Practical  Design  and  Lessons  Learned 

In  The  Trenches 
Teaching  and  Training 

Because  engineers  create  new things  and  new  ideas,  other 

people  have  to  be  instructed 

in  how  these  new  things  and  ideas 

work.  Naturally,  it  falls  on  the  engi- 

neer to  do  the  teaching  and  training. 

Understanding  what  is  necessary  and 

expected  of  you  when  you  talk  to  a 

group  of  people  can  be  helpful. 

Teaching  versus 
Training 

You've  just  finished  your  state-of- 
the-art  meat  analyzer  for  mad-cow  dis- 

ease. Using  breakthrough  nano  tech- 

nology, your  new  device  can  detect 

those  pernicious  prions  in  the  spinal 

fluid  of  cows.  You’re  really  excited  to 
get  into  the  next  stage  and  do  a   design 

for  human  detection,  when  your  boss 

calls  you  into  his  office.  Your  new 

assignments:  1 )   train  operators  to  use 

the  machine,  2)  teach  technicians  how 

to  service  and  repair  the  analyzer,  and 

3)  work  with  marketing  to  educate 

potential  customers  about  the  break- 

through  design.  This  isn’t  what  you 
were  hoping  for,  but  realistically, 

you’re  the  best  person  for  the  job. 
The  first  thing  is  to  realize  that 

there  is  a   big  difference  between  train- 

ing and  teaching.  You  train  a   dog  to 

roll  over  but  you  teach  a   child  to 

speak.  Fundamentally,  training  is 

completely  addressing  a   topic  with 

responses  that  are  usually  fixed. 

There  is  little  or  no  thought  required 

for  these  responses.  It’s  just  “when 

this  happens  —   do  that,”  People  are 
trained  to  operate  machines,  use  soft- 

ware, ride  a   bicycle,  and  so  forth. 

Training  changes  how  you  perform. 

Teaching  is  providing  the  con- 
ceptual tools  needed  to  address  a 

field  that  is  unrestricted.  For  example, 

engineering  is  an  unrestricted  field. 

No  one  can  know  everything  about 

engineering.  While  you  can  memorize 

lots  of  formulas,  you  will  need  to 
know  when  and  where  each  formula 

should  be  applied,  and  there  is  no 

way  to  memorize  all  these  situations. 

So  you  must  learn  to  analyze  the  situ- 
ation and  choose  the  proper  formula. 

Teaching  changes  how  you  think. 

Naturally,  teaching  and  training 

are  not  mutually  exclusive.  In  fact, 

training  and  teaching  occur  simultane- 
ously in  many  instances,  although 

some  fields  require  more  training  than 

others.  Doctors  need  to  match  symp- 
toms to  diseases.  There  is  a   lot  of 

memorization  in  medicine,  because 

there  is  a   limited  number  of  diseases 

and  people  are  pretty  much  the  same. 

Engineering,  however,  is  one  of 

those  fields  where  teaching  plays  a 

much  larger  role  than  training.  Your 

new  analyzer  falls  into  the  category  of 

bio-engineering.  This  means  that  you’ll 
be  interacting  with  some  people  who 

are  used  to  being  trained  (doctors)  and 

other  people  who  are  used  to  being 

taught  (technicians).  Realizing  this  dif- 
ference beforehand  can  be  critical. 

Training 

Remember  that  training  is  related 

to  performance.  So,  instructing  peo- 

ple in  how  to  operate  your  analyzer  will 

be  mostly  rote  learning.  “You  press 
this  button  to  start  the  analyzer,  and 

the  results  come  out  here.”  Of  course, 
this  doesn’t  mean  that  everything  you 

teach  must  be  training.  It’s  certainly 

useful  for  the  operator  to  have  a   funda- 
mental understanding  of  what  your 

The  Standard  for  checking 
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machine  does  and  how  it  does  it. 

Additionally,  understanding  the  results 

may  require  thoughtful  consideration 

rather  than  just  following  certain  rules. 

There  are  two  additional  important 

points  here.  The  first  is  that  training 

fosters  rule-bound  behavior.  Is  this 

what  you  want?  If  not,  then  you  should 
teach  rather  than  train.  The  second 

point  is  the  idea  of  “need  to  know.” 
What  do  your  users  really  need  to  know 

in  order  to  operate  your  analyzer  prop- 

erly? This  defines  your  training  pro- 
gram, so  include  everything  they  need 

to  know  and  exclude  everything  else. 

Training  materials  are  necessary, 

and  they  are  often  fairly  complex  doc- 
uments. Unfortunately,  these  materials 

can  be  poorly  written  and  organized, 

and  they  rarely  indicate  what  is  impor- 

tant and  what  isn’t.  A   classic  example 

of  this  is  the  “FORMAT”  command  in 

the  original  Microsoft  MS-DOS  operat- 
ing system.  It  would  completely  wipe 

out  the  hard  drive  without  any  warning 

(later  versions  fixed  this). 

Good  training  materials  provide 

examples  and  show  how  to  do  some- 
thing rather  than  what  something 

does.  For  example,  suppose  you  want 

to  copy  a   file,  so  you  look  up  “copy,” 

Getting,  “Copy  is  a   command  that 

allows  you  to  copy  files,"  is  useless 
for  you.  You  already  know  what  copy 

is.  You  need  to  know  how  to  properly 

implement  the  copy  command. 

Providing  an  easily  accessed  summa- 
ry of  important  procedures  with  clear 

examples  is  critically  important  in 

producing  useful  training  materials. 

Teaching 

When  you  teach,  you  try  to  con- 
vey fundamental  ideas  that  can  be 

used.  This  is  usually  harder  than  train- 

ing because  there  is  less  structure. 

Teaching  is  open-ended.  How  much  of 

what  topics  will  be  best?  Getting  peo- 

ple to  think  is  rarely  easy.  Remember 

high  school  and  college:  “Just  tell  us 

what’s  going  to  be  on  the  test.” 
Learning  concepts  that  you  must 

understand  enough  to  apply  takes 

effort.  But  learning  and  understanding 

concepts  is  incomparably  more  valu- 

able than  training.  This  is  because 

concepts  can  be  applied  in  unlimited 

ways,  where  training  is  restricted  to 

special  situations.  You  can  apply  engi- 

neering concepts  to  biology  and 

chemistry  and  create  a   machine  that 

can  detect  mad-cow  disease.  You 

could  never  do  that  if  all  you  did  was 

memorize  engineering  formulas. 

A   subtle  but  important  point  is  that 

one  of  your  students  may  apply  a   con- 

cept in  a   way  you  never  considered. 
This  can  result  in  a   question  you  cannot 
answer  or  a   brand  new  idea.  It  is 

extremely  important  to  recognize  when 

this  happens  and  foster  it.  This  is  a   suc- 
cess! You  have  a   student  who  is  think- 

ing. This  is  exactly  what  you  want. 

Unfortunately,  human  nature  is  in  con- 
flict, as  you  may  feel  embarrassed  or 

slighted  and  want  to  rebuke  the  student. 

After  all,  you’re  the  person  stand- 
ing in  front  of  people  and  you  should 

know  all  this.  It’s  natural  to  feel  uncom- 

fortable, but  it’s  vital  to  overcome  this 
feeling  and  encourage  the  student.  No 

one  can  know  every  concept  and  appli- 
cation. Not  even  the  teacher.  Besides, 

always  remember  that  a   student  may 

actually  be  smarter  than  you. 

Basic  Errors 

The  two  basic  errors  are  teaching 

rather  than  training  and  training 

instead  of  teaching.  Let's  look  at  a 
couple  of  examples. 

Suppose  you’re  training  secre- 
taries on  how  to  use  a   new  word  pro- 

cessing program’s  sorting  feature. 
There  is  no  reason  to  teach,  in  detail, 

all  the  various  types  of  sorting  algo- 
rithms. How  a   bucket  sort  differs  from 

a   bubble  sort,  how  you  created  a 

combined  sorting  procedure  that  is 

more  efficient  for  variable  length 

records,  and  so  forth,  and  so  on,  ad 

infinitum.  It  seems  obviously  wrong 

when  it's  stated  here.  However,  we've 
all  experienced  people  doing  this. 

The  term  I've  heard  is  “Geek- 

Tea  ch,”  and,  truthfully,  this  is  a   com- 
mon mistake  that  many  engineers 

and  technical  instructors  make.  As 

noted  previously,  this  is  an  example 

of  failing  the  “need  to  know”  require- 
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ment.  These  secretaries  only  have  to 

know  how  to  use  the  sorting  feature. 

They  don't  have  to  understand  it 
A   more  devastating  error  is  training 

instead  of  teaching.  This  is  especially 

true  when  powerful  forces  are  being 

controlled,  such  as  in  a   nuclear  power 

plant.  Let’s  do  a   thought  experiment. 
You  have  a   closed  jar  with  a   tube 

running  out  of  the  bottom  into  a   hol- 
low rubber  ball.  You  fill  the  ball,  the 

tube,  and  half  the  jar  with  water.  If  you 

squeeze  the  ball,  the  system  pressure 

increases  and  water  flows  into  the  jar, 

increasing  its  water  level  There  is  a 

direct  relationship  between  pressure 

and  water  level.  It’s  a   simple  concept 
Except,  if  you  train  people  that 

higher  pressure  equals  higher  water 

level,  they  don’t  understand  the  con- 
cept. They  only  remember  the  rela- 

tionship. Most  of  the  time,  that’s  not 
important.  It  does  become  important 

when  a   failure  occurs.  This  happened 
at  Three  Mile  Island  Nuclear  Power 

Plant  on  March  28,  1979, 

In  this  instance,  an  electromatic 

pressure-relief  valve  stuck  open, 

while  its  indicator  light  showed 

closed.  This  allowed  air  (steam  actu- 

ally) out  of  the  top  of  the  jar  (pressur- 
izer  loop).  Instead  of  a   closed  system, 

the  system  was  open,  and  the  result 

was  that  the  pressure  decreased  and 

the  water  level  increased* 

This  was  a   relationship  exactly 

the  opposite  of  what  the  operators 

were  trained  to  believe.  They  had  a 

dilemma*  If  they  believed  the  coolant 

pressure  was  too  low,  they  should 

increase  the  pressure  by  increasing 

the  coolant  pumping  speed.  If  they 

thought  the  water  level  was  too  high, 

then  the  proper  action  would  be  to 

cut  the  coolant  pumps.  But,  which 

indicators  were  right  and  which  were 

wrong?  Because  they  were  not  taught 

the  simple  hydraulic  principles  of 

open  and  closed  systems,  it  was 

impossible  for  them  to  make  sense  of 

the  conflicting  measurements. 

Meltdowns  happen* 

Tests 

Part  of  any  training  or  teaching 

program  is  determining  how  success- 
ful the  instructor  is.  This  is  accom- 

plished by  testing  the  students,  and 

with  training,  the  questions  are  pretty 

easy  to  create*  All  that  you  need  to  do 

is  have  the  students  repeat  what  was 

presented.  Multiple  choice  questions 

are  common  and  appropriate* 

But,  for  teaching,  how  do  you  test 

how  the  student  thinks  (rather  than 

what  he  remembers)?  Multiple  choice 

questions  are  not  as  good  a   choice* 

The  dreaded  essay  questions  are 

more  appropriate,  because  the 

teacher  can  follow  the  student’s  logic 
and  reasoning.  Even  if  the  student 

makes  a   simple  math  error,  the  text 

may  show  that  he  fully  understands 

the  concepts  that  were  taught  and  is 

applying  them  correctly*  But  essay 
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tests  are  hard  to  grade  and  are  sub- 

jective* So,  multiple  choice  questions 

are  used  nearly  exclusively  for  all  test- 

ing, If  you  are  creating  “teaching" 
questions,  try  to  force  the  student  to 

apply  a   principle  in  order  to  get  the 

right  answer.  Don't  have  him  just 

repeat  something  —   that's  training. 

Multiple  Intelligence 

The  rest  of  the  column  will  concen- 

trate on  teaching  because  it’s  a   much 
more  difficult  task.  There  are  many 

approaches  to  teaching,  and  some  are 

better  than  others.  Some  people  are 

more  suited  to  certain  teaching  styles 

than  others.  Individual  students 

respond  differently  to  various  styles, 

and  there  is  no  single  best  method  of 

teaching.  But,  clearly,  some  methods 

are  better  than  others.  (Reading  your 
notes  to  the  class  in  a   monotone  voice 

is  not  a   good  technique.  ) 
These  differences  have  been 

studied  and  classified  fairly  recently 

by  Dr.  Howard  Gardner*  He  has  pro- 

posed the  concept  of  “Multiple 

Intelligence"  (Frames  of  Mind:  The 
Theory  of  Multiple  Intelligence, 
Basic  Books,  1993), 

The  basic  idea  isn't  really  new. 

It's  simply  that  different  people  learn 
in  different  ways*  Some  people  learn 

best  by  doing,  while  others  learn  best 

by  watching.  What  Gardner  did  was  to 

identify  and  document  eight  specific 

methods  of  learning  that  are  related 

to  actual  brain  functions  and  struc- 

tures. These  are:  Music  Smart,  People 

Smart,  Picture  Smart,  Body  Smart, 

Self  Smart,  Number  Smart,  Word 

Smart,  and  Nature  Smart. 

All  people  have  all  of  these  capa- 
bilities. But  most  people  tend  to  focus 

their  “intelligence”  into  two  or  three  of 
the  methods.  Engineers  tend  to  be 

Number  Smart.  They  like  math  and 

logic  and  enjoy  solving  problems. 

Additionally,  engineers  tend  to  be  Self 
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Smart.  They  often  prefer  to  work 
alone  and  at  their  own  pace.  But,  right 

now,  stop  for  a   moment  and  recite 

your  “ABCs.”  You’ll  most  likely  end  up 

with  that  kid's  tune  running  through 

your  head.  That's  Music  Smart. 
This  means  that  the  more  varied 

your  teaching  style,  the  greater  over- 
all success  you  will  have.  Additionally, 

if  you  have  a   specific  audience,  you 

can  tailor  your  approach  so  that  it  will 

match  their  learning  abilities* 

Teaching  Methods 

The  most  common  teaching 

method  is  a   lecture.  But  according  to 

the  National  Training  Laboratories,  it’s 

the  least  effective  in  terms  of  “reten- 

tion.” Typically,  there’s  only  a   five  per- 
cent retention  rate  for  a   lecture  presen- 

tation (it’s  zero  if  you  fall  asleep), 
Reading  the  material  gives  10  percent 

retention;  audio-visual  is  20  percent;  a 
demonstration  yields  30  percent;  a 

discussion  group  (also  called  the 
Socratic  Method)  gives  50  percent; 

actually  performing  the  concepts  (as 

in  laboratory  exercises)  results  in  75 

percent  retention;  and  when  you  teach 

others,  you  remember  90  percent. 

Again,  the  basic  reason  that  the 
lecture  is  the  most  common  method 

of  teaching  is  because  it’s  the  easiest* 
You  just  stand  up  and  start  talking.  If 

the  class  is  150  college  freshmen,  it's 
probably  impractical  to  break  them 
up  into  discussion  groups*  Making 

demonstrations  large  enough  for 

such  a   large  class  is  also  difficult. 

It's  unlikely  that  you'll  be  teach- 

ing such  a   big  group.  You’ll  probably have  10  to  15  students*  This  means 

that  most  of  these  methods  are  possi- 
ble and  practical.  You  should  try  to 

employ  them* 

Concept  Formation 
and  Detail  Retention 

If  you  understand  the  concepts, 

the  details  often  become  self-evident. 

This  means  that  you  can  forget  the 

details  because  you  can  derive  them 

whenever  you  need  to.  Instead  of  clut- 

tering your  brain  with  facts  and  fig- 
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ures,  all  you  have  to  do  is  understand, 
which  is  a   lot  easier  said  than  done* 

Let's  see  how  this  works  by 

designing  a   nuclear  reactor’s  core* 
We  know  that  a   critical  mass  of 

radioactive  material  generates  lots  of 

heat.  If  we  have  a   sphere  of  material, 

we  won’t  be  able  to  withdraw  heat  from 

it  very  well  because  the  surface  area-to- 

voiurne  ratio  is  small.  It’s  clear  that  we 
need  a   large  surface  area  to  volume.  A 

thin  rod  is  much  better.  (A  ribbon  is 

better  still,  but  it’s  harder  to  manufac- 

ture and  creates  an  asymmetrical  criti- 

cal mass.  Let’s  keep  it  simple.) 
We  want  the  rods  to  be  small 

enough  in  diameter  so  that  the  heat 

differential  from  core  to  face  is  small 

We  want  to  extract  the  most  heat  as 

possible.  Since  we  know  metals  have 

fairly  good  thermal  conductivity,  we 

can  estimate  that  the  diameter  of  these 

rods  should  be  less  than  an  inch.  Let’s 
make  them  0.5  inch  in  diameter. 

In  order  to  create  a   critical  mass, 

we’ll  have  to  have  lots  of  these  rods 
close  together.  Obviously,  we  have  to 

extract  the  heat  to  use  that  energy 

and  cool  the  core.  Since  we’re  talking 
about  megawatts,  we  know  that  the 

cooling  system  will  have  to  be  huge. 

Additionally,  there’s  a   problem. 
Granium  has  poor  mechanical  and 

chemical  properties.  We’ll  have  to 
encase  the  rods  with  something  bet- 

ter, but  this  will  thermally  insulate  the 

uranium  from  the  coolant.  So  there’s  a 
tradeoff:  We  want  it  thin  for  better 

thermal  properties  and  we  want  it 

thick  for  better  mechanical  properties. 

The  point  of  the  exercise  is  to 
show  that  the  details  become  clear  if 

the  basic  concepts  are  understood 

and  applied  properly.  You  don’t  have 
to  remember  the  thermal  conductivi- 

ty of  uranium  to  get  a   general  idea  of 

how  thick  the  rods  should  be.  (Of 

course,  in  a   real  situation,  you  would 

reference  the  proper  formulas  to  opti- 

mize the  design.)  It’s  much  easier  and 
quicker  to  manipulate  concepts  than 

it  is  to  arrange  a   myriad  of  details  into 

a   pattern,  This  is  also  called  “top- 

down  design."  It  becomes  clear  that 
teaching  concepts,  rather  than 

details,  is  much  more  useful. 

Teaching  Tools  and 
Tips 

If  you  are  tapped  to  do  some 

teaching,  it’s  a   good  idea  to  buy  one  of 
the  many  books  on  the  subject.  But, 

realistically,  you  probably  won’t.  So, 
here  are  a   few  pointers  that  may  help: 

During  a   lecture,  don’t  read.  Your 
notes  should  only  identify  which  topics 

you  need  to  discuss.  Conversational 

speech  is  much  better  than  reading. 

Don’t  stand  in  one  place.  Moving 

around  requires  the  students  to  follow 

and  keeps  them  focused  on  you 

(besides  a   moving  target  is  harder  to 
hit  with  a   spitball). 

Be  excited  about  what  you  are 

teaching.  If  you’re  not,  how  can  you 

expect  your  students  to  be?  Ask  the 

Scope  Training  That  Makes  Sense! 

Get  up  to  speed  auickly  with  our 
1 -hour  video  ana  teen  manual. 

Certification  exam  included! 

Achieve  a   passing  score  on  the  exam 

and  get  your  proficiency  certificate! 

Send  check  or  m.o.  to: 

and  ham  radio  operator,  you'll  learn  SYSPEC,  Inc. P.O.  Box  2546 

to  measure  DC  and  AC  signals.  Syracuse,  New  York  1 3220 

Specify  VHS  ($49.95),  or  DVD  ($69.95) 
Please  include  $5.00  S/H 

RUSH  delivery  available! 

1   -   877  -   SYSPEC1 

(NYS  residents  add  sales  tax) 

Visit  us  on  the  web  at: 

www.syspec.com 

PayPal  Accepted 

It  writes  your  USB  code! 
NO  Need  to  be  a   USB  expert! 

HIDmaker  ($399)  -   creates  HIDmaker  Test  Suite  ($149) 
ready  to  compile  PC  &   PIC  programs  USBWatch  _   shows  your  device's 
that  talk  to  each  other  over  USB.  USB  traffic,  even  during  'enumera- 

Choose  your  favorite  languages!  tion',  without  expensive  equipment. 
PIC:  Pic  Basic  Pro,  CCS  C,  Hi-Tech  C,  Any  HID  -   Test  any  USB  HID  device. 
MPASM.  PG  VB6.  DeLphi,  C++  BuiLder.  See  what  data  jt  sendSj  even  what 
Single  chip  solution:  PIC  with  built-  the  data  is  used  for 

in  USB 

/   /Trace  301-2620300 I   s   y   $   t   e   m   s,  f   n   c J11 11  Mi "   1 M "   wwwJraceSystemsIncxom 
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In  The  Trenches 

class  questions  and  foster  discussion. 

Use  the  other  teaching  methods 

described  above,  if  possible* 

There  is  always  room  for  humor 

in  teaching,  but  be  sure  to  keep  it 

clean.  You  can  get  into  serious  trou- 

ble for  inappropriate  comments.  Like 

a   spice,  humor  should  only  add 

sparkle  and  interest  to  your  presenta- 

tion; it  shouldn’t  overwhelm  it.  Self- 

depreciating  humor  is  often  effective. 

You  might  as  well  laugh  at  yourself; 

after  all,  everyone  else  does, 

I   find  analogies  very  useful.  They 

create  a   concept  relationship  that's 
easy  for  many  people  to  understand. 

But  it's  important  that  the  analogy  be 

obvious  and  appropriate.  If  it’s  not,  it 
only  becomes  confusing. 

Examples  and  asides  (or  digres- 

sions) can  be  effective.  This  is  because 

they’re  more  like  stories.  People  like  lis- 
tening to  stories.  The  apparent  change 

in  the  discussion  topic  reduces  bore- 

dom and,  what  1   call,  “saturation.” 
People  can  only  concentrate  for  so 

long,  then  they  tune  out.  They’ve 

become  saturated.  Telling  a   “story” 
helps  counteract  this. 

Use  a   multiple  intelligence 

approach.  Use  props.  If  you’re  going 
to  discuss  sorting,  bring  in  a   deck  of 

cards  and  sort  it.  Use  rhyme  to  make 

important  points.  “If  the  glove  doesn’t 

fit,  you  must  acquit.”  You  remembered 

where  that  came  from,  didn’t  you? 
There  are  an  unlimited  number  of 

ways  to  present  your  topic.  Be  cre- 

ative, Yes,  it’s  hard  and  it  takes  work. 
But,  like  most  things,  doing  it  well 
takes  effort. 

Another  very  powerful  teaching 

tool  is  drama.  Who  can  forget  those 

dramatic  driver’s  ed  movies  in  high 

school.  Or  the:  “This  is  your  brain, 

This  is  your  brain  on  drugs,”  public 
service  announcement.  For  your 

m ad-cow  disease  detector  you  might 

want  to  show  pictures  or  video  clips 

of  sick  animals  or,  perhaps,  their 

sponge-like  brains.  Gross  but  effec- 

tive, Don’t  forget  that  being  effective 
is  the  critical  factor  in  teaching. 

Teaching  Makes  You 
Think 

As  we  noted  above,  teaching 

changes  how  you  think.  This  cannot 

happen  by  accident.  As  a   student, 

you  must  think  about  what  is  being 

presented  and  incorporate  that  into 

your  mental  world.  What’s  more,  you 
must  want  to  do  so.  Your  world  is 

round  or  flat  depending  on  what  you 

choose  to  believe.  Your  beliefs  are 

shaped  by  what  you  know,  experi- 
ence, and  learn.  The  bulk  of  this 

knowledge,  experience,  and  learning 

comes  directly  from  your  teachers  (be 

they  parents,  friends,  or  instructors). 

As  a   teacher,  it  is  important  to  real- 
ize that  your  job  is  to  shape  the  world 

of  the  student.  It’s  a   big  job.  And,  hope- 

fully, you’ll  shape  it  in  a   way  that’s  use- ful and  valuable  for  the  student.  NV 

Front  Panels? 
Download  the  free  >Front  Panel  Designer* 
to  design  your  front  panels  in  minutes 

Order  your  front  panels  online 
and  receive  them  just  in  time 

www.frontpanelexpress.com 

Circle  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 

The  Power  to  Design...  KITS  ̂  

Development  Tools  &   Kits 
Kits  for  most  micros,  CPLDs,  and  more  starting  at  $15... 

Universal  CPU  Board 

PIC  and  AVRKits^^^^ 

Programmable  Logic  Kits 

SeaBass  Basic  Compiler  (as  low  as  S10!) 

TTL  RS232  Adapters 

PC  I/O  for  Basic,  C,  Java,  Linux,  and  More 

C   P   rag-on  mite  AV  R   K* 

339.95 

Serial  PiVM 

324.95 

PAK  Coprocessors 
Add  powerf ml  features  to  any  microcontroller 
project.  Perfect  for  use  with  Basic  Stamps! 

Starting  at  under  $10... 

*   Floating  Point  &   AID 

*   PWM  &   Pulse  Output 

*   Servo  Control 

*   Pulse  Input 

*   PS/2  Keyboard  or  Mouse 

XifmrCFLD  Kfc S‘o^sa"349.95 
PJG  Programming  Kia 

8^3^329.95 

Visit  us  for  free  tools,  tutorials  and  projects 

www.awce.com/nv 
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CALL  TOLL-FREE 

(800)  292-771 1 
Orders  Only 

Se  Habla  Espanol 

C&S  SALES 
Secure  On-line  Ordering  @   cs-sales.com 

FREE  GIFT  with  online  purchase  (use  coupon  code  NV) 

CALL  OR  WRITE 

FOR  OUR 

FREE 
64  PAGE  CATALOG! 

(800)  445-3201 
Elenco  Digital  Multimeters 

Model  M-1750 Model  LCM-1950 

Large  raaUDpI 
LCD 

■   Cap.  Io400jF 

■   Inductance  lo  40-1 

■   Res.  IQ  4.000MU 

•   Logic  resl 
■   Diodes  Transfer 

red 

■   Audible  OonlhJly 

-   ACLDG  voltage -   Currenl 

(10.*.  max.) 

■   Eeeper 

-   Frecpency  to 

15MHr 

-   Capacitance  lo 
KCpF 

■   Transistor  tael 
■   Diode  test 

Elenco  Snap  Circuits " 

Test  Equipment 

Elenco’s  new  Snap  Circuits™  make  learning  electronics  fun  and  easy.  Just  follow 
the  colorful  pictures  in  our  manual  and  build  exciting  projects,  such  as:  FM  radios, 

digital  voice  recorders,  AM  radios,  burglar  alarms,  doorbells,  and  much  more!  You 

can  even  play  electronic  games  with  your  friends.  All  parts  are  mounted  on  plastic 

modules  and  snap  together  with  ease.  Enjoy  hours  of  educational  fun  while 

learning  about  electronics.  No  tools  required.  Uses  "AA':  batteries, 
©   versions  available. 

Build  up  to  750  projects! 

As  low  as  $29.95 

Elenco  Handheld  Frequency  Counters 

10Hz -3GHz 
Models  F-2800  &   F-2850 

-   1 0   digit  display 

«   16-segment  RSSI  bangraph 

-   Resolution  to  0.1Hz 

(F-2850) 

-   Resolution  to  1Hz(F-2800) 

>   Selectable  gatetime  (F-2850) 

-   Hi-speed  (300MHz)  direct 
count 

■   Indudes  NiCd  changer  and 
antenna 

F-28G0   $99 

F-2850.   $1 85 

Create 

Your  Own 

Exciting  Experiments 

Elenco  Quad  Power  Supply 

Model  X P-581 

4   Fully  Regulated  Power  Supplies  in  1   Unit 

— i£j?p  s75 

4   DC  Voltages:  3   fixed;  +5V  ©   3 A,  +12V  ©■  1   A, 
1   variable;  2.5  -   20 V   ©   2 A   *   Fully  regulated!  &   short 

protected  *   Voltage  &   current  meters  *   All  metal  case 

Elenco  Oscilloscopes 
Free  Di/sT  Cover  and  xF  x2  Probes 

2   year  warranty 

3-1 330  ZSMHi  D4ayvd  Swwp  14  M 

3-1 3*  40MHi  Dull  Tract  z474 

3-1 345  4C*IHi  Dalayvd  Swap 

3-1 3BG  tlWHi  Delayed  zv.itip 

3-1  SEC  ICCHHi  Delayed  Sweep 

SSS9 

EKeniico  RF  Tracer  1MHz  -   3 GHz 

l   Model  F-270° 

*195 

*   Poduet-aze,  easy-to-use 

*   Speaker/earphone.-Vbrale  alerts 
*   5-segnent  RSSI  bangraph 

*   Low  power  consumption 
*   Indudes  NiGd.  changer, 

and  antenna 

*   Tells  you  if  your  room  is  bugged 

Models  Available 

SC-790  -   eaflEine  Vaa/cr,  conHne  over  00  parte,  lo  buld  over  75D  eaper hienla  Includes  ylhhg  from  SC-KID 
plus  experiment  In  solar,  elec.lrorregneltem.  vlbrallon  swllcliee.  and  70  computer  Inlerlaced  eocpermente+.   S1 1 9.95 

SC-500  -   Pm  Verses  contain?:  ever  7b  parts  Including  vote  recording  1C,  FM  rado  mocLIe.  analog  meter.  Iranslcimer. 

netay,  and  7-segmert  LED  dsplay.  Euld  over  K0  experiments..,   S89.95 

BC-300S  -   QeSuxe  V&sstn,  ccntahs  over  OO  parte.  Build  over  300  experiments  pLs  20  bonus 
computer  InbertaEBd  experiment                       S7  4 . 9   5 

SC-300  -   Stendsn?  Verafo?.  same  as  SC-3DCI5.  bul  without  bonus  experiment.                    S59.95 

SC-1 00  -   Snap  Or  cute.  Jr.,  contariE  over  30  parte.  B   Uld  over  1 0O  experiments         S29.95 

Elenco  5MHz  Sweep  Function 

Generator  w/  built-in  50MHz 

Frequency  Counter 
Model  GF-8056 

•   130-  *   *   4 

s225 

Generates  square,  triangle,  and  she  uravelcrme, 
and  TTL  CMOS  pulse. 

GF-0Q46  -   3MHz  w:  counter  $   1 99 

GF-0025  -   without  counter  $99.95 

iBOTZ  Hydrazoid  Kit 

Model  MR-1004 
Walks  and 

makes  sounds 

non -soldering 

Elenco  Educational  Kits 

Model  21-aSO 
Line  Tracking  Mouse  Kit 

^
  
 S2
5"
 

Sninj  Xittdid □Buna 

Model  RCC-7K Redo  Conlrd  Cd  r   Kit 
■T  Furrttns  ®   . 

■TrmiiTttof  h:l 
AK-&70 (non-fddsir^l 

Model  AM-780K 
Two  ICRadb  Kit 

Model  M-1006K 

|[  H   DMM  Kit 

"ISRirass 

|f/ma  .cite  Dpi  LCD 
t   /I  'TransislorTasI 

LD.:tiia  Tc-sl 

s18. 

Model  AK-700 Pdse.'Tone 

Telephone  Kil Flashing  Neon  Lights 
Great  School  Projecl 

SI  4   95 

Model  K4001 

M   7W  Amplifier 

'^P,P|^aj7- a.5W 

Deluxe  Soldering  Irons Electronic  Science  Lab 

$ 

Elenco  4-Functions-in-1  Instrument 
Model  MX-9300B 

495 
Ideal  for  labs,  production  lines,  R&D 

and  hobbyists! 

Sweep  Function  Generator 

*   o   2Hz  to  2MHz  Digital  Multimeter 
*   Sine,  square,  triangle,  skewed  *   400 mV  -   400V  AC/DC 

sine,  ramp,  pulse,  TTL  level  square  -   20A  max.  AC/DC  current 

-   VCF  voltage  0   to  1 0VDC  *   Resistance  to  40MQ 

Digital  Triple  Power  Supply 
*   Output  #1 

*   Output  #2 

■   Output  #3 

0-30 V DC.  up  to  2 A 
5VDC.  up  to  2A 

15V  DC.  up  to  1 A 

Frequency  Counter 
*   1Hz  to  2.7GHz 
*   7 -digit  display 

*   Selectable  time  base 

Weller®  Low  Cost 
Soldering  Iron 
Model  WLC100 

-   Variable  power  control  produces  540 
watts. 

*   Ideal  tor  hobbyists,  DIYersand  students. 

-   Complete  with  40W  iron. 

Maxitronix  500-in-1  Electronic  Project  Lab 

Model  MX-909 
Everything  you  need  to  build  500  exciting  project  el 

-Learn  the  basics  of  electronics.  500 

different  electronic  experiments,  special  | 

lighting  effects,  radio  transmitter  and 
receivers,  sound  effects,  cool  games  and 
MORB 

'   Includes  built-in  breadboard  and  an  LCD. 

'Explore  amplifiers,  analog  and  digital 

circuits  plus  how  to  read  schematic 

diagrams. -   Includes  1 1   parts. 

-   Lab-style  manual  included. 

-   Requires  6   "AA"  batteriee. 

MX-909  -   aOO-in-1  Lab  S69.95 

MX-907-  200- in -1  Lab  549.96 
MX-90S-  130-in-l  Lab  539.95  § 

EP-50  -   50-in -1  Lab  510.95 175 
Guaranteed  Lowest  Prices 
UPS  SHIPPINGS::  48  STATES  7%  (Minimum  37.00) 
OTHERS  GALL  FOR  DETAILS 

IL  Residents  add  8.5%  Sales  Tax 

SEE  US  ON  THE  WEB   

C&S  SALES,  INC. 
1 50  W.  CARPENTER  AVENUE 

WHEELING,  IL  60090 

FAX:  (B47)  541-9904  (847)  541-0710  ;jtB 

http://www.cs-sales.com 

15  DAY  MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE 

2   YEAR  FACTORY  WARRANTY 

PRICES  SUBJECT  TO  CHANGE  WITHOUT  NOTICE 
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CLASSIFIED  ADVERTISING 

$50.00  Per  Inch  —   No  e>ctra  charge  for  color  (Limited  time  offer), 
Classified  ads  must  be  paid  in  full  prior  to  the  closing  date. 

Visa/M G'Am ex  accepted.  Payment  for  ads  received  after  the  closing 
date  will  cause  the  ad  to  be  placed  in  the  following  issue,  at  our 

discretion.  Minimum  charge  is  one  inch  with  half-inch  increments. 

No  proofs  will  be  sent.  Ads  to  be  typeset  by  Nuts  &   Vo/ts  must  be 

received  by  the  closing  date.  Supplied  ads  must  be  received  by  the 
artwork  due  date. 

Call  the  office  at  95  ! -37 1 -8497  or  Email  c   I   as  sad  s   @   n   y   ts  vo  I   ts .   c   o   mi 

for  dosing  dates,  available  sizes,  and  special  prepay  discount  offers. 

Satellite 

4DTV  •   C-bancI  •   Ku-band 

MPEG-2  *   DISH  *   DIRECTV 
We  carry  a   full  line  of  systems, 

upgrades,  replacement  parts,  more! 

Get  it  all  with  just  one  call! 

800-500-9275 

FREE  Satellite  TV  Buyer's  Guide 

MSkyvision* www.skwision.com 

Scientific 

Organizations 

Computer 
Hardware  Wanted 

DEC  EQUIPMENT 
WANTED!!! 

Digital  Equipment  Corp. 
and  compatibles. 

Buy  -   Sell  -   Trade 
Call  Keyways  937-847-2300 

or  email  buyer@keyways.com 

Computer  Software 

Prided  tow,  easy  to  use'! 
/   +   *   J*  >   X   A Contact  FNC  Corp. 

847,695.1210  orj 
www.fncwired.com 

Universal  Serial  Bus 

only  $59  [standard  license) 

Read/write  your  USB  device 

Develop  your  host  software 
Windows  API  library  (DLL) 

For  HID  class  USB  devices 

Visual  C   and  Visual  Basic 
Free  demo  w /   source  code 

www,  kadf  ron  ix.com 

Test  Equipment 

Triple  Decker  5-in-l 
resistance/capacitance 

decade  box 

mm www.  99d  ol  la  rco  mpute  r .   com 

Military  Surplus 

ELECTRONIC  MILITARY  SURPLUS 2000  WATT  SOLA  REGULATOR 
Sola  CVS  2000  Watt  Constant  Voltage-  I 
Transformer  provides  a   very  well  regu-  I 
bled  sinusoidal  waveform  I   hot  is  is-: 
loted  from  variations  and  disturbances  | 

in  the  input  voltage.  Also  provides 

isolation  and  step-up/sbep-down  to 
allow  far  various  i   npuf  output  voltages.  I 

In  put  95-1 90 n   75-295,''1 90-2601260-520 
GO  Hz.  Output  1 £0,'240VA  C   GOHz 

2000VA.  17.0m1H.4m9. 6, 115  Ibo  sh.  Unused.  S300 

WHEATSTONE  BRIDGE 

FAIR  RADIO  SALES 
WEBSITE:  fairradio.com 
E-MAIL:  fairradio® fa irrddkj.com 

PHONE:  41&-227-6S73 

FAX:  410-227-1313 

2305  St  Johns  RD  -   BOX  1105 

Lima.  OH  45802 

VISA,  MASTERCARD,  DISCOVER 

Address  Dept.  N ' V 

I   dilution  box  it  is  adjustable  in 
1   ohm  steps  from  0-10110 ohms.  The  current  limit  of  the 

resistors  is  16-500ma  depend- 
on  setting.  Galvanometer  indicates  balance  in  be  si 
:uit.  Requires  three  D   batteries.  Also  22.5  to  200 

|VDCfor  more  accurate  read inqs  above  1000  ohms. 
5.0M7.9Ka.a,  12  lbs  ah.  Used  Reparable,  £34.50 

|   Used  Checked.  £49.50:  Manual  repro.  £12.00 

Allow  m:n^  for  shipping  on  merchandise. 

SEND  FOR  OUR  LATEST  CATALOG  '! 

Plans/ Kits/ 

Schematics 

MeasurHE  1-3/4  x   1   -5/ft 

St  contains  brtfigi  redifier.  all  filter 

caps,  and  LM7BL05  regulator. 
-   §9.95  oa.  postpaid. 

Mistw.qad  1 

*vi  fd  at  a   R   C   n   Dfl1  aol.com 

IV KITS&CHIPS  &CODE 
SINCE  1974 

•   ONE  $$S  PARTS  KITS: 
$1.00  =   20ea  1N4148  DIODE 
•   BREADBOARDS  (.042.iO.rj 

$2.00  =   1   ea  BB2  (2, 4x1. 4”) 
$3.00  =   1   ea  BB3  (3.0x1. 8") 
$4.00  =   1   ea  BB4  (3.8x2.4") 
$5.00  =   1   ea  BB5  (4.9x2.9'j ea.  POSTPAID  (USA  ONLY) 
INDUSTRIAL  VENTURES 
POB  245 
132  E.  PROSPECT  STREET 

WALDWICK,  NJ  074ti3-0245 

CCD/ Cameras/ 
Video 

USB  2,0  Camera  module  with  SDK 

M*ga  pixel  hi i^-  spaed  US  BIO  camera  module. 
Capture  size-  from  320x240  to  1280x1024  at  real 

time  speed.  Complete  SDK,  highly  customizable 

and  flexible.  On  hoard  hardware  resources.  Price 

from  $89  to  $169.  Suitable  for  all  kinds  of 

computerized  intake  capturing  project. 

For  more  information,  visit  our  website 

wwfclab.cumcra.com 

Microcontrollers 

MicroStampl  1 
world's  Smallest  69HC11 
Microcontroller  Module! 

m 

Ini,  j •   telemetry 

•   microrobotics »   smart  toys 

*   model  railroading 

*   home  automation 

*   tiny  (1  by  1.4  In.),  light- weight  (D.Soz.) 
*   on-board  5V  reg.,  crystal,  &   reset  chip 
*   choice  Of  EfK  or  3ZK  EE  PROM 
*   or  3ZK  RAM  +   3ZK  EEPROM  (64K  version) 

*   SCI,  5   PI,  Output  Com  pa  re  and  Input 
capture  channels,  timer,  pulse  accumulator 
*   all  14  I/O  lines  and  Z   interrupt  lines 

b   roug  ht  out  to  ve  rsati  le  Z   Q-  pi  n   con  nector 
*   program  In  BASIC,  assembler,  orC 
*   easy  code -loading  with  Docking  Module 

*   Starter  Packages:4 
*   BK  EEPROM  (#  MSI  1 5 PBK). ...... $49 
*   3ZK  EEPROM  ( #M511  5P3ZK)... $77 
*   3ZKE^3ZK  RAM  (. MS  1 1   5 P64K) $9 D 

Vrttfud'es  MibroSte'/pp  11  f   manual,  PC  soft- 
wan  (a&samblan,  SBASIC  compile 

MtroLa-dd  utility*  and  sample  programs), 
sorlal  cabla,  Docking  Modulo,  &   MMtMMt 

www.technologicalarts.com 

Toll-free  (USA  8k  Canada): 
1-877*963-8996 

Visa  *   MasterCard  *   Discover  -   Aitihx 

IC*  Microcontrolk 
Books 

4   Titles 
Beginner  to  Advanced 
Table  Of  Contents 

Ordering  Info 

On  Web  Site 

httpritoww.sq-1  .com 

ELECTRONICS 

(208)664-4115 Hayden,  ID  USA 

WW.HL teVcfte.COM, 

Education 

1   MFf?f7ry?f7‘-in  1 
We  are  building  what  you  i nah  ymi  Itatl  in  the  lab  t 

ELECTRONICS  LAB 

MODULES  *Kf?S 
r«  gt*" 

COLLEGE  &   UNIVERSITY 

INSTRUCTORS 

Concepts...  Sou»e  of  our  products  ... 
B   Data  Communicati/w  g   Sync hrenous  Frame  Generator 
d   Internet  Protocols  □   PLL  A   Freq.  Synthesis  Modules 

,   om  Model  1   01 C   g   USB,  Ethernet,  Ser.  4   Par.  I/O 

□   Computer  Interlacing  a   Full-Duplex  IR  Mfldenfi 
d   Automatic  Control  □   USB  3,  Serial  Data  Acquisition 

g   Telecom  Circuits  □   Telephone  Switch  Clusters 

Unistep  Technologies www,  unistep,  ca  info^umstep.ca 
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Audio /Video Components 

Specialist®  in 
Audi o   Electronics 

great  designs  since  1957 

TDL®  Technology,  Inc. 

www.tdl-tech.com 

VDS-22QG 

www  m   atrn  nn  m 
Video  Modem  System 

-   Send  Video,  Audio  Signals 
&   1 2   VDC  Power  over  one 
RG59  Cable 

-   Transmit  range  >1mile 
•   inlertefence  &   noise  free 
-   Wnetner  Proof  design 

- 110  VAC  to  DC  adjustable 
power  adapter  inducted 
3alea@mateo.eoin 

www.matco.com  ~ VGA  to  Video  Converter 

ULT-2000 

-   Use  big  video  screen 
as  PC  monitor 

-   Capture  PC  images 
on  video  recorder 

$35/^3  -   24bit,  16,7  mil  colors 

Video  to  VGA  Converter 

VGA-802 

-   Display  Composite 
Video  or  S-Video 

&iga!  on  PC  monitor 
-   Vtorks  w/  or  w/out  PC 
-   Stereo  Audio  amp. 

$6*Mea  _   24^  16.7  mil  colors 
-   Powered  by  5   VDC 

(800)7 19-9605  3flle3@matco.com 

mm 

RF  PARTS'  CO. 
From  Milliwatts  to  Kilowatts sm 

5   RF  ̂  
Tubes,  Transistors,  Power  Components. 
Email:  rfp@rfparts.com  •   Web:  www.rfparts.com 

zm ass 800-737-2787  Fax  888-744-1943 

fuM-FPU) 

Floating  Point  Coprocessor 
I2C  to  400  kHz 
SPI  to  4   MHz 
32-bit  IEEE  7S4 
32 -bit  integer 

Math  Functions 
User  deFined  Functions 

3-pin  DIP  or  SMT 
www.micromegacorp.com 

2 SC  1969  2SC2879  SDI446  2SC2290 

See  our  website  for  other  products 

www.westgateparts.com 

Westgate  1-800-213-4563 

www.  m   atco.co  m 
2   In  puls  Digital  Video  Web  Server 

-   Broadcasts  2   composite 
video  sources  on  internet 

- 10/100  Base-T  network 
interface 

Statistic  or  dynamic  IP 
- 1 5   fps.  IE  Browser  display 

-   Auto  e-TOii  or  image  FTP  when  alarm  tnggeo 
-   Built-in  Auto  Network  Reccnnectton  function 

{@00)719-9605  roatco.com 

electronics  forums! 
www.nutsvolts.Gom 

CoofTjg^Tsjiet 
All  colors  3mm  and  5mm  Bright  LEDs 

For  great  prices  visit: 
www.coollights.net 

‘Embracing  t   fie  future  today 

Design/Engineering  Services 

FREE  120  Pg  CATALOG 

Electronic  components,  kits, 

test  equipment,  tools,  and 

supplies  for  hams,  hobbyists, 

and  businesses.  Many  hard-to- 
find  items  like  variable 

capacitors,  vernier  dials,  coil 

forms,  magnet  wire,  and  toroids. 
Ocean  State  Electronics 

www.oselectronics.com 

*   Circuit  board  layouts 

*   P rotofcLjpe  assembi  ies 
WWW.QSP.KL  YELi:C.I  R0NICS.COM 
Convert  your  sketch  or  print  Into  a   quality 

peb  for  a   reasonable  price  Visit  us  on  j 

the  web  or  call  Osprey  electronics  at  I 

:   T   (208 )   664  1 0B&  (U  S .. --ERVO 
The  Future  of  Robotics  is 

at  Your  Fingertips  l 
Subscribe  Today! 

www.  ser  vom  agazi  n   e   .com 

Antique  Radio 

AWA 
Antique  Wireless  Association 

The  original  and  largest  historical radio-collector  group. 

Publishes  AWA  journal  covering  history, 
restoration,  broadcast  receivers,  ham  radio, 

telegraph,  radio-  meets. and  more. 

$20tyr  USA 
$25/yr  elsewhere 
Check  us  out  at 

http:  //www.ant  iq  u   ewi  re  I   e   ss*o  rg 
or  PO  Box  I   09,  Dept.  4 

Stafford,  NY  14143 

Security 

www.matco.com 
4   Chanel  Network  DVR 

IP  Solution  DVR-2200  -W 

$499/ea 
30 fps  lull  size/120 

fps  quae  -size;  Up 
to  250  GB  epfcwsl  HDD:  Dynamic  or  &tet«sl>c  IP 
Internet  accesssble,  Wavelet  compression  format; 

Asm  mpufoulpur  Video  loss  detection:  Multiple 

quick  search:  POPVPIP;  RS-232.  RS-485cormn 

{800)719-9605  $&les@ma  tco.com 

Hi-Tech  Survival  Offers! 

www.matcQ.com 

Real  Time  4   Channel  PC  Based 

Digital  Video  Capluro  Card 
In  femef  A   ccessable 

RWI  Tm  DVRC-TD4 
i   30/30  Fps,  326  x   240,  Local  4, 
t   Remole  PTZ  oontroL  4   BHD 

Video  I   n   pot,  SfW  included 
Plug  9nd  Play 

{@00)719-9605  sale9@matco.com $QQ/ea 

SPY  EQUIPMENT 
BEST  PRICES  GUARANTEED 

on  CCTV  and  counter  spy 

products! 914.6M.22M 

www.mjelectroniGS.Doni 

MAY  2005 

www.matco.com 
IB  Ch  12  VDC  Power  Distribution  Box 
S 9 9/ea  12  vdc  raouteted,  Total 

current  6A,  'ft  outputs.  333 
mA  per  terminal,  18  terminal 
blocks,  Fuse  on  each 
channel ,   1@  female  power 
connectors,  on  FCB  board 

meet  to  can>era 

X.  95"H  X   3.5"D 
{ @00)  7 1 9-9  605  sa  le$@  rna  tco.com 

www.  m   atco.co  m 
USS  Counterfeit  Detector 

Check  the  security  thread, 

magnetic  Ink,  IR  ink  and 
paper  texture,  &eep  and  red 

yght  alarm  -when  fake  note 
detected.  Capafite  for  both 

now  and  Old  version  USA 
banlteOLeH  Built-in  UV 

lamp  tor  manual  check. 

MES-203G 

{@00)719-9605  sa!os@malcoxom 

www.matcQ.com 
Miniature  CMOS  Camera 

CML-100/CUP-101 1 14"  CMOS,  MO  TVL. 

3   LuVf2.i>  S   SfS.SffliTi  Lens 
Bfw$29tea  Color.  $39  tea 

Weather  proof  infrared  llumlrintor  CCD  Camera 

€ 

BJW:  AX-BC3  SlltofM 

1/3” CCD  Sensor,  Built-in  If  IR 
LEDS.  3B0  TVL.  OLU^FZ.D,  Al. 

BLC.  4.3  mm  Lens,  5‘  Cable- Color;  AX'SQQC  tuwe# 

1M"  CCD  Sensor,  Built-in  11  |R 

g^EDs,  330  TVL,  QLu*fF2  D,  Al, 
BLC.  3.6  mm  Lars,  5'  Cable 

( @00  >71 9-960 5   sa les@matco.com 

* 
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Robotics Connectors  Wire/Cable 

^       COW  TROLL  ERS 

Robot  Bases,  PIC,  QQPIe,  Stamp 

and  servo  controllers.  New  Walking 
Machine  Controller.  Chips,  kits, 

assembled, 

www.  o   ricomte  ch.com 

TheJudiophileSourci 

ROBOTIC 

Batteries/ 

Battery  Chargers Speakers 

•   Speakers  , 

*   Electronics 

■   Connectors 

A/V  Accessories 

Calt  for  a   Free  Catalog 

1-800-338-0537 
or  visit  us  at 

parts-express.com 
SOUCE  CODE.  NVM2 

COLORMAKER.NET  *- 

ARohot  Kit  from  A r rick 

Robotics  uses  the  Basic  Stamp 

II.  Quality  metal  construction. 

Easy  to  assemble  and 

very  expandable. 

$235.00 
www.robotks.com/arobot 

The  Smart  Motor  Controller 

&   Gamatronix 

*   Closed  Loop  RID  Control 

*   Trapezoidal  motion  profiles 

*   PC,  Serial,  &   Cricket  ports 
*   Current  (torque)  feedback 

www.qamatronix.com 

Wireless  Operation  up 

to  400  feeL 

16  Million  Colors 

DMX  Com  pa  table 

Ctesif  GWM 

JM  Electronics  me  970  SLPtfune  Law  sice  Altamonte  FI  32714  ww  cQKxrn^sv  n oi  ■■  jmfltcfronics-jm ng  eon ;4Q7 )   862-3363 

New  & 

Improved 
Features:  Precision  temperature  tracking  vcltage 

reference  St  ihree  mode  charging  sequence. 

Standard  hit  is  for  12V  Q-  1:2  or  1   Amp.  user 
selectable.  Can  be  connected  to  ihe  battery 

indefinatelv.  will  nol  over-charge.  Weighs  2   pounds 

and  measures  4"Wx  5Ve"  D   *   2V7  H.  Finished 
enclosure  included  in  hit. 

Complete  Kit  »1SQ-Km   S59.95 
Assembled  &   Tested  (S150-ASY)   £79.95 

E^nesHertsadfl  7.75%.  safes- lax.  S£H:S?.50  (I  reeled) 
FcceIji  orders  add  20% 

www.a-aengineering.com 

®   A*A  Engineering  SI 
2521  W.  La  Pair™  sK  *   Anaheim.  CA  92B01 

(714)  952-2114  *   FAX:  (714)  952-3280 

n   The  RF  Connection rv,  213  N,  Frederick  Aye.,  Ste.  I   INV 
F   Gaithersburg,  MD  USA  20877 

httpi/Jwww.therfc  .com/ 

Compete  SeJect/on  of  A1JL-Sf>ec  Coax, 
RF  Connectors  ond  Reioys 

UG-21  B/U  N   Male  for  RG-21 3/21 4   $5.00 

UG-2 1 D/U  N   Male  for  RG-21 3/214  .$125 
N   Connectors  for  99 1 3/Flexi4XL/909£. 

UG-2  IB/99 1 3   .....$6.00/  Pins  Only.   $1,50 
UG-21  D/99 1 3   ..$4.00  /   Extra  Gasket.$0.75 

Amphenol  33- 1 SP- 1050  PL-259  $0.90 
UG-  176/U  Reducer  RG-59/8X,  $0.25 

or  5/$  1 .00 

UG-  175/U  Reducer  RG-5B/58A,  $0.25 
or  5/$  1 .00 

Silver  Teflon  PL-259/Gold  Pin,  $1.00 
or  I0/$9.0G 

Mardtoflnd 
Printer  M66om 

INKJET  REFILLS 
INKJET  CARTRIDGES 
AT  DISCOUNT  PRICES 

write  for  price  Itai  or check  our  out  web  page. 

H.T.  Orr  -   Computer  Supplies 

249  Juanita  Way 

Placenrbt  CA  92870-2216 

TOLL  FREE  i -800-377- 2021 
LOCAL  7 14-528-9822 
FAX  714-993-6216 

email:  Hrorr@anLeoni 

http://use  rs.ad  el  ph  i   a .   net/“Eiter  r 

Miscellaneous 
Electronics  For  Sale 

OVER  4,300  ITEMS  IN  STOCK 

Surplus  &   Refurbished 
Electronic  Equipment 

Parts  &   Accessories 
Audio,  Communication  t   Computer,  TelepHwtaic,  & 

Video  Equipment.  Repair  Parts  6,  Service  M   annals. 

SMC  ELECTRONICS 

wuvw.  s   m   cel  edron  ics.com 

On  Sale  Now 
Cordless  Telephone  Battery  Packs 

50-75%  OFF  RETAIL  PRICES! 

Don't  Mist  Out  on  the 
Ride  of  Vour  Life! 

f»i..rs.hi 

Order  TODAY! 

Sturt  your  subscription  to  SERVO  by 

tdlhnq  877-525-15S9  Or  Online  Ot 

i   crvomagai  in*,c  om 

94 

MIL-Spec  Coax  Available  (Teflon.  PVC  IIA) 
New  Product:  Belden  99 1 3R  99 1 3   with 

High  Density  PE  Foam  dielectric, 
stranded  center  cond.and  Duobond 

III  Jacket  $0, 80/ft  or  $78.00/ 1 00ft 
Also  New  9092,  RG8X  with  Type  II  Jacket. 

Intro  Price   $23.00/1 00ft 

Call  for  Specials  of  the  Month 
Full  Line  of  Audio  Connectors  for  Icom, 

Kenwood,  and  Yaesu 
B   Pin  Mike  Female  $2,50 

B   Pin  Mike  Male  Panel  $2.50 
13  Pin  DIN  for  Kenwood  $2.75 
B   Pin  DIN  for  Icom  $   1 .00 

B   Pin  DIN  for  Kenwood  $   1 ,50 
Frcces  Do  Not  /ndude  Shipping 

Orders  000-783-2*6*' 
Info  301-840-5477 
FAX  301-869-3*80 

I- 11320  SOP  in-68Pi  n-8  OPi  n 

1   to  ft  May  Case  Enclosures 
Adapters  Cables  Terminators 

Low  Prices  -   Qly  Discounts! 
(Also  FireWire,  USB,  Video) 

www>m  fipb.com 

wwWtnutsvolts.com 

Amateur  Radio 

WWW.4ATV.CQIVI 

2.4  GHs  Power  Amplifier, 
Power  Supply  included, 
10-40  mW  Input,  1   W   Output, 

Size:  Approx  2,h  X   2"  X   3/4" (547)  303-0700  ififaffiAafr-com 

TAP  CHECKER  MODEL  270 

WIRELESS  INSTALLATION  METER 

y   ItoVflFtWANi dgf’  *   SURVEILLANCE 
f   ■   'Armand  Wgns Antennas 

Tests  Transrrittef/Amei™  Output 

Measures  Sjselire  RF  and  RFI 

HentHles  HOT  and  CGtD  spats 

finds  Hacker  Sites  t,  Caul e   Leaks 

Opllrrtaes  Hub  rta:«n«il ^I'dieaisrei  ifl  45fiHrVt 

ALAN  BROADBAND  CO, 
S3  WCH  iT,  QWCD  Gnr.CA  M»2 

Til:  ISO)  m-.y&y)  mum 

PROFESSIONAL  EAVESDROPPING  DETECTOR 
2.4  GHi  JUGS  detected  of  100  +   feel 

UP  CHECKER 
MODEL  270 

$549 

*   DErEWlUE!  mernu 

*   SUPER  FAt-  FIELD  DEIEC1I0H 

•   R0M5-M  ft  PiNPCiim  LOCATOR 

*   lDMKi<45*Hz&AkDffDlH.-  ?C dBm c124 GH 

ALAN  BROADBAND  CO. 
[4501 349-9*2/  \m  FAS:  [W\ 

WWWJAFCHECKER.COM 
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Profiting  from  the 
1st  New  Industry 
of  the  21st  Century 

Produced  by 

w 
RoboticsTrends 

♦IDG 
WORLD  EXPO 

Founding  Sponsor 

iRobot 
Premier  Sponsors 

Frontline 

.UahJa 
www.E  mnUfam  Rrt'dtinn.ncm 

WHITE  GOX 
-   KQl&QTIGiB  - 

Evening  Reception  Host 

I   John  Deere 

Premier  Media  Sponsor 

POPULAR science 

SECOND  ANNUAL 

RuBuBusiness 

Conference  and  Exposition 

The  Nation’s  Premier  Business  Development  Event 
for  Mobile  Robotics  and  Intelligent  Systems 

May  10-11,2005 
Hyatt  Regency  Cambridge 

Cambridge,  MA 

www.roboevent.com 

Photos  courtesy  of  iRobot.  SICK.  K-Team,  CTG.  Business  Design  Lab,  ActivMedia  Robotics,  LLC. 

Corporate  Sponsors 
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•■-V  Systems,  Inc. 
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Tech  Forum 

Tech  Forum 
QUESTIONS 

I   have  stereo  amps  —   Fisher,  H.  H. 

Scott,  and  RCA  —   that  use  output 

tubes  (6.6-V,  6BQ5,  9199,  etc.)  that 
are  no  longer  available.  1   would  like  to 
use  transistors  instead  of  tubes  for 

output,  I   would  appreciate  any 

suggestions  or  diagrams, 
#05051  Emil 

via  Internet 

I   play  drums  in  a   rock  band.  I 

would  like  to  develop  a   hollow  drum 

stick  with  electronics  and  fiber  optic 

lights  leading  up  the  stick  tip  that  will 

change  color  from  blue  to  green  and 

then  from  red  to  white  based  on  the 

increasing  frequency  of  the  drum 

stick  hitting  the  drum  head.  This 

circuit  may  encompass  a   small 

microphone  (or  impact  switch), 

frequency  to  voltage  converter,  and 

proper  logic  to  turn  on  each  LED  at  a 

set  drum  beat.  Does  such  a   chip 

arrangement  exist  to  design  this 

circuit  into  a   small  package?  The 

effect  onstage  should  be  very 

interesting  for  the  audience,  as  the 

drum  sticks  appear  to  generate  fire 

with  increasing  hand  speed. 

#05052  Brian  Andresen 
Livermore,  CA 

I   was  wondering  how  well  an  FFT 

algorithm  can  represent  an  audio 

signal.  For  example,  if  you  have  256 

real  basis  frequencies  to  convert  an 

This  is  a   READER-TO-READER  Column.  All 

questions  AND  answers  will  be  provided  by 
Nuts  St  Volts  readers  and  are  intended  to 

promote  the  exchange  of  ideas  and  provide 

assistance  for  solving  problems  of  a   technical 

nature.  All  questions  submitted  are  subject  to 

editing  and  will  be  published  on  a   space 
available  basis  if  deemed  suitable  to  the 

publisher  All  answers  are  submitted  by  readers 
and  NO  GUARANTEES  WHATSOEVER  are 

made  by  the  publisher  The  implementation  of 

any  answer  printed  in  this  column  may  require 

varying  degrees  of  technical  experience  and 

should  only  be  attempted  by  qualified 

individuals.  Always  use  common  sense  and 

good  judgement! 

Send  all  material  to  Nuts  &   Volts  Magazine , 
430  Prmceland  Court,  Corona,  CA  92879, 

OR  fax  to  (951)  371-3052,  OR  email  to 
fo  ru  m@n  uts  volts.co  m 

ANSWER  INFO 

*   Include  the  question  number  that  appears 
directly  below  the  question  you  are  responding 
to. 

*   Payment  of  $25.00  will  be  sent  if  your  answer 
is  printed.  Be  sure  to  include  your  mailing 

address  if  responding  by  email  or  we  can  not 

send  payment. 

*   Your  name,  city,  and  state,  will  be  printed  in 
the  magazine,  unless  you  notify  us  othervvise.  If 

you  want  your  email  address  printed  also, 

indicate  to  that  effect, 

-   Comments  regarding  answers  printed  in  this 
column  may  be  printed  in  the  Reader 

Feedback  section  if  space  allows. 

QUESTION  INFO 
To  be  considered 

All  questions  should  relate  to  one  or  more  of 
the  following: 

1)  Circuit  Design 

2)  Electronic  Theory 

3)  Problem  Solving 

4)  Other  Similar  Topics 

Information/Restrictions 

*   No  questions  will  be  accepted  that  offer 
equipment  for  sale  or  equipment  wanted  to 
buy. 

*   Selected  questions  will  be  printed  one  time 
on  a   space  available  basis. 

*   Questions  may  be  subject  to  editing. 

Helpful  Hints 
*   Be  brief  but  include  all  pertinent  information. 

If  no  one  knows  what  you're  asking,  you  won't 

get  any  response  (and  we  probably  won't  print it  either). 

*   Write  legibly  (or  type).  If  we  can't  read  it,  well throw  it  away, 

■   Include  your  Name,  Address,  Phone  Number' 
and  Email.  Only  your  name,  city  and  state  will 

be  published  with  the  question,  but  we  may 
need  to  contact  you, 
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audio  signal  to  an  FFT  frequency 

spectrum  and  converted  it  back  using 

the  same  basis  frequencies,  what 

would  your  audio  quality  be,  in  terms 

of  THD?  I   thought  you  could  get  a 

better  result  if  you  used  pairs  of  real 

and  imaginary  basis  frequencies,  but 

this  might  be  equivalent  to  using 

twice  as  many  real  basis  frequencies. 

Is  there  a   simple  relationship 

between  the  number  of  basis 

frequencies  and  THD  (audio>FFT> 

audio)?  Given  the  currently  available 

DSP  technology,  this  should  not  be  a 

problem.  If  you  could  get  an 

acceptable  signal  back  after  this 

transformation,  it  would  be  an 

interesting  way  to  transform  audio 

signals  and  could  possibly  be  useful 
for  RF,  etc. 

#05053  Exidor 

via  Internet 

I   need  an  inexpensive  I/O  card 

that  has  about  12  digital  input/ 

outputs  and  six  analog  input  points.  It 
needs  to  fit  into  a   standard  slot  in  a 

PC.  1   don't  need  high  speed  sampling 

or  anything  else  too  fancy.  Can 
someone  recommend  a   card? 

#05054  Warren  Bowman 

via  Internet 

I   was  troubleshooting  a   Tektronix 

scope's  high  voltage  circuit  and  1 
happened  to  break  a   germanium 
diode.  It  looks  like  it  functions  as  a 

switch  in  this  application.  Can 

someone  explain  why  a   germanium 

diode  would  be  used  in  any  circuit 

other  than  a   crystal  radio?  1   know  it 

has  a   lower  forward  voltage  than  a 

silicon  diode  and  a   much  lower 

current  rating.  Are  they  sometimes 

used  as  fusing  devices  because  of  this 
lower  rating? 

The  diode  only  has  a   Tektronix 

part  number  and  I'm  wondering  if 

any  germanium  diode  would  work. 
Thanks!  1   think  your  magazine  is 

great! 

#05055  Richard 

via  Internet 

I   would  like  circuit  suggestions  for 

measurement  of  the  dark  (Townsend) 
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current  in  a   neon  bulb.  1   would  like  to 

use  a   Keithley  181  nanovoltmeter  to 

take  measurements  up  to  six  figures. 

I   know  1   am  using  a   voltmeter  to 

measure  current,  but  I   want  to  get  the 

benefits  of  the  sensitivity  and 

accuracy  of  this  particular 
instrument.  The  ultimate  reason  for 

doing  this  is  to  detect  radiation  from 
biosources. 

#05056  Gary  Grinnell 
via  Internet 

ANSWERS 

[#2055  -   February  2005] 
/   have  a   bunch  of  hr  marked 

LEDs  (light  emitting  diodes).  Is 

there  any  way  to  determine  the 

specs  (forward  voltage)  of  an  LED  if 

you  don't  already  know  it? 

All  Electronics  (www.allelectronics 

.com)  has  an  LED  tester  —   stock  #LT- 

100  —   which  is  powered  by  a   nine-volt 

battery.  A   similar  tester  —   stock 

#1437 1TE  -   is  sold  by  Marlin  R 
Jones  and  Associates  (www.mpja 

.com).  You  can  plug  an  LED  into  the 

tester  and  measure  its  voltage. 

These  testers  have  different  test 

socket  positions  for  different  LED 

currents,  you  would  start  at  the  two- 
mA  position  and  work  up.  There  are  a 

few  low-current  two-mA  LEDs  and 

some  10-mA  LEDs,  but  most  are 

rated  at  20  mA.  Forward  voltage  for 

most  red,  green,  and  yellow  LEDs  is 

about  two  volts,  but  some  with  that 

rating  have  a   maximum  of  three. 

Blue,  white,  and  a   few  green  LEDs  are 
three  to  five  volts  and  infrared  LEDs 

are  1.2  to  1.5  volts. 

It  is  easy  to  build  an  LED  tester 

using  a   nine-volt  battery  and  a   few 
resistors.  A   DIP  1C  socket  makes  a 

good  test  socket.  Forward  voltage  for 

most  LEDs  is  about  two  volts,  so  the 

resistor  for  the  two  mA  position 

should  drop  seven  volts  at  two  mA, 

making  it  3,500-ohms  (the  standard 

value  of  3,300  is  close  enough). 

If  the  LED  lights  brightly  at  two 

mA,  it  is  either  a   two-mA  type  or  a 

super  bright  20- m A   type.  (I  don't 
know  how  to  tell  the  difference, 

except  that  if  it  is  two  mA  and  you 

operate  it  at  20  mA,  it  will  be  very 

bright,  but  won't  last  very  long.) 
For  10  mA,  the  resistor  is  700 

ohms  (680  is  okay)  and  for  20  mA,  it 

is  350  ohms  (330).  A   power  switch 

isn't  needed,  as  there  is  no  current 
unless  an  LED  is  connected.  Many 

LEDs  have  a   maximum  reverse 

voltage  rating  of  five  volts,  but  1 

haven't  had  any  problem  with  nine 
volts  in  the  tester  for  only  a   few 

seconds.  You  could  add  Zener  diodes 

to  limit  the  reverse  voltage,  but  then  a 

power  switch  would  be  needed,  as  the 

Zeners  would  always  draw  current. 
Bill  Stiles 

Hillsboro,  MO 

[#2057  -   February  2005] 
/   am  looking  for  a   wiring 

diagram  to  help  me  build  a   cable 
tester.  The  cables  have  between  six 

and  12  wires. 

#1  Building  a   cable  tester  is  a   fairly 

simple  job.  Check  out  the  schematic 
at  the  following  link:  http:// 

home.comcast.net/*  matt  1289/ 
tester,  lit  ml 

Matt  Grasso 

via  Internet 

#2  This  is  a   quick  and  dirty 

solution.  The  LEDs  are  arranged  to 

Digital 
Nuts  A   Volts! 

UDR9& 
®MBW\3n 

Now  you  have 
a   choice t 

Beginning  with  the  May 
issue.  Nuts  &   Volts  will  be 
offered  in  digital  format  in 
addition  to  print. 

When  you  subscribe  or 
renew  your  subscription, 
you  can  now  request  print 

digital,  or  both! 

The  new  digital  version  is 
searchable,  printable,  and 
an  exact  replica  of  the  print 
version,  It  can  be  viewed 

using  most  popular  web 
browsers,  Sample  it  online 
at  www .   nutsvolts  .com 

Digital  Only  $19.95 
Print  Only  $24.95 

Both  Print  &   Digital  $29.95 

To  Order,  go  to 
www.nuhvoltf.cofn 

or  coll 
1 -677-52S-2W9 
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light  in  sequence  as  the  operator 

steps  through  the  switch  positions*  If 

an  LED  lights  out  of  sequence,  it  is 

incorrectly  wired;  if  more  than  one 

LED  lights,  there  is  a   short*  If  no  LED 

lights,  there  is  an  open*  The  process 
could  be  automated  with  a 

microprocessor,  but  I   think  that  is 

beyond  the  scope  of  this  forum. 
Russ  Kincaid 
Milford,  NH 

#3  Nestor  Quiroga  might  want  to 
check  out  an  article  that  was 

published  in  the  July  1997  Popular 

Electronics.  It's  a   DTMF  wire  tracer* 
The  tracer  has  a   DTMF  tone  decoder 

and  display  on  one  end  and  a   DTMF 
encoder  with  about  10  leads  on  the 

transmitter  end*  You  connect  the 

transmitter  on  the  far  end  to  wire  pairs 

—   from  one  to  10  pairs*  Then,  you  go 
to  the  other  end  with  the  receiver*  As 

you  touch  the  receiver  to  each  wire, 

the  display  shows  a   number  from  one 

to  10,  corresponding  to  the  wire  the 
transmitter  lead  is  connected  to* 

I   built  one  of  these  several  years 

ago*  Copies  of  the  article,  as  well  as  a 

PCB  set  for  the  project,  are  still 

available  from  FAR  CIRCUITS  Printed 

Circuit  Boards,  18N640  Field  Court, 

Dundee,  1L  60118;  (847)  836-9148* 
Cost  of  the  PCB  set  is  $9*00*  Far 

Circuits  also  has  a   website  with 

the  boards  listed  at  www,  far  circuits 

,   net/ dtmfl.htm 

E,  Kirk  Ellis,  KI4RK 
Pikevill,  NC 

[#2058  -   February  2005] 
What  circuitry  could  I   use  to 

determine  the  winner  of  a   Pine  Box 

Derby  race?  These  little  cars  cross 

the  finish  line  at  very  fast  speeds 

and  are  usually  only  milliseconds 

apart.  /   would  like  to  use  infrared  or 

laser  beams  to  be  broken  by  the 

cars  as  the  trigger  for  the  circuit  to 
determine  the  winner. 

#1  1   designed  and  built  a   device 

which  I   called  the  "Pinewood  Derby 

Scoreboard*"  I   wrote  an  article 
that  was  published  in  the 

November/December  1985  issue  of 

[#2056  -   February  2005] 
How  can  /   restrict  outgoing  calls 

on  my  land  line  from  one  phone? 

#   I   Reversing  the  tip-ring 
connections  to  some  touch  tone 

phones  will  prevent  the  touch  tone  pad 

from  functioning,  but  will  still  allow  dial 

tone,  ringing,  and  incoming  calls. 

Depending  on  the  resourcefulness  of 

the  person  you  are  trying  to  block, 

reversing  the  wires  behind  the  wall 

jack  may  be  a   sufficient  obstacle. 

John  Montalbano 
via  Internet 

#2  I   assume  you  want  to  block 

users  while  you  are  out,  but  allow  you 

to  use  it  when  you  return.  1   have  used 

a   PIC  and  a   DTMF  receiver  (M8870- 

01 P)  to  control  activity  on  a   phone 

line.  It  would  allow  long  distance  only 

after  the  correct  password  was  dialed. 

If  you  want  to  make  it  restrict  all 

calls,  the  code  could  be  modified. 

If  you  are  interested,  my  email  is: 

electronicshobbyshopfc'c  pol.net 
Dennis  Hewett 
Frontenac,  KS 

#3  Th  is  block  diagram  is  my 

approach  to  solving  your  problem. 

The  detail  design  would  be  a   bit  of 

wrork.  Here  is  how  it  works:  the  ring 

detector,  through  the  control  circuit, 

turns  on  RY1 ,   passing  the  signal  on  to 

the  telephone.  When  the  handset  is 

lifted,  the  telephone  line  voltage  drops, 

the  voltage  sense  turns  on  RY2, 

putting  a   load  on  the  line  and  "taking 
the  line  off  hook.1’  This  condition 
remains  until  the  handset  is  replaced 

allowing  the  telephone  voltage  to  rise, 

which  is  sensed  and  turns  RY1  and 

RY2  off. 

In  order  to  place  a   call,  the  handset 
is  lifted  and  a   code  is  entered  at  the 

keypad.  If  the  code  is  accepted,  both 

RY1  and  RY2  turn  on,  allowing  the  dial 

tone  to  be  heard  and  a   call  to  be 

placed.  When  the 
handset  is 

replaced,  RY1 
and  RY2  turn  off 

and  no  call  can 

be  placed  until 
the  code  is 

entered.  Cl 

separates  the 
line  DC  and 

telephone  DC; 

C2  separates  the 
AC  ring  tone 

from  the  line  DC. 

Russ  Kincaid 
Milford,  NH 

Hands-On  Electronics * 

The  article  contains  the  parts  list, 

schematic,  and  PC  board  layouts  for 

the  ,pscore board"  (double-sided)  and 
the  four  lane  sensors  that  are  at  the 

finish  line  on  the  track* 

It's  admittedly  old  technology  ( 1 1 
ICs  and  four  LED  displays),  but  I 

would  be  happy  to  have  copies  of  the 
article  made  and  send  them  to  Mr* 

Sheetz. 

After  telling  you  about  the 

Pinewood  Derby  Scoreboard  that  I 

developed  many  years  ago,  I   ran 

across  a   copy  of  a   circuit  that  was 

published  in  the  May  1969  issue  of 

Popular  Electronics *   It  uses  two 

phototransistors  and  a   CA3G18* 
l   have  never  tried  the  circuit.  I   can 

copy  the  schematic  and  send  it  along 

if  you  desire* 
Jack  Meagher,  W2IHD 
Southern  Shores,  NC 

#2  You  will  find  schematics  for  a 

Pinewood  Derby  timer  on  my  website, 
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www.qeocities.com/russlk  There 

are  two  schematics:  a   ’’which  came 

first”  circuit  that  just  lights  a   lamp 
over  the  track  of  the  winner  and  a 

timer  schematic  that  displays  the 

elapsed  time,  up  to  9*99  seconds. 

It  has  been  my  experience  that 

kids  don't  understand  the  timer;  they 
just  want  to  know  who  won.  Adults 
can  use  the  timer  to  eliminate  runoffs 

and  save  time,  but  the  kids  couldn’t 
care  less.  Radio  Shack  no  longer 

carries  the  IR  sensor  that  1   used,  but 

similar  devices  are  available. 

(Note:  Geocities  does  not  allow 

links.  You  have  to  put  the  GRL  in  the 

address  bar.) 

Russell  Kincaid 
Milford,  NH 

[#03051  -   March  2005] 

I've  been  looking  for  USB  logic 
analyzers  and  have  wondered  why 

I   can't  just  use  a   USB  parallel  eight- 
bit  FIFO  development  module.  I 

don't  have  a   lot  of  knowledge 
about  the  USB  world,  but  I   like  the 

price  of  building  my  own  (if  it  can 

be  done)  instead  of  the  $300.00 

plus  models  on  the  market.  Any 
ideas  would  be  great. 

A   GSB  development  module 

contains  a   GSB  controller  that  can 

respond  only  to  communications  sent 

to  the  controller's  address  on  the  bus. 
A   GSB  protocol  analyzer  must  silently 

capture  traffic  to  and  from  other 

devices'  addresses.  The  analyzer  then 
sends  the  captured  data  to  a   PC  or 

logic  analyzer,  which  displays  the 

information  in  a   meaningful  format. 

Accomplishing  all  of  this  is  not  a 

simple  task!  Full-speed  GSB  data 

travels  at  1 2-Mbits/sec.  High  speed  is 

480-Mbits/ sec.  Besides  displaying  the 

raw  data,  the  analyzer's  software 
decodes  standard  GSB  requests  and 

status  codes  and  identifies  the  device 

and  endpoint  that  is  the  source 

or  receiver  of  the  data  in  each 

transaction. 

Prices  for  protocol  analyzers  have 

come  down  a   lot  in  the  last  couple  of 

years.  Another  option  is  a   software- 

only  analyzer,  which  can't  show  the same  low-level  details  as  a   hardware 

analyzer,  but  can  be  less  expensive  — 
or  even  free.  1   have  links  to  both  types 

of  analyzers  here:  www.Lvr.com/ 

usb.htm. 

Jan  Axelson via  Internet 

[#03052  -   March  2005] 
/   have  a   new  computer  running 

Windows  XP.  The  hard  drive 

partitions  work  the  same  as  always 

(fdisk),  but  /   don't  know  how  to  set 
up  a   dual-boot  configuration.  As 
usual,  the  help  files  in  Windows  are 
useless.  How  do  I   teach  the  new 

computer  to  boot  in  either  XP  or  98? 

I   have  done  this  a   couple  of  times 

4WD  -   4   servo  motors! 
R   u   g   ged  const r   uctlo  n 
High  traction  over  carpet, 
concrete,  grass,  and  more! 

Nibbed  rubber  tir^s  £2.5")^/ 

Multiple  1/4"  thick  decks 
Over  60  square  inches 
of  mounting  space 

Measures  6.75  x   5", 
and  4,5"  tall 
Available  in  colors 

Add  your  own  microcontroller, 

sensors,  video  camera,  OPS, 
or  other  electronics 

Robots for the of Rest Us 

WWW.BUDGETROBOTtCS.OOM 

0   ZigBee  Modules X   Be eH  XBee  P   r   & 
(Actual  Size)  (Actual  Slid) 

Call  and 
order  your 
development 
kit  today! 

Long  Range 

Fr+nt  5   rrf* 

El 

MaxStream 
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by  formatting  the  hard  drive  as  two 

FAT32  partitions  (FAT32  is  not 

required,  but  the  Windows  98 

partition  must  be  either  FAT  or  FAT32 

and  the  XTP  partition  must  be  either 

FAT32  or  NTFS),  then  installing 

Windows  98.  Boot-up  the  computer 
(in  Windows  98,  obviously),  then  start 

installing  XP  from  within  98.  The 

software  will  ask  if  you  want  an 

upgrade  or  new  installation.  It  will 

recommend  an  upgrade. 

Choose  new  installation.  (Be 

careful  about  the  default  answers.) 
One  of  the  choices  will  be  Advanced. 

If  you  choose  Advanced,  it  will  allow 

you  to  put  XP  in  the  second  partition. 

Finish  the  installation.  (It  will  reboot 

several  times.)  When  finished,  the 

computer  will  have  two  partitions  — 
one  with  Windows  98  and  the  other 

with  XP.  When  you  boot,  you  will  have 

several  seconds  to  go  to  98  or  it  will 

default  to  XP. 

Load  any  other  software  in  the 

normal  manner,  from  whichever 

operating  system  is  appropriate.  (If 

you  want  to  use  a   program  in  both 

places,  it  will  most  likely  have  to  be 

installed  from  both  partitions,  unless 

it  is  DOS-based. 

George  Kaelin 
Loogootee,  IN 

[#03053  -   March  2005] 
How  do  /   test  the  condition  of 

the  contacts  on  24-VDC,  30-amp 
seated  relays? 

Your  best  bet  would  be  to  take  an 

ohm  reading  of  the  contacts  and 
subtract  it  from  the  resistance  when 

new  (that  is,  if  you  have  that  reading). 

The  higher  the  reading  is,  the  more 

resistive  build-up  there  is  on  the 

contacts,  making  them  not  work  as 
well.  Hint:  To  increase  the  life  of  the 

contacts,  use  a   diode  across  the 

power  pins  of  the  relay  to  help  cut 

down  on  sparking  (due  to  the  EMF  of 

the  coil)  and  lengthen  the  life  of 
the  contacts. 

Calvin  Witt  ( 1 3   years  old) 
Thousand  Oaks,  CA 

[#03055  -   March  2005] 
/   purchased  a   desktop 

telephone  with  caller  ID  from 
Southwestern  Bell  about  five  years 

ago.  /   have  moved  several  times 
and  lost  the  wall  wart  power 

supply,  as  well  as  the  instruction 
manual.  The  phone  itself  only 

shows  the  polarity,  not  the  voltage 

or  current  requirements. 

The  model  number  is  CT-10.  A 

web  search  only  found  a   Pantronics 
wireless  headset  with  that  model 

number.  The  only  other  unique 
number  was  the  Federal 

Communications  Commission 

(FCC)  registration  number: 

5LRCHH-32708-MT-E. 
/   looked  on  the  FCC  website 

and  found  that  this  phone  had  been 

SCHEMATIC  C   PCS 
LAYOUT  SOFTWARE 
as  low  as 
CircuitCREATOR 
Windows  95/98/NT/2000/XP  Compatible 

Schematic  Capture,  PCB  Layout,  Automatic  Router 
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Over  25,000+  parts  /   symbols  /   Footprint 
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Up  to  50  different  pad  shapes  and  sizes. 
Export  to  15  different  CAE  programs. 
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with  different  line  widths. 

Full  interactive  graphical  symbol  &   part  editor  included. 
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Advanced  Microcomputer 

|     Systems  Inc.   
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Seetron  Serial  LCDs 
Interface  a   sharp  LCD  display  to  your  BASIC  Stamp®  or  other 
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and  easy  mounting  kits  available  too.  See  www. seetron. com  today. 

*   3.2  x   1.4  in.  super  twist  LCD  $45 

*   2400/9600  baud  serial  BPI'2,6N *   Low  (>2mA)  current  draw 
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$99 
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*   Font  and  15  screens  in  EE  PROM 
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re-registered  on  June  3,  1999  and 
was  made  by  Shenzhen  Taifeng 

Electronic  Co.}  Ltd.,  for 
Southwestern  Bell  and  others.  I 

found  an  address  in  China  for  this 

company,  but  they  never  wrote 
back. 

Does  anyone  have  the  voltage 

and  current  requirements  for  the 

power  supply  for  this  CT-10 
telephone  with  caller  ID? 

The  easy  way  to  do  this  is  to  get 

one  of  the  multi- voltage  adapters 

available  from  Wal-Mart,  RadioShack, 

and  others.  Match  the  adapter  to  the 

phone  and  match  the  polarity  to  the 

symbol  on  the  phone.  Set  the  voltage 

to  minimum  and  plug  it  in.  The  phone 

will  probably  not  work.  Change  the 

voltage  up  one  setting.  Try  again. 

At  some  setting,  the  phone  will 

work  and  the  display  will  become 

visible,  but  dark.  Change  the  voltage 

up  one  more  setting.  This  is  probably 

the  correct  answer,  and  your  phone 

will  work  just  fine. 

If  desired,  substitute  a   fixed- 
voltage  adapter  that  matches  that 

voltage  setting.  Remember  that  most 

of  the  multi-voltage  adapters  supply 
750  mA  or  more  and  be  sure  that  the 

new  adapter  has  an  adequate  current 

rating  or  the  voltage  will  sag  from  the 

marked  voltage  and  not  be  able  to 

supply  the  phone, 
I   have  used  this  trick  a   number  of 

times  with  everything  from  portable 

radios  to  laptop  computers  with 

universally  satisfactory  results. 

George  Kaolin 
Loogootee,  IN 

[#03054  -   March  2005] 
/   have  an  older  ATX 

motherboard  that  does  not  have  the 

BIO's  power-on  feature  —   ‘‘When  AC 
Power  Restored,  Boot  Up 

Computer "   —   on  it. 
I   need  some  type  of  circuit  that 

will  momentarily  make  contact 

with  the  power-on  button  when  the 

AC  power  is  applied  to  the 

computer. 

A   simple  way  to  accomplish  this  is 

to  use  a   120-volt  A/C  to  12-volt  DC 

wall  wart,  a   12-volt  relay,  2,2-kohm 

resistor,  and  a   1 ,000-mf  capacitor. 

Take  the  positive  12-volt  output 
of  the  wall  wart  and  connect  it  to  one 

side  of  the  relay  coil  with  the  other 

side  of  the  relay  coil  wired  to  the 

positive  side  of  the  1 ,000-mf 
capacitor.  Wire  the  negative  side  of 

the  wall  wart  output  to  the  negative 

side  of  the  capacitor  and  connect  the 

3,3K  ohm  resistor  across  the  positive 

and  negative  leads  of  the  capacitor. 

Wire  the  norma lly-open  contacts  of 

the  relay  across  the  power-on  button 
in  the  PC. 

Once  power  is  applied  to  the  wall 

wart,  the  relay  will  engage  until  the 

cap  charges  and  then  drop  out.  The 

PC  KEYBOARD  EMULATION 

Interface  Keyboards ,   Switches,  and  RS- 232 
to  your  PC  Keyboard  Input 

Model  KE24 
ONLY  $99.95 

*   PS/2  Keyboard 
Emulation 

*   Up  to  1 2   x   12  matrix 

*   Programmable 

*   RS- 232  Port 

The  KE24  i s   the  ultimate  in  flexibility.  Inputs  from  keypads, 

switches,  or  serial  data  can  emulate  any  of  the  1 04  keys  from 

a   standard  keyboard. 

Model  KE18 
ONLY  $44.95 

•   9   x   9   matrix  or  18 

Individual  inputs 

•   2.5"  x   3,0"  size 

•   PS/2  Keyboard  Port 

The  KE18  provides  a   quick 

and  easy  interface  to  the 

PS/2  port  from  your  switches 
and  keypads. 

ejIHAGSTROM 
1 1   ELECTRONICS,  INC. 

IT  Fiddlers  Green,  Lansing,  NY  14332 

Toll  Free:  888-690-9080 

Phone:  (607)  533-4441 

Fox:  (607)  533-4443 
www.  hagsfro  me  lect  ron  ics.com 

Servicing  Your  Complete  Prototype  Needs 

•   Prototypes  at  a   fraction  of  the  cost 

•   Tooling  and  setup  included 

•   Any  contour 

*   industry  standard  quality 

*   Follow  up  series  runs 

*   CAM  /   CAD  consulting 

►   FrA  1.6mm,  35jJm  ft* 
>   Online  quotation 

DOWNLOAD  OUR 

FREE  LAYOUT  SOFTWARE! 

•   No  Size  Limits 

•   No  Pin  Limits 

•   EMC  Analysis 

FREE 

*   Schema l is  Capture 

•   A ulo router 

■   Aulo  placer 

TOLL  FREE!  ROHKMVEFF 

1   877  3908541  (onfbflH 1-iVc  v. 

Smpty  send  your  fiks  and  order  OHLIHE: 

WWW.PCBP00L.COM 

CMS'  < 

tkMm  f   KTftVr 
v   art  ad 

W   HrU 
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Nuts  &   Volts 

on  CD? 

sa9*95 plus  $4.95  s/h  USD 

You  asked  for  it, 

you  got  it! 
{Well,  coming  soon  anyways!) 

Starting  with  calendar  year 

2004,  we  are  archiving  a   years' worth  of  issues  on  a   CD  that 
can  be  searched,  printed,  and 
easily  stored. 

You'll  be  able  to  purchase  said 
disk  from  us  for  your  own 
personal  use  and  dispose  of 
your  old  paper  copies  that  are 
collecting  dust  in  the  garage. 
(Your  spouse  will  love  you  for it!) 

We  will  also  be  archiving  earlier 
years  as  well,  so  stay  tuned  for 
their  availability. 

The  expected  shipping  date  is 
May  I   5th. 

To  pre-order*  go  to: 
www. nutsvolts.com 

or  call 

1 .800.783.4624 

or  send  a   check  or 

money  order  to: 

IMuts  &   Volts 

43  □   Princeland  Court 

Corona,  CA  92879 

resistor  will  discharge  the  capacitor 

upon  power  failure  and,  when  the 

power  is  restored,  the  process  will  be 

repeated, 
The  momentary  closure  of  the 

relay  will  cause  the  PC  to  power-up 

when  power  is  restored.  RadioShack 

part  numbers  are  as  follows: 

Wall  wart  273-1779 

Relay  275-241 

Capacitor  272-1019 
Resistor  271-1122 

Wayne  Eckert 
Fort  Lauderdale,  FL 

[#03056  -   March  2005] 

I'm  looking  for  a   simple  turn 
signal  reminder  circuit  I   can  install 

in  a   truck  that  doesn't  have  self- 
canceling signals.  /   would  prefer 

something  that  could  be  tied  into 

the  flasher  circuit.  /   know  one  of 

your  older  magazines  had  such  a 

circuit f   but  /   can't  find  my  back 
issue.  Any  help  would  be 

appreciated. 

#1  It  can't  be  any  simpler  than 

this,  as  no  "circuit"  is  required.  Just 
wire  (observing  proper  polarity)  a 

piezo  buzzer  across  the  turn  signal 

flasher  contacts*  The  piezo  buzzer 
will  sound  in  unison  with  the  flasher. 

RadioShack  part  #273-060  (85- 

dB  piezo  buzzer,  3>28-VDC,  5   mA)  is 

an  appropriate  unit,  but  other 

suppliers  —   such  as  All  Electronics 
and  Jameco  —   have  similar  items. 

For  the  RS  part  (which  has  thin 

stranded  wire  leads),  just  unplug  the 

flasher,  insert  (observing  proper 

polarity)  the  leads  in  the  socket,  and 
reinstall  the  flasher  so  that  the  leads 

are  held  firmly. 

Ray  Mueller 
Surf  City,  NJ 

#2  Back  in  the  mid-80s,  l   was 
about  to  patent  a   turn  signal 

reminder  called  SIGN  ALERT.  I   didn't 
do  so,  but  1   still  have  several  hundred 

of  these  units  available.  They  work 

great  and  are  highly  reliable. 

They  are  encapsulated  in  epoxy 

and  install  in  less  than  a   minute  by 

simply  removing  the  existing  flasher 

unit,  then  re-inserting  the  flasher  unit 
into  the  module  clips  and  then  back 

into  the  original  flasher  socket.  The 

module  has  a   wire  clip  for  attaching 

it  somewhere  appropriate  under  the 

dashboard  where  it  can  be  heard, 

but  not  seen. 

They  operate  by  counting 
flashes  and  were  calculated  to 

sound-off  when  an  automobile 

traveled  about  1/4  mile  at  55  mph 

with  the  turn  signal  still  applied. 

They  work  only  in  conjunction  with 
the  flasher  unit  energized  so  they 

only  draw  battery  power  when  a   turn- 
signal  is  applied,  which  is  really  not 

worth  mentioning,  since  it  operates 

on  two  CMOS  chips  and  only  a   few 

passive  components. 
If  interested,  contact  me  at 

ifmcomp@'localnet.com  and  I   will 

send  you  a   module. 

John  F,  Mastromoro 
St.  Johns  vi  lie,  NY 

[#04051  -   April  2005] 
/   am  using  a   uariac  to  control 

the  uoltage  going  to  a   filament  for 

heating  purposes.  Does  anyone 

know  of  a   way  to  control  the  AC 

current  going  to  this  filament  in  an 

electronic  fashion? 

#   I   You  didn't  provide  too  much 

detail  about  your  application,  so  I'll 
make  a   few  assumptions  along  the 

way*  First  of  all,  using  a   variac  to 

control  temperature  implies  that  this 

is  an  open-loop  system.  You, 

however,  "close  the  loop"  by 
observing  the  temperature  on  a 

thermometer  and  making  small 

adjustments  to  the  variac,  as 
needed.  If  the  environment  is 

relatively  stable,  you  could  develop  a 

calibration  table  to  equate  variac 

knob  position  with  temperature*  Of 

course,  if  you  just  turn  on  power  with 
the  variac  set  at  a   fixed  position,  it 

may  take  some  time  to  reach  a 

steady-state  temperature* 

I’m  also  assuming  that  you  are 

using  conventional  wall  power  (115 

VAC)  and  that  the  filament  load 
current  is  around  an  amp  or  so* 
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If  this  more  accurately  describes 

your  application,  then  the  simplest 

solution  is  to  replace  the  rather 

bulky  (and  expensive)  variac  with  a 

low-cost  lamp  dimmer  control.  Get 
the  kind  that  has  a   rotary  control 

knob  with  a   push  on/off  switch. 

This  way,  once  you  find  the 

proper  setting,  simply  push  the 
switch  to  turn  it  on  and  off.  Most 

lamp  dimmers  are  capable  of 

controlling  300-watt  resistive  loads 
and  are  readily  available  at  hardware 

and  electrical  supply  stores  for  less 

than  $10.00* 

Heavy-duty  dimmers  are  also 
available,  if  your  application  requires 

more  current.  Mount  the  dimmer  in 

a   4   x   4   metal  electrical  box,  along 

with  a   duplex  outlet  so  you  can 

easily  plug  in  your  heater. 

If  you'd  like  to  upgrade  to  a 
closed-loop  controller,  they  are  also 

available,  but  at  a   much  higher  cost 

The  advantage  is  that  the  steady- 

state  temperature  will  be  reached 

quicker  and  the  temperature  will  be 

more  repeatable  and  stable  over 
various  environmental  conditions. 

Some  controllers  also  have  a   built-in 

temperature  readout.  However,  it  will 

require  that  a   thermistor, 

thermocouple,  or  probe  be  placed 

near  the  heater  to  provide  an 

electrical  feedback  signal  to  the 

controller.  Search  the  Internet  (and 

eBay)  for  "proportional  temperature 

controllers"  if  you  are  interested. 

I   found  a   "no  frills"  controller 

with  probe  for  $55.00  at 

http://mcshaneinc.com/htinl/ 

5CX-140.html 

Bob  Kovacs 
West  Orange,  NJ 

#2  Power  to  a   resistive  load  such 

as  yours  can  be  controlled  with  a 
three  terminal  silicon  device  called  a 

triac.  Simply  put,  one  terminal  (the 

gate)  receives  a   setpoint  voltage. 

The  other  two  leads  are  the  input 

and  output  and  go  in  series  with  the 

load.  The  gate  voltage  controls  the 

voltage  at  which  the  triac  turns  on. 
The  triac  turns  off  when  the  current 

through  it  goes  to  zero  (when  the  AC 
current  wave  form  changes  sign). 

Therefore,  by  varying  the  voltage  on 

the  gate,  you  can  vary  the 

percentage  of  time  during  the  AC 

cycle  that  current  flows. 

This,  in  turn,  varies  the  power 
delivered  to  the  load.  The  web 

page  at  www.electronics-lab.com/ 

projects/ mot  or_light/ 041/  shows 

a   fairly  complicated  circuit  that  uses 

a   triac  (Gl)  to  control  power  to  a 
load. 

You  can  replace  all  the  fancy 

electronics  with  a   properly  wired  and 

isolated  potentiometer.  Almost  any 

application  note  on  a   triac  will 

include  that  simplified  schematic. 

Tom  Til  lander 

Bay  Village  OH 

Yes!  The  internet's  first  and  best 
robotics  source  has  been  purchased 

byjameco  Electronics,  and  we’re 
committed  to  greatly  expanding  the 

product  line  quickly! 

Each  month  we’ll  add  hundreds  more 

new  robotics  products.  Plus  we'll 
continue  to  supply  favorites  like 

Muscle  Wire®,  the  octoBot  survivor™ 
robot  and  more. 

Be  sure  to  visit  us  online  at 

www.RobotStore.com 

or  call 

Your  Robotic  Needs! 

{EiEESZEEB 
...and  see  what’s  changed! 

we're Back! 

Robotic  Arm  Kit 

INO.  4-523) 

Twin  Motor  Gearbox  Kit 

INO.  3-709) 
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i   again ,   we'll  be  part  of  the  giant  RoboNexus  Conference  —   which 
will  be  twice  as  large  as  last  year.  To  "suit"  the  quickly-evolving  work  in 

strength  augmentation,  we've  expanded  the  challenges  forTetsujin  2005. 
Now  you  have  three  ways  to  showcase  your  work: 

Y 1 es  exo-fans,  Tetsujin  is  back  for  a   second  action-packed  year l   Once 

CHALLENGE  1: 

Weightlifting.  Ascend  stairs  in  your  suit  to  the  lifting 
platform  and  lift  a   load  of  from  100  to  1,000  lbs*  from  a 

squatting  position  to  a   height  of  at  least  24  inches*,  return 
the  load  to  the  ground  in  a   controlled  manner,  and 

descend  the  stairs.  Stair-climbing  may  be  un powered.  The 
winner  is  the  competitor  who  lifts  the  most  weight. 

CHALLENGE  2: 

Dexterity.  Stack  nine  concrete  cylinders  weighing  about 

70  pounds  each  in  a   4-3-2  vertical  arrangement,  but  don't 
knock  them  over  as  the  pyramid  grows! The  winner  is  the 

competitor  who  arranges  the  cylinders  in  the  shortest 

Ik  the  100  foot*  long  U-shaped 

pping  over  a   small  obstacle  at  the 
ortest  time  wins,  with  a   time  bonus 

n   any  auxiliary  load  carried. Walking 

lie  set  is  available  online  at 

lagazine.com/tetsujin 
ons  can  be  directed  to 

i200y@gmail.com 

so  you  can  be  a   part  of  the  largest 

of  the  year  —   TETSU^lN  2005* 
_r  _______    r     a   tentative  state  and  may  be  sub/ect  to  change. 

time. 

CHALLENGE  3: 
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Northwest  Technical,  Inc   .   82 
QKITS          -22 
RABBIT  Semiconductor     29.-44- 
RadioShack   22 

Ramsey  Electronics,  Inc,          20-21 
Scott  Edwards  Electronics,  Inc       .100 
Tritronics,  Inc           jaZ_ 
XGameStation    32_ 

Information  Unlimited          ......86 

KITS 

LASERS 

MISC./ELECTRONICS 
FOR  SALE 

MISC  ./SURPLUS 

RE  Smith    .35 
Scientifics   .43 

■   JjlWl All  Electronics  Corp.      ...JJi 
Computer  Circulation  Center   -Z9- 
Front  Panel  Express  LLC   .90 
GreenChip   .13 
Halted  Specialties  Co   2 
MCM   24 

Resources  Un-Ltd       IK 

Surplus  Sales  of  Nebraska  . 
Windsor  Distributors    

...22. 

...JLL 

MOTORS 
Computer  Circulation  Center  . 
Jameco      

OPTICS 
Anchor  Optical  Surplus 

  ,12 

..59,  103 

..69 

PROGRAMMERS 
C   oni  tec  DataSy st  ems 
micro  Engineering  Labs 

...47 

..~TTT 

RF  TRANSMITTERS/ 
RECEIVERS 

Abacom  Technologies  . 
Linx  Technologies 

Mateo,  Inc.  ................... 

.69 

.33 
—82 

ROBOTICS 

£   IS 

BaJBots.com      14 
Budget  Robotics      99, 
E-Cfec-Tech      98 

Hobby  Engineering       M. 
Jameco      .59.  103 
LabJack            ...72 
Lem  os  International  Co.,  Inc       IT 

Lynx  mot  ion,  Inc,        .26 
fet  Media  ................................................................... .3^ 

RadioShack       ....32 

Zagros  Robotics              ..82 

SATELLITE 
Lem  os  International  Co,,  Inc       ..17 

SECURITY 
Computer  Circulation  Center         79 
Information  Unlimited    -36 
Linx  Technologies      JJ3- 
Matco,  Inc               22- 
Pol  aris  USA  Video,  Inc   15 

TEST  EQUIPMENT 
Beilin  Dynamic  Systems,  Inc       32 
C   &   S   Sales,  Inc.      2L 

Circuit  Specialists,  Inc           inn. -in? Coni  tec  DataSystems           22- 
Electronic  Design  Specialists     8b 
Jaycar  Electronics               65 
LabJack    79 
Link  Instruments            J_ 

Madell  Technology  Corp,      .10 
PC-  0   sci  I   lose  opes/C  rag    ..j4 
Pico  Technology  Ltd.  UK   ,23£ 

Trace  Systems „   Inc,        ..  .89 
Tritronics,  Inc,          67 

Saelig  Company,  Inc           .73, 212 
Syspec,  Inc.      ..89 

TOOLS 
C   &   S   Sales,  Inc,  ............ 
CAIG  Laboratories,  Inc.  .. 
Madell  Technology  Corp, 

....91 

..■3a 

....10 

VIDEO 
Multi  labs 

WIRE/CABLE 
&   CONNECTORS 

Jameco  . ..59,  103 
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/Digital  Storage  Oscilloscope  Module'S  Digital  Ant  mo  meter' 

PC  based  Digital  Storage 

Oscilloscope, 200MHz 5GS/s  C. 

cquiv  sampling  USB  interfai 

Details  &   Software 
Download  at  Web  Site 

>   Test  Equipment 

Convert  any  PC 
with  USB  interface 

to  a   high  perform- 
ance Digital  Storage 

O   s ci Hose  ope.  This 
is  a   sophisticated 
PC  basedscope 

adaptor  providing 

performance  com- patible to  mid/high 
level  stand  alone 

products  costing 
much  more!  Comes 

with  two  probes. 

******* 

>   Oscilh>scopes/Outstandliig  Prices 

Item#  200DSO  Onlv$899.00 
CS 130  03X3/$  179.00 

(qty  5+/S1 69.00) 

Circuit  Specialists  Soldering  Station 
w/Ceranne  Element  &   Seperate 

Solder  Stand 

•Ceramic  hea ting  element  for  more  accurate 
temp  control 

■Temp  control  Irnob  in  F{392°  to  896°)  & 
C(200°  to  489°) 

■3 -prong  grounded  power  cord/ static  safe  tip 
•Seperate  neavy  duty  iron  stand 
•Replaceable  iron/ easy  disconnect 
•Extra  tips  etc.  shown  at  web  site  S T \T I O IS  1 

Also  Available  w /Digital  Display 
&   M ic ro Processor  Controller 

Item# 
CSI-STATION2 

Item#  CSI825A++ 
Microprocessor 

Controlled  ! 

Includes  4   Nozzles! 

FANTASTIC VALUES! 

$49.95 

Details  at  Web  Site 

>   Soldering  Equipment  &   Supplies  Snldering  Stations 

PC  Based 

See  Details  m   We*  Site 
•32K  sample  s/Channel  memory 
•Includes  software  and  a   CD  ROM 

*2  QMs/S  Sampling  rate/Channel 

•Scroll  mode  has  sweep  times  to  1   Hr/Sec 

•Voltage  and  Time  Cursors 

•Voltage  Range:  50mV  to  5   V,  7   Steps 

•Time  Range:  50ns/div  to  0.5s/div,1  -2-5  22steps 

^Technical  Details  at  Web  Site  Test  Equipment 

Protek  100MHz  Realtime  Scope 
Brand  New 2   Cb  Dual  Irate 

6”  Internal  Grid 
ALTMAG 
ALTTRIG 
TV  Syne 
5   Vertieal  ,   M 
Modes  Item#  6510 

^Details  at  W eb  Site  >   Equipment  >   tKelNe^tpe^/Outtfandlng  Prices 

f   Digital  Sound  Level  Meter A   Digital  Sound  Meter 

with  "RS-232  port  ideal-  t   S 1 2   9   *   0   0 1 
ly  suited  for  testing 
sound  levels  to  OSlLVs  require- 

ments, detect  noise,  music  levels  or 
sound  engineering 

applications.  "   Item# Details  at  Web  Site  CSIMS67U1  ( 

]<St  E^Uipiltthl  Spiliiilly  list  Equipment  ' 

/Tvi ?   Output  Bench  Power  SuppIyN 
with  Large  LCD  Displays 

Output:  (L30VDC  x   2   @3  AMPS ea.  fixed  output  @   5VDQ &   lea.  fixed  output  fd)  5VDC@3A 

[1  Source  Effect:  5xlG4=2mV •   Load  Effect:  5xl04-2mV 
f   Ripple  Coefficient::  <250uV 

Stepped  Current;  30mA +/-  1mA 
input  Voltage:  1   10 VAC 

Details  at  Web  Site 

>   Test  Equipment  >   Power  Supplier 

SMD  RE-WORK  SYSTEM 
w/Vacuum  Pick-up  tool 

DetaiU  at  Web  Site 

SitldLi  in;;  Equipment  &   Supplies  Rework  Stations^' 

/Tlumidity/Temperature  Meter  w/RS-232^ 
Item#  CS1MS65Q3 

Only 

S 1 49.00! A   portable  high  quality 

Humidity  Temperature 
Meter  with  a   large  LCD  display  and 
backlight  that  makes  it  very  easy  to 

read.  The  RS-232  port  and  included 
software  allow  you  to  keep  the  unit 

hooked  up  to  your  computer  for  extend- ed measurement  taking  and  for  storage, 
analysis  and  printing  of  data. Details  at  Web  Site  j 

-   -   list  Equ  ip  men  t   Speela  It  y   Tret  Equ  ip  men  ̂    / 

/Digital/ Analog  High  Voltage  Insulation  Tested 
Used  in  the  testing  of  high  voltage  insulation  for 

the  maintenance  and  service  of  industry  equip- 
ment, such  as  cables,  transformers,  generators, 

switches,  etc.  The  meter  has  am  auto  range  from  0 
to  l(H>,000Mohm  indicated  by  a   dual  scale  poin  t 

needle  whie.h  will  amo~ebange  the  high  or  low 

range  according  to  the  value  of  the  resistance. 
Item#  CSIMS5202 

Details  at  Web  Site  Only  SI  79.00 
t   >   Test  Equipment  Specially  Test  Equipment 

Not  Refitt'hished! Includes  2   scope  pm  hes 

A   $975.00  Value! 

1   (Ml MHz  only  $499.00 
While  Supplies  Last! 

r   A   Complete  Electronics  Lab 
You  supply  the  PC  to  complete  a   powerful  test  system 
which  includes  a   two  channel  Digital  Storage 
Oscilloscope,  a   16  channel  Logic  Analyzer  an  Arbitray 
Waveform  Generator,  two  Programmable  Power 
Supplies  and  two  ProgrammaBle  Clock  Generators. 

Details  at  Web  Site  Item#  E LAB-080 

>   Test  Equipment  >   OseiNitveepes/Out  standing  Prices 

f' Dual  Output  DC  Bench  Power  Supplies High  stability  digital  read-out  bench  power  supplies 
featuring  constant  voltage  and  current  outputs.  Short- 
circuit  and  current  limiting  protection  is  provided. 
SMT  PC  boards  and  a   built-in  cooling  fan  help  ensure 
reliable  performance  and  long  life. 

•Source  Effect;  5x10"^— 2m V   r1 

•Load  Effect:  5x  1   G4-2mV  (   H ° 1 

•Ripple  Coefficient::  <250uV  \^TTEMI^ 
•Stepped  Current:  30mA  +/-  1mA 

*Boih  Models  have  a   IA/5VDC  Filed  Output  on  the  rear  panel* 

CSI3G03X-5:  0-30v/0-3amp/I-4..$97.0l>/5+„$93*ftft 

CSI5GG3 X-5:  0-5Ov/O-3amp/f-4..$lG7*OO/5  i   ..$103*00 

Details  at  Web  Site  >   Test  Equipment  -   Power  Supplies 

As  Low  As 
$93.00! 

Circuit  Specialists ,   Inc .   220  S.  Country  Club  Dr.,  Mesa,  AZ  85210 
800-528-1417  /   480-464-2485  /   FAX:  480-464-5824 

Circle  #35  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 
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3M™  DataCom  Cable  Tester 
This  unit  allows  for  mapping,  testing  and 

UNBEATABLE  PRICE  troubleshooting  of  various  lines,  includ- 
ing  installed  data  communications,  phone 

wiring  and  coaxial  cable  * 

runs.  Per  forms  multiple  test  Oil  1 V 
on  the  following  cable  S49.00 

types,  up  to  1 000  feet  i   n 
length:  Unshielded  telephone  cables  with 
RJ-1  I   and  RJ-45  connectors;  Ethernet  10 

(100)  Base-T:  Token  Ring-  EJA/TJA-568 
A/B;  AT&T  258a;  USOC;  50  or  75  ohm 

item#  DT-2000  Coax  w   ith  F   orBNC  connectors. — 
Details  at  Web  Site 

a 
ludud&L  I   blstii't*,  Case*  7   KeiiHto &   ‘Mouiin  AHIgHtm-  Clips 

test  Equipment  >   Spec  hilly  list  Equipment J 

RF  Field  Strength  Analyzer 

Compare  at  Over  $2000! 
The  3201  is  a   high  quality  hand-held  RF 

Field  Strength  Analyzer  with  wide  band 

teeeptinn  ranging  from  1 00 kHz  to 

2060MHz, The  3201  is  a   compact  & 

lightweight  portable  analyzer  &   is  a   must 

tor  RF  Technicians,  Ideal  for  testing, 

installing  &.  maintenance  of  Mobile 

Telephone  Comm  systems,  Cellular 

PbonesX’ordless  phones,  paging  systems, 
cable  &   Satellite  TV  as  well  as  antenna 

installations  .May  also  be  used  to  locate 

hidden  cameras  using  RF  transmissions 

New  Fantastic 
Low  Price: 

$1299.00! 

>WFM/NFM/AM/SSB  modulated  signals  may- be measured. 

'Signal  Levels  up  to  IhOChannels  can  be 
displayed  simubneously  on  the  LCD 
'PLL  tuning  system  lor  precise  frequency 
measurement  and  tuning 

1   Bu  i   I   t-i  n   Frcq  uc  ncy  Counter 

>LED  Backlight  LCD  (192x192  dots) 
'All  i'uetions  are  menu  selected. 
'RS232C  with  software  for  PC  &   printer 

K speaker  d^Ude,  AnUnnu) 
Limited  Time  Otter 

Jti'in#  3201 

Details  at  Web  Site  -   Test  Equipment  -   Kl  Test  Equipment 

Flexible  Full-Sized  Roll-Up  Keyboard 

This  virtually  industruc  table  keyboard  is  ruggedized  and  can  stand  all  kinds  of  abuse.  It's  made  of  a   high  quality  sil- 
icone material  which  offers  the  perfect  combi  nation  of  practicality,  durability,  comfort  and  flexibility.  The  unique 

material  allows  you  not  only  to  clean  the  key  board  w   ith  soap  and  w   ater,  but  makes  it  resistant  to  any  dirt, din sri 

sand  and  even  ootTee  or  tea  spills!  Simply  w   ipe  up  the  spilled  liquid  with  a   damp  cloth  and  continue  working. 

Compatible  with  PS/2  or  USB 

Details  at  Web  Site  >   Personal  Computing  &   Network  Products  >   Keyboards  Item#  ROL  1. 1.  FKL  \   BOARD 

f   50,000  Count  High  Accuracy  DMM 

The  50,000  count  resolution  provides  some  of  the  most 

accurate  readings  available  in  a   handheld  meter.  Readings 

are  easily  seen  on  the  large  LCD  display  with  backlight,  but 

also  included  is  an  analog  bargraph  to  provide  a   graphic  of 

the  critical  information  being  displayed.  T me  RMS  readings 

also  enhance  the  accuracy  of  this  meter.  An  RS-232  port 
and  soft  ware  give  you  the  ability  to  download  all  your  data 

to  a   computer  for  storage  and  analysis.  P^0Bly  ■ 
Hem#  CSIMS8218  S189.UU 

Details  at  Web  Site  Test  Equipment  Digital  Multimeters 

Logic  Port  Logic  Analyzer 

The  Logic  Port  provides  34  sampled  channels 

including  two  state  -mode  clock  inputs.  Jt  con- 

nects to  your  PC's  USB  port  tor  ultimate  con- 
venience and  performance. 

*34  Channels 

*5GGMHz  Timing  mode  sample  rate 

•2GGM  Hz  S   tate  mode  sample  rate 
•Real-time  Sample  Compression •Multi-level  trigger 

•+6V  to  -6V  Adjustable  Threshold 

V   Details  at  Web  Site  > 

Hem#  LOGICPORT 

Test  Equipment  Logie  Analyzers  j 

SONY  Super  HAD  CCDW 
equipped  camera's  feature  dramatically improved  light  sensitivity 

^SOXY  Super  HAD  CCD  Color 
Weatherproof  IR  Cameras 

•Day  &   Night  Auto  Switch 
•Signal  System:  NTSC 

•Image  Sensor:  1/3"  SONY  Super  HAD  CCD 
•Effective  Pixels:  51 G   x   492 
•Horizontal  Resolution:  48GTV  lines 

•Built-in  Lens:  6mm /FI. 5 
•S/N  Ratio:  >   48dB 

•Min.  Illumination:  GLux  Item#  VC-827D 

Details  at  Web  Site  1-M149.00  
5+:Sl39.00 

V   >   Ml  nla  turf  C   a   mer  as{  Board.Bulle  t,  Ml  nfs,  B/1 W,  Color) 

SONY  Super  HAD  CCD  B/W 
Weatherproof  [R  Camera 

SONY  Super  HAD  CCD  Color 
Weatherproof  IR  Camera 

•Day  &   Night  Auto  Switch 
•Signal  System:  NTSC 

•Image  Sensor:  1/4"  SONY  Super  HAD  CCD 
•Effective  Pixels:  51 G   x   492 

•Horizontal  Resolution:  42GTV  lines 
•Built-in  Lens:  4.3mm 

•S/N  Ratio:  >   48dB  (AGC  OFF) 

•Min.  Illumination:  GLnx 

r# 

/ 
1-4:S89.UU  5+:S79.UU 

Details  at  Web  Site 
 I   tern#  V   C- 8 1 9D *   Miniature  €amera*{Board,Bullet,Mlnl*s,  B/W,  Color) 

•Day  &   Night  Auto  Switch 

•Signal  System:  E1A 

•Image  Sensor  1/3"  SONY 
Super  HAD  CCD 
•Effective  Pixels:  51G  x492 

•Horizon  ta  1   Resol  ut  ion ; 
42GTV  lines 

•Built-in  Lens:  6mm/Fl.5 

•S/N  Ratio;  >48dB 

•Min.  Illumination:  GLux 

t-4:S69.00  5+:S65.00 

\ 

Item#  VC-31 7D 
Details  at  Web  Site 

>   Miniature  CameraqBoard,Bulllt,Mlnrs) 

f   SONY  Super  HAD  CCD  Color  Camera\ 

Item#  VC-805  l-4:$69.00  S+:S65.0U 
•   Weather  Proof 

•Signal  System;  NTSC 

•Image  Sensor  1/4"  SONY 
Super  HAD  CCD 

•Effective  Pixels:  51Gx  492 
•Horizontal  Resolution:  42GTV  lines •Lens:  3,6mm 

•S/N  Ratio;  ̂    48dB  /j i 

•Min.  Illumination:  lLux/F1.2  (Unb
elievable 

V   Pri  a?  f 

I   Details  at  Web  Site 

>   Miniature  Cameras{Board,BulllL,MlnPs) 

'SONY  Super  HAD 

CCD  Mini  B/W'  Board 
Camera 

JK 
 • 

Item#  VC-193  *** 
Signal  System:  EIA 

Image  Sensor  1/3H  SONY  Super HAD  CCD 

Effective  Pixels:  510x492 

Horizontal  Resolution:  420TV  Lines 

Lens:  3.6mm'92°  Angle  of  View 
Min.  Illumination:  .05Llix/F1j2 

1-4: $33. 00  5+:$29.00 
Details  at  Web  Site 

V   :   Miniature  Cameras 

0 
\   

c 
Xu 

Visit  our  website  fora  complete  listing  of  our  offers.  We  have  over  8, GOG  electronic  items  on  line  @   >v  >v>v.  C ire u   in  S   pec  ia  lists  .com.  PC  based  data  acquisition 

industrial  computers,  loads  of  test  equipment,  optics,  I.C’s,  transistors,  diodes,  resistors,  potentiometers,  motion  control  products,  capacitors,miniature  observation 
cameras,  panel  meters,  chemicals  for  electronics,  do  it  yourself  printed  circuit  supplies  for  PCB  fabrication,  educational  D.J.Y.  kits,  cooling  fans,  heat  shrink,  cable 

les  &   other  wire  handle ing  items,  hand  tools  for  electronics,  breadboards,  trainers,  programmers  &   much  much  morel  Some  Peak  you  won’t  believe! 

Circuit  Specialists,  Inc.  220  S.  Country  Club  Dr.,  Mesa,  AZ  85210 
800-528-1 41  7   /   480-464-2485  I   FAX:  480-464-5824 
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Order  the 

BSLA  #30010 
for  only  $99 

BASIC  Stamp8 Logic  Analyzer 

1   "   J 

BSLA  Hardware  Features: 

*   2   M$/$  sample  rates,  fast  enough 

for  all  Parallax  24-pin  modules 
•   20  charnels  (16  for  1/0$  and 
4   for  Vdd,  Res,  Sout,  Sin) 

*   Thresholds  set  at  1.4V  and  0,8V, 
supporting  TTL  and  CMOS 

•   Free  software: 

R   Compatible  with  Win2K,  WinXP  operating  systems 
n   Multiple  triggering  options  on  all  channels 

n   PC,  asynchronous  serial,  SPI  bus  decoder 
H   Minimum  sample  depth  of  1   million  samples  up  to  available  PC  RAM 
K   Sample  clock  generated  internally 
H   Zoom  in,  zoom  out  and  zoom  all 

H   Save,  Open  and  Print  captured  data  and  settings 
tt  Movable  cursors  for  easy  measurements 

Protocol  decoder,  bug  hunter, 
and  measurement  tool . 

Parallax  and  USBee  (www.usbee.com)  combined  our 

skills  to  develop  the  new  BASIC  Stamp  Logic  Analyzer 

(BSLA).  This  low-cost  toot  fits  between  all  24-pin 
BASIC  Stamp  and  Javelin  Stamp  modules  and  their 

programming  socket,  connecting  directly  to  your  PC's 
USB  2.0  port. 

Order  online  at  paraHax.com  or 

call  our  Sales  Department 

toll-free  at  888-512-1024 

(Mon-Fri,  7   a.m.  to  5   p.m.,  PT). 

BASIC  Stamp,  and  Beard  o i   Education  are  registered  trademarks  of  Parallax,  Inc.  Tha  Para  lax  logo  ana  trademarks  of  iPaTallax,  Inc, 

Circle  #IS4  on  the  Reader  Service  Card. 
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